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Summary

This thesis is a study of the grammar of deter

miners and quantifiers, as defined in the Introduction, 
in Contemporary English and it attempts, within the 

^ theory of transformational grammar, to determine the 
basic grammatical systems which control their linguistic 

behaviour. The thesis is divided into four parts.

Part I is an historical and critical survey of 
earlier grammarians. In Chapter 1 the work of grammar

ians within the 'iparts of speech' tradition is .surveyed. 
It is concluded that .that theory is inadequate for a 

■proper analysis of determiners, although individual 
grammarians show remark-able linguistic insight. In 

Chapter 2 the. work of notionalist grammarians is discus

sed; it is concluded that they provide a useful found

ation for further work, despite the lack of a formal 
approach. In Chapter 3 structuralist analyses, includ

ing early transformationalist analyses, are examined. 

Much of, this, it is cohSjluded, is of little value, but 
the work of later stiructuralists is seen to be most

relevant.

Part 11 oontains an evaluation of recent qu^tifier 
theory,, and in Chapter 4- the grammar of both is consid

ered from one current point of view. Despite theoretic- ’ 

al inadequacies, it is seen that bdth contains elements

I
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usually aasociated with all, the and two. In Chapter 5 
the^theories of lakoff and Carden are analysed^ and it is 
concluded that their proposal that quantifiers are 
underlying predicates is incorrect. In Chapter 6 a 
rival theory proposed by Jaokendoff is also found to-be 

. inadequate. —

In Part III new proposals are made for the source 

of quantifiers. In Chapter 7 it is claimed that simple 

existential quantifiers, e.g., some, are derived from an 
NP whose verb is the abstractvform EXIST. After further 

remarks-^n some. Chapter 8 claims that compound exist- 

entlais, e.g many,-have a source similar to some, but
' " • A '•

with a nonrestrictive clause dependent on the quant-
• t

J
ifier-noun and referring to quantity. In Chapter 9 it 
is argued that the universal quantifier all has a source 
in a rather different higher sentence than that for 

some, where the predicate is quantity-referring, but 
there is no higher verb EXIST. Each is seen to have a 

similar source but every is more closely related to the 
compound existenJiialsT^ In Chapter 10 quantifier-parti

tive constructions and the status of any are discussed 

and a modified analysis: of both is also given. It is 
concluded that it is correct to postulate a higher 
sentence source for quantifiers, but that the rejection 
of a purely predicate source is also correct. The 
analyses given are a partial resolution of these claims.
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Part IV is chiefly concerned with a and the. In 
Chapter 11 it is shown that a is best regarded as a 
morphological realisation of countability, rather than 
as an 'article' or numeral. In Chapter 12 the pronomin

al source for the suggested by Sommerstein is largely 

accepted, but cataphoric t^ is seen to be derived from 

a relativisaltion transformation. Jt is concluded that 
there is no justification for a grammatical category 
'article'.

/
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In-troduotion ’

This thesis represents an attempt to‘provide a ' 
satisfactory analysis of the semantic and syntaotic 

behaviour of determiners and quantifiers in Contemporary 
^English, especially British English. However there is 
no .claim that the analysis below is exhaustive and this i 
is for two reasons. Firstly, there is the purely pract

ical point that the range of behaviour found even’within 
such a relatively restricted set of grammatical oategor-

■Os , _

,ies such as we propose to discuss is much too large for 
a work of this size; secondly, the aims of the thesis 

are not identifiable solely with providing a set of rules
Which will generate all and'only all grammatical ocour- 

• rences of determiners and quantifiers. Rather, they are 
to determine exactly a broad typological classification

of the items under discussion and to examine what gram

matical differences there may be between the types, which 
ere established. At the same time It is hoped that 

sufficient evidence wiD,l be discovered to enable us to 

decide, at least approximately what kind of grammar is 
most likely to permit us to establish the most useful
generalisations about the behaviour of Determiners and 
quantifiers. . "

Before we elaborate on these theoretical points it
is necessary, however, to clarify exactly what is meant 
by the terms 'determiner' and*'quantifier'. As might be
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expected, there is considerable divergence of opinion 
: amongst grammarians as to what words fall under .each 

class, especially as to what^words are determiners, 
therefore part of our task must be to evaluate the 
adequacy of competing classifications, but this ought 
not to deter us from beginning with a' quite simple 

definition which may be modified, i: 
later stage. There is one^'^grej

9

and

leoessary, at a 
^vantage in that 

determiners and-quantifiers constitute a 'closed' set.
or at least a set which is nearly closed; in other words 
the items so classified can be enumerated. We shall not
attempt to do so, since it seems undeniable that, 

new determiner could be added to the language,‘ot; that 
aii existing one could become obsolete, as did, at 

earlier stage of the language, felsr'fele. meaning 

"many". But like other closed sets, determiners can be 

defined by,their surface position, which simplifies 
matters considerably.

say, a

Rather-than engage now upon, a discussion of the 
various merits of ■compet?pg descriptions of determiners 

and quantifiers, let us simply accept a definition, of 

determiners given_in a straightforward practical grammar 
of English, where theoretical ■ooneiderations are mini

mised. Thus Chrfstophersen and Sandved (1969:69) state:
■ "Determiners are words (or word-groups) that

can occur in the positions occupied by the 
words the, a/ah, my. our, your, their in
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utterances like
The

A/An

My

('old) 'man ('men) 'died. "

.Amongst the more important determiners which Ghrlstoph- 
ersen Md Sandved then list, there are, apart from the 

above, every, each, one, those, both, many., much, this. 

his. John's, no. all, some-, any. We may dispute one or 
two of their inclusions and omissions, but basically the 

. -class of determiners is thus satisfactorily delimited. 

,7^In this thesis we make the further distinction that
those determiners^which contain a clear semantic compon

ent referring to number or quantity are named quant

ifiers. Thus :we may. from-tthe list above the
following quantifiers; every, each, one, both, many. 
much, no. all, some..any. It is hoped that this seman

tic distinction will be shown at a later stage to, be 

completely justified.

etc.

r'

Although th'e^ classification of determiners by 

Christophersen and Sandved, with our later subclasslfic- 

ation of quantifiers, is accepted here, we shall in fact 
subtract a further group of items which will not be 
discussed within the main body of the thesis. This 

group contains the possessive pronouns m£, our, etc. and 
the genitive noun type exemplified by John's, above.
In the latter case there is clear evidence that such



\gmtruc-&OAS—are—noIr'determlneT’s-^p^roper, for example, 
the possibility of sequences such as the man's^where the 
gen^ive noun is^receded by the suggests that these 

constructions are more profitably analysed as nouns 

which may end up in surface structure in the same posi- 
* tion as a determiner and that to search for further 
connections would be misleading.- Our exclusionrsof 

possessive pronouns is on rather different grounds 
is undeniable that, the grammar of possessive pronouns is 

intimately connected with that of personal pronouns, and 
' although it is probably the case, as we shall argue in 
Chapter 12, that the grammar of such pronouns is closely 
related to.at least the amongst the (other) deteimiiners, 

there are a number of major grammatical areas, such as 
coreference, and pronominalisation, which are central to 

the grammar of pronouns but by and large peripheral to 
the grammar of determiners in general. Therefore, for 

^ what appear to be fully justifiable reasons of space and 
time on the one hand and internal coherence of study on

no reference to the grammar

- '•■'A

. traft

the other, we make .vif|ually 
of personal pronouns, and hence possessive pronouns are 

also rarely mentioned.

As we have already stated, one of our principal 
aims is to establish a quite basic typological classific

ation of the determiners and quantifiers as defined 
Indeed, we shall attempt to showimmediately above 

that there are four major grammatical systems which
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aocount for the differing behaviour of the defined items;
further, one such system, ue shall slaim, contains two 

In order to examine the nature ofmajor subsystems, 
each of these systems and subsystems we shall concen

trate our attention upon what we shall, it is hoped, 
show to be the paradigmatic members of each system, that

is, those words which most clearly demonstrate the
Therefore,individual characteristics of each system, 

for a large part of this thesis we shall be primarily 
interested in the following fij^determihers: some.

But this does not imply that amany, all, a and the, 
quantifier such as few or a determiner such as this will
not be discussed; when they are discussed, however, the 

major concern will be to establish the relatibn between 
.--^tKaC'determiner.and the paradigmatic item in question.

" Tot better or for worse we are not investigating indiv

idual determiners, we aire investigating determiner 

systems; therefore the principal aims must be the deter

mination of such systems (and their paradigms) and the 
relation of individual l^ems to a particular system. 

Burthermore, we do not discuss words such as enough.
which ^though they have a considerable claim to be

apparently so idiosyn-oonsidered as determiners, are 
cratic that they do not clearly relate to any general

But until such general systems are agreed upon.system.

there can be little hope that idiosyncratic behaviour
■ ..J

can be usefully analysed.
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Havlng now defined the area of English grammar 
which is to he studied, it woiild now he , useful to-say a 
few words about our theoretical approach, of which there 
are two fundamental components. The first of these is 
that h grammar of (a particular part of) a language, 
ought to deal, with both semantics and syntax and that.
further, no clear distinction can he drawn between the
tWOi

are exclusively syntactic, e.g., affix-moving'rules, or 
that there are no areas which,are exclusively semantic, 
e.g., selectional,restrictions (perhaps), hut that the 

number of areas where the two are intermingled, as is 
even the case in the rel^ively basic instance of con

cord, is so great and the methodology required to solve 
the different problems so similar, that a separation of

This is not to claim that there are no areas which

"syntax and semantics would lead to undue complicatiop of
Throughout ourand-a lose of adequacy in the grammar, 

thesis we shall attempt to justify this claim in more

detail.

The second oomjonent of oiir theoretical approach is 
that we accept that some variant of generative transform

ational grammar is most likely to permit an adequate
To a very largeaccount of determiners and quantifiers, 

extent the justification for this is presented in Part I
of our thesis, and therefore we need not now discuss the 

merits and damBrits of transformational grammar except 
to state that it ought to be evident by the end of this
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thesis, that an analysis of the surfac.e structure of 
determiners-and quantifiers is alone quite insufficient 
to permit,useful claims and generalisations to he made 

. about the items conoemed.. Transformational grammar may 
well have its^defects, but it is at present the most 
promising of theories, which can be lised to investigate 
further into the grammar of a language. The particular 
variant of tr^sformational grammar which is used here is 
largely a combination of that presented by Katz and 

Postal (.1964) and the more recent theory of 'ganerative
semantics' proposed in various papers by, amongst others,

In more.detail.Bach, Iiakoff, McCawley, Postal and Ross, 
it is claimed here that base rules generate underlying
semantic representation^'^from which surface stmictures 

are derived by meaning-preserving transformations, 
many of the more recent accretions to transformational 

theory, such as global rules and the use of logical
It is clear that if we can

But

notation, are-not used here, 
do without such apparatus, and it is argued at several

\
different points in tfi^s thesis that this i^ 

then we have a grammatical model which is more strictly

the case.

constrained and hence, if it performs the same tasks.
Similarly, although in’fact this followsmore adequate,

■ ....

from our use of meaning-preserving transformations only,

we do not use rules, of semantic interpretation of the
It istype proposed by Chomsky, Jackendoff and others 

clearly in the interests of linguistics to restrict as
far as possible the power of specific grammatical models
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and therefore it is one of the aims of this thesis to 
show that such recent additions to the power of trans

formational grammar are hy no means as justifiahle as 

has been thought.

\

Finally, it may he in order to say a little about 
the plan of, this thesis. In Parts I and .II we dscuss 
^;he work of previous and contemporary grammarians res- 

' pectively on the subject .of determiners any quantifiers, 

while in Parts III and IV we present purtheories. 
This is done not simply because _lt is useful to know the 
intellectual background in which' a study is formulated, 
but also because, inevitably, many of the-4.deas in this 
work itself cannot claim to be totally origin^,... There

fore it is only proper that we first acknowledge the 
debts to-others. . A secondary factor is that by first 

■ noting the mistakes of others we may then eliminate them
and proceed to bur own suggestions, having, hopefully.

One possibly unfortunateprofited from those mistakes.
I consequence of this approach, it will be discovered, is 

that the 'articles' aie the primary topics of discussion 

in Parts I and IV, the quantifiers in Parts II and III. 

This arises from purely practical considerations. For a

variety of reasons which will be discussed ip. Part I, 
concentrated their attention to aearlier grammarians 

very great extent on the 'articles', but this situation
has been reversed by contemporary writers, who have 

quantifiers as the more interesting and more important

seen
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group of determiners. We agree with this latter opinion, 
as should he clear from the arguments in Part III .and,

Therefore it is perhaps hot unfi"^- 
ting that a discussion of quantifiers should occupy .the
especially. Part.IV.

central sections of this work, with the other determiners
In one respect itin' a rather more peripheral position, 

may seem unfortunate that virtually all discussion of
the 'articles' is dropped for seven chapters, only to he 
resumed in the final stages, hut in another respect it 
usefully reflects the central priorities and conclusions 

of this study..

1

t
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Ohapter 1

Ihe 'classical* tradition

Introductory remarks •1.1

Almost every aspect of linguistic investigation 
be found to have its source in the works of the Greek 

and latin grammarians. There is no need for us to ask 
why this is so; rather, what we must he aware of is the 

vast aocumulatiori of linguistic knowledge which is the 
indisputable result of the work of these grammarians. 
Therefore the following, pages are devoted to an examin

ation of thevwildly oscillating status of the* grammatic

al items wMch we have defined in the Introduction- 

within the theoretical framework first provided by the 

Greeks and-then only slightly modified by ^he Romans. "

can

X.

If we were to confine our study to classical gram

marians proper, that is, to commence with Plato and

Aristotle in-Greece and snd with Donatus and Priscian in 
Rome, then we would seriously distort the true 
tive

perspeo-

Por the classical tradition did not die with the 
decline of the Roman Empire, but continued on through

A
the Middle Ages Ipto more modem times. ' It may even be 

claimed that it is still alive teday, and It is Certain

ly true that 20th century 1 grammarians such as Poutsma
and Kruisinga owe their theoretical framework to the 

early Greek- and Latin linguists, even if that theory isJ
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more than a little modified. .This persistence Of the 
classical tradition is clearly seen in much of European, 

and especially Butch, linguistics, and can he related to 
more general aspects of European culture.

Therefore we cannot define the classical tradition 
by chronology, but must define it by a common set of

Nevertheless, we still run intotheoretical principles, 

trouble, for there is no one set of such principles to

which we can confidently claim that all classical gram

marians have adhered, or must adhere. For example,
Aristotle, and to a slightly leaser extent the Stoics,

used semantic or notional criteria to determine their 

analyses; on the other hand, the late Latin grammarians . 
made greatest use of morphological criteria, thus 

fleeting a totally different philosophy of science. But 

perhaps all classical grammarians have in common what 
may term the 'parts of speech' approach, which, although 

■ it. may have been present in the writings of Aristotle, 

was established by, above all, the Stoics^ and which 
with surprising rapiditjy approached the status of dogma. 

The dogma was not purely linguistic, it reached further: 
Michael (1970:51) reports one medieval scholar as claim

ing that:

"The whole church, however, holds that there 
are only eight [parts of speech:RMH], and I 

have no doubt that this is divinely inspired."

re-

we
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As we shall see, such reliance on dogma could lead 
to gross absurdities, but it would not be fair to accuse

all, or even most, classical grammarians of following 
this line. Most accepted that lan^ages consisted of a 
possibly u^versal set of categories (all too often

based on Iiatln), and that the description of the func- 
tion of these categories was the task of the. linguist. 

Thus the 'parts of speech' theory was best equipped for 

a consideration of discrete parts of sentences, rather 
than sentences as a whole. This is perhaps the major 
distinction which we can make between the classical 

tradition,and other traditions of linguistic analysis; 
the distinction between a notional approach and d formal 

or morphological approach, cf. Chapter 2, is here essen

tially subsidiary. « 0

1.2 The Creek grammarians

Although tlie foundations of the classical tradition 
were laid by Plato in his dialogue.The Oratylus. it is 

oiay in the work of Aristotle that we first glimpse an 
account of those items which are the object of our

%
/
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study. Aristotle 'bejieved that there were three major 
syntactic categories, which he called ov-o/ia ("onoma"),

These terms
are often translated, rather dubiously, as 'nouh'.
nf* ("rhema") and ww-Seffpoo- ("syndesmos").

'verb' and 'conjunction'. The basis for this tripartite 
^ division is both notional and morphological.; As far as

our interests are concerned, it is the categoly of 
syndesmos which is the most important, since it was 
there that articles and pronouns were placed, 
clear into.which category the quantifiers fall, but

It is not

.Aristotle's system allows them to be considered either 
as rhemata or syndesmoi. This is because quantifiers 
appear to have a number of predicative features, as will
be,discussed most especially in Chapter 5, and the" 
rhemata are essentially -Dredicatea^cf. Robins (1967:

On the other hand, quantifiers share a number 
of features with pronouns, and this has led the most

26-27).

recpnt scholars within this tradition to class them as 
pronouns, see below §1.5. Therefore it might not be 
totally foolish to oon.clude that quantifiers, like
articles and pronouns, ought'to be classed as-, syndesmoi
within an Aristotelian framework.

-f- ■

1
The best aooounta of the Greek and Latin grammar

ians are to be found in Robins (1951; 1967:9-65), Michael 
(1970) and Dineen (1^67), to all of which the reader is 

referred for further information. The discussion in 
§§1.2 - 1.4 is in large measure based upon these works.

s ■
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Nevertheless, it is over-ambitious to attempt to 
draw any serious conclusions from Aristotle’s own 
writings, because of the scantiness of the evidence, and 
we must look-to the Stoics for a more complete exem- 
plification of the early classical analyses. The 

Stoic's most important innovation, as far as we are 
concerned, was" the division of the -syndesmoi into two , 
categories; syndesmos and ctpflpov ("arthron"). 

now covers only conjunctions smd prepositions; the 
arthra are what we call articles and pronouns. It is 
Interesting to note here that the term arthron looks as 
if it covers almost exactly those elements which would 

be dominated by a Determiner node in at least the early 
formulations of transformational grammar, which in 

essence means those items which we defined as deter- 
miners in the Introduction, of. too Chapter 3. 
ifiers, however, still pi;esent major problems, and to 

claim that quantifiers are Stoic arthra is certainly a 
case of ex post facto rationalisation made on the evid- 

' ence of 20th century analy

any other problem of general principle, eBpeclally if we 
note Sommerstein(1972)j where it is claimed, 

shall see below, that articles are underlying pronouns.

Syndesmos

Quant-

ses. But there is scarcely

as we

But it is totally false to read into the Stoic 
classification the impli'cations of Sommerstein's work, 
for the very simple reason that the Stoics relied on 

quite different criteria. Their main reason for ~
' ;•<
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separating out articles and pronouns from the other 

sjnde^noi was morphological; the arthra were to be 
defined as the inflected members of the original class 
of syndesmol. Nor must we forget the very close etymo

logical relation between the Greek definite article and 
the relative pronoun; the former was 6, , to and the
latter was , o . !Ehis relation is common in other 
languages too, of course, of. the German forms der, die.

das. Therefore it can be seen that the Stoic categor

isation relied to a very little extent on semantic or 
syntactic criteria, but was based primarily on morpho

logical and etymological evidence. It may well be that
•J, .

the former criteria lead to the same conclusion, but
that is a matter of pure coincidence tinless it can be

proven that there is a logical relation between the two 
different types of evidence. The assumption of such a 
relation without sufficient evidence can lead to quite

unfortunate results, as is most easily observed in the 

work of a number of mid-19th century linguists. Some of 
the best examples of't^e school referred to here are to 
be found in the Proceedings of the Philological Society, 

which were published between 1842 and 1853, and of 
course that work,has its intellectual origins in the 
materialistic theories of Home Tooke (1798), which must 
often seem absurd to ns.1

One important distinction, at least historically, 
which the Stoics introduced was that between definite;..
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and Indefinite articles. The former category included 
personal pronouns; the latter included what is Known
today as the 'definite article' and also the relative 

And so we find a state of utter confusion, 
which, it must be supposed, is amusing to the disinter

ested observer, where what is now called the 'definite

pronouns.

article' was in Stoic terminology an indefinite art

icle.^
The teirminological switch appears to have taken 

place in about the 18th century, so we shall consider
the reasons (maijily dognatic) behind it in §1.4. The

reason for the Stoic contrast of definite vs. indefinite 
was semantic; the definite arthra referred specifically

•4 . ■

tc one of first, second or third persons, as is implic

itly stated in the modem term 'personal pronouns'; 

which person an. indefinite arthron referred to had to be 
determined on each occasion by looking at the context, 
since all such arthra could refer to any of the three
persons, of. Robins (1951:30).

The distinction beinffeen personal pronouns on the 
one hand_^and relative .pronouns' Imd aftioies on-the .other

^ In an attempt to avoid the confusion I shall use 

single quotes whenever the modem usage is Intended,. 
e.g., "The is the English .^definite article', 
should also be remembered that neither Greek nor latin 

had any equivalent of our 'indefinite article'.

Itn

.> ■

■’■.f ■
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waa characteriaed in rather different, terma hy the 
Alexandrian grammarian Dionyaiua a?hrax, who called the 
former Wfoy^vyU ("antonymia") and the latter arthra.

The former part of apeeoh la defined hy Thrax aa "a part 
of apeech auhatitutahle for a noun and marked for per- 

aoh", the latter aa "a part of apeeoh inflected for oaae 

and prepoaed or poatpoaed to nouna"’(Rohina, 1967:34).

Thrax probably repreaenta the peak of the Greek 

grammatical tradition, eapeoially becauae. it waa he who 

originated the olaaaification of apeech into eight 
parte, which, aa we have aeen, was later to be theolog

ically approved. Therefore it is reasonable at.ithis 

point to consider the merits of these first steps in the 
classical framework. The most obvious- point is that the 
Greek grammarians had virtually nothing to say about 
quantifiers, whose status in the grammars of the time ia 
highly obscure. This is in fact a recurrent inadequacy
in the classical tradition and it extends right up to

On the other,hand, the special status. the present day.

of 'articles' and pronouns' is recognised. We have
already noted, however, that the emphasis on morpholog

ical criteria is unsatisfactory, even if, as it happens 
it does lead to some interesting speculation, since 

syntactic criteria are underestimated, 
morphological criteria is greatest in Thrax's grammar, 

and this probably accounts for the sharp distinction 
which that grammarian makes between arthra and antonymia.

*

The reliance on

•).
5r

>.. .
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which ought to he considered a retrograde step.

The danger of failing to appreciate the historical 
perspective is, nevertheless, always present, and'there

fore if it does not seem to us that the early Greek 

grammarians have many insights to offer us in a study of

weredeterminer systems, we ought to remember that they 
taking the first essential steps. Even if a morpholog

ical bias tended to muddy the waters of linguistic

inquiry, it is apparent that semantic evidence was also 
, used and points such as the anaphoric use of the 'defin

ite article' were noticed, cf. Robins (1951:43). 

was the theory of 'parts of speech' yet fully hardened
Her

into dogma, which was later to lead to the absurdities 
found especially in the medieval-classical grammarians. 

Within a theory which is itself Inadequate, the Greeks 
probably accomplished rather more than did any of their 
followers for some time to come. - r- .V

1.5 The hatin grammarians

The most radical difference between the latin and 
the Greek grammarians is not to be.found in any theoret

ical divergence, but in the data whibh'latin, as opposed 
to Greek, provided. In iatin there was no equivalent of 
the Greek 'definite article',' still less of Modem 

A^English a. Therefore Thrax's classification of arthron 

amongst his eight parts of speech was no longer applio-
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able, at least by reference to the immediately observ- 

Ihe most detailed latin grammar, that" of 
Prisoian, omits arthron - Latin articulus - and to 
preserve the number of. parts of speech at eight, a new 
part of speech, inter.jectio.. ( "inter.iection'') is. created. 

This desire to keep the number of parts of speech fixed
t.

at eight is symbolic of the derivative status of most 
Latin grammars, -which provide us with no deeper insights 
into the status of either quantifiers or 'articles'. 

Indeed, Priscian himself appears to have been in error 
about the semantic uses of pronouns, see Robins (1967: 
57-58). Amongst the more important Latin grammarians 

only Varro has a separate part of speech articulus. by 
which he means a base-inflected word which is not a 
noun, of. Michael (1970:67).

able data.

However, this retention of 
""articulus looks very much like a matter of purely term- 

inologipal dispute which •Ss^ithout linguistic signific- 

We are, in fact, back to the Stoic position where-ance.

article and pronoun combine as one part of speech, 

is interesting, neverthel^BB, to note that for Varro hie 
("this") is an artlctzlus flPitus. whereas quls ("who") 

is an articulus Inflnitus.

It

Medieval Latin grammarians almost exclusively 

follow Priscian in not Including articles as one of the 
parts of speech, tuid we can reasonably suspect a fossil- 
Isation of the theory Even the most percipient grsun- 
marians, finding the particular facts ,of Latin in

. • -.7*
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oonfllct With the widespread linguistic presence of 
equivalents for the and a elsewhere, can find space 
within their theory and practice, both of which are 
language-dependent, for little other than regret,

Roger Bacon admits that there is a strong case for 
e’Stahlishing 'article' as a part of speech, for:^ 

"Almost every people has them'[articles, 
and the French language has in that category 
li, le. las and so on."

Bacon oompromises hy calling hie, haec and hoc "pronom-

We may conclude

Thus

iha articularia" (Michael, 1970:68). 

that if this reflects a. general state of linguistic 
thought, there is little to be gained from a fuller 

' exposition of Roman and medieval theories about 'articles’ 
or determiners in general.

1.4 .jhe vjemacular„grammarlans

The early grammarians of English who followed the 
classical tradition were^faced with the grave difficulty

of English was radically

different from that of Latin; yet for the most part they 
wished to retain the broad outlines of the Latin gram- , 
mars. As far as we are concerned, this adherence to a

that the surface struc

3 Quoted and translated from Michael (197.0:68): 

"Oinnes fere naciones habeant eos, et lin^a gallica 
habet eos ut 11 le las et huius modi..."
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theoretical position insufficiently supported ty the 
surface evidence is most relevant to the status o~f the 

It will be recalled from §1.3 that latin 
grammarians did not in general classify the ’article' as 
a separate part of speech, and that this continued -to be 
the case through the Middle Agee, despite the conflict

ing evidence of the developing or developed vernacular

l^en

'articles’.

languages which Roger Bacon, "at least, noticed, 

the writing of English grammars became a fit study for a 
linguist to undertake, this conflicting evidence could 
no longer be ignored.

But the question remained of how the and a*could be 
systematised within the theory, and, of course, a pre

sented a further problem in that it Trad existed in 
neither Greek nor latin. Some grammarians attempted to 

vr, classify a and the as signs of cases, which is interest

ing only for the absurdities which followed, and not-for 
any insights. So we find that the 17th century grammar- 

' Ian Jeremiah Wharton quo.tes the following declension of 

hook (1654:35), of.'Michael (1970:350);
"N. a book,

^ G. of a book,

to a book, 
the book, 

or. o book,
^Ab. in a book.

Even Wharton, however, finds it difficult to justify the

n books, ^ 

of books, 
to books, 

the books, 
o books, 
in books.

D. JT).V
d

A.
CT)
<S _•

o-
II
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statement that a is the sign of the nominative and the 

of the accusative; hut "there is no better way to dis

tinguish them in declining".

More Interesting are those grammarians who do not 

c^reate a new part of speech 'article', hut attempt to 

include the 'articles' within other classes. Especially 
so is the claim made hy William Turner (1710:7) and 
reported in Michael (1970:221, 354). 

the is a pronoun and a an adjective.

. from Michael's comments exactly what justification, if 
any. Turner gives for this, hut it is certainly quite 

remarkable in the light of recent linguistic research. 
Turner, is making exactly that claim for the which is 

made by Sommersteln (1972); in the ‘case of ^ we need to 

make only one jump in the argument. As we shall see 
below, within the classical tradition the status of 

quantifiers is always dubious, but let us, with some 
justification, assume that for Turner they would be 

• adjectives --or, more'-properly, a subtype of noun, since, 
in keeping with the prescriptions of Latin grammars, he

Turner claims that 

It-is not clear

does not recognise adjectives as forming a separate part 
of speech. Now let us accept that a is more quantifier-' 
like than 'article'-like (where t^ is the paradigmatic 
'article'). This seems reasonable enough, although it
cannot be justified at this point; note, however, the 

> claims of Perlmutter (1970), which will be discussed at
The next step is to recogniselength in Chapter 11

.y‘
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that iakoff (1970-b, 1970d) and Carden (1968) have 

posed that quantifiers are syntactically related to 
adjectives.

pro-

If this is in any measure correct, notwith

standing the criticisms which are made of the lakoff-

Carden hypothesis in Chapter 5, then we can say that 

there is in recent transformational writings some evid

ence that transformationalists too would class the as a 
pronoun, a as an adjective. Whatever the rights and 

wrongs of that claim, and however plausible or implaus

ible Turner's own arguments may be, it can hardly be 

denied that he has some right to claim that he intro

duces an element of d6ja vu into even the most recent 
and (apparently) original claims.

-i

It was only by the end of 'the 18th century, cf. 

Michael '(1970:355) that classical grammarians of English 
generally accepted that the 'article' was a separate 
part of speech. The tardiness of this acceptance must 
be attributed to the fact that 'article' as a category 
had no traditional atatus in the descendants of the 

Iiatin grammars," for the re'asons which we discussed in 
§1.3/ above. Further, even when it was conceded that 

'artlclfe' was one of the parts of speech, classical ' 

grammarians tended to concentrate on syntactic criteria 
to a rather greater extent here than was the case with 

the other, morphologically-established, parts of speech. 
From the modem point of view this is ai theoretical 
improvement, but we should not over-value the change.
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Essentially it Is one forced upon the vemacjular gram

marians by the inadequacy of the classical theory, and 
it fits badly, if at all, into the classical tradition.

To summarise the results achieved by the grammar

ians who considered the 'article' to be one of the parts 

of speech in English would be impossible within the 
space which we can permit ourselves here, and therefore
the following is only an attempt to highlight a few 
points of theoretical interest. The first point which 
we should notice is that even when the 'article' is

classed as a separate part of speech, there is still a 
tendency to regard the members of that category -as 

related to some other category as well. Thus Wallis 
(1653:71, 72) states: —

"A ...-est articulus Numeralis; atq; idem 
omino significat ac one unus, sed minus 
emphatice.!'

"The est articulus Eemonstrativus, idemq;

, significat ac that illud sed minus emphatice."

^ , Wallis' terras "numferical'article" and "demonstrative 
article" serve also as a reminder that the opposition 

'definite' vs. 'indefinite' as we know it today has not' 
always been in common use amongst vernacular grammarians. 
Michael (1970:361-62) states that the first recorded 

in an English grammar dates back only to 1662, and that 
the present-day usage becomes common only towards the

use

"
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latter part of the 18th century/ it ig fascinating to 

speculate upon the usage of 'definite* and 'indefinite', 
especially when we remember that we have found a start

ling reversal of Greek terminology, of. §1.2, but we can
conclude little else than that the usage has changed, 
either through a misunderstanding of Greek descriptions, 

a subject about which the vernacular grammarians were.

according to Michael (1970:350), rather less than well- 
informed. or through simple processes of semantic change.

_ The 18th century classical' grammarian James Harris 
is worthy of attention in that he provides one of the

clearest explanations of a well-known contrast between 
the and Harris writes (1771:215-6):

"(A) respects our primary Perceptfon, and 

denotes Individuals as unknown: (THE) re-

s-

speots our secondary Perception and denotes 
Individuals as known. To explain by an 
ex^ple. - r see an object pass by, which I 
never saw- till now. 
goes a Beggar with a

_,-iaat do I say? "There 

I. long beard." The Man

4
What Michael does not note, however, is' that the 

opposition of 'definite' vs. 'indefinite' is to be found 

in Palsgrave's grammar of French, dated 1530, in other 

words over 130 years earlier than the first recorded 
>in a grammar of English.

use
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departs and returns a Week after, 
say then? 

long Beard,”

the rest remains unaltered."

What do 1 
"There goes ^ Beggar with, the

The Article only is changed.

It may well be that Harris’ description and exemplific

ation is over-crude, but it is important in so far as it
establishes that the demands, in many oases, previous 
reference of some kind. Harris (1771:217-8) also makes
the important point that the lack of an .'article' with
plural nouns shows that reference is to an unspecified 
set.' As we shall see at a later stage, this is most 

relvant.for an attempt to understand the funotipn of 
quantifiers, and we need only take issue with Harris- 
when he claims in the same passage that a always has the 

a one-member set.task of showing, that reference is to

There seems to be rather more to a than that.

After Harris has concluded hie discussion of 
and a, he continues (1771:233-34):

"The ARTICiES. already mentioned are those 
strictly so called; but besides these 

the PRONOMINAl ARTICLES, such as This. That. 

Anjr, Other. Some, All. Ho or Hone. &c. Of 

these we have spoken already in.our Chapter

the

are

of Pronouns, where,we have shewn, when they 
may be taken as Pronouns and when as Artic- 

• lea. . Yet .in truth it must be oonfes'sed, if. f ■

the Essence of an Article be to define and
7 .
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ascertaln. they are much more■properly 
Articles than anything else,, and as such
should be considered in Universal Sraramar."

one example of the vacillation which is 
common amongst classical grammarians when faced with the 
problem of qu^tifiers.. The classical theories offered 
no obvious compartment into which quantifiers could be 

pushed, and therefore many grammarians categorised them

This is but

as two, or even three, different parts of speech simul

taneously. Further, it is rather unfortunate that the 
demonstratives this and that are separated by Harris
(and others) from with which they have much in

common, and instead allied to some, etc 
they have much leas in

with which
But it is difficult to 

see how the classical theories could be modified to

• »
common.

provide a more adequate framework for description, 
if. for example, the category 'article 

under a more general 'pronoun' category, the only result

Fven

were subsumed^

might be an unwieldly and undifferentiated mass of highly 
varied items.

: In contrast to the latin and medieval grammarians, 
these early students of English certainly.-raade a sub

stantial contribution to our knowledge of the semantics 

and syntax of determiners and quantifiers. But all the 
time it has to be recognised that they were working 

, within a framework which had two major disadvantages. 
Eirstlyi it was obhoeived originally only as a'theory ’
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for the description, of ffreek, and so it was unsuited for

either the description of English or Harris' "Universal 
Grammar". Secondly, and relatedly, it was essentially a 
surface structure theory and therefore ignored the 

underlying semantic and syntactic regularities. -In fact
this latter point is not always true, for a number of
linguists from different ages went far beyond the 

face. Harris is one such example, and Chomsky (1966) is 
partly a description of a similar group of linguist- 

philosophers, but it seems fair to say that he does not 

give sufficient acknowledgement, to the predecessors of 
the Cartesians, of. Salmon (1969).

sur-

1.5 Recent classical grammar!ans

The classical tradition has continued up to the 
present day, although perhaps in a modified form, 

importantly, many of the more recent 'olasslcalists 
have been greatly influenced by the work of scholars 

■ as Jespersen, and lndeed it is often difficult to
see what distinguishes th 

Nevertheless we shall delay any discussion of Jespefsen 
and other linguists with a similar theoretical back- ^ 
ground until Chapter 2, and at this point concentrate 

our attention on what can reasonably be regarded as the 

paradigmatic classical grammars of recent times, 
major grammars to which we shall refer are those of 
Kruisnga (1932a), Maetzner (1874a, 1874b) and Poutsma

Most

e two types of linguist.

The
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(1914). - They, and other

■

perhaps lees interesting

tradition in that
gram

mars, follow in outline the classical
they too consider nouns, verbs, etc. separately within 

as discrete members of the set 
Their aims are also similar to 

grammarians in that these later 

a complete survey of the English 

margina' distinction 
on the teaching of English

their different functions
of 'parts of speech'. 
tlxe early vernacular

linguists also attempt 

language, although often with the
that there is some emphasis
as a foreign language. 

' fits
Of course, this description also 

a large part of the work of Jespersen too. but here
we have to differentiate between the theoretic^ 
of one particular hypothesis and the

demands

general aims o.f. any 
I believe that it is fair^to say that Jesper-linguist.

sen was attempting to reach a goal which every linguist 
'• must wish to reach in the end, but that on the other

hand the classical grammarians were fulfilling
tial demand of the theory to which they adhered. A

an essen-

I
parts of speech' grammar must deal with the whole 

language, albeit discret^y. .

As in earlier studies the status of 'articles' and 
quantifiers varies from grammar to grammar-. Thus Pouts- ^

♦

ma (1914) considers that the 'articles' are a separate 

part of speech, but that this and that and all the 
items relevant to

other

our study are to be regarded as sub- 

These subtypes Include (iemonstrat- 
ives, determinatives (same and such), interrogatives,

tjrpes of pronouns.
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relatives and indefinites (most of the quantifiers).

Kruisinga (1932a) regards all the, determiners aiid quant

ifiers, including the 'articles', as belonging to vari

ous subclasses of prnnouns, and thus follows the pattern 
first set down in the Stoic grammars, see above, §1.2.
Maetzner (1874a) is rather unusual in claiming that 
there are only three primary parts of speech; thebe are
"noun", "verb"- and "particle". She first two of these
categories resemble the categories of noun phrase and 
verb phrase within transformational grammar; "particle" 
is apparently a cover term used to describe all those

elements which cannot -reasonably be described as "lioun"
i .

or "verb", for example, conjunctions and interjections; 
a similar system is to be found in Wallis (1653).

Within Maetzner's system determiners,and quantifiers 
classed in the category "noun".

are

But Maetzner makes 
numerous subclassifications which have the result that 
his system is not as radically different as it first
appears to be. Thus the 'articles' are given a second- 
aiv classification which] is different from 

the other items, which are considered as various types 
of pronouns.

that for all

More recent classical grammars, for exam

ple Zandvo oft (1957) and Scheurweghs (1959), tend to

separate the 'articles' from the other determiners at an 
early stage, and so clearly follow the example of Poute- 
ma, and; in a less apparent manner, that of Maetzner too.
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Ihe reason for the separation’of the 'articles' 
frota the other determiners is that the articles' cannot 
he i^sed without a noun, whereas, the others can he used 
non^trihutivelv

Maetzner's definition to he correct (1874a:290):'

and are thus termed 'pronouns', given

"The pronoun, which represents a noun in the 
sentence, or, more correctly, has the nature 
of a noun, and has theiioe its name, is, hy

its value and idea, distinguished from a 
mere sign for a substantive or adjective, 

although it partly serves to avoid the repet

ition of the same noun."
But this is hardly a posilion with which 

for several reasons. It is not the case that all of the
we can agree.

'non-article' .determiners can stand alone in a noun 
phrase. Maetzner himself concedes that this is not true 
in the case of every and there are alternations such as

no/none which clearly demonstrate that some determiners 

when used npnattrihutively are subject to morphological
(1^4a;308-15).

change, cf. Maetzner There is also the
similar alternation in posseSsives, e.g.. mj/mine. 
argument would appear to he at its stronpst with per- , 

sonal. pronouns, hut even there it is doubtful, since, at

The

the very least, 221i cooccurs with nouns, as in you boys. 
However in this last case ’we must beware of accepting 

a fact the analysis suggested by Postal (1966), about 
which there are grave reservations. See the discussion 
of this point in §12.1.

as

f
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Of course, simply to point out that you is capable 

of being used attributively, that is, in collocation 
with a noun, does not, even if it is true, disprove
Maetzner's point, but there is an argument deriving from 
this which does do so. let us accept that all the so-
called pronouns of Maetzner, Poutsma and. Indeed, Kruis- 
inga may be used attributively. (riven this, can we not
suggest that in fact there is always a noun cooccurring 
in underlying structure but that, in certain cases, this
noun may be deleted? This would account for the position
in English where most, if not all, pronouns can be used 
both alone and wifb a following noun, 
do the 'articles' differ? 
occur alone in a noun phrase, 

that they do not do so is in some way connected with the 
'“further fact that the 'articles' are proclitic, i.e

In what respect 
In the fact that they do not

Now presumably the fact

• f
unaccented, and this provides us with some evidence of 
relevance. If the 'articles' were ever to occupy a non

attributive position in a noun phrase, they would per

force oariry some measure strpss and thus would assume

different phonological forms, from which it might well 
^~“^e possible, and, moreover, reasonable, to derive the 

proclitic forms.

The evidence from proclitic forms leads us to the 
real reason for the rejection of any classification 

which separates the 'articles' from the other deter- 
- miners and quantifiers, for it seems most likely that if ‘
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the anda axe proclitic derivatives it is among the 
other determiners that we shall find their accented 
equivalents. Indeed, for a there is considerable evid

ence that the accented equivalent is 
observed from the following remarks:

one, as can be

"The indefinite article is, speaking histor

ically, the weak form of attributive one#"

(Eruisinga, 1932a;312)
"Numeral and article are identical in form in

The possible difference in stress 
not be documented.

12th century the-abbreviated form a began to 
make its appearance.

OB. can-

About the middle of the

This is important 
because it shows that the wo^had by then 
lost its inflexional endings and become un

accented. "

(Christophersen, 1939:107)
The stressed equivalent of the would appear to be the 
demonstrative that:

"The name ARTJCIiE i^ given to the, weakened 

from the Anglo-Saxon demonstrative pronoun 
se, seo,;£at...i"

■

(Maetzner, 1874a:315)
"Most attempts to find a semantic distinction 
between the and that'can be reduced to the 

Statement that the Is the unstressed.form of 
that

(Thome, 1972:565)
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It would appear very possible,' therefore, that any 
explanation of the reasons underlying the non-oocurrence 
of the and a alone in a noun phrase will involve the
hypothesis that these are proclitic forms, possibly 
deriveW

from that and one respectively, and can thus 
occur only when there is a non-deleted noun in the same

. . t . . ■

noun phrase which will carry the stress. If this is the
case, then there would appear to be at least two 
sibilities.

pos-

Pirstly, the 'articles' could be derived 
from that and one by stress and vowel reduction rules;

this type of solution has been suggested as suitable for
a by Perlmutter (1970)- and as suitable for by Thorne 
(1972).

V .

Secondly, even if such a purely phonological 
explanation were not accepted, one might still wish to

derive the 'articles' from a source nearly identical to 
the source of the relevant demonstrative or numeral. If 

either of these solutions were accepted, then it would 
be clear that there would be no reason to suppose the 
'articles' formed a part of speech separate from the 
other determiners and qu^tifiers. The only distinguish

ing factor would be that they are proclitic, and this 

can hardly be considered to be a sufficient reason for 

radically segregating the 'articles', although it might 
be a Justification for a minor subclassification. How

ever, in Chapter 11 we she^l see that at least in the 

case of a the above arguments cannot be accepted; but 

the arguments there can in no way be construed as being '
J
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in favour of an 'article' theory, especially since they 
do not directly relate to the status of

Finally, there is a tactical reason for not wishing 
to keep the 'articles'.separate from the other deter

miners; many classical grammarians, having accepte^d that 
t^ and a are the only members of one word-class, have, 
then assumed that the and a perform roughly the same 

functions, with only one or two specific features of
contrast between them; hence, perhaps, the modern 
•of 'definite' and 'indefinite'.

usage

Not all classical 
grammarians do so, and in this context it is worth
remembering that the tags 'definite' and 'indefinite' 
have not always been attached to the 'articles'. For

example, the quotation from Wallis (T653) in §1.4 gives 

® description of these items,
however, the hypothesis is all too tempting.

. it seems wise not to make too early a judgment in favour 
of retaining the part of speech 'article' with its 

■ Implicit but dbubtfia assumptions.

Assuredly,

Therefore,

Kruisinga (1932a; 315) succinctly shows that it is 
far from correct to claim that the and a perform very 
nearly identical duties;

"The two articles have- distinct functions 
that have hardly anything in common. There 

is' nothing in the indefinite article that 
corresponds with -the defining, nor with the 
anaphoric definite article. Nor is there
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any function of the definite article 
similar to the numerical or 
indefinite article.

that is
individualizing 

In one case, however, 
the two words have functions that clearly
resemble each other; they have been denoted 
by the same term: classifying."

It can be seen that, apart from the introduction -of the
term 'classifying*, which is a description of the func

tion of the 'articles' in sentences such as:

(1.1) The lion is a dangerous animal 
A lion is a dangerous animal(1.2)

Kruisinga's definition does not depart from the 
classical descriptions of the 'articles'

other

except in his.
emphasis on the wide range of differences between them.

He suggests that the 'definite article' has three func- 
'tions: (i) demonstrative; (11) defining; (iii) class

ifying (1932a:238),, whereas the 'indefinite article* has 
two functions: (i) individualising; (ii) classifying 
(1932a;315). That analysis may, for the moment, be 

. accepted as it stands, but"^t shpuld be recognised that

Kruisinga's major achievment was his prudent refusal to 
regard the 'articles as being in simple opposition.

However, one other point which we must take note of 
is that Kruisinga is most insistent about the importance 
of the deictic function of the, of. Kruisinga (1932a: 

j, 239t41 ), and he closely relates the functions of to 
those of this and that, krorn what we have said already
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about the faiot that the is possibly a 'proclitic form of 
that, taken together with Eruisinga's evidence, it would 
seem clear that the relation between deixis and 'defin

iteness' is much closer-than any mere accident would 
produce. It might indeed be that it is reasonable to 
consider the as the unmarked member of the set of deic-
tics, thus asserting in classical terras that it may well 
be a 'pronoun'. However this is still rather speculative 
and cannot be considered seriously until we have looked
in rather more detail at the semantic and syntactic 
behaviour of the. In this respect consider the remarks 
of Thorne (1974:111, fn. 1) and, more generally, our
comments in Chapter 12, below.

With reference to the 'articles'TToutsma makes the 
^following remark, which is even more pertinent when it 
is extended to a wider field (1914:517):

"The ptimary-and most important function of 

both the definite and the indefinite article 
' is to indicate, that .-the thing of which we

have formed a conception is marked off or 
defined, i.e., thought of within certain 

physical or imaginary outlines or limits."•

In fact one would wish to quarrel with this statement as 
it stands, for it seems to be equally true of the other 

determiners and quantifiers as it is of the and a, for 
in:

(1.3) some boys; much milk
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some and much 'mark off or 'define' the reference of 
boys and milk to the

(1.4) a boy; the milk
Might not Poutsma'aremrrk he thought of as too general 
a statement to he of great interest? Hardly, for it is 

precisely because of this generality that the notion 
that 'delimitation' is the primary function of deter

miners and quantifiers is an important

same extent as .do a and the in:

one.

Poutsma's claim leads to the suggestion that deter

miners and quantifiers are associated with the marking 
of sets, in that their function is to delimit the size 
of the set to which reference is made, and that jjerhaps 

the syntax of these items can he connected with the " 

hypothesis presented in Bach (1968) that the underlying 
, structure of nouns involves variables and predicates 

rather like those used in symbolic logic, cf. Chapter 7 
for further discussion. Further, it perhaps accounts- 
for the normal structure of generics being similar to:

(1.5) Boys are nas>y creatures
(1.6) lions live in zoos'

where the noun phrases are not delimited and thus the 
reference covers the whole class which forms the poten- ' 
tial referent, not merely a delimited set within that 
class.

On the subject of quantifiers, or 'indefinite pro- 

nouns', as they are often called, the recent classical 
grammarians tend to adopt a somewhat defeatist attitude.
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as is exemplified by the following statement from Kruis- 
inga (1932a:129);

"Attempts have sometimes been made to improve 
the classification of pronouns, but the only 
result has been, at best, to show the gram-

The indefinite pronouns 
have especially been the subject of such

maria's ingenuity.

experiments. And it is perfectly true that
no definition has been given that applies to 
all of them. But there is no reason why we 
shoiild attempt such a definition; it is
enough to have a name to refer to a number 
of pronouns. The chapter on indefinite pro-, 
nouns may be considered as the lumber-room

of ■the pronouns; and a lumber-room may be-as 
convenient in grammar as it is in a house."

The major source of the problems seems to lie not in the 
fact that these grammarians are interested only in the

surface structure of language, which is patently untrue, 
but that they are. constrained 

treat each item in isolation.
by their methodology to

And so, it is only when 
they discard such constraints and begin to compare, fo^
example, each and every, that they are able to throw 

much light on the relevant syntactic problems. Bor 

instance, there is general agreement, cf.Poutsma(1914:
1066ff., lOSIff.) and Kniisinga (1932a;274-77), that 
each is strongly distributive every weakly distributive, 
and m nondistributive. Such a distinction helps us to

t .
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explaln certain features 
miners.

of the syntax of these deter-

On the other hand, when there is 
ation, then important insights

a lack of associ- 
may he lost. Thus Kruis-

inga (1932a;260, 267), Zandvoort (1957:172) 
(1874h:209) all fail to

and Maetzher 
explore the relationship of both 

Although one can findto aU as fully as they might.
hints that both 

al^, these graounarians
may be considered to be a dual form of

are reluctant to pursue the 
matter systematically.5 Similarly, the following quota

tion from Maetzner (1974b;255) with regard to much only
serves to cloud, the issues;

"In the positive it is only met with in 

singular, and it may nevertheless in 
caSes^Stany op]^8eOo 

which it has of itself nothing in

4 .

the

many

common."

Once more, therefore, we may conclude that it is 
the theoretical background.of these recent classical-

grammarians which is the main obstacle to a satisfactor

ily worked-out grammar. Where that theory is at its 
Strongest, that is, in respect of the 'articles', 

classical grammarians have produced many important in

sights which it would be foolish to ignore.

the ✓

However,

even in that case the segregation of the 'articles' into

5
For a more extended consideration .of the relation 

between all and both see Chapters 4 and 10, below.
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a separate category means that the full implications of
the test of the proposed analyses cannot he adequately 
recognised within the theory. And on the subject of 
quantifiers we are presented yet again with the failure
of classical theory to provide a consistent explanation 
of their syntactic and semantic behaviour, 
especially notable with the recent classical

But it is

grammarians

that a great deal of semantic.evidence is taken into
account and that this can be most illuminating, 
fore, in the next chapter we shall look at a group of 

linguists who recognise to at least the same extent the 
importance of semantic evidence, but who are not Jiinder- 
ed by the same inadequate 'parts of speech' theory.

There-
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Chapter 2

Some notionalist theories

2.1 Defining 'notlonalism'

It is reasonable to claim that many linguists, 
diverse both in time and theory, from Aristotle to 

Jespersen and from Ihrax to Chomsky, could with equal 
justice be called 'notionalists'. We. are therefore 
faced with a large and potentially unwieldly body of 

thought which we must attempt to define within given 

limits. And therefore let us immediately accept the

following remarks of Jespersen (1924:55) as an adequate 
statement of notionalist principles:

, beside, or above, or behind the syntac

tic categories which depend on the structure 
of each language as it is actually found,

• there are some extralingual categories which 
are independent of the more or less acciden- 

tal facts of existing-languages; they 
universal in so far as they are applicable

all languages, though rarely expressed in , 
them in a Clear and unmistakable way ... for 
want of a better common name forthese"- 

-^ extralihguaX oltb^BHes I shall use 't^^^^

• • •

.. H

are

adjective notional and the substantive notion. 

It Will be the grammarian's task in each 
case to Investigate the relation between the
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no-fcional and the syntactic categories."

Such a statement of principle would he accepted by
many grammarians, and this is the root of the difficulty 
expressed above. Therefore, for heuristic 
oust further restrict notionalism in the 
manner; only ‘if a commitment to notionalism

purposes we
following

is not
accompanied by a previous commitment to some formal
system shall we claim that a notionalist theory is being 
expressed. Thus a classical grammarian’such as Poutsraa 
will be excluded, since the basic commitment in his
grammar is to a formal system. Similarly, although many 
transformational grammarians approach a notionalist
position - for an early example see Lyons (1966) - they 
will not be discussed here. The grammarians discussed 

"this chaitbr f orm^ sy8tems7

systems are not prior, as is the case with the
but such

above.

■ V

It therefore follows that we characterise the term 
notionalism' as it is u^ed in this chapter in two 

Firstly, notionalist grammarians would all

I
ways.

agree to
disagree with the notorious remark of Katz and Podor ,

(1963:483) that;

description minus grammar equals
semantics

Rather, they regard semantics as inextricably involved 

with syntax, and maintain that no syntactic description

!t

9*
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wortSy of the name can afford to ignore the semantic 
aspects of the subject. Secondly, among the notionalist

a certain 
a severe scepticism about the

grammarians discussed below, there.is at least 
eclecticism and at most-
worth of formal systems. This is in sharp contrast to 
most of the, classical grammarians discussed in Chapter 1 
and the structuralists and early transformationalists
who will be discussed in Chapter 3.

Yet despite this second characteristic, 
observe a simple division amongst notionalist

we can

grammar-

ians ,of this century when we consider their approaches
to 'articles' and quantifiers; this is largely due to 

the influence of the French linguist Gustave Guillaume.

We shall see below that Guillaume a theories, especially
-fn-reiat±on“to*a~tescrrp't'ibh of the faftinles^'” 

Influenced a number of other notionalist grammarians
have

We may therefore distinguish between works within a
Guillaumiste tradition (although 'tradition'

^ word) and other works which 
alist but are unconnected with Guillaumisraei This,

incidentally, closely relates to a division of interest:

is possibly 

remain notion-

within the Guillaumiste tradition attention is focussed 
exclusively on the articles'; when we look elsewhere 
our attention will be to a large extent focussed 

other members of the determiner and quantifier systems.
on the

J
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2.2 Sulllaume and the 'artlclRn'

Despite the brevity of our remarks above, it may 
already be clear that we have to place strong emphasis

on the works of Sustave Guillaume, for his theories 
concerning the French 'article' system laid the theoret

ical foundations 

be done by notionalist
upon which much of the work that was to

grammarians in the ensuing dec

ades was to be constructed; and this is true despite the 

scepticism general amongst such grammarians about the 
The definitive work for a• worth of formal systems.

study of these theories is Guillaume (1919), 

is further discussion and exemplification 
(1944, 1945a, 1945b).

but there
■i

in ^Guiliaume
Guillaume freely acknowledges 

his debt to psychology, and expressly states

1

that his
rrnguistlc work is based
'psycho-mloanisrae

on a theory which he calls 

as far as we are concerned, we need

1
For a discussion of Guillaumlste theories and an

interesting, if, lh;the end, upconvincing, attempt to 
relate them to the theories of transformational 
see Toussaint (1967),

grammar,

in Which there is a bibliography 
of work done by the Guillaumlste school. See too Guil

laume (1971), especially the introduction by Roch havin. 
Hewson (1972) is an examination of the English 'artic

les' from a Guillaumlste point of view, but that work 
adds little of theoretical Interest. For a penetrating 
criticism of Hewson (1972), see Sommerstein (1974).
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only explain this theory in terms of Guillaume 
cription of the 'articles'.

8 des-
According to 'psycho-mecan- 

isme', as advanced by Guillaume, the structure of lan

guage has two levels, one of which may be termed the 

conceptual or abstract level, the other the existential 
or concrete level, 

language what in effect
It is claimed that when we use

are doing is talcing items 
from the stock of concepts (at the abstract level) 

'conceptualising' them (at the concrete level), 
further this process is taken, apparently, the more 
highly evolved is the language, 

theory, the purpose of the 'articles' is to signify the 
transition from one level to the other.

we

and,.

The

According to Guillaume's

Guillaume •

himself explains this as follows (iaia:305);

.v. d'un plan ou les noms existent"On passe

virtuellement a un plan ou ils se realisent 

—e-ff-ec-tlvement-.—-Benoter-les ’^cas—generaux de 
, cetteitransition oonstitue le r8le de

I'article, simple signe de relation entre 
in fond^une idee et un d'idees."

The difficulty with such a thesis is that its 
acceptance is, as it were, an act of faith. Its basis
is a type of hypothesis which one can neither prove nor 
blandly assume. Certainly, its acceptance might permit 
the presentation of a consistent theory of the 'artic-

.J- les but the thesis lacks a clarity which might be 
attainable if the theory were based upon, or at least

more
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had a definable connection with, linguistic evidence. 

All too often Guillaume presents,explanations which are

both obscure and unenlightening outside the context of 
his 'psycho-mScanlsine'. Even many of those linguists 
who have found Guillaume's theory a valuable starting

point would assent to this criticism; for example, 
Chrsitophersen (1939:57) says;^

"His [Guillaume's;RMH] style and arrangement 
are wanting in perspicuity, and he is often 
so subtle that in spite of his wordiness and 

frequent repetition of himself, I do not 
pretend to a full understanding of all his

_ -i . -

points."

The topic of all the above-mentioned works by

.  Guillaume Is the two French 'articles' ie (la,

and un (une), and it is rarely that he strays further
than the partitives (j^, etc.). As we have seen.above, 
in our discussion of some of the classical grammarians.

this is almost certainly a mistaken position from which 
to consider any of the members of the determiner sys

tems, since it sets up. a priori, a false opposition.

2
The (anonymous) reviewer of Guillaume (1971) in TLS 

(1972), who contributes m extreme and passionate defence 

of Guillaume, also admits that Guillaume is often ob

scure, although the cause of this is claimed by the 
reviewer to be "terseness", which seems implausible.
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Ihis is patently true of Guillaume, who is to an almost 
exclusive degree concerned with 
between the 'articles'.

a postulated opposition
Thus he states (1944:93); 

article y indique le mouvement par
lequel la pensee, prenant de la distance par 

rapport a I'universel, s'approohe par degre 
du singulier numerique. Autrement dit,
1'article un du franjais symbolise dans la

langue le mouvement d'approohe du .nombre,^, 
auquel il aboutit et avec lequel il ne se 

L'article 1^, a 1'inverse - 
grande symetfie regne dans la partie. 

formelle des langues evoluees - symbolise le • 
mouvement par lequel la pens4e__prenant 
depart au-singulier deja attaint 

eloigne et tend, sans que des lors,

--------^■i®ii®^ioiL7fiiiale-pulsse lui- etre a8sign4ev
vers I'ipfinitude de la vision universelle." 

Or, diagramraetic^ly (Guillaume, 1944:97);

confond pas.
une

son
s'en

aucune

i
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n-1 N-1
11-2 N-2

r< 2 2 1s \ f vL \l \ f\ r Sf ^-----Nk---->(1)
«A
U

4 %
Mouvement de partic-

11
|l ularisation inherent numerique allsation inherent j ,1 

'k 1* article un

’S
Singulier Mouvement de gen^r^j^

>
^ 1'article le 

Le systeme oinetique et statique des 
articles fondamentaux du franjais

L

I

Such a false opposition leads inevitably to false 
conclusions;-the' 'definite article is not the obverse 
face of the 'indefinite article', no more so in French

t

than-ln-Engllshr ; The "'artrclW'as was^ a^ above , 
in §1.5, each fulfil essentially different and not 

^ necessarily related functions. Also, although thesyn- 
tax of number is an* inhere'nt part of the syntax of the

determiners, and most especially, of course, of the
quantifiers, its importance is considerably greater 

within the syntax of the 'indefinite article' than with

in the syntax of the 'definite article'. This is a fact 
which Guillaume cannot allow, see his remarks in Guil

laume (1945a;209) It is impossible to discuss the 
grammar of the 'articles' in a lin^istic vacjSuum; yet
this is precisely what Guillaume attempts to do. A
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satisfactory account of 3^ and un (or and a) must te 
contextualised within a far larger system.

Guillaume does discuss much else in the grammar of 
French in other works, see especially Guillaume (1971), 
it is extremely difficiat to claim that the 

contextuallsation ever takes place.

And although

necessary

Guillaume's theories have had great appeal, however.
to many European linguists, and this, we may speculate, 
is for the following reasons. Firstly, at one time he 
was the only linguist who had attempted to construct a
comprehensive theory of the 'articles'. Secondly, his 
theory was flexible in that it was very general and

could accommodate apparent contradictions, for example, 
the anaphoric and generic uses of'the 'definite article'. 
Thirdly," his raentalistic outlook would appeal to that 

large number of linguists already sympathetic to Saus- 

sureah th^riis (although it would be incorrect -to 
assume that de Saussure and Guillaume shared anything 
other than a vague sl-miiarlty of scientific philosophy). 
Fourthly, thereVwas no viable structuralist model.

Chapter 3, which could have pointed out the deficiencies
cf.

of Guillaume's theories and at the same time provided a 
usable alternative. Indeed, it might be claimed that it 
was only after scholars such as Guillaume had achieved a

certain amount of pioneering success that it was pos

sible to start oonetruotlng a genuine and useful theory 
of the 'articles'. Therefore, one's criticisms of

o
CO" v'.
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Gulllaume must be tempered by the knciwledge that he 

essentially, attempting to do that which had not been 
done before, and for this he had to develop a framework 

Also, the-lack of any rigorous formal 
apparatus, such as, perhaps, structuralism could later 
have provided, meant that the excesses to which 

all only too susceptible could not be automatically 

Guillaiune's success lies not so much in his 
solving the problems that he set out to solve, which he 
patently did not do, but in creating an atmosphere in 
which such problems could profitably be discussed.

was.

of his own.

we are

curbed.

Louis Hjelmslev was perhaps the beet known lin^ist 
to accept Guillaume's theory of the 'articles' without 
making major modifications.

,.(1928:337): '

Hjelmslev considered that

"le r9le grammatical de 1»article est ... de 

concretiser le semanteme, celui-5i etant 

definition abstrait en lui-mirae. 1'article 

opiheme de concretlsatlon

par .

■ dit defihi est un m>

qui indlque que I'objet ou sa qualite est
suppose oonnu 4 I'interlocuteur (4 celui a 
qul on parle). L'article dit indefini est 
un morpheme de poncretisation qui indique 

que I'bbjet est suppose inconnu a I'inter- 

loouteur. I'article zero est, par opposition 
aux deux autres articles, un morpheme 
d'abetraotion." >
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This IB clearly an advance on Suillaume, for the reason 
that it is more closely within the context of a rigor

ously defined linguistic theory, one which is trying to 
cope with all types of linguistic processes, and yet one

which is not enmeshed in an iinhelpfiil quasi-psycholog- 
ical theo2?y. tod further, Hjelmsley is at least attempt

ing to describe some linguistically significant facts.
Nevertheless, his-debt to Guillaume is undeniable.

As far as we are concerned, however, it is not 

Hjelmslev but Paul Chrlstophersen who is the most impor

tant linguist to owe some debt to the Guillaumiste 
tradition.^ In all his works Guillaume la concetoed 

solely with French, paying little attention to other' 
languages; but in Chrlstophersen (19391 our attention is 
,drawn to the d'escriptlon of English, and the theory

undergoes several basic, and, as Chrlstophersen (1939: 
66-67)'“8~tates, necessar^lchtoges. The most important :of

As will be seen, Chri'B-|:ophersen's work goes far 

beyond Guillaume's both in merit and in its Implications
for a linguistic theory of the 'articles'. Thus it is 

somewhat unfair to describe him as a follower of Guil

laume. At the same time, however, we have to recognise 
. that Chrlstophersen's theorlee rest to some extent on 

the prior existence of Guillaume's work, and so we may 
' say that Chrlstophersen is both within and beyond the 
Guillaumiste tradition. '

,
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of these concern 'oontinuate' words and plurals, 
use of the 'definite article'.

and the
'Oontinuate' is Christ- 

ophersen's term for an uncountable noun such as white

st and the problenr here is that whereas French 

use a 'partitive article' with continuates and plurals, 
English uses, no type of 'article' at all.

would

Since Guil

laume's theory, as it stands, is concerned only with the
description of French, as we have said, he does not ^ 
attempt,to explain this fact. With regard to the prob

lems caused by the differences between ^ and the.

Christophersen (1939:69) suggests that theelement of 
' familiar^Ey' is a rather more prominent featu;fe of 
English than of French usage; 
ed as follows (1939:72);

'Familiarity' is explain-

"Eet us for the sake of convenience take a
■ ■ ■ f

singular unit-word. The article the brings 
,i-t--about__that,to-the- -potential me aning (the
idea) of the word is attached a certain
association with previously acquired, know

ledge by which it Qan be inferred that only 
one definite individual is meant. That is 
what is understood by familiarity."

Christophersen ascribes the non-occurrence of a. 
with continuates to the . 'unital' characteristics of the

• V
'indefinite article', that is, to its individualising 

function, in terms of Kruisinga (1932a). Taking into 
account the fact that the has a certain primacy over a •
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where for some reason both might be expected to 
only the in fact does, compare here the remarks of 

Perlmutter (1970:240-46) add see .too our own remarks in 
Chapter 11 - Christophersen is able to portray his 

system in terms of the following diagram (1939:76);

occur

the

I' Id

i -id
continuous unitald

zero

Now we are able to see that the criticisms which 
were made above concerning Suillaume's theories*Had to 
be, as.they were, somewhat tempered by the fact thathis
theory did lead the way to a more s^tematic account of 
the 'articles'. Por there can be no doubt that Christ

ophersen has given a reasonable description of some of
the major aspects of English 'article' usage in notion

alist terms, without greatly deviating from what Guil-
- laume proposed. Neverthelese, it is still necessary to 

make a number of critical remarks. The emphasis is

r
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entlrely da semantic theory,'^ and the syntactic consid

erations which might both clarify the semantics and 
enable the 'articles' to be fitted. Into 
determiner system are almost wholly Ignored, 
be no doubt that semantic facte

a more complete 
There can

are vital to linguistic 
nor can there be any doubtstudies, cf. again note 4, 

that notionalist studies such 

often Illuminate Very fine distinctions In
as that by Chrlstdphersen 

meaning; bu| 
any coherent syoxtactlc theorythe lack of formalism and 

are significant weaknesses. In their place Is a reli

ance on rather vague psychologisms and philosophical
posits which are unacceptable as a priori statments. A 
further example of this same tendency Is seen In Chrls- 

ophersen's explanation of why proper names generally 
lack accompanying, 'articles' (1939:65);

"A common name Is only an Idea with potential

JEeallsationsi—the-ldea-itself is abstract-j
the realisations are concrete. A proper

■n4
Indeed, Toussairit (1967:95)' says that Guillaume‘s 

aim was to "rSduire la syntaxe a la slmantique". This, 
of course, is comparable to the aims expressed by lakoff ' 
(1971o;267ff.), with much of which we sure in sympathy.
Our criticism here, therefore, is only that too little

attention is paid to syntactic facts such as distrib

utional regularities, and thus is not directed against 

the claim that it Is semantics which is.of primary 
importance.
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name has ho idea; it denotes only one defin

ite individual and is therefore always con

crete. Now, if v/e accept-Guillaume's theory 
of the article as the connecting link 

between abstract and concrete, it is clear'
that proper names need no article."

We are entitled to ask what the linguistic significance 

of such a statement is, since it is far from obvious; 
yet in the theories of the Guillaumlste tradition no 
such clarification is, or can be, given.

In principle, Jespersen (1949)^ follows Christoph- 

ersen's proposals, but he makes one interesting theoret

ical modification; this is, that he elevates the prin

ciple of 'familiarity' to a rather higher status, using 
it to explain, for example, why proper names, kinship 
terms, etc. do not normally collocate with the 'definite 
article Jespersen claims that the is used to mark a 
partlciaar noun as 'familiar', and therefore he can say

5
Unfortunately this part of Jespersen's work had to 

be completed, by N. Haislund, after Jespersen's death, 
and so it would be dangerous to assign all the views 

expressed in it to Jespersen. Nevertheless, there is 

good evidence to show that, in principle, these views 

can be taken as the ones that Jespersen hinaelf would 
have expressed, of. the preface to Jespersen (1949) and 
Bodelsen (1949).
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(1949! 41T—18) thal: it is iDecause 

for example, kinship terms, is:

"so complete that no article-(determinative) 
is needed."

If we refer hack to the notion of deixis, 
is certainly associated, then we can see that it is at 
least plausible that terms such as kinship terms will be 
so familiar to the hearer (or will be

the 'familiarity' of.

with which the

assumed to be
familiar) that they will need no kind of deictic, if 
that is what is, to point out the referent, 

as will be seen later, Jespersen's explanation is on 
less secure foundations When dealing with

S9

However,

proper, nouns
as opposed to kinship terms, although it is imdoubtedly
more acceptable than the explanation:j7hich we quoted 
from Christophersen (1939:65) above.

'■difficult to
Even so, it is 

see how this explanation might be formal-
ise_d.—_With„JEegard_to^_proper nouns, the problem is that 
it is difficult to explain the lack of article' in,
say, (1) as due to 'familiarity', even as defined by 
Christophersen:® -'1

(2.1) Henry Kissinger is the power behind 
the throne

Further, it would certainly seem to be the case that 

'familiarity' is not the reason for the lack of the with

6
References to examples within the, same chapter omit 

the chapter number; references to examples from another 
chapter include the relevant chapter number.
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vocatives, as Jespersen (1949:418) maintains; the reason
is rather different, cf. Thome (1966^for its explan

ation. Despite these crltioisras; we can agree that 
Jespersen has made significant modifications to the
original Guillaumlste theory.

In the discussion of a in Jespersen (1949) the most

is yet anotherimportant point, to note is that here 

linguist who rejects the term 'indefinite' (1949:420); 
"The terra 'indefinite article' is not very 
felicitous, as this article actuaQ.ly refers
to a definite item, even if it is not made 

known which raemher of the class is mentioned. 
The indefinite article is thus different
from any, which does not refer to a definite 
i’fcem (itaown or unknown), but to some one 

among all items within its class, no matter 
which."

To exemplify, fn:

(2.2) I bought a -(f^r yesterday
. I »

car is nothing if not definite, for I, the speaker, know.
perhaps because this is an action in the past, of. §2.3, 
exactly which car I bought. You, the hearer, will not 
know this, or are assumed (by me) not to know this, but
that is -hardly a reasonable,criterion for lack of

'definiteness'. To say that the oar is 'indefinite' is 
to make a mockery of that ill-used tert. At the very
least we must make some revision of our terminology, in
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order to give a more felicitous description of the 
linguistic evidence, 

riateness of 'definite' is
Further evidence of the inapprop- 

seen in opaque contexts, cf. 
In, for example;

John wants to marry the girl with the 
most money

it is quite probable that neither the speaker nor the

Quine (i960; 141-56)-. 
(2.3)

hearer will yet be in a position to point out the refer

ent of girl. The only indicates that it will eventually 
be possible, in theory, for both of them to do so.

Apart from these matters, the main interest in
Jespersen for us must lie not in his treatment' of quant

ifiers, cf. (1949:620-22), but in his discussion of 
number. In Jespersen (1914) there'lla both a long and an 
illuminating discussion and an exemplification of the 
syntactic features of count and mass nouns, of how mass 
houns^ may change both their meaning and .their count- 

ability simultaneously, e.g., noncount paper in (4), 
count papeb in (5); '1

(2.4) All the essays were written on poor 
quality paper

Bill wrote six papers on Old Persian 
last year

In this discussion there is also mention of the 'dummy' 
words which, following lanuocl (1952), we shall term 

counters. The function of counters is solely to make 
noncount noun cotintable, without in’ any way necessarily

(2.5)

a
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addlng to the semantic content of the sentence, 
while:

Thus,

(2.6) The victim had had pneumonia 
is grammatical, (7) is not:

^ (2.7) *The victim had had several pneumonia

The reason for 1:his is that several cooccurs only with 
count no\ms, and, of course, pneumonia is an uncountable 
mass noun. Therefore the 'dummy' counter, attack, pips 
of, is introduced into the object noun phrase in order 

toprovide an acceptable alternative to (7), without 
altering the semantic content of the sentence:

The victim had had several attacks of 
pneumonia

We shall return to this topic, and attempt a more formal 
solution of it, in §6.3.

(2.8)

In his reviews of Ohristophersen (1939) and Jesper- 
sen (1949). Bodelsen (1939, 1949) suggests that the ' 
concept of 'familiarity and substance' (the latter is 

equivalent to Hjelmslev's'^oncretisation') is insuffici

ent to provide an adequate description of the use of

the. Also needed, suggests Bodelsen, is the concept of 
quantitative existence'.t Bodelsen gives the following 

explanation of this concept (1939:235-36):
"When we say gold is heavy, we are, of course, 

speaking about something material, but, as 
Ohristophersen himself points out, we are : 
not thinking of gold as something quantitative.

■
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but as something qualitative, and this is 
the reason why we have the 
here.

zero-article

If, on the other hand, we say the 
gold that is stored in b\nks. then we,con

ceive the gold as something that exists - 
quantitatively."

But of course, if it is accepted, as has been suggested 
above, that -the has 

naturally there will be 
existence', 
point to.

a strong deictic element, then
s'

a necessity for 'quantitative
a need, in other words, for something to 

Further, it should be made clear that Bodel- 
sen is not entirely -fair to Christophersen, as can be

-A .

from the following quotation (Christophersen, 1939:seen

71):

hag as its special function the marking 
of familiarity., while a is purely the mark 
of unity. Shis theory can tell us why 
generic continuate words and plurals have 
article. Sheir very generality^and the 
vagueness _of th^r quantitative ''delimitation

no

precludes familiarity, or to put it conver

sely: familiarity presupposes sharp and 
precise limits ..."

In conclusion, it is interesting to consider fur

ther some of the remarks quoted above from Bodelsen 
(1939). There it can be observed that he considers the 
contrast between (9) ^d(10):
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-(2.9) ‘ 
(2.10)

Gold is heavy

The gold that is stored-in banks is 
heavy

is basically that in (9) gold is thought of qualitative

ly, in (10) quantitatively. The point that the is in" 
some way performing the task of a quantifier is an 
interesting one, and one which we shall inspect more
closely in Chapter"12, but it is difficult to accept 
Bodelsen's remarks concerning (9). By far the simplest 
explanation of why (9) has neither the nor a is that

gold is an uncountable noun, and thus can never colloc

ate with a; further, the is, in one sense, optional,, but 
see our remarks in §9.3. This syntactic explanation af- 
the grMimaticality of (9) as opposed tQ_(11) and along

side (12);

(2.11) •'^Horse has four legs

- - - C2•12)  A horse - has four- le gs . . . . . -. . . .  -. .

seems quite sufficient, and there is surely no necessity 
for unverifiable.psychologisms. They may be thought of 
as relics from the original^uillaumiste theory

, which
hide the fact that the whole tradition, although spring

ing from what appeared to be barren ground, has develop- , 

ed a semantic theory of the 'articles’ which is of more 
than transient interest. Nevertheless, It cannot be 
denied that the lack of interest in criteria which 

^purely syntactic detracts from the value of the theory, 

as does the lack of Interest which is apparent with

are

r ■ ■■
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regard to the 'non-article', 

members of the determiner systems.
more purely quantifier,

2.3 Other notiohalista

‘ Of the notionalist works outside the Guillaumlste 
tradition, perhaps the most notable is the study by
Collinson (1937), which, as we,might expect from the

quotation from Jespersen (1924), above, is specifically 
concerned with the underlying structures of language. 
The .most important of his remarks are those concerning

Just as Kruis-the behaviour of a and any in English, 

inga (1932a) claimed that there are two functions of the
'article' a, so too does Collinson; these functions 
Collinson calls alternative' and 'instantive' (1937: 

'Alternative' is the equivalent of Kruisinga 
'classifying', 'instantive' is similar to 'individual.

35). s

Ising'. To adapt Collinson's own examples, (13) shows 
the 'alternative' use of a, whereas (14) shows the

' 'instantive' use:
(2.13) The chimney is filthy; we need a sweep 
(2.14) As dusk fell, the travellers reached

a village

In (13) no particular sweep is thought of, whereas in 
(14) there is a particular referent, although one which 
is unknown to the reader or (perhaps) hearer.
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In an attempt to give an explanation of this dif

ference, it ia constructive to compare (2), 
it is clear that the tense of the verb is important, 
perhaps, the need in- (13) is related to modals referring 
to the future, cf. Anderson (1971d).

From this
or,

The 'alternative' 
use of a, therefore, must be syntactically restricted.

and, at the very least, is dependent upon the structure 
of the verb phrase. The ambiguity of a, which other 
writers have also noticed, cf. Robbins (1968:101-2),
Zandvoort (1957:125) and below, suggests that while it 
may be correct to think of a as the proclitic form of 

one, as does Perlmutter (1970), there are still diffic-
■i ,

On the other hand, we must, .ask 
whether the ambiguity resides in a, or in the noun 
phrases, a sweep, a village, etc

ulties to be overcome.

as a whole. An 
attempt to determine the place of ambiguity will be part 
jq£ jfche function, of^Ghapter—1-i.-.

• >

From the discussion of a, it is useful to move on 
to consider'Coilinson's-Nremarks about any. Collinson 

claims that any is highly restricted in its cooccurrence 
with past tense forms (1937:91):

"We ... say 'There was not anyone who smiled' 
emphasizing the idea that one could pick on 
anyone one liked and not find a smller. We 
do not, however, say either 'Anyone refrain

ed from smiling' or 'Anyone did not smile' 
but this is due to the fact that we dls-

✓
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countenanoe the use of any as the subject of 
a definite occurrence in the past."

In fact, Collinson does not portray the state of 
as exactly as he might, for there is an exception to the 
statement that does not occur with past tense forms 
unless it is(preceded by an interrogative or negative 
element. The exception is that any may occur if there 
is a restrictive relative clause dependent upon it 
there is a qualifying adjective which, in transform

ational terms, is derived from such a relative clause.

affairs

, for

This does not hold for nonrestrictive relative clauses; 
(2.15) a Any pupil who knew the answer was 

thrashed by McCoakumchild 
h Any promising pupilr-was instructed 

' ■ in the principles of Utilitarianism
c *Any pupil, who knew the answer, was 
"IBSas

Where any is preceded by a negative element, as in:

(2.16) I didn't Mad any books 
then it may be po^ible to explain the quantifier as

7
We must also note the acceptability of any in 

sentences such as:

Any indiscipline was instantly punished 
But to state this as an exception quite different from 

that named below might be a loss of generailsatlon. 

See,■however, the discussion inil0.2.

(i)
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being in some sense derivable from,
■

i:_some, of. Elima (1964.:279) and §3.5.
or parallel to, not

However, the
other occurrences of any seem to be rather more diffi

cult to explain, especially those such as (15a) which 
involve a relative clause. There seems at present to be 
no way to derive them from some in these instances.

However, see the further discussions in §3.3 and, especi

ally, §10.2, for a resolution of the difficulties.

One essential point which is often ignored is 
emphasised by McIntosh (1968); for the to be used ap

propriately the referent of the noun in question must be
known to both speaker and hearer, or the speaker must 
asstime that this is so. Where the assumption is mis

taken, then there can be a breakdown in communication, 
- of. §4.1. Although this point may seem elementary, it 

is one which is not always properly understood; thus

Jespersen (1949: 79) writes:
"The definite article plus a substantive in 

singular denote'ij one individual (suppos

ed to be) more or less familiar to the 

speaker or writer: some image or notion of 
the thing or person denoted by the substant

ive is (supposed to be) already found in the 
consciousness of the speaker or writer 
before he makes the statement."

' jespersen ignores the problem of the hearer in this
quotation, and McIntosh is correct in'insisting (1968:7)

the

■ ■ r
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ihat use of implies that "you (as well as I) know 

which one(s)", for this clearly demonstrates that the 
shows that hoth speaker and hearer are understood to 
have full knowledge of the referent of the 
noun.

cooccurrent

Finally, the following is also crucial for 
understanding of the uses of ^ and a. McIntosh (1968; 
17) notes that to the question;

(2.17)

one may well reply;
(2.18)

an

Have you ever seen an axotol?

I have only once seen an axotol
On the other hand, it would be incorrect to reply; 

(2.19) I have only once seen the axotol 

although in other contexts that sentence is completely
grammatical. The reason for this would appear to be 

that in (j7)_^is 'classifying’ (or 'alternative'). and 

that this precludes an immediately consequent use of the 
with the same noun. On the other hand, the ^ in (18) 
is 'individualising''^or 'instantive') and therefore one 

may, in fact must, use the at the next occurrence of 
axotol . with the a:

(2.20)

-2;ef^rent, as in, for example; 
I .h^e only once seen an axotol;

f
e axotol was very beautiful

McIntosh's argument on this point strongly rein

forces the earlier point that it will be very difficult 
to account for all instances of a.as merely proclitic

Yt
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varl ant's of one, see above. The reason for this dif

ficulty is, of course, that there are clear semantic and
syntactic differences between an axotol in (17) and the
apparently identical noun phrase in (18).

(1969:233) has made an attempt to get round this prob

lem, but see^§6.5 for some critical discussion of his 
solution.

Jackendoff

We shall eventually see that it will be 
necessary to introduce a semi-logical concept of 's9ope' 
if this problem is to be solved; how fap, however, a 

transformational theory restricted to the sentence level 
can cope with this is a matter for some doubt.

When we. discussed the Guillaumiste tradition in 
§2.2, we observed that one inadequacy of the proposals 

stemming from that tradition was that the grammarians 
concerned were almost exclusively Interested in some 
contrast between the and a. In this latter part of the 

chapter, however, we have discussed two papers which 
deal with the ambiguity of a (if that is indeed where 
the ambi^ity lies) andn^irhich lead towards 

of the quantifiers in general. They are interesting 
because they suggest that a, at least, is in some ways 

much more like a quantifier than an 'article'; in part-"' 
icular, some elements of the so-called 'indefinite 
article' are also associated with the behaviour of any. 
The consequences which this has for any analysis of the 
determiner and quantifier systems of English will be 
more extensively discussed in Part TV. But at present

a discussion

* ■
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we shall now turn our attention to 

determiners and quantifiers which
some analyses of- 

are totally different 
in approach from those which we have discussed so far.

6

1

•

-1

✓

1

.J-
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Ohapter 3

Structuralist models

3.1 Structuralism

By structuralist models of the.determiner and 
quantifier systems /tt- Lt/meant those studies which 

as their basis the attempt at a classificatory descrip

tion of the. elements present in the surfaqe

^ore
have

structure of
a given language, although the work may extend much 
further. In this the influence of Leonard Bloomfield is 
preeminent, for it was he who, with his assumpti.gn that
science was necessarily behaviouristic, determined that 
such a taxonomic approach was essential, 

marked contrast to the works discussed in the
Therefore, in

previous

chapters, we shall find here little resort to meaning

. - ~—certainly no-attempts--at- a-psychological evaluation
functions of the various members of these systems, 

opposite pole of the mentalist ^ 
behaviourist axis to.Suillalxme. .

But this chapter makes one theoretical claim which 
is not commonly observed and will seem surprising; it 
will therefore be necessary to state that claim now and 

then attempt some immediate justification of it. This 
claim is that no major theoretical break occurs between

the structuralist theories associated with Bloomfield
and the so-called 'Bloomfieldians' on the one hand and
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the transformationalist theories 
(1957) on the other.

outlined in Chomsky 
Rather, the break is claimed to

occur between these two together as opposed to the
various types of transformational 
from such works 
(1965).

grammar which stem
as Katz and Postal (1964) and Chomsky' 

In other words, the chronological placement of 
the break is here placed at about one decade later than
is most often assumed.

Our assumption can be criticised 
of which we shall discuss three.

on several grounds. 
The first, but the 

weakest, is that this underestimates the theoretical
contributions of , Noam Chomsky. Now whilst it would be 
totally misleading not to recognise Chomsky's contribu

tions as major, to divide linguistic w^ into 

ments on the basis of who wrote such-and-such is 

unacceptable personalisation of the Issues.

compart-

an

It is both
more principled and more just to the scholars concerned
to evaluate their work bn quite impersonal grounds, 
then we can see the tinie “

for

ue diversity of the work of each 
Bloomfield is far from being the most rigidwriter.

Bloomfieldlan and Chomsky is not the most dogmatic of 
Chomskyians.

The second ground for criticism is that the divi

sion suggested above ignores the key concepts of deep

and surface structure: etruoturallet grammarians, it is 
claimed, are interested only in surface structure; on
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the other hand, transfonnatlonalists extend their Inter

ests to deep structure. Although this is to a large 
extent correct, it is not entirely so, for non- (indeed.
anti-) transformationalists such as Hall (1964) have
been ijuite happy to use the concept, 
ture may be,, or may originally have been 

concept in transformational theory, it is neither suf

ficient nor exclusive.

While deep struc- 
, a necessary

Furthermore, there is the empir

ical fact that in early transformational work the deep 

structures proposed for determiners and quantifiers are
not significantly different from the surface structures. 
Probably this is in part due to the relative lack ,of 

attention paid to such items until the middle 1960's, .. 
but it pan also be seen as due in part to the still- 

strong influence of surface-based structuralism.

The final point concerns the underlying contrast 
between mentalism and behaviourism. Transformational ■ 
grammar has been, from the beginning, mentalistic, while
•structuralist grammar has always been associated with 
behaviourist theories. Should not such a distinct 
conflict be reflected in our theoretical divisions? ' 
answer is that of course it should be, if that conflict 
is directly reflected'in the works and analyses which we 

shall discuss. But that condition is hardly fulfilled, 
for in the questions with which we are concerned there 

can be no great theoretical divisions apparent when the 

kinds of solution offered are broadly similar, as is the 
case.

The

■)
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. We have already remarked that in Bloomfleldian 
theory there is a strong distinction between syntax and
semantios, and that this is a defining characteristic of 
the approach. Now what is important to note here is
that for early transformational 
is true

grammar exactly the same 
. Consider, for example, the following remarks 

from Chomsky (1957:101):

"It seems clear, then, that undeniable, though ^ 
only Imperfect correspondences hold between 
formal and semantic features in language.

The fact, that the correspondences are so in

exact suggests that meaning will be relative

ly useless as a basis for grammatical des

cription. " ,_

^This statement has far more in common with the standard 
structuralist position than it has with the position 
adopte-dTiy“CEomsEy'Xt965; 77);

"It goes without saying that purely eernan- 
tio or purely syntactic considerations may

• • •

not provide the answer in'some particular 

In fact, it should not be taken for 
granted, necessarily, that Syntactic and 

semantic considerations can be shaiTply dis

tinguished."

case.

The reason for such a change of heart may have been 

purely practical, as claimed by Katz and Postal (1964; 
2-4), or it may be significant of a deeper change
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affecting fundamental theoretical disposition, 

our purposes a decision between the two 
sary. Although Chomsky (1957) did 
striking theoretical changes, the immediate 
that work on actual descriptions of determiners and

but for
?■

is hardly neCes- 
propose a great many 

effect of

quantifiers was, for the reasons we have described 
above, minimal. To put the matter in a crude chrono

logical fashion,- a transformational description of 

determiners written in -1960 looks (and is) a lot more
like its structuralist counterpart of 1950 than its 
transformationalist counterpart of 1970. 
ly that kind of 'brute fact

It is precise- 
which must determiije our

divisions.

3.2 Bloomfield-and others

Although Bloomfield (1935) does use the term deter

miner, his use of it is not precisely equivalent to-the 
one which we have used here. Much closer to the present 

• Use of detemniher is Bloom^eld's term 'limiting adjec

tive'. These adjectives he divides into two classes, 
determiners' and 'numeratives'.I

The former includes 
all that we here regard as determiners or quantifiers, 
with the exclusion of all, both, many, such, few, very.

■ t
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aad the numerals, which are classed as 'numeratlves•. 
The reasoning behind Bloomfield's division would 
to be based upon the fact that singular count nouns 
obligatorily cooccur with a determiner, cf. Bloomfield 
(1935:203); however, on consideration such reasoning 
must be judged to be inappropriate-.

appear

If we look,at Bloomfield's definitions more care

fully, it will be noted thai the only defining charac

teristic of the 'numeratlves' is that they all require a 

collocating plural or mass noun, with the exception of 
one, which, of course, can only collocate with singular

count nouns. Now this is an extremely crude reason for 
the separation into two classes. Consider, for example. 

Since the lat-fcer two wouldall, every and each. appear.

at first sight, to collocate with singular count 

only, they are classed as 'determiners', in contrast to
But in fact there is good reason

nouns

the'numerative' ail.

to suppose that it is the distributive force of each and 
every which makes the co;li^ocatlng noun singular. If one 
were allowed, against all Bloomfleldlan principles, a

1
The status of some of these items, e.g., such, is 

obscure, for questions apart from the grammar of deter

miners may be involved. In'other words, it is not 

necessarily the case that every one’of Bloomfield's 

'numeratlves' is a determiner within the context of the 
present study.
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level of underlying structure, 
probable that in all cases of each/everv

it would appear most

+ noun that the
noun would be originally plural and only change to 
singular for the surface structure realisation (and 
late transformations as that for concord), 
this can be found in the fact that each

such

Evidence for
can occur fol

lowing a plural noun, and that that is semantically very
similar to each preceding a singular noun:

(3.1). The students each had their, own copy 
of Aspects

(3.2) Each student had his own copy of Aspects 
Even given the absence of the in (2) as opposed, to .(1),
it, is clear that an adequate description of each must 
take into account the fact that plural nouns do not 

exclude some, collocations with each (and with every, 
although in that case the situation is more complex), 
and—this-Bloomfield-'-s-classl-ficatlon-falls-to'dov- -

Another problem which we encounter with regard to 
Bloomfield's ‘division is 
cleavage' of one

^^onneCted 

cf. Bloomfield (1935:206).
with the ’class

According

to the remarks there, one may either be a 'numerative', 
as in (3a), or a 'determiner', as in (3b):^

7" ,"■“,2 ■■ Ve i^ore here the use. of the 

which, Blocmfield (1935:204) correctly obse^es, belongs 
to a rather different grammatical category.

prop-word' one.

• N
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(3.3) a My one book was burned 
One book was burned 

The reason for this 'class-cleavage 
(1935:203) claims that with certain

b

is that Bloomfield 
nouns, primarily 

a 'determiner' is always 
Therefore,' in (3b) one must be a

^ countable nouns such as book, 
required, of. above, 
'determiner'. 

that 'determiners' must
But Bloomfield would Eilso seem to believe

occur exclusively of one an

other. Thus, since in (3a) m£ is the 'determiner', 
must be something else, namely a 'numerative'.

one

This

implies that two instances of the apparently identical

item, here one, but any numeral and several quantifiers 

would fitj both of which have the same meaning and' the
same phonological form, must be aasigned to'different 
syntactic classes. This is so clearly an incorrect 
conclusion that it is difficult to see how it could have

;arisen except as the product of a fundamentally mistaken 
taxonomic approach, 

that

As we shall see in Chapter 8, it is 

qjiMtlfiers (including one) which 
occur in postdeteTrainer'position, as in (3a), require an
analysis which is somewhat different from that for 
quantifiers occurring elsewhere, but the underlying ' 
semantic representation remain constant. This latter 

■ point Is -qulte ignored by the ' class-cleavage' h3rpo- 
thesis.

The reason why the taxonomy is fundamentally mis

taken is one to which we shall have to return several
5
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times, since It is due to 
to most structuralist

an assumption which is common . 
grammars. Bloomfield does not 

permit recourse either to meaning or to some underlying 
structure in order to determine grammatical classific- 

completely contrasting with the notionalistsation, thus 

of Chapter 2. 

illlnguistic decls
Now if one makes such an a priori and 

-on as that, then one has to accept 
that empirical facts may„-sharply contradict it. This is
precisely what happens in the case of the 
age' of one.

class-cleav-
If we wish to account for all the facets 

of the linguistic behaviour of one, we shall have to 
include all -Hie linguistic information, incl'uding seman

tic information, as is pointed out above.

'limiting adjectives' on the basis^ of their
To segregate

cooccurrence

with singular count noTzns only gives a highly restricted
syntactic tautology.

What would, perhaps, be a much more useful division
would result from distinguishing between those items 

most closel^connected with an underlying 

all Bloomfield's

which are

number system, i.e numeratiyes'

together with, in all their occurrences, each, every.

• 9

--- --some7--s-tc--.7--eaidTthoBe whirch afe^most btdsely~connecteT 
with a deictic system, i.e., the, this, that, possess- 

Ives, etc. This, of course, approximates to the dis

tinction already made between quantifiers and deictlcs. 

It should be observed that this division appeals to the 
two criteria which Bloomfield excludes, namely seman+' s
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and underlying structure. That the division appeals 
more strongly to our linguistic intuitions is surely
some empirical evidence against Bloomfield's restric

tions on grammatical theory; hut whether or not that
precise division is correct or essential we must wait
until a later chapter to decide.

Bloomfield again subdivides his class of 'deter

miners', in the following manner (1935:203):

"A niunber of features subdivides the deter

miners into two classes, definite and indef

inite. Of these features we shall mention 
only one; a definite determiner can be
preceded by the numerative all (as in all
the water) but an Indefinite determiner (as 
some. in some water) cannot."

This, it seems to me is a necessary corollary of the 
previous division Bloomfield makes, and it is no less'
mistaken. Upon examination it will be seen that his 

' 'indefinite determiners' -a^e precisely those

ers' which, together with the 'numenatives', should be 

classed as quantifiers, except for the interrogatives, 
which are a different matter again. That these 'indef

inites' are quantifiers is, for the moment, an adequate 
, explanation of why they do not cooccur with all in the 

way Bloomfield describes (although there are exceptions, 

of. Chapter 4 and §10.4), and yet it permits all to 
occur with delctics other than the, as"in:

determin-
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s

(3.4) a All those boys 
b All this milk

The introduction of the terms 'definite' and 'indefin

ite' for this subolassification function 
seen to be superfluous.

is, therefore, 
One's suspicions must be that 

these terms were introduced in order to describe the two
'articles', that term being itself one which Bloomfield
retains btit for which he provides no justification.

Perhaps not unexpectedly, Bloomfield made the 
greatest of contributions to the study of determiners 
and quantifiers within a strictly Bloomfieldian frame- 

work, and later works such as those by Pries (1957) . and 
Hockett (1958) do not add to our knowledge of the syntax 
of these items in any significant manner. Even an
extended monograph such as Yotsukura (1970) shows no 
important theoretical advance Indeed, _it_may ie_cQn- 
sidered a regression, since it deals exclusively with

the surface structure occurrences, of the 'articles?, 
Including unstressed somOs'm):. Concerned as Yotsukura 
mainly is with grammatical collocations of these items
with countable and uncountable nouns, she is open to the 

same criticisms as we have applied to Bloomfield above. 
•Also, of course, Yotsukura has restricted her-study to a 

■ grammatical category - the 'articles' - which we have.
already shown in Chapters 1 and*5 to be of dubious

Therefore if we wish to continue our search for 
a development of structuralist, although not necessarily

■

value.
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Blooinfieldlan, theory of determiners, 
Atlantic so that'

we must cjross the 
we can consider the comments of Strang 

(1962). In that work we find that determiners are once

again treated as a major category, for the terra as used 
by Strang is equivalent to Bloomfield s 'limiting'adjec

tives', However, there is a subdivision into three

minor categories; (i) 'articles'; (ii) determiner 
and (iii) noun-phrase intiators.

-pro- 
The second of

these subdivisions is again subdivided, this time into
two groups; variables and invariables (Strang, 
16).

ig62;108-

In fact, Strang makes a third subdivision of 

'determiner-pronouns', which 1 have, for present pur

poses, treated as part of the 'invariable' group; this 
subdivision includes numerals, few,-r-llttle. etc. It

does not seem to me that this abbreviation does undue 
violence to her account, but of. Strang (1962;114-15).

The 'articles' are given their special prominence 
because they do not occur alone in a noun phrase;, this 
is a criterion which we'^ijave already discussed and al

ready found wanting, of. the discussion of Maetzner 
(1874a) in §i.5. The reasons given there for its rejec- 
tion hold equally for Strang's classification and need
not be dealt-With again.
'definite article', 
ularising

generics, which are alone in belonging to the latter 
Of the various types of 'particularising' the

Strang notes two uses of the 
'particularising' and 'non-partio- 

a distinction clearly designed to deal with

group.
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whlch Strang mentions, special note should be made of 
■subsequent specification', for this notion is one which
Hill (1966), see below, discusses in detail, 
it might be pointed out

However, 
now that the sentence which

Strang uses to explain this notion (1962:109): 
(3.5) The passage I have quoted

IS not a happy choice, since it is easy enough to 

sent- a plausible case for this being an instance of the 
'before mentioned'

pre-

usage, i.e., where there must have 
been a previous mention of the passage or of a noun with 
a similar meaning and the same referent. Even more
plausibly one, might suggest that (5) is an example of 
t^ coming from the situational environment, 
and Strang (1962:109-10).

see below
In such a case one might

— claim that there is non-verbal previous mention. and

that the therefore refers to some event which both
speaker and hearer have just witnessed, 
which the linguist ought to be involved in such

The extent to

para-

■ linguistic matters-is higlp.y debatable, and it is a

point which I shall in large measure attempt to avoid as
being of no direct interest at the moment. 
§12.3 for an

However see 
attempt at a resolution of the problem as

far as it concerns the

In Strang's discussion’of the 'indefinite article' 
there is some obscurity, for it is not at all clear 

whether or not she recognises the possible ambiguity of 
a, discussed at length above. One could claim that she
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does see this ambiguity, but it is difficult 
that she attaches

to .claim
any importance to the fact;’ this, of 

course, may be an eventual advantage, 

many other grammarians, cf. Jespersen (1949:403-4), 
SiiJrensen (1958:83) and Yotsukura (1970:50), 
recognises a 'zero article'.

In common with

Strang

Whether or not this is 
correct will be most extensively discussed in Chapter 
11; let us only remark for the moment that the prime

motive behind this postulation would seeni to be, in all 
.cases, an a priori assumption that in English all nouns

must be accompanied by an 'article' or some other deter

miner, and that this assumption has not been satisfact

orily proven'or shown to be desirable.

One innovation which Strang makes in her discussion 
"of the 'articles' is the use of the term 'negative

. . .article' to ^scribe_noJlci62:111.-12). . The reason for
this is that ^ would appear to form, with and a, 

the third part of a mutually exclusive syntactic system. 
However this is unsatisf^ory.. No has no semantic 

relation whatsoever to the, and to assume that it has

can easily lead one into logical fallacies, cf. Geach 
(1968:11ff.). A not totally dissimilar situation arises 
if one considers no to be merely the negative form of a. 
Allowing.for the present that a is derivable from one

what would prevent us from then claiming that no 

derivable from not one, for this appears to be the 
import of Strang's classification? It is true that in

was
■
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caaes this appears to he desirable, for we find: 
(3.6) a

some

Not one mountaineer was lost
b No mountaineer was lost 

At first sight the difference between the two sentences 
•seems to be one of emphasis, and this could be handled
by rules similar to those presented by Perlmutter (1970) 
to account for one - a correspondences. But that analy

sis escapes the generalisation pointed out by Jespersen 
(1940:457) and elaborated upon by Steven Smith (1972), 

-that in the type of structure exemplified by not 
the negation simply means "less than".

one.

That less than 
one equals none is a mathematical, not a linguistic, 
equation, nor is the linguist responsible for the fact 
that mountaineers are counted onljTin whole integers.

— ^furthermore, there are instances where 
and not one is not:

no is grammatical

(3.7) a *Not one milk was spilt 
No milk was spilt 

Pinally, it'may be obseiived that no one does not mean 
the same as no in every case:

b

(3.8) a No one boy can kill Soliath 

NO boy can kill Goliath ■

It therefore appears misleading to compare no directly 
with a, and this strongly suggests that the proposed

b
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analyals of no is most protiably inadequate.^ 
lem could be 

dispensed with as a

The prob-
more easily resolved if the article', were

separate class, for thqn no and a
may, perhaps, be both analysable as quantifiers and the 
relationship between them should then be as easily 

relation between theclassified as shox0.d the lack of 
and no.

To turn our attention to possessive pronouns, these
Strang calls 'genitive articles'; again this is unsatis

factory, but this time 
the limits of

more reasonable. However, within 
a surface structure analysis it is‘ dif

ficult to go further and it is only within 

of the underlying properties of
a discussion

possesslves that a 
classification of their determiner-like functions can be 

let us merely note that forms in Italianmade.
such as:

(3.9.), -I-l-mio-ve stlto - 

may provide clues to their derivation and status, 
Bloomfield (1935:203).

("my - suit")

cf.

■n
The 'variable determiner-pronouns' of Strang (1962) 

are the demonstratives, and the 'invariable determiner- 

pronouns' are the other determiners and quantifiers with

. 3
This is notwithstanding the fact that no is dia- 

chronically derivable from Old English nan, a compound 
form of ne + an"not» + "one". Of, the brief remarks in
§6.5 on other parallel word formations.

. 9
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the exceptions of 'noun-phrase intiators' and 'articles'. 
The criterion for this division 

between number and determiner, and, 
similar to the distinction made

is the relationship 

as noted above, is 
here between deictics

and quantifiers, although Strang, I would claim, relies 
to a greater extent on merely surface characteristics. 
Strang's final category is 'noun-phrase initiator'. 5he

most important members of this category are all, both 
and half, cf. Strang (1962:116), and the criterion for

membership of, the class is occurrence immediately before 
the. That this is a doubtful, and even unilluminating.
basis for a category distinction we shall attempt to 
demonstrate later, cf. Chapter 4.. I^any event, it
would seem to, be. a matter of Insufficient syntactic

importance to justify a sharp distinction between them
and the 'determiner-pronouns'.

Smith (1963) is primarily a stati^lcal study of 
the 'articles'', for. which--corapare Yotsukura (1970), and 

as such contributes relatively little to the 

etloal aspects of their syntactic description.
more theor-

However,

one point of interest is the use of the terms cataphora

and ecphora to describe reference forward and situation

al reference respectively, in addition to the well- 
established ^^aphora, or reference backward 

.* example is the case with the in:
(3.10)

as for

I met a man; the man 
Cataphora is used to descfibe those Instances of the

• • •

which Smith considers are due to a restrictive clause or
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adjunct which, follows the coooourrent 
isms might be made here.

noim. Two critic- 
Pirstly-:, the notion of "fol

lowing" as used by Smith is purely a surface one. In

underlying structure there is no reason to suppose that 
such is the case. Secondly, some of the examples of 
cataphora which Smith gives are in themselves unconvin

cing, for example (1963:15); 
(3.11) "... assume that the vehicles whizzing 

by would • • •

for such examples of the usage of do not appear to 

demand as a source the following restrictive adjunct or 
clause. The question is an extremely thorny one, cf... 
Huddleston (1971:212-15) for just one^aspect of this.
and as a resiat .one must be dubious about the worth of 
Smith's statistical statements which purport to show

that .the__cataphoric use - of the is the most "common 'in the 
text under analysis. See, however, the remarks on
Robbins (1968) in @3.4, where the question is 
discussed. And even if

once more
examples of cataphora 

are not always convincing it may well be the case that

sS.th's.

it will be extremely useful, and perhaps even necessary, 
to describe (and analyse) certain instances of the as
cataphoric; this is a question to which we shall return 
in Chapter 12. It would appear that many cases of the 
can only be accounted for in terms of their situational

• .../
context. The most well-known of these are references to 
the sun, the moon, etc. where the use of the can be

■ 7"
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explained In terms of the 'situational context of the 
uniTrerse'. Clearly this has some connection with the
notion of 'familiarity' espoused by Christophersen 
(1939) and Jespersen (1949), 
but for such occurrences of the

and discussed in Chapter 2, 
Smith uses the term 

'ecphora' (1963:17). We thus have a tripartite descrip

tion of and in our later discussions we shall
consider how syntactically valid this largely 
classification may be.

semantic

We must now return across the Atlantic to discuss a 
paper by Hill (1966). This paper is not easy to place 
theoretically, since it'partly relies on taxonomic 

criteria and partly on transformational theory, 

might be preferable, therefore, to cronsider it in the
If ■

^following seotloh (on early transformational grammar), 
but, perhaps a little unjustifiably, I shall discuss it 
here. The main reason for doing so is that Hillaijihbw- 
ledges a great debt to Strang (1962), and such an umbil- 

^ ical cord is best not seyered. Hill's paper deals only 

the and a, and thus has all the 
deficiencies which have been noted in other similar

with the two 'articles',

studies. There is, for example, no mention of the, 

demonstratives or of the relation of a to one.

Hill's study is in two parts; the first is a rapid
historical survey of major contributions to the theory 
of the 'articles which often offers very interesting 
comments; much of what he says must be' agreed with, but
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he does seem to overrate Sweet (1898)., which Only glances 
at the 'articles' 'md offers,
Of generics.

‘-S

for example, no discussion 
One of the-best features of this survey if 

Hill's dislike of the way the term 'definite' is cur--
rently applied. Thus he quotes Roberts (1964:12); 

"Wie gives the noun a definite meaning.

specifying a particiilar one or a particular 
A and some do not do this."group.

Hill comments (1966:222):

"As with earlier descriptions which insist on 
definiteness or particularity, I find that 
dog bit me is quite as definite, particiaar 

and singular, as the sentence would be with 
the other article."

TKis is reasonable enough as far as it goes, but since 

it deals only with the position of the .speaker-^l-t-doen- 
not go very far.

5, .

Tor the hearer there is a semantic
difference which Hill Ignores, and this detracts^from
the value of his statement.'^

Hill then goes on to analyse the meaning and status
of the 'articles' for himself. In fact, though, he 
barely discusses a, and his remarks of Interest are 

confined to the. He regards the as having two sources;

(i) second mention; (li) proximity (Hill, 1966:225, 228- 
29). Proximity is equivalent to Smith's, ecphora, above, 
and while it is a reasonably usefia and clear term, it
must be stated that it only’defines a problem; in no way

>
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does it solve one. Hill considers 'second mention' to
be the fundamental source of the, and its status is two

fold . Firstly, there is simple anaphora, 
(10), above; secondly, where there is 

the first mention is presumed to

see example 
no such- anaphora.

be sited in a defining 
(restrictive) relative clause or adjunct, cf. the re

marks above on Smith's (1963) use of cataphora, 

ever. Hill points out that this situation is not simple, 
since either 'article

How-

can appear with such a construc

tion, as in:
(3.12) A man who refuses alcohol is 

totaller

The man who refuses alcohol is a tee-

a tee-

(3.13)

totaller

But by using the notion of 'second mention' as obliga- 
±P5.ily_J_emandingJte.,__Hill -accounts—for-(-1-3-)--and—(-14) te
the following raaainer (1966:226);

"I shall set upthe source sentences for the 
first example given above 

A man is a teetotaller, 
refuses alcohol

In the process of embedding the second 
tence into the first, the second mention 
form (the man) is replaced by w^, and the 

first mention form remains. For the. second 
example I shall set up the hypothetical 
source sentence as

as

The man

sen-

y-
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A man refuses alcohol, 
teetotaller

The man is a

The process of embedding inserts the first
sentence into the second sentence, replacing 
a man with who. Thus it is the.second men

tion form which remains."

The 'second mention' derivation is certainly 

ous device for accounting for large numbers of ocour-
an ingeni-

renoes of tl^. However there are several questions to 
be asked, notably those concerned with the lack of 
evidence for such different derivations. The problem
would seem to be that one type of the anaphoric

one, has been elevated to a level where it is unable to
bear the weight .of explanation required, and there is a 
resultant ad hoc explanation which does 

have any syntactic motivation.
not appear to

Ingenious though it may
be, Hill's account is quite unacceptable.

. And there is yet one fu.*jther point to be made, 
me, at least, (12) and (13) do not appear to be typical

For

occurrences of a and t^, nor to differ in meaning
significantly, since they can both be taken to be 
Ic;' in fact, that would be the most usual 
of these sentences.

gener-

interpretation

The generic quality is removed if 
we change to the past tense, but with the following
Jesuits;

(3.14) ?A man who refused alcohol was a tee

totaller '
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i,
V. (3.15) The man who refused alcohol 

teetotaller

It does not seem to' me that Hill is able to 
the less acceptable status of (U). 
and (U) and (15), provide tests for thist 

(12) is always generic, this is not so with (13), to 

which a non-generic' interpretation can be assigned, 
such cases the man would

was a

account for
It should be noted, 

that whereas

In

appear to be derived not from 

as a result of the process of embedding 
advocated by Hill and described above, but either from 
simple anaphora or what Hill calls 'proximity', 

is so,, then it must be,, doubtful whether the kind of

second mention'

If* this

I second mention' that we have been discussing is ade

quate or even nepessary.

that it fails to account for the ambiguity of (13).

. . may, then, conclude that there are at least three sourcbs
for «ie, namely, anaphora, 'proximity' and genericness.

In any event, it can be seen

We

But in this connection see the discussion of Kruisinga 
■(1932a) in §1.5 above, and oflfendler (1967) and Robbins 

(1968) in §3.5 below. Furthermore, there can be no 
doubt that relatiyisation has some bearing upon the use 
of and perhaps it is this fact which Hill is striv-

✓

ing- toward; that is a subject to which we shall return 
more than once.

' In concluding this section, we must recognise as 
the major fault of Blobmfieldian and neo-Bloomfieldian 
linguistics the unwillingness’ to make any semantic

r.
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pronouncements on determiners and quantifiers, 
and this almost certainly has its connections with 
semantics, there is the lack of interest 
lying semantic phenomena which might help to adcouht for 

the variations in surface structure.

Also,

in any uhder-

While what appears 
on the surface ought not to he ignored, neither should
the underlying structure he ignored, 

directly ohservahle or testahle. It is this latter
even if it is not

omission which is at the root of the unfortunate dis

tinctions which all the above grammarians have made, for
example, the oovj^er-intuitively sharp distinction be

tween all and every, or Bloomfield's 'class-cleavage* of
one.

3.3 Early transformational theory

The earliest transformationalist studies are, quite
underetandahly, concerned primarily with providing a 

• general theoretical exposition and a discussion of 
various syntactic phenomena which are easily accessible

to the transfonnatlonallst framework^' Since determiners 

and quantifiers are not, regrettably, to be included 
amongst such phenomena, it was natural that these studies 
pay very little attention tq their syntax. For example, 

Chomsky (1957) mentions these items only in the context 
of a derivation of the from the node T, which itself is 

one of the obligatory constituents of an NP structure. 
Similarly, Bach (1964:67; 76), in so far as one can
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judge, would appear to regard the constituent structure

of HJ's to be Article + TJoun. where Article would In

clude (at least) the. a and the possessives. 
accoTxnts are totally inadequate cannot be denied, but it 
is to be expected when we consider that it

That both

was not the
aim of either work to provide a systematic and complete 
explanation of the English determiner systems. However,

the suspicion that the first studies in transformational
grammar were often content to give merely a phrase

structure formalisation of previous structuralist ac

counts is reinforced when we look at rather more compre

hensive discussions in a similar theoretical framework.
cf. Chomsky (1961:135), and the discussion of similar
studies in Jackendoff (1968),

Thus, of the other Introductory works which should 
be considered here, Roberts (1962) and Thomas (1965)' 
barely do more than give PS rules which will generate 

" the types of structures dijscussed in IntroductoiTr struc

turalist handbooks, e.g.. Pries (1957), and these two 
authors pay no more attention to transformational rela

tions between these structures than do their structural- ^ 

ist rivals. However, a later work by Roberts is more 

. interesting, since he states in its preface (1964;vil) 
that the determiner system and the rules he presents to 

' generate it were outlined to him by Noam Chomsky. Des

pite such a pedigree the account has its shortcomings, 
the analysis of which must centre upon the following '
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y-
rules (Roberts, 1964:397):•t

Det —> (pre-article) + Art + .

(Demon) + (number)
—> several of, many of, bothpre-article

of ...
i.

Art •> fDef 
Rondef 

> theDef

Nondef (a>
some

.0
,4 Demon ■> Py
i
i

Two of these rules are somewhat misleading, 

ly, but less importantly, Def/Nondef is a contrastive 
feature used only for pedagogical

Pirst-i

I reasons, Roberts 
himself preferring the contrast of specific/rionspecific 
(1964:12).. But whether ev^n the latter is the correct

r

contrast is doubtful, since it must be presumed that the 
is to be regarded as specific and a as nonspecific, and 
if the feature of specificity is to be employed syntao- 
tically surely its usefulness will be rather in separat

ing the two different forms of a which we have mentioned 
previously and which we can exemplify by: .

(3.16)

(3.17)

1 bought a car yesterday 

I must buy a car soon 
where the latter a might be regarded as nonspecific, the
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former one as specific. Indeed, we ought to note that 
this is very close to the [ispeciflo] feature used in
the rather later work of Fillmore (1967). 
feature, moreover, could equally he applied to instances 
of the. of. example (2.5).

The same

Secondly, ^d much more confusingly, the use of the 
term "Demon" conjures up the notion of demonstrative, an 
unfortunate connection which Roberts first 
(T964;30);

encourages

"The symbol Demon stands for the word demon

strative, as you may have guessed, and you 

may know that such words as this and these 
are demonstratives." 

and then attempts to obliterate;

"However Demon here doesn't stand for this 
or these."

Instead, as can be seen. Demon rewrites as "D^" or "I>2". 
which hWe, according to-T^oberts, 
ness and remoteness respectively.

remembered that Art rewrites as Def or Nondef. Taking 

the combinations of Art + Demon we find the following 
permutations:

the meanings of near-

Now it should be

✓

(3.18) : Def + Dg 
Nondef + D^ ; Nondef + Dj

Prom the first of these permutations Roberts derives, by

Def .+ D^

'phonological* rules, this; from the second he derives 
Setting aside the 'nature of the processes whichthat.
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Soberts tenns 'phonological', for perhaps 'lexical' is a
better description of them, but that is unimportant, 
such an anaQ.ysls we may consider adequate enough in (the 
pedagogical) context, considering the fact that nearness

vs. remoteness.is a commonly accepted description of the 
contrast between this and that (and not so very far from 
the 'truth').

From the third and fourth permutation in (18) 
Roberts derives determiners such as a certain and some.

respectively, so that sentences (19a) and (19b) show the 
contrast D4 - ^^2=

(3.19) a A certain man came in
b Some man came in

-Not surprisingly, Roberts is less than confident about 

Indeed, he admits (1964:34):such derivations.

"D^ and Dg combination with Def clearly 
contain the meanings nearness and remoteness: 
this and that.: In ee^bination with Nondef, 
this meaning contrast is not so clear,
though one could perhaps ar^e that a cer

tain is more 'near' than some."

This appears to me to be nothing like a justification of 
the derivations proposed. ; Not only do the semantic 
arguments verge on the ludicrous, but there are also 

-•severe syntactic drawbacks. For instance, there is 
little plausibility for the creation of such radically 
different structures for:

✓

y ■
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(3.20)

(3.21)

Certain of the men entered 
A certain man entered 

as those produced hy Roberts' rules, which may be pre

sented In the form of the PS trees below;
(3.22)

certain of

(3.23)

■p

N entered

Art D^on

Nondef
■ ^1 -1

certain mana

As can be seen. In (22) certain of Is a Predeterminer, 
but In (23) certain, by Itself. Is a Demon. This clear

ly Is a very Inadequate classification. In some ways

reminiscent of the 'class-cleavage' problem encountered 
■,.> In Bloomfield (1935), and It appears to arise for very 

similar reasons. -
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One other inadequacy in Roherts* rules and which is 
worth mentioning is that the transformation which he
gives to change; . 

(3.24) A man was on the table
into:

(3.25) There was a man on the table 
also predicts as -grammatical;

(3.26) -^f^There was John on the table

This, of course, can be solved, as Roberts says, by ad 
hoc-ly assigning the feature 'Def to proper nouns. 

But, even so, there still remains a host of unsolved 
problems, for example the sentences:

(3.27) a *There were all men on the table

1

b *There was each man on the table 
"The question of existential there^ is too complex to be

A
It is, of course, necessary to distinguish between 

^ two types of there; the one in these examples may be

taken as 'existential', perhaps'equivalent to the logical 
operator "3". The other there is locative and can be 
found in sentences similar to (26) but with a different , 
intonation pattern: the main stress is on there. not 
John, and there is a pause after John;

(1) There was John, on the table 
This suggests a different syntactic stracture and that 
locative there: is not derived by the transformation 

under disouBsion. In thiq connection see Allan (1971, 
1972), Sampson (1972) and the discussion in §7.4 below.

■

t"
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solvable by the kind of simple there-transformation 

which Roberts suggests. At the .least, and this is a 
question to which we shall have to return, it necessar

ily involves an analysis of the internal syntax of 

quantifiers,,at which Roberts makes no serious attempt.

If we now turn our attention away from such intro

ductory studies to those which are more exclusively 

concerned with the analysis of determiners and quant- 
• iflers, but which still adhere to a theoretical frame

work closely allied to that found in the works discussed 
above, we find a number of papers which are concerned 

with the observably close relationship between the 
syntax of determiners £ind the syntST of relative clauses 

... and adjuncts; of such works the most interesting are 

those by lees (1961) and Smith (1964). The hypothesis 
behind both these articles is that the way relative 

clauses are embedded into higher sentences is determined 

by the kind'of determiner which is contained in the NP 
upon which the clause is embedded. For lees it is a 

question of the contrast between 'definite' and 'indef

inite' 'articles' determining the structure. Thus, for' 
(28) Lees presents the PS marker given in (29), (1961:

-

■ .
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164);^

(5.28)

(3.29)

The tall man whom you see

whom you. see tall man

On the other hand, for (30) the underlying phrase marker
(31) is suggested by lees (1961:165): 

(3.30) A- tall man whom you see

Abbreviations are as follows: Norn nominal; Sb -
substantive; Id definite article; - nominal oomple- 
'meht; Cm -/modifier :corapieme|it (i.e postnominal); Op - 
property complement (prenbun adjective); Tn - non-defin-

• »

ite article (i.e indefinite and generic articles).• f
✓

- ./
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(3.31) Nom

man

man

Even to the linguistically-naive observer it might 
seem strange that there should be such a marked differ

ence in the structure of two such apparently similar 

sentences. And when we consider thh-matter carefully, 
it becomes eVen more worrying that relative clauses which 
are apparently of the same type, i.e 

note the comments below about the status of the various 

relative adjuncts - should be derived from two different 
pints in structure, namely as a rewrite of f in (29) 

and of Sb in (30). “ Although there is a faint syntactic 
justification for the analysis outlined above, in which 
respect see Smith (1961), it is surely insufficient to 

make the kind of structure postulated by Lees acceptable 
as part of any sophisticated transformational grammar.
Our objections to Lees' proposals may be stated quite 

simply; the different underlying sources by which he 
proposes to explain the two different sentence types 

(28) and (30) are only justifiable in terms of those two.

restrictive - but

*
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different sentence types, and there is no independent 

motivation for them; given that, the analysis is vici

ously circular .and incapable of giving an adequate 
explanation of the syntactic problem. In this, respect 
lees' proposal is not very different from that of Hill

t,

(1966), discussed in §5.2.

The main important of Smith's (1964) argument is 
that there are selectional restrictions; cf. Chomsky 

(1965:95ff.), operating between determiners and relative 
clauses. Involved at the very basis of her argument is 
a distinction between restrictive and nonrestrictive or 

appositive relative clauses (henceforth in discussing 
Smith (1964) these will be called R~and A relative 

clauses). But this is in itself a not totally accept

able distinction. Certainly many of the traditional 

grammarians do make it, for example Poutsina (1904:.420ff.), 

Curme (1931:225ff.) and Kruisinga (1932b;375ff.), but it 
is questionable whether^uoh traditional formulations 
are correct. Thus”, for Instance, Sopher (1969:257) 
argues that the distinction is not at all clear and he 
dispenses with the classification;

"It is not practicable to classify relative 
clauses as restrictive (i.e notionally

defining or limiting) and non-restrictive
• f

(i. e r, hbtibnally cohtlnuative or non-defin 

ing), since many relative clauses appear to 
fit into either category without any

■y .
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signifleant change, or, if there is a chajige 
of meaning, it is not relevant in the con

text ." ■ -

A very similar point is made by Huddleston (1971:212-- 
17), although he accepts that there may be occasions 
where the distinction is both plausible and necessary.

However, one may reasonably argue against Sopher 
and Huddleston, and also Morris (1969) and Zandvoort 
(1957:212-13), where again similar points are made, that 
their grounds for rejecting the classification described 
above are false, in that they fail to take account*6f 
certain relevant syntactic phenomena. Certainly, the 
distinction must be made between the R~clause in (32) 

and the A clause in (33):
(3.32) The John Smith whom I know well 

cannot be the thief 

(3.33) John Smith, whom I know well, cannot 
be the thief.1

Nevertheless, what must be said is that Smith does not 
offer explanations of R and A clauses except in terms of 

their relation to determiners and that in turn deter

miners are defined only by their relation to R and A 
The argument is thus circular, since she 

accepts the classification without external justiflc- 

ation; it may well be that there is one, but it is not 

given. -

✓

clauses.

■ r
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Smlth's argiiment then continues as follows;" given 
that the R/A distinction is acoentahle, which we shall, 

despite the above comments, assume for present purposes, 
although for even further critical discussion see Thomp

son (1971), it is possible to relate these two types of 
relative clauses to three types of determiners, which 

are, according to Smith (1964:248-49):

those accepting only A relatives, those 
accepting both A and R relatives, and those 

accepting only R relatives. These classes 

correspond to an intuitive classification of 

determiners as to definiteness; definiteness 
is associated with A relative clauses, 

indefiniteness with R relative clauses. The 
three classes are named Unique, Specified 

and Unspecified, to indicate that they are 
distinct from the traditional definite and 
Indefinite determiners: with R relatives. 

Unspecified determipers .occur: any, all, 

etc.; with R and A relatives. Specified; a, 
the. 0; with A relatives only. Unique: 0

(proper names)." -. . .

- There then follows. Smith (1964:249), a set of PS rules 
■ which generate determiners and relative clauses which 

fulfil these conditions^These PS rules make use of the 

def/nondef contrast to separate the various Specified 
determiners.

* * *

■ .,r
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There are several perhaps non-fundamental objec

tions which must be made to Smith's account. Firstly,

it wpuld be quite erroneous to reach out for the aid of
intuition if it claims, rather misleadingly, that indef

initeness, is associated with R clauses and definiteness 
with A clauses; the reverse is surely much nearer the 
truth. Secondly, since Unique appears only to apply to 
0 with proper names, how can Smith describe the common

type of Unique which is the plus noun, as in:

(3.34) , ^he sun; the moon
Is the considered as merely Specified in such occur':- 
rences? There is at least a case to be made that there 
it is much closer to the notion of Unique. Thirdly, 
although Smith notes the use of a 'zero article' (if we 

are willing to accept the existence of such a grammatic- 
^ entity), she in-no way explains it, nor, trivially, 

do her PS rules generate Specified 0, despite her claims
What ought to have been. to-its existence, quoted above.

pointed out is that^ in tie context of Smith's study.

Specified 0 occurs only with noncount nouns and the 
plural of count nouns, as in:^

(3.35) Milk which comes from goats is 
nourishing

(3.36) Milk, which comes from goats, is 
nourishing

6
The following discussion concerns only noncount 

nouns, but analogous arguments apply to plural nouns
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Speculation regarding the reason for this omission 
on Smith's part leads us to the fundamental objection.to 
her acooTuit, for is it not the desire to consider the 
determiners as defined by their relation to relative 
clauses, and by that relation only, which leads to the 

omission? If, instead, there were an analysis of the 

semantic content of the determiners, would there not be 
more adequate ways of accounting for such matters as the 
occurrences of 'zero articles' in (35) and (36)? Por 
example, ought we not to explain the presence of Spec

ified 0, or, preferably,-the absence of the 'indefinite
■i .

article', in collocations with-mass nouns such as milk 
by one of the following two claims; either that a is a 
weakened form of the numeral one which can only occur 

with countable nouns (the claim of Perlmutter, 1970); or 
that a;±s in .some._way a realisation of the feature 
[+count], or [+singular], which, of course, is not to be 

found with mass nouns? Por a discussion of these com- 
peting solutions see.Chap-Qr 11. We need only note at 

present that both at least move towards a more adequate 
solution of the problem than any statement in Smith's 
paper. Similarly, one might claim that the fact that 

Unspecified a is the type in (37) and that Specified a 

is the type in (38) can be discovered not by an analysis 
of relativeolauses, but by a consideration of the 

relationship existing between a and any, and the syntac

tic status of the latter;
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es.37) 
(3.38)

A man could do the job in five minutes 
A man did the job in five minutes 

Further, the syntactic status of any is more clearly
seen in the light of its relation to negatives and other 

similar syntactic elements rather than to relative 
clauses. This is a point which we have already discus

sed, especially in §2.3, and we shall return to it in

our discussion of Klima (1964), below, and more fully in 
§10.2.

One unfortunate aspect of Smith's paper is that her 
claim that no Unspecified -determiner can take an A* • 
relative, while very possibly true for her idiolect, iS' 
not true for mine, nor, apparently, for-many other 

speakers of British English, where, at the very least, 
the restrictions are not so clear-out. Thus for me the 

following sentences show differing degrees of accept- . 
ability, but none are completely unacceptable;

Some dodos, who could not fly, were 
extant in the 15th'century

(3.40) ?A11 men, who constltutethe most vicious 
_ species on earth, are bipeds -

(3.41) ??Many students, who had failed the exams,

were sent down
Admittedly, many more ex;amples are corapletely ungram- 

» matical, for example;
(3.42) *Any book, which is about linguistics,

• is interesting

(3.39)
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(3.43) *No man, who came to the party, wore" 
a toga

But in (42) we may well-he dealing with a rather differ

ent type of quantifier - relative clause relationship, 

and in (43) the^ problem is one of the inapplicability of 
ooreference conditions, due to the negative. Touching 

upon this latter point. Smith (1964;258-59) claims that 
negation and question elements Interrelate with A rela

tive clauses and determiners to make the sentences (44)
- (47) ungrammatical. But I find only (46) ungrammat

ical;

(3.44) He didn't eat the mango, which I 
bought for him yesterday 
He didn't eat the mango, which was 
overripe

(3.46) *He didn't write a novel, which was 
published by McGraw-Hill 

He did not use the air mattress.

(3.45)

(3.47)

which belongs to the Halls 

A similar conflict arises with questions, for Smith, 

(1964:259) claims that all of the following are ungram- 

' "matioali",. .

(3.48) *Did he paint a mural, which hangs in 
the Hotel Prado?
Did John, who is a journalist,, write 
a novel?

(3.49)
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es.50) Who ate the mango, which Eleanor 
bought yesterday?

(3.51) ♦Who wrote a novel, which was pub

lished by McGraw-Hill?

Any evaluation of Smith's analysis of these sen

tences, therefore, is bound to be complicated by the 
differing Judgments of grammaticality. 

examples (44) - (51), nevertheless, it can be observed 
that the crucial distinction may be one of sentence

In the case of

negation (or questioning) versus negation (questioning) 
of a constituent of the sentence. Eor speakers »auch as 
myself, we may find that only constituent negation 

(questioning), which does not affect^include in its 
, scope) the relevant HP, is present, and this may be the 

reason for the conflicting assignments of acceptability. 
It might also be noted that the sentences which are 
ungrammatical for me all involve an antecedent which, in 

• the terminology of Pillmqr^e (1968), is in the Resuit-

ative case.

The final section of Smith's paper is concerned 
with generic determiners, and in it is found the rather 
surprising belief that the is the only generic deter

miner. Thus she writes (1964:259):
"The following discussion is concerned with 
sentences that are said to be generic, or to 

have a generic determiner
miner in question is the with singular affix."

r

The deter-• • •

7“
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What, then, of;

(3.52) A lion is a dangerous animal 
Is there no generic determiner here? This would appear

to be the position which Smith is obliged to hold. But

surely most linguists would agree that at least the 
first a in (52) displays generic characteristics, al

though, of course, we might rather wish to claim that it 
is the NP. a lion as a whole which is generic; however 

this distinction is not important at present. Perhaps 
(53) is an even more convincing example:

During the' winter a dormouse hiber

nates

(3.53)

There would seem to be only one reason for the kind of 
interpretation which Smith gives. It is that a in (52), 
(53) and similar sentences would be accounted for simply 

in terms of jthe -Contrast, between Specified and Unspeo-r 
ifled a. But as has been said above, the latter type of 

a is related to any, and that relation cannot be carried 
■ • over to generic a wlthou-t^ome -raodification, for that 

would suggest that;
(3.54) ?Any lion is a dangerous animal

(3.55) ??During the winter any dombud^

nates

would be rather more acceptable than they appear to be. 
Por a discussion of what thC'relationship of any to 

generic a might be, see Perlmutter (1970). It is a 
subject to which we shall have to return at some length 

in §11.4.

■ .j’
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Let us now assume, in contradiction of the facts, 
that the plus sin^ar affix is the onlj generic deter

miner, and consider the adequacy of Smith's analysis of 
it in vacuo. Smith asserts that the status of generic 
the is not to he regarded as a matter of grammar hut as 

a matter of the interpretation of a grammar. This 
appears to he the first step towards a theory of inter

pretive semantics, which is extensively applied to the 
grammar of quantifiers in Jackendoff (1969, 1972h) and 
more generally advocated in Chomsky (1972h), Jackend

off 's theory will he examined in Chapter 6, hut some
•i *

remarks specifically about Smith's position are in-order 
here. The main justification for her position is that 

generic the occurs with relative clauses under the same 

■'‘ syntactic conditions as does the nongeneric variant
(Smith, 1964:260). But consider the following sentences:

(3.56) The elephant which lives in Africa 

has hig ears 

(3.57) The alephan'¥j which lived in Africa 
has hig ears

As Smith's claims predict, (56) may he interpreted
On the othereither generically or nongenerically. 

hand, because of the past ■-;:present contrast between the
verb of the relative clause and the verb of the matrix 

clause in (57), that sentence has only a nongeneric 
meaning. This is inexplicable in terms of the interpre 

tive rule given 'by Smith (1964:263): *
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"(a) the determiner the may be interpreted* as 
either anaphoric or generic if there is no 

grammatical previous mention, or if the 
sentence in question has no framing adverb- ■ 
ial; (b) if there is a grammatical previous 
mention and the sentence in question has no 
freiming adverbial, the determiner the must 
be interpreted as anaphoric."

Perhaps the most significant omission here is the fact 
that Smith does not (indeed, given the structure of her 
theory she may not be able to) take account of cata

phora, which process would appear to be operating in 

(57) at least. Therefore, even leaving aside the gener

al status of interpretive rules, we must conclude that

Smith's proposal is inadequate as an account of generic 
the, and because of its restriction to that item only, 
as an account of generics as a whole.

In Smith (1964), as-'|We have noted, there is a cer

tain amount of attention paid to the interaction of 
negation and question elements with quantifiers, but by 

far the most extensive study of. such matters within
early transformational theory is to be found in Kliraa

Since Klima is concerned primarily with aspects(1964)

of negation in English, rather than with the precise

structure of determiners and quantifiers in noun phrases, 
he offers no details'’ analysis of the underlying struc

ture of these items ^^cept where it Is relevant to .

■ y
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negation and similar syntactic relations. We shall 
therefore consider only those aspects of determiners and 

quantifiers in which Klima is most interested, and dis

regard his proposals for the constituent structure of 
HP's where these are irrelevant to his main interests.

Klima (1964:esp. 276-84) notes that the 'indefinite 
quantifiers', of which the most important is any, have a 

peculiar syntactic distribution, in that they are un

grammatical if the sentence in which one of them occurs 

is declarative and positive and the verb is in the past 
tense or is aspectually perfect; thus we have; . * ■

(3.58) *1 saw any Russians with snow on
their boots '—

^However, if subh a sentence contains a negative element, 

then any is acceptable:
(3.59) I didn't see any Russians with snow 

on their boots
r Of course, such observation have been made previously, 

most notably in the s'tudy by Collinson (1937), which was 

discussed in §2.3. What is especially interesting about 
Klima'a work is his attempt to explain these observ-^ 
ations within the framework of transformational grammar.

!Dhe way in which he approaches such an explanation is to 
posit certain transformational rules, see Klima (1964:

. 279-80), which introduce Into the structure of the

sentence a negative element which, according to its 
position in structure, changes either the verbal or the
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quantifier element. (59) is an exEunple of the ne“gative 
being incorporated into the verbal element and so per

mitting the quantifier .to be 'indefinitein this case 
The quantifier no, as in:
(3.60)

an£.

I saw no Russians with snow on their
boots

is also generated by Kliraa's rules, 
the negative is incorporated in the quantifier rather 
than in the verbal element.

In this instance

\Then the negator is incor

porated into both elements, which is a violation of

Klima's rules, we then find the substandard form:
-i *

(3.61) *I didn't see no Russians with snow 
on their boots

Klima's account appears to be correct with respect 

to the phenomena which he discusses, but in fact the 
correspondences between any and some (replace any by . 

some in (58) and the sentence is acceptable) or, indeed, 
. between 'indefinite' quantifiers in general and the

other quantifiers, is open to even wider generalisation. 
It must be made clear that Kliraa is aware of this, and

he notes (1964:311-15) that a number of other elements - ^
stupid, reluct-questions, only and adversatives, e.g 

ant, which he classes together with the negator as
•»

'Affectives' - also permit grammatical occurrences of 

> the 'indefinite' quantifiers.

However, any-usage is of an even wider range than 
is discussed by Klima, and this is clearly demonstrated
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byBollnger (1960:383-84), where examples similar to: 
(3.62) He stole anything he needed 

help to substantiate the. claim that any may be used
grammatically if there is a certain type of dependent 
restrictive relative clause present."^ Example (62) may 

be carudely paraphrased as:
(3.63) If he needed something he stole it

On the other hand: 
(3.64) He stole something he needed 

may be paraphrased as follows, in which there is no
conditional:

(3.65) He stole an object; he needed that 
object

The question of how far the condition^ present in (63) 
cTontributes to the grammaticallty of any in (62) is a 

difficult one, _but that it is a vital factor seems to me 
to be provable.
difference between (62) and the very similar (66):

(3.66)

To show this we have to consider the

He Stole eve':^thing he needed 

Now, note that it is not the case that (62) implies

✓
7 That there is more tham one type of restrictive 
relative clause, or, rather, that there may be more than 
one underlying source for the various structures which 

appear on the surface as restrictive, adjuncts, further 
weakens the usefulness of the approach taken by Smith 

(1964). This is apart from j:he criticism offered by 
Sopher (1969) and others, mentioned above.

/
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(66), which would be the case if the sentences were

(62) describes the criterion according to 
which things were stolen by him, whereas (66) describes 
the way in which he acquired all the things which he 

ffe can thus observe that (62) sets up the 
condition for stealing, whereas (66) states what and how 
much was stolen, 
inherent in (62).®

synonymous.

needed.

Thus the notion of a conditional is 

And we may further observe that 
is_ in fact similar to Klima's affectives, in that it
permits the grammatical occurrence of any, as can be 
seen by comparing (67) and (68);® * .

(3.67) If he stole anything, that was wrong ■ - 
(3.68) *He stole anything ,—

These faotora woiild seem to be good evidence for postul

ating an underlying conditional to explain the grammat- 
icality of any in (62).

8 For further remarks.an this point, of. §3.4, where 
some relevant proposals by Veniler (1967) are discussed. 
In §10.2 an analysis of setences like (62) will be sug

gested which largely accords with our statements here.

9 There is a grammatical interpretation of (68) which 
is ignored here. Such interpretations may be explicable 

, in terms of a deleted conditional, but I shall not pur

sue the point here. We might also note that if (68) is 

given that interpretation then anything would probably 
be heavily stressed.
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Even for some of Bolinger's most difficult exam

ples, along the lines of, for instance:

This acid' consumes any rust(3.69)

I 'believe that it is possible to suggest that they too 
can be explained by the presence of an underlying con

ditional, as in: 
(3.70) If there is rust, this acid consumes it 

The difference betwen (69) and the parallel sentence 
with every is akin to that between (62) and (66). In

(69) the claim is not simply made about rusts which 

exist, but also about rusts which are not (yet) ^own 

(to the speaker). They too will be consumed by the ■— 

acid, the speaker asserts. Indeed, ^''Tendler (1967) 
points out, cf. note 8, in cases such as (69) there is 
the possibility of nonreferential usage. But in the 
parallel sentence with every the claim is only being 
made with respect to known and existing rusts, and is
not available .for a bona fide extension to unknown and 

•This distinction arises because itnon-existent rusts, 
is only in (69) that the condition that something be a 
rust is stated. In the case of every rust there is no 
such condition, only a statement of asserted fact.

Given that sentences such as (62) and (69) appear to be 
good candidates for an underlying conditional source, 

which I believe that the above discussion has shown to 

be true, the question remains of what the exact source
This is a most complex and difficult matter to

' ..J '

must be.
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whicti we shall return in Part III, especially §10.P, 

where its consideration will he more appropriate.

Some later transformationalist accounts of the 
some - any relationship have acknowledged that such 
elements as conditionals must he taken into consider

ation, see especially Seuren (1969), hut most attention 
has been paid to a more obvious weak point in kliraa's 

account. This point is that it is not clear in Kllma 

(1964). what the exact grammatical status of any is. So, 
is any in .all cases a suppletive form of some, trans

formationally ^erived, where it occurs, from some", or 

has it, as it were, a linguistic life of its own? One 
key piece of evidence is that there afe“sentences where 
Jjoth some and any. apparently, are grammatical, although 

there is a meaning distinction, which may often he 
rather subtle. Compare the pairs below;

(5.71) a If you have some bananas. I'll buy

b If you have any bananas. I'll buy 

them

(3.72) a Do you want some whisky? - 
b Do you want any whisky?

In such cases Klima's rule, la apparently meaning-chang

ing, and after Katz and Postal's (1964) claim that 
transformations should not change meaning, the 'some-any 

rule', as Kllma's 'Indef-incorporation'- rule came to be 
known, was regarded with suspicion, since it was an

✓

■ ...f
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important counter-example to Katz and Postal's claim.
Thus Jackendoff (1969) suggests that the £ome-M^ vari

ation he handled by an interpretive rule (again meaning- . 

,changing, but within a theory which accepts such rules, 
contra Katz.and Postal); on the other hand, R. lakoff 

(1969a) suggests that the variation cannot be handled by 
one syntactic rule, but that reference to presuppos

itions is necessary. We shall discuss.Jackendoff's 
.position in §6.5 and lakoff's in §10.2. Por a fuller 
discussion of the meaning-changing controversy see 

Partee (1971). * ,

The question of whether or not transformations ever 
change meaning is significant of a number of other 
issues which were entering discussions of transformat

ional theory around the mid-1960*8. It is not our 
business to provide here an historical summeiry of such 
changes, which are extensively discussed in Katz and 
Postal (1964), Chomsky^ 1965) and lakoff (1970b) (the 

latter actually being written in 1965). Rather, we need 
only note that the results as far as our own studies are 
concerned were fairly radical. With the proper intro

duction of semantics into the realm of transformational 
grammar, and with a more highly developed formal appar

atus becoming available, the analysis of determiners and 

quantifiers became lees influenced by structuralist 
theory, and it quickly became established that it was 
far from adequate merely to write a number of PS rules-.
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witli perhaps a simple transformation,or two, if one 
wished to account for the behaviour,of these items, 

kinds of analysis proposed, therefore, are sufficiently 
distinct from those uuggested by early transformational

ist accounts to.deserve completely separate consider-

Some of this we shall do in Part II, but we must 
first conclude the present Part I by looking at another 
group of transformationalist works which belong to a 
tradition slightly different from that which we have 
discussed above.

The

atlon.

3.4 . hongenerative transformational theory

In this section we shall be considering work on our 
subject which has been carried out within the theoretic

al framework developed by Zeilig Harris and others at 

the University of Pennsylvania. Although in .its earli

est stages this theory was not to be differentiated from 

' the theories developed by lfO|am Chomsky, vrtro was himself 
a pupil of Harris, there was an early divergence in 

methods, and the two branches can now be said to have 
only a minimum amount of theory in common. Here it 
would be out of place to do any more than sketch in the. 
very barest outline the differences between the two 
theories, for further discussion cf. Robbins (1968:58- 
83). Harris' theory is most like that presented in 
Chomsky (1957), in that he posits a set’of kernel struo- 
tures which essentially coiitain a sequence of word-

✓

■■■ f
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classes. By a set of transformational rules non-K'ernel 

sentences may be 'decomposed' into kernel sentences and 
transformational constants. A most important distinction 
between Hajcris' grammar and Chomsky ' s is that the. latter

4. . ■ ■

is generative, the former is nongenerative. Also, in 
Harris' grammar there are to be foxind no highly abstract 
deep structures as are found in the later versions of
Chomskyian transformational theory, but not, of course, 

in the works which we examined in §3.3. Finally, it

should be noted that in Harris' theory elements which 

may occur iinikemel sentences are called primitive 

elements; those which occur only in non-kernel sentences, 

and thus are introduced by the transformational con

stants referred to- above, are called derived elements.
W shall see that it is proposed that, for example, a is 

a primitive element in the graipiar of English, whereas 

the is a derived element.

' The two most important^ works which attempt a des

cription of the 'definite article' within the terms of 

Harris' theory are those of Robbins (1968) and Vendler 
(1967). There is a distinct difference in aims between 
the two, for the former is primarily a grammatical 

treatise whereas the latter properly belongs to the 
field of lin^istic philosophy; furthermore, we should 

note that Robbins is mainly concerned with the grammar 
of the and exclusively concerned with the grammar of the 
'articles'; Vendler's book, on the other hand, is a
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colleotlon of papers, of which only, oae concerns "the, 

and elsewhere in the hook he discusses the semantics and 
syntax of a number of quantifiers.

Rohhins and Tendler reach the conclusion that the is 
dependent on a restrictive relative,clause, cf. Perl- 

mutter (1970), in all its occurrences except those which 

are generic, as in:

Nevertheless, both
fl

(3.75) The lion is a dangerous animal 
Thus Vendler states (1967:46);

"The definite article in front of a noun is 

clearly and Infallibly the sign of a re- 
striotive adjunct, present or recoverable, 

attached to the noun." _

And Robbins (1968:54) makes the rather less ambitious 

claim that:
"Determinative the is always indicative of 
sentence combination: either a noun-sharing

combination of one sentence-with a trans

formed other senten^,

Pred of a sentence nominaliaed into a defin-
In this essay anaphoric

or the inclusion in a

ite noun phrase ... 
the is treated as a special kind of occur

rence of determinative the."
Naturally, both claims, if they are correct, support the 

theory that the is a derived element.

It would indeed seenr to be the case that in certain 

nominalisation transformations the is introduced as a

r
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reault of that nomlnalisation. However, Perlmutter 
(1970:237-38) claims that the, or, rather, some kind of 
dHictic, is only ohligatb'ry when the resultant nomin^- 

ised HP is uncountable. He claims that there is a set 
of nominalised HP's which are countable and which can 

take either the or a, giving the following example:
(3.74) I saw a changing of the guard 

which he contrasts with examples such as:
(3.75) a *I saw a shooting of the hunters

b I saw the shooting of the hunters 

No problem would seem to arise with respect to the^ 

syntax of nominalisations such as that in (74), which.,, 

can be accommodated within a theory of the 'articles* 
which pays no attention to nominalisations. Or at least 

that appears to be the case, but it ought to be borne in
mind that ev n if (74) is not completely ungrammatical,

Further, it shouldit Is not wholly acceptable either, 
be.observed that there is a difference in meaning between
the two sentences below: T •

(3.76) a A reading of this book will confirm 
your hypothesis

b One reading of this book will confirm 

your hypothesis
However, this may only be unhelpful to Perlmutter's 

claim that a ought.to be derived from unstressed one, 
cf. Chapter 11 for further discussion. Nevertheless, 

there is yet another objeo-jjion, which is that Perlraut- 
ter's claim leaves an unexplained gap in the
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distribution of the so-called 'uncountable' nominalised 

HP's, which suggests that the problem is far from being 
resolved. This gap is that although we would expect a 
sentence parallel to (75a) but without a, no such sen

tence exists: ^

(3.77) *I saw shooting of the hunters 
Why, we must ask, is the obligatory there? There is, 
unfortunately, no simple answer to this question, partly 

because the status of nominalisations is unclear, cf. 

Chomsky (1970). and the references therein, but some 
light may be shed upon the question by looking at^ the 
relation between the and restrictive relatives. This, we 

shall do now, but no answer to the above question can be 

expected immediately.

That there is a relation between the and restric

tive relatives, and that it is important, cannot be •

doubted, not only in the face of the syntactic and 

semantic evidence we shall'^onsider below, but also by 

virtue of the etymological evidence that 'definite
articles' and relative pronouns are often derivable from 
the, same root, and in certain languages are-even homo

nyms, e.g., German der. die, das. 10 In this context the

10 Kent (1944) has an Interesting description of the 

situation in Old Persian, where it is apparently very
difficult to ascertain whether, in certain contexts, a 
'definite article' or relative pronoun is being used.
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statua of the Greek category arthron, discuaBed In §1.2, 

will he recalled. It ia, therefore, extremely tempting 
to introduce the, aa Kobhina doea, by meana of a rela- 
tiviaation tranaformation. Thua she would derive; '

(3.78) ,I stole the flower which you liked 
from the two (kernel) sentences:

(3.79) I stole a flower 
You liked a flower

Each of the sentences contains the 'shared noun' flower, 
which is changed by the transformation process into 

which in the second sentence (with consequent ci^Mge of 
word order).

I
' I

Ihe instance of’ flower in the first aen-

tence has its 'article' changed froSLa to the to indic- 
As Hill (1966:225-26) pointed outate noun sharing’, 

when he devised a similar transformation, cf. §3.2, the
difficulty of auoh a solution is that there does exist a 

variation on (78) with a instead of the, namely;
(3.80) ,..l stole a flower which you liked

and that also would seem to be- derivable from (79). 
Hill's solution is, as we have seen, totally unsatis

factory, but Robbins does not attempt any comparable 
solution, merely regarding the presence of a or the, 
i.e., (80) or (78), as due to different optional deriv

ations from (79).

✓

}

Vendler (1967;49-50) also disousses the problem and 

he suggests that when the shared noiin is 'unique' it is 

the which is found. Thus for:

r
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(3.81) I know the man who killed Kennedy 
he says that the- Is obligatory, since kill demands a

'tinique agent'. It is not, however, wholly correct to 

state that kill does demand such an agent, for we find 
sentences such.as:

(3.82) a John and Bill killed the landlord

h A" pair of criminals killed the guard 
c The Nazi's killed many millions of 

Jews

But notice that paralleling (82a) there is the sentence:
(3.83) I know one . of the men who killed

•i .

the landlord
On the other hand, (84-) is ungrammatical:

(3.84) *I know a man who killed the landlord 
In other words, as with Vendler's example (81) above, 
the antecedent must .here he 'definite'. It is possible 
that a derivation of (82a) Involving phrasal conjunction, 

cf. iakoff and Peters (1969), will, help solve the dif

ficulties which that, sentence presents, although if this 

is extended to (82b) and (82o) there are then problems

in attempting to provide the kind of justification neces-^ 
sary for the desired underlying structures.

There is, however, a more serious counter-example 
to Vendler's proposals, namely:

(3.85) I know a man who killed his landlord 

A comparison of (84) and (85) suggests-that the use of 
the with an antecedent NP’is related to the syntax and

f ■■
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semantics of the restrictive adjnnct as a whole, rather 
them simply to the agent-verb relation. Ihus, only if
the relative clause as a'whole defines the relativised
ITP as xuiique is the obligatory; if there is ho such - 
definition the is not obligatory. Since, leaving aside 
the problems raised by the examples in (82), only one 
person can kill a previously defined (animate) referent, 

we can perhaps accoimt for the ungrammaticality of (84) 

in a manner similar to the explanation which is needed 

for hyponymic referents, as in;
Tom was watching a robin, until the 

bird flew away
When I got on the bus, the conductor 

was demolishing the ticket machine 
For such cases see Jackendoff (1971c;140) and Lyons 
(1968:453-56). In contrast, in (85) his landlord is not 

a previously defined referent, it is only defined in 
terms of the nowrmentioned agent. Therefore a with 
antecedent NP is graramaticS), as-in (85). 

however, that (88) is also acceptable:
(3.88)- I know the man who killed his landlord 

Because Vendler is determined to derive all instances of 

the from a restrictive relative clause, his proposals 

are of little help here, as he is imable to provide a 
justification for lUstinguishing derivationally between 

(85) and (88). The difference between the two sentences 
could only be accounted for in his theory by using an 
optional transformation to change a to the in (88) but

(3.86)

(3.87)

We must note.
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not in (85). But as the two sentences have different 
meanings this is undesirable, for the existence of 
meaning-changing transformations will once again be 
asserted.

An alternative method of distinguishing between
these two sentences would be to claim that the in (88) 

Whether or not this is correct, and whatis anaphoric.
other problems it leads to, we shall discuss in Chapter
-12, but for the present we should observe^that this 

solution, which is intuitively appealing, is not avail

able for Vendler. To see why this is so we. have to 

consider his claim that anaphoric t^ is also derived 
from a restrictive relative clausev In this case the 
restrictive clause is identical with the clause or 
sentence in which the first use of the noun with the 
same referent is found. So for anaphoric t^ in;

(3.89) I Stole a flower. The flower was 

^ . pretty :

Yendler suggests ‘that the derivation of the second 

sentence in (89) would be as follows:
A flower was pretty . . ^

I stole a flower
There is embedding of the second kernel sentence into 
the first, and consequent change of a to the. Vendler 

rightly notes that (1967:52-53):
"If our conclusions are correct, then a noun
in the singular^already equipped With the

(3.90)

.•. f ■ ■
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definlte article cannot take another restric

tive clause, since such a noun phrase is a 

singular term as much as a proper noun or a 

singular pronoun."
Therefore an NP^which has anaphoric reference cannot 

take a restrictive clause, which is why the adtemative 

method for deriving the in (87), mentioned above and 
containing a restrictive clause, is not open to Vendler. 

But_note that we can now predict, with accuracy, that 

the following sequence is npnanaphoric;

(3.91) I stole a flower. The flower whlch^ 

was red was pretty
It is indisputable that two differentJflowers are being

On the other hand, if a nonrestric-referred to in- (91). 
tive clause had been used, only one flower would be

referred to;
r stole a flower. The flower, which 

was red, was pretty
(3.92)

1
Despite the predictive power of this analysis.

which is also presented by Robbins (1968:128-61), it is
The most serious objection is ^not wholly satisfactory, 

that the derivations required can be so complex that it
Thus Jaok-is doubtfid whether they can be acceptable, 

endoff (1971o;141) points out that the source sentence 

for the anaphoric NP'a of:
(3.93) A man asked a girl for a*book, but 

the girl would not give the man the 
V'book'

»V : :
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must Ije "of the crushing proportions of";
... but the girl who a man asked for 
a book would not give the man who 
asked the girl who the man who asked.

. a girl for a book asked for a book 

for a book the book which the man who 

asked' the girl who the man who asked 

a girl for a book asked for a book 
for a book asked the girl who the man 

who asked a girl for a book asked for 
a book

•i •

Jackendoff further points out that Robbins' proposals 
run into possibly insoluble problems concerning 'Bach's 

Paradox', for whichsee Kartunnen (1971). 
objection is the one arising from Vendler's account and 
which we have already touched upon, namely that it would 
appear to be the case that NP's can only have one depen

dent restrictive_relative clause, for otherwise the 
seeming ungrammaticality of^estrioj;ive relatives depen

dent upon anaphoric HP's, but cf. example (88), is not 

However we find examples such as: 
fhe girl whom I know who wears a red 

hat is called Hannah
The girl in the miniskirt on the motor

bike is going to Glasgow tomorrow 

But it is possible to avoid this objection by conjoining 

the two clauses or adjuncts^ before relativisation takes 
place; then only one embedding transformation, with the

(3.94)

Another

explicable. 
(3.95)

✓

(3.96)

7*
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aooompanying production of the, will be involved, and 

this would satisfy Yendler'8 restrictions, 
considerable controversy over whether a con3\motion 
analysis, as suggested here, or a ^stacking' analysis is 

preferable for such multiple relatives, 
cussion of this see §12.2 and Stookwell et al (1972; 
442-47).

There is

For some dis-

Although we have observed that there are a number 
of objections which can be raised against the proposals 

offered by Robbins and Vendler, it is undeniable that 

there is a relationship between occurrences of *the and 
restrictive relatives. One further piece of evidence in 
favour of their accounts is the facT“noted by Perlmutter 

" (1970:241-42) that certain instances of the + N. more 

precisely those where N is a proper noun, can only occur 
if a restrictive adjunct ids present, for example; ■ 

(3.97) a The Paris that I love
b The Pari'Sj of the 19th century ,

For the moment, therefore, we may safely conclude that 
the presence of t^ is often associated with a restric

tive ad j line t; but we cannot yet provide an adequate 

. formalisation of this association, since it is highly 
complex. In Chapter 12, however, we shall see that 
there is some independent motivation, arising from our 

analysis of quantifiers, which will help to explain the 

nature of the relationship. But whether or not the 
difficiatiea we have observed can be entirely resolved .

✓
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is another matter.

As we have mentioned above, elsewhere In Vendler 
(1967) there is a discussion of some quantifiers, and it
is to" this discussion that we shall now turn our atten- 

Vendler (1967:70-96) looks at four quantifiers:
These are to some extent

tion.

each, every, any and all, 
ordinary languaige equivalents of the universal quant

ifier in logic, although, as Jackendoff (1972a) points 

out, this may not always be the case with any. Vendler's 
aim is to show that the logical analysis of these quant

ifiers is inadequate, cf. our remarks in §5.5, for'i't

obscures syntactic regularities which may be peculiar to 
He claims that we hs^^ to analyseeach one of them, 

these words more deeply in order to discover the true 
facts about them, and he comes to the conclusion (1967:
74) that although they all in some way express totality; 

"The reference appropriate to all is collect

ive, and the reference^appropriate to each 

or every is distributive."
He further comes to the conclusion (1967:76-78) that

each is strongly distributive whereas every is weakly
later on Vendler notes that any and all often per-

they can both be nonrefer- 

Vendler also concludes that sometimes

so.

form a similar task, i.e 

ential (1967:93). 
all performs tasks similar to those of every. Sometimes

• >

Similar to those of any*
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I 'believe that in his conclusion-that there are two 

contrasting sets, one composed of each and every and the 
other of any, with all schizophrenically split between 

the two, 'Vendler provides a most useful appreciation of 
the behaviour of these quantifiers, and in support of 
this belief I would like now to present a number of 

arguments which are complementary to, and in support of, 
those given by Vendler, Consider firstly the following;

(3.98) All professors who break the bank 

are banned from the casino
(3.99) *A11 professors who broke the bank

are banned from the casino
(3.100) All the professors who broke the bank 

are bhnned from the casino
The unacceptability of (99)^^ can be accounted for if we

This11 Some speakers find (99) marginally acceptable.
be due to the fact that for them it is possible to.®ay

interpret all -profeBBors as if it*were, in my speech, 
all the professors. Whatever the explanation may be, it

is interesting to note that the Dutch sentence:

Ik heb alle jongens gezien 

must be translated into English as:

(ii) I have seen all the boys 

The sentence;
(ill) Ik heb al de Jongens gezien ^ 

is rather more emphatic, rather like:
(Iv) 1 have seen all the boys, every single one

(i)
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acce-pt that all when not followed hy (of) the is generic.
for that sentence, hecause of the tense-switching

Similarly, (100)between the verbs, cannot be generic, 
is acceptable, precisely because all the is not generic;
and, of course, (98) is acceptable because there is no

tense-switching and therefore generic reference, as in
If we resort to an anal-all professors, is possible, 

ysis of the meaning of these sentences we can see that 

C98) refers to the class of professorial bank-breakers

being banned, and that all has primarily an emphatic 
On the other hand, (100) states that^of thepurpose.

professors who broke the bank in the past, all are-.now

(98) states a logical impl^ation:
If a professor breaks the bank, then 

he is banned from the casino 
whereas (100) is.purely descriptive of a certain state 

of affaire;

banned.

(3.101)

(3.102).' Some professors broke the bank.
All-thos^professors are banned 

from the casino

An alternative description of the contrast between' 

(98) and (100) is to say that in the latter case there 
is reference to a non-null set (which, in fact, must not

On the otherbe smaller than three, see Chapter 4). 
hand, in (98) reference may be to S'null set, for even 

if no professor has broken the bank'the statement is 
still logloally valid. ' The only way in which it can be

■
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falsified is to show that some professor has broken"the 

hank and has not been banned from the casino. Now, as 
Tendler (1967:93) points out, this nonreferential use of 
all is exactly like the nonreferential use of any, and 

therefore it is instructiye to note how close a para

phrase of (98) is (103):
Any professor who breaks the bank 

is banned from the casino
A further parallel between a^ and is to be found in 
the fact that has a restricted grammatical distribu

tion. This is a point which has received remarkably
little attention from linguists,-perhaps because the .

distribution is not identical to that o^i^, but the 

following comparison is surely worthy of note:

(3.104) a *1 saw any boys 
b *I saw all boys

Any latecomers are to report to 

..the office
latecomers are to report to 

the office
Of course, the parallelism does not always hold, as has 

been remarked above:

(3.103)

(3.105) a

b All

✓

••'t2 There is a marginally acceptable interpretation of 

. ; {104b) in which all is eaulvalent to only, as in:
John went to an all-boys school 

This usage does not provide immediate oounter-e. uples,

although it is far from easy to explain.

(i)
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I didn't see any boys 

b *I didn't see all boys
Nevertheless, the restricted occurrence of all bears 
enough resemblance to that of any to suggest that a- 
detailed comparative study of their behaviour is essen

tial.

(3.106) a

The facts above may also help to explain Vendler's

observation noted above that all sometimes relates to
Sub specie aetemlfc-any, sometimes to each or every. 

atis it might be considered unfortunate that English
(104b) or (106b) are ungrammatical.sentences such as 

for it might be predicted that there ought to be a gram

matical form in such contexts for a 'universal' quant-
Thereforeifier collocating with an 'indefinite' NP. 

what we have to look for is a possible suppletion form.

and this seems to be';thBre in:
(3.107) a 1 saw every boy

b T didn't^see every boy 
main objection to the claim that every is a supplet-The

ive form of all in such sentences must be that the
is singular; but the validity of this 

It is surely the.

collocating noun
objection can easily be disproved.

that in underlying structure the NP is plural, forcase

the following reasons.
'boy is to more than one (indeed, more 

Therefore the NP is notionally plural.
must be able to’account for the fact that ever^-

Firstly, the reference of every 
than two) objects

11

Secondly, the

grammar

■ r ■
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does not collocate with noncount nouns, for example: 

(3.108) *Every milk was spilt-
The clearest way to account for this is to claim that it

Thirdly, in partit-collocates with plural nouns only, 
ive constructions, which admittedly axe not strictly
relevant here, the noun in the partitive construction 

must he pliiral:

(3.109) a Every one of the boys was.late 
b *Every one of the boy was late 

Presumably the reason for thG number switch with every, 
which must be handled transformationally, is whalj YeAd-

ler (1967;74) calls the distributive reference appropri-
But at presfijit the reason forate to every (and each).

_the switch is-not as important as the fact that it is
shall return in §6.4,needed; it is a point to which we 

and for a more general study of the relations between
We have already seen.each, every and all see Chapter 9.

. however, that there is considerable evidence in favour 
of Yendler's observations about*the status of ay. and

that it is possible to give some explanation of why the
It has long been accepted that ^ 

partioulariy difficult quantifier to ahalyse,

facts are as they are.

^ is a 
but the
above are no less diffictzlt,
Vendler has pointed the way towards a solution

truth is that the other quantifiers discussed
We must be grateful that« .
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5.5 Conclusion

In Part I of this thesis we have examined the 
development of grammatical theory with respect to deter

miners and quantifiers from the earliest sources within 
the Western grammatical tradition up to work written 

only a few years ago. In Chapter 1 we looked at what 

was ceQ.led the 'classical tradition', to which we assign

ed not only Greek and Latin grammars, hut also more 
recent work which still held to a 'parts of speech'

We concluded that that theory, which has itstheory.

origins in the writings of Aristotle, the Stoics arid
The mainThrax, was’ inadequate as a linguistic theory.

fair as we were concerned, was thatreason for this, as
the formalism imposed by that theory was unable to give

This was nota natural classification of determiners, 
necessarily the case with the earliest works in the
tradition, which often gave insightful descriptions of 
determiner systems in Greek,-^and to a lesser extent in 

Latin, and to these writers we owe such important con

cepts as anaphora. We noted that these analyses often 

shpwe d a surpristog 0orre spondence with recent 
classical proposals, but it is difficult to ascertain 

what extent this is merely a matter of coincidence 
and to what extent they show a significant identity of

✓non-

to

analysis.
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later scholars within the classical tradition, 
especially medieval grammarians and the early vernacular 

grammarians, all too often showed a tendency to accept 
claasical theory as dogma, and we observed that in 
several eases rather ludicrous results occurred because 

of an attempt to fit English into the structural pattern 
of latln and Oreek on purely surfaoe structure criteria. 

Nevertheless, some of these grammarians displayed remark- 
abla insights, especially when they refused to be over

awed by dogma. One such whom we might mention here was 
James Harris, and it is perhaps worthy of note that, the

kind of theoretical framework within which he operated- 
closer to the earliest Greek grammarians than to the

The most
was

work of slightly later writers such as Thrax. 
recent scholars in the classical tradition are perhaps' 
somewhat reinbved from the 'parts of speech' theory and
they can often be associated with those whom we have

To the extent that this is true. called 'notlon^ists'. 
they represent an undoubted'advance, but the retrograde 

Influence of strict classical theory is still observable
We may oonclude that the theory of the 

classical tradition was often incorrect, but that within 
that theory the foundations for our study had neverthe

less been laid.

in their work ✓

Despite the difficulty encountered at the beginning 

of Chapter 2 in defining the term 'notionalist', once 
a definition had been established it was clear that
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one could distinguish hetween a Guillaiuniste 'school' 
and other notionalists who were not at all influenced-hy 

the work of Guillaume. ' Our major criticisms of Guil- 

lainne's work were that his ’theory had insufficient ' 
empirical support and that it was restricted, as far as 

determiners and quantifiers are concerned, to an anal

ysis of the 'articles'. Although Guillaume's work, 

therefor?;, held little immediate interest, it was notice

able that those whose work was based to some extent on 

his pioneering efforts had rather more to contribute.
Tet there was still a tendency to envelop conclusions in 

a mist of psychologisms which were singularly unhelpful. 
On the other hand, other notionalist^^-especially, per

haps, Collinson, 'made many acute observations which have
If we are able to formal-not yet been fully explained, 

ise such observations it is probable that we shall have
made an important step towards an adequate linguistic 

analysis of determiners and quantifiers.
-1

In Chapter 3 our attention was primarily directed 

towards an examination of structuralist models of the 

determiner and quantifier systems, and we 'considered 
. firstly several analyses which were broadly speaking 

■ Bloomfieldian in outlook. Such analyses were seen as a 

regression from those we had examined earlier, most 
especially in their separation of semantics from syntax 

but also, in comparison with the notionalist descrip

tions, in the lack of interest in possible ’underlying •

r
»
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structurea. Most of the analyses discussed were consid

ered to he fxindamentally mistaken, and it was difficult
to see how they could have been improved, given the

It is questionable'basic theoretical assumptions, 
whether the earliest tr^sformationallst works, which
were discussed next, showed a measurable improvement in 

adequacy, although we must draw, attention in this regard 

to the impressive work of Edward Klima, which was seen 

to.be an extension and formalisation of some of the

points which Collinson had discussed some twenty-five
Finally, we looked at the proposals .madeyears earlier.

within the particular version of' transformational theory

originated by Z^liiig Harris, and we noted that both 
Robbins and Vendler had most interesting remarks to make 
about the objects of our investigation, especially the 

and all. Because of. their emphasis on semantics, both

n

these works may not have belonged to this chapter proper.

.since they often share the assumptions of the notional-
If is significMit that1ists of the previous dhapter'. 

these two scholars, who were seen to pay the most atten

tion in this chapter to the integration of syntax and 

semantics, also provided the most useful insights of 
this chapter into the determiner systems.

✓

1

Having completed our historical survey, we must now 

attempt to evaluate contemporary analyses of the deter

miner and quantifier systems in Contemporary English 
and then provide, where possible and necessary.

t
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In attempting this task we shall 

make the distinction outlined in the Introduction 
between quantifiers and other determiners, but this, is 
done solely in order to make the material more amenable

alternative solutions.

to analysis and should not be considered, as necessarily
Therefore in Parta decision of grammatical importance.

II we shall first see how adequate present theory is in

practice, by attempting an analysis of a quantifier
which has been little discussed in recent literature, 

Then we shall analyse the merits andnamely both.

demerits of present theory "before presenting, in Part
The discussion of the 'articles'III, our own proposals, 

and deictics (such as this and that) will be delayed
until Part IV, by which time it ought to be observable 

that their status is not always independent of the 
status of the quantifiers, although in some respects, 

and with regard to some items, the divergences may be 

considerable. n

.-V
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Part II

i

Recent Quantifier Iheory

✓

f
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Chapter 4

A grammar for 'both'*

4.1 Ihe aemantics of 'both'

Most students of English grammar Have assumed that 
both, at least in positions where it is a surface struc

ture quantifier, differs from all only in that the 
latter indicates that the reference of the NP in which 

it occurs is to more than two objects (unless the assoc

iated noun is uncountable, which case we may ignore at
-i

present), whereas the former indicates that such refer-
Thus Strang (1962:ence is to two and only two objects.

116) states:
" "All collocates with either plural or uncount-

Both can only have dualable head-words;
function, that is, its head must be two 

singulars ('Both Mary and John') or a plural 
with referents two in ht^ber ('Both the 

crumbling, gnarled old trees')."

And Jespersen (1914:197), in his discussion of "words

« • •

referring-"to -two"-,-writea; - -  _ :-

"First we have the word both as in both my 

sons, indicating that I have two, while all

*
A slightly modified version of this chapter appears 

as Hogg (1973a). >
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my sons wotild imply that I have more than two."
Such claims are supported hy many pairs of sentences, 

for example;
(4.1) a All the children like cream

" h Both the children like cream

(4.2) a 'All their trees are to he chopped down 
h Both their trees are to he Chopped down

(4.3) a Peter knows all the women who were at

the party
' . h Peter knows both the women who were

at the party
Apparently the only difference between the (a) add* (h) 
members of each pair is that in the (a) cases, where all 
is used, reference is to at least three children, trees, 

-women, but in'the (b) cases, where both is the quant

ifier, just two children, trees, women are referred to.

If, therefore, as certainly seems to be the case, 

the only difference between all and both is that the 
latter demands dual refereee (i.e 

and only two objects), the former nondual reference, 

then it would appear probable that we can derive both

reference to two• *

✓

from the same source as sM, as long as there is some
Perhaps this could best bemeans of marking duality,

' handled by a feature [+duair, which might be added :to
the feature complex ofa deep structure quantifier All,

' .-J
from which the surface forms both and all would both be 

It should be noted that the Introduction ofderived.

. y
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sucli a featiire would not te incompatible with the fact 
that all can collocate with hcth count and noneount 

nouns, while both can only appear with the former. Non

count nouns may not be [+plural] semantically (although 
they may be so syntactically) and [iduall will be a 
rewrite of [+plural]. Therefore (4a) will be marked 
ungrammatical because beer is not [+dual], but (4b) is 

grammatical and will be marked so for exactly the same 

reasons as (4a) is not;
(4,4) a *Both my beer is flat 

b All my beer is flat

Let us accept, pro tempore, the analysis for quant

ifiers commonly known as the 'lakoff-Cardan hypothesis'.
for despite the inadequacies pointed out by, for exam

ple, lakoff (1970d), it is quite adequate for our argu- 
We can now, if we inc rporate the1ment at present.

There may well be evenj more serious inadequacies, 
cf. the criticisms regarding semantic inadequacy in 

Jackendoff (1971b), and several of the syntactic argu

ments supporting lakoff and Carden are also- rather weak. ^ 

On both points see Chapter 5 for further discussion. It 
should become clear, as the argment develops, that 

alternative analyses, such as those in Jackendoff (1968) 
and Vetter (1968), are even less adequate, but Jacken

doff 's proposals will be considered more fully in Chap

ter 6. ■ . ^ ' ■ ■ • ■
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propoaal made above regarding the underlying structure

of both, provide an analysis of: 
(4.5) Both children like cream 

along the approximate lines of;
‘(4.6)

children like creamchildren

Two transformations operate on this phrase markerti the- 
first is the rule of quantifier-lowering (or "Q-magio%. 
of. Carden (1968)), which wipes out SQ_and lowers the 

quantifier into S.,;' the second will convert the lowered 
quantifier into both; the resultant surface structure is 

that for (5).

But notice now that a structure such as (6) does 

not necessarily point to a'^ource for (1b). 
two reasons for this: the first of these is that it may 
be the case that quantifier-lowering applies only when 

indefinite' UP fills the subject node, as in (6). 
That this is the case is suggested by the partial agrees 

• ment of lakoff (1970d;391) with the statement by Partee 

(1970:156) that;
Quantifiers occur as predicates only with 
indef^ '.te noun phrases as subjects; quant

ifiers have some other source with definite

There are

an '

!f
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noun phrases."
But lakoffs remarks are so vague that it is difficult 
to put any interpretation on them, and the situation is 
further confused by the fact that Carden (1968) ignores 

any difference between Quant of the U and Quant H
sequences with respect to the operation of quantifier- 

let us assume, therefore, that the firstlowering.

reason is non-existent in fact, and that the difference

in underlying structure between (1b) and (5) is solely 

that where we find only children in (5) we find the 

children in (1b).

And this leads us to the second reason for suspect 
ting any proposed relation between (ligand (6); it is 
not convincing-to-claim that the difference in meaning 

between (1b) and (5) ought to be represented in under

lying structure only by the contrast between presence
Consider the further examples;

.-John likes both books 
b John 1-ikes bbth the books 

John likes books 
John likes the books

the difference in meaning between (7a) and (7b)

and absence of the.

(4.7) a

(4.8) a

b

Whatever

may be, it can hardly be claimed that If^s ■ tjie same as 
or even as great as, that between (8a) and (8b)

that the presence or absence pf the is all that 

matters in underlying structure in order to distinguish

Yet if

V we agree

between the two sentences,of (7), and that is what we

y
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have Jiist said might he a plausihle analysis, then we 
shall he distinguishing between (7a) and (7h) precisely 
and only in the same way as we distinguish between (8a) 

and (8h). And this is exactly what we must not do. ,

This argument is further reinforced by the fact

that:

(4.9) All children like cream 
which we might think ought to be derived from a struc

ture identical to (6) except that Alili would be [-dual], 
is quite plearly different from (1a) semantically. And 
the difference is that whereas (1a) is definitely non

generic, (9) is definitely generic, at least if we
restrict the notion of generic which'is being used here

2
,^to cases where no existential reference is implied.
The obscurities of generic sentences are great, but even 
so the difference between (la) and (9) can be accounted 

for if we accept the claim made by Jespersen (1924:204)

' that pl^al nouns accompanied by the 'definite article' 
cannot have generic reference, but that plural notms

Dwight Bolinger (personal communication) has pointed^' 

out that the claim in Jespersen (1924) stated below is 
• invalidated by examples: such:"as;^

The stars emit intrinsic light whereas 

the planets emit reflected light 

The qualification made here is intended to avoid such 

counter-examples.

2

(i)
•
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tuiaocompanied ty the 'definite article* may do so'(of 
course, this must he restricted to nonexistential gener

ics, as is pointed out in note 2, above). Thus in (10) 
the (a) sentence is nongeneric hut the (h) sentence is 

generic;

(4.10) a The children like cream 
h Children like cream

Prom the above it should he quite clear that all the 
children in (1a) cannot have generic reference, whereas 

all children in (9) may, and so (1a) is nongeneric, (9)

is generic.

Returning now to (1h) and (5), it can he observed 
that, whatever slight differences imneaning and syntax 

-..theremay he between the two sentences, it is not the 
case that there is an opposition between nongeneric (ih) 

and generic (5); both are indisputably nongeneric. But 
this involves us in two difficulties. Pirstly, if the 

' only difference in xinderlyijng structure between (5) and 
(9) is [idual], how can it be predicted that the former 
is nongeneric, the latter generic? Secondly, if (5) can 

only have a nongeneric interpretation, as is undoubtedly ^ 
the case, then that would appear to contradict the well-

established principle that plural nouns unaccompanied by
These problems obvious- 

But apparently the only way to
the can have generic reference, 
ly have to be resolved, 
solve the first of them is to assume that there is a

.r

special eonstraint which blocks duals from appearing in
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generlo sentences, and such a solution is not particu

larly revealing, for even if it is the case that duals 
do not appear in such sentences, no explanation of why 
that is so will have been given, especially not one 
which relates to any of the known facts about generics 
in English.

However, there does seem to be a solution to the

Comparing (1b) and (5), it is clear 
that, the only surface structure difference is the pres-
second difficulty.

ence or absence of the, and we shall see that it is this 

(deictic) element which is crucial. The purpose of «■ 

deictic element (and this applies to demonstratives and'
pronouns no less than to the 'definite article') is, in 
the/first instance, to show that the reference of the 

relevant HP is to a given (already known to the hearer 
or presumed by the speaker to be so known) subset of the 

full set of potential referents of that HE, although 
this should not obscure the other coexisting functions 

of deixis, of. note 3, below, and the references therein. 
Therefore, if no deictic element is present, the object 
or objects which are being referred to are only known 

or presumed to be known, to the hearer in terms of the 

full set of potential referentsi Thus, when someone 

hears:

. y . (4,11):_.Some children like cream .

all that he knows, in theory, is that the.referents of 
the subject HP are at least two but no more than n-2

9 .
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members of the full set of potential referents of chlld-
Of course, the ,ren, where that set has n members, 

existence of the related quantifiers many, a few and few
allow the hearer to guess that the answer is near the - 
middle range of possible answers, but the important 

point to note is that that is only a reasonable guess on 
the part of a reasonable hearer; for the absence of a 
deictic element indicates that there is no given subset

Now, in (1a) theto which the hearer should refer, 
referents are all the members of a given subset (of
children), but in (9), where no deictic element is^ 
present, the referents are all the members of the full

In other words, the presence of a deicticpotential set. 
element indicates reference in terms of a given subset.

the absence of such an element indicates reference in 

terms of the full set.

On the other hand, when we consider the correspond-
Hb) and (5), it would appear"ing oases with both, l.e 

that in each case, the latter as well as the former, 
reference is in terms of a given subset, contaln^^ig two

• »

and only two members, of the ftill potential set of
referents, and this despite the seeming absence in (5) .

To. confirm this assertion, letof any deictic element.
consider what happens when a speaker refers in termsus

■ uses a deictic element with the 

relevant NP - of which the hearer has no knowledge. let 

us suppose the speaker sayEf;

'' of a subset - i.e • 9

r
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(4.12)

To this, if he does not yet have sufficient information 
about the relevant subset, the hearer is entitled to

The children like cream

say, somewhat querulously even;
What children are these? You(4.13)

haven't told me about' them

But, if the speaker says: 
(4.14) Many children like cream

where reference is made in terms of the full set rather 

than a subset (and the fact that (14) has a generic 
interpretation confirms this), then the only type of 
legitimate question for the he.arer with respect to set 

composition is one which asks if it is possible to define 

a subset, as in: .

Do you happen to know which(4.15)

particular children?
He cannot complain, by way of (13), that a necessary

Now, with both (lb) and (5) 

the ignorant hearer is eir^tled to ask (13), and (15) is 

inappropriate for them as it is for (12). 
words, both (1b) and (5) presuppose a given subset, 
acting as if a deictic element were present, although, 
apparently, none is present in the surface structure of 

the latter. Such a claim can always be checked by the 

relevance of questions (13) and (15); the former is 
relevant only if reference is in terms of a subset not

8ul)set has not been given*

In otheras

• :*■

known to the hearer, the latter only if reference is in
And so our claim isterms of the full potential set.
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oonflrmed. It might also he noted that the examples'in 
(7) equally show that the presence or absence of the in 
surface structure is- irrelevant in so far as this does 
not affect the terms in which reference is made.

If we now return to the analysis of quantifiers 
proposed by lakoff and Carden,,one solution which ap

pears attractive is that which adds a further feature 
[+deictic] to Ali, in order to give as an underlying 

structure for (5):
(4.16)

+dual

+deicttc

children llice cream

but the disadvantages of this solution should be clear, 
firstly, it seems highly unlikely that a feature such as 
[+deictic] can be added to t^ specification of quant

ifiers, especially if they are deep structure VP's or 
It seems a reasonable assumption that thepredicates.

kind of deictic element which introduces, for example, a

'definite article', does not appear in the analysis of
f
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predicate B, which do not refer.^ Secondly, this further 

feature specification seems in any case to be ad hoc; it 
offers no explanation but rather a quick exit from a 
still unresolved difficulty.

4.2 ’Both’ as a deep structure coordinator

Before attempting to reach-a more adequate solution 

in terms of the lakoff-Carden hypothesis, it-may be 
useful to discuss an alternative solution to the problem 

of both which has been proposed in Carden (1970a).
Carden suggests that both be derived from a deep,struc

ture sentence conjunction. Thus:

(4.17) Both boys left —

l,s to be derived from;
(4.18)

boy2 leftboy:, left

A rule of "Both-Pormation" (BP), which is a variant of

✓

This does not exclude the presence of every type of 
deixis from VP's, for deixis may be associated with
verbs such as come and go, of, Pillmore (1966a). But in 

this context Anderson (1971b;122-23) argues plausibly 
that even then the deixis is contained within an N.

• f
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the well-taaown Oonjunotion Heduction inile, of. Chomsky 

(1957:36), Garden (1970a:181), is then used to derive 
Although it is almost certainly the case, as is(17).

argued by lakoff and Peters (1969), that both is closely
associated with, sentence conjunction, it is not so 
certain that all instances of both can be derived in the 
fashion proposed by Carden, since the BP transformation 
does not account for the constant definiteness of the 
surface quantifier both, whether or not it is followed 

by let JUS modify the BP inile so that it has the
schematic form;^

>;<the> and <the> Ng 
both <the> N

(4.19)

(1,2) _

Thus (17) would be' derived not from (18) but from; 

(4.20)

the boy2 leftthe boy^ left
1

and (18) would be the deep structure of;
(4.21) Both boys left

This appears to be at least a slight improvement on the ^

BP rule proposed by Carden (1970a;185), which latter
'definite article'that in the deep structure no

but that after the operation of BP the
assiunes
is present

4 The angled brackets follow the conventions in 
, cf. Harms (1968;66).generative phonology
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'definite article' will always show up.^ So, although 

there is an explanation available of. the syntactic 

difference between (17) and (21) there is still no. 
explanation of the semantic difference, which, as we - 
have pointed out.,^ is not a 'definite' vs. 'indefinite' 
opposition. For an account of the status of rules which 

perhaps analyse the' syntax but fail to analyse the 

semantics, see lakoff (1971o;283) on "arbitrary syntax". 
But perhaps Carden can account for (21) by optionally 
deleting the 'definite article' in (17), rather than by 

a derivation from (18); yet this assumes that the two 
sentences are paraphrases of one- another, a claim whic.h 
we have not made and In fact would not maJce, and to 

which Carden makes.no reference.

The modified BF rule is therefore unsatisfactory in 
so far as it does not clarify the basic semantic distinc

tions between (17) and (21 ) , and the situation is made 

'even more difficult by the ct that in sentence conjunc

tion positions both does not have any deictic properties
1

■.■"■'5,

As originally proposed, Carden's BF rule includes 

'definite articles' in the relevant structural descrip

tion, but in his examples there are none at this point, 
of. Carden (1970a; 181, 183-85). Therefore it is ex-trerae- 
ly difficult to ascertain what status he would assign to 
the 'definite article', and I apologise'for any misinter

pretations which might confuse or mislead the reader.
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asaooiated with it: there is deictic reference in (22) 

but not in (23):
(4.22) Both the men-and the horses are 

desperately needed
(4.23) Both men and horses are desperately 

needed

Notice that as long as it is associated with sentence 

oonjimction and is not a surface quantifier (which is 
the interpretation of (23) with which we are concerned), 
both can appeeir in sentences where the NP's have generic 

reference;

(4.24) Both teachers and children look 
forward to holidays

and thus supplying further evidence that there is no 
element of 'definiteness' in such sentences. Interest

ing y, Carden's HP rule, combined with the possibility 
that that tvne of both which is involved in sentence

conjunction may also appear in generic sentences, leads
• to the totally incorrect pre'dlction that:

Both boys have long hair
There appears, therefore, to be good

(4.25)

may be generic.
for assuming that Carden's hypothesis that in allreason

surface structure positions both is derived from deep 

structure sentence conjunction is quite mistaken, 
especially as it fails to account for some of the most

troublesome features of both.
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4-«5 A derivation for 'tiotli M'

Having, I hope, shown that the derivation proposed 
by Carden fails to explain the deictic characteristics 
of both, let us now return to the earlier analysis 
suggested above, which proposed that both be derived
from an underlying AIL with the feature specification 
[+dual, + deictic]. We have already demonstrated that 
such a solution is both implaubsible and dd hoc, and it
would therefore appear to be the case that it is extreme

ly difficult to derive both from an underlying structure 

which treats quantifiers as higher predicates. *But the 
arguments proposed by, amongst others, Anderson (196S), 
iaicoff (1968) and McCawley (1968), In-favour of a theory 
of 'generative semantics', suggest that sweeping modif

ications of the base component which will dispense with 
such feature specification as used above may provide us 
with fruitful possibilities for our argument. This 

. theory claims:that quite ^simple' (in surface structure) 
lexical items must 6ften be derived from comparatively
complex (or, at the least, radically different) under-

In this respect compare thelying configurations, 
arguments of Anderson (1968) for deriving travel on foot 

fntfl walk, or those of lakoff (1968) for deriving kill 

from cause to die, and there are more extensive discus

sions of the whole theory in Anderson (1971b), lakoff 
(1971c), Postal (1970) and, from a much more sceptical 

point of view, Bolinger (1971).

✓
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Consider the sentences:
(4.26) *A11 of the two children like cream
(4.27) All.of the six children like cream 

Notice that the former is ungrammatical, the latter is 
grammatical.. Yet although (26) is ungrammatical, it is 
also a paraphrase of (5), and the two facts of ungrammat- 

icality and the paraphrase relation to (5) allow us to 
construct a simple hypothesis, namely that both in (5) 
is derived by obligatory transformations upon an under

lying structure which corresponds closely to something 
like (26). This seems reasonable, in as much as the 

surface difference between (26) and (9) is the phrase of 
the two; the is clearly a realisation of the feature we 
have called [+deictic], as in (16), since the 'definite 

article' is most probably the unmarked member of the 
class of deictics;^ two is obviously a realisation of 
the feature in (16) [+dual]; only of remains to be

explained, and for the moment we may rest content with a 
description of it as,the miker,of partitive relation, 

which necessarily holds between a quantifier in pre

determiner position and its associated 'definite' NP, 

cf. Jackendoff (1968:428-29) and §10.3. In other words, 
the above hypothesis is able, given the assumption about 
the presence of of, to explain the following facts:

✓

6 Other, more marked, members of this class include 

the demonstratives this and that and the possessive

pronouns. For further discussion see Chapter 12.
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(i) (26) is ungrammatical, which (27)-is not; (ii) 
although (26) iSs.ungrammatical it is a paraphrase of the 

grammatical (5); (iii) the difference (semantically) 
between (26) and (9) is exactly the same as the differ

ence between •(5)\and (9).

In order to capture the generalisations which flow 
from ah analysis of (26), let us assume that we can 
derive quantifiers from a higher predicate even when 
there is a 'definite' NP collocating, perhaps in con

trast to the unclear statement of lakoff (1970d), but 
apparently in line with Carden (1968), see above. ‘We 

must further assme that two has to be derived from a 
nonrestrictive rifeiative clause when it^curs in the 
postdeterminer position exemplified in (26); for the

argtunent behind this assumption see Carden (1970c) and 
together with the reservations ofcompare Chapter 8 

note 1, above. Granted these assumptions, we can con- 

'struot the followingunderlying phrase marker for (5):

(4.28) 0

✓

are all

like cream

wh chil^dren are twothe children
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The?, "by the mles of Wh-he deletion and adjective pre

posing, cf. Smith (1964:251-4) and lakoff (1970d;39l), 
we obtain the following intermediate structure: ,

(4.29)

■V

■y'

. yp

are all

the two children the two children like cream

By the rule of quantifier-lowering, which in this case 
also inserts of before the 'definite article', (50) is

7
derived:

(4.30)

like creamall of the two children

We propose that there then should be an obligatory 
Dual Copy tranaforinatioh'ri which has the effect of map

ping of the two onto giving a resultant both as the
'lexical formative', cf. Anderson (1968:308). This Dual

. 7 Of course, with all and both no of need be Inserted 
But to state that of is introduced betweenbefore the.

every quantifier and a 'definite article' Md that it 
may then be deleted optionally after ^ or both seems

Cf. §10.3 for further

y ■

to be the wider generalisation, 

discussion.
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Copy transformation may be more strictly defined as:
•> both

where X and Y may be zero; the reason for this will 
become clearer in the discussion below, and if we were 
to discuss the syntax of other quantifiers, for example 
either, a more precise femulation of it would be neces

sary, since Dual Copy has rather wider powers than are 

accounted for by (51)• It might be noted, however, that 
this transformations performs the same frmotions as does 
subjunotion within a dependency framework, which, for 
example, allows one to relate (32a) and (32b), cf.^ 

Anderson (1971c);
(4.32) a John gave me his help _

b , John helped me
• • The Dual Copy transfomation will thus convert (30) to;

(4.33)

(4.31) all - X - T - two

S

NP YP

N . like creamDet

childrenboth

4.4 A derivation for 'both the N'

It will have been observed, however, that we have

not yet provided an analysis for (1b), where the 'defin-
after both (of). One possibleite article' appears 

solution would be to claim^that (1b) and (5) are
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paraphrases of one another. We cotfLd then have an ~ 
optional variant of the Dual Copy transformation which 
would permit retention of the (=T in (31)). But there 
are strong arguments against this, firstly there is the 
simple' point that we shall have to add a condition to 

rule (31)1 and that this is a (admittedly slight) com

plication of the grammar. Quite obviously, if we can 
derive (1h) without any modification of the Dual Copy 

rule, that would be preferable. Secondly, as we noted 

in the discussion of Carden (1970a) in §4.2, it is not 
at all clear that the paraphrase relation we have des- 

cribed above actually exists. One's doubts seem to 
centre on the fact that whereas both in (5) appears to 
fulfil two purposes r being both deictic and emphasising 

the Itwoness' or duality of the NP - in (1b) both seems 
to fulfil only the latter purpose; in other words it 
carries no deictic reference (which is in fact, and 
quite naturally, carried by the 'definite article'), but 

.only emphasises that two and^ot just one of the two 

children like cream.

AS opposed to the negative evidence of the preced

ing paragraph, there does appear to be a certain amount 

of positive evidence in English grammar to suggest that 
a mechanism whereby the is optionally retained is inade- 

,/quate as an explanation. Consider firstly:
(4.34) All Bix of the children like cream 

I would suggest that the purpose of in this sentence
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is to emphasise that six and not just'five (or four or 
three, etc.) of the children like cream, and that, 
further, all has no deictic function here, 
about the purpose of all in (54) is perhaps not accept

able when statedvas baldly as this; but a more adequate 
characterisation of the quantifiers than is possible 
within the confines of the lakoff-Carden theory will

This claim

surely reveal that all does have a primary function of
Now, it is possible thatemphasis here, of. Chapter 9. 

one might wish to derive (34) from (27), or vice versa.

and thus, as we shall see, further claim that (5) .?hd . 
(1b) have the same underlying structure, which is essen

tially the negation of the argument pri^nted here. But 

we might note the following two objections: firstly, the 
non-existence of a paraphrase relation which would 

permit a meaning-preserving transformation; secondly, 

the acceptance of an additional transformation entails 
,an imdesirable complication of the grammar. And so such 

a proposal cannot be admitted.

But now note that (35) might be expected to show 

exactly those features, represented in (34); ■

(4.35) *A11 two of the children like cream
•and that is the case, but it also happens to be the case

However, a comparison of. that (35) is ungrammatical.
'' (34) and (35) with (26) and (27) reveals that the un-

grammatlcality of both (35) and (26) can be accounted 
for by the same fact, namely that all ... two is not a
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permissi'ble surface structure sequence.. Further, our 
previous arguments point to the fact that (35) is iden

tical in meaning to; -

(4.36)

Therefore we shoip.d he able to state a transformational 

relationship between the two sentences; and indeed this 
can be accomplished'with the transformational apparatus 

at hand. An intermediate structure for (35), which 

regrettably fudges a decision about the precise source

Both of the children like cream

of two, is:
(4.37)

-A

V.

are all

two of the children like creamtwo of the children

By the rule of quantifier-lowering we obtain: 

(4.38) ^ IS

•1

like creamall two of the children
✓

If we now apply the Dual Copy transformation as stated

8 The fudge is perhaps necessary, since it is very 
'difficult, if not impossible, to determine a piausible 

for two here within the lakoff-Carden theory. 
This is one (minor) reason ior the critical remarks of 

note 1.

source

r
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in (31), all two (with X and Y both zero) will be copied 
as both, which results in the surface structure of.(36). 
Thus the combination of quantifier-lowering and Dual 
Copy, both preexisting rules, will derive (36) without 
any additional j^es being needed, and, further, will 

account for the ungrammaticality of (35). We can ther !- 
fore state that the difference between (5) and (36) is 
expressed exactly by the difference between (26) and 

(35). There still remains one problem about (1b), 
namely of, but-for the moment we shall follow note 7 and 
assume that of may be optionally deleted in those^oases 
where it remains after the Dual'Copy rule immediately., ., 

following all or both, i.e., underlying all.

There does appear to be some further slight evi

dence for the derivations proposed above, which rests on 

the admittedly tenuous fact that whereas (39) is per

fectly acceptable, (40) is only marginally so, if at all:

(4.39) Both the ohiMren who came to the 
party like cream

(4.40) ??Both children who came to the party

like cream ✓

To explain this contrast we have to enquire further into 
the oircximstances in which both is used as a quantifier

let us'-use for our enquiry 

As is obvious from the 'definiteness' of
without following (of) the.

' sentence (5)
both children, and from our proposed derivatibnSLl his

tory (28) - (30), (33), 'both is employed in such
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situations when, as has been said, the exact composition 
of the particular subset of children being referred to 
is presumed by' the speaker to be known to the hearer.
Now since such a presupposition is unwarranted by; (5) 
itself, it must be warranted by previous reference 
either to the particular subset of children being refer

red to or to some objectCs) which define(-s) that subset 

Thus the type of reference which both has inuniquely.

(5) is anaphoric, where we define anaphoric reference to 
be reference either to the referent of an expression 
which has occurred previously or to a referent which has

been uniquely defined by a previous expression, cf.. 
§12.3. In this respect it might be noted that it would 

seem unfortunate to restrict anaphora to the case of

reference within one sentence, as does Dougherty (1969: 
488) when he claims that a pronoun has anaphoric refer

ence only when;
"it can be understood as being coreferential 
with somelother noln 

Again, compare our remarks in §12.3.

phrase in the sentence."

What I want to suggest now is that in that variant 

of the Dual Copy transformation which involves deletion 
of the, only ananhortcally-derived the may be present; 

this entails that the underlying in both children 
is anaphoric, 'but has no iraplidatlons for underlying 

in both the chlldreh. Now, as Tendler (1967;52-53) has 
most persuasively argued, cf. §3»4f any NP containing a
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'definite article' which is anaphoriceilly-derived (what

ever mechanism is necessary for such, a derivation, cf. 
Chapter 12) cannot have (dependent upon it a restrictive 
relative clause. Therefore, if the restriction which we 
have placed upon^the Dual Copy transformation is cor

rect, (40) should he ungrammatical, and that of course 
is the case. But it may he that we do not even need 
such a restriction, for it is possible that the differ

ent derivational histories of anaphoric and non-anaphor- 
ic the are sufficient to account for the facts which we 

discuss here; this point will he taken up again and 
elaborated upon in §12.3.^ Furthermore, note that it 

will not he the case that (39) will he predicted to he 
ungrammatical, for. the underlying the in (39) is not 
deleted transformationally, and so that instance of the. 

'definite article' may he either anaph(3ric or npn-ana- 
phorio. In (39) it is in fact the latter, as opposed to 

that in (40), for the subset signified by the is defined 
• by the restrictive relative clause who came to the party 

(and is hence cataphoric). Only if we accept that two 
alternative structural analyses undergo Dual Copy, and 
that one of these involves the-deletion while the other

The marginal status of (40) may perhaps he due to 
its close resemblance in surface (and, indeed,- phono-

I feel quite pertain that

9

■. . >

logical) structure to (39). 
such resemblance is the prime reason for any possible 

margin of acceptahility which (40) has.
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does not, can we account for these facts, 

conclude that there is a certain amount of syntactic 
evidence within English grammar to justify the different 
derivations for both N and both the N.

And so we may

4.5 Some addixional arguments

We have seen above that both is not a simple quant

ifier, in the general sense that we might use to des- 
Rather, it is a complex of various 

elements; a quantifier of totality, a quantifier of

Nevertheless,' i^ ‘has been

cribe all or some.

duality and a deictic element, 
possible to provide derivations for both which involve

only one addition to the transformational apparatus at
Eurther, we have been— hand, namely the Dual Copy rule.

able to. demonstrate that it is necessary to derive both

N and both the N from different underlying stimctures, 
yet at the same time no further addition to the trans

formational apparatus is"needed. There is therefore 
some justification for confidence in at least the funda

mental characteristics of the analyses proposed.

Since the above hypothesis, however, may be of some 
wider interest, in that it favours a grammar in which 
lexical items may be derived from considerably more 

complex underlying structures, it would be .useful to 
discover further facts which might confirm or disconflrm 

the hypothesis. Below s^e listed some four point. ?hioh

f

r
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are worthy of consideration, although they are not
But they all have innecessarily of equal weight, 

common the fact that' they support one or other part of
the above proposals.

Firstly, it is quite obviously the case that the 
derivation of both from a structure Including underlying 

all will help us to account quite simply for the close 
parallels of distribution between the two quantifiers; 
for we shall be able to state such regularities as the 
optional (at least in British English) deletion of of to 

give both the, all the, in terms of a transformation/, 
upon one underlying quantifier rather than on two dis

tinct (possibly unrelated) quantifiers, 
which operate on two quantifiers in their attempt to 
account for such distributions, as, for example, that in 

Jackendoff (1968:429), are essentially ad hoc, since 
they fail to express the correct generalisation.

look more closely^t the distribution of the 

two quantifiers, however, we find an interesting asym-

Transformatlons

If we

metry of pattern, as exemplified in;
The boys all have long hair(4.41) a

b The boys both have long hair
Boys all have long hair 

b ♦Boys both have long hair 
The problem is: why is (42b) ungrammatical, in contrast 

to the grammaticality of both (41b) and (42a)? If both

(4.42) a

7*
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and all were different tut somehow related quantifiers, 

as in Jaokendoff's system, there could he no non-ad hoc 
solution. But within the terms of the hypothesis pre

sented here, there does appear to he an explanation.' 
This is that the is not permitted to move to the right
of its noun, and it must he left behind when both is 
shifted as in (41h), despite Bual Copy. Now this ap

pears to he equally ad hoc, hut consider the following 
Dutch sentences (admittedly somewhat archaic);

(4.43) a , Beide jongens hehhen ...
("Both hoys have 

De helde jongens hehhen ...

("The two hoys have ...")

")• • •
h

c . *JOngens hehhen heide

(*"Boys both have ...") 
De jongens hehhen heide ...

("The hoys both have ...

• • •

I"
d

■ t

What is crucial here is that the semantics of Dutch
being related to (43a)(4,'3)point quite clearly to 

rather than to (4311). It therefore appears that when 
heide is postposed, then the 'definite article' must he 
left prenominally. Otherwise, the paradigm of (43) can 
hardly he accounted for. But this account of Dutch 
heide (with its implicit consequences for the analysis

fT
✓

t.

I
of the English sentences (41h) and (42h)) is .only pos

sible if it is accepted that our hypothesis, that both 

and its Dutch equivalent involve an underlying the. is 

correct.

i
i

r

■ r-
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The comparison with Dutch leads to our second 
subsidiary argument. It cannot he expected that every 
language must have a lexical item identical in meaning 
to hath; hut if a language does not have such an item 
then we might suggest that in many cases this might 

simply he because there is no version of the Dual Copy 
rule in that language. It is therefore instructive to 

consider the French translation of both, namely tous les 
deux.- i.e

before the operation of Dual Copy. If it can he shown 

that there are a number of languages like French ra^ther 
than English in this respect, this would he strong 
evidence in favour of this chapter's hypothesis in 
general and Dual' Copy in particular.

the structure proposed here for English• >

The third piece of evidence stems from the fact 
that there are in English two other dual quantifiers 
like both, that is to say, quantifiers whose presence in 

• an NF shows that the referencje of that NP must he to two 
and only two objects; these items are either ahd neither.

Now it is quite simple to demonstrate that if these 

quantifiers are derived in exactly the same way as both 
except that all is replaced by any for either and by 

neg + any for neither, then we.can account for their 

distribution. Thus we find;
(4.44) a *Any boy passed the exam

b ^Either boy passed the exam 
0 Did you pass any boy?

J .

■ >
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d Did you pass either hoy?
No hoy passed the exam.

Neither hoypassed the exam 
Further support for this thesis is found in the ohser- ■ 
vation of Kirwin (1^68) that either is used for any in 
the Newfoundland dialect of Canadian English. The 

probability that Dual'Copy and the accompanying under

lying structures can he generalised oyer a class of 

lexical items rather than being confined to one item 
only further strengthens the hypothesis presented here.

e

f

The fourth and final point concerns the contrast 
between anaphoric and non-anaphoric the. and the claim 

made above that the former is present in The underlying 

structures of both N. but need not underlie both the N.

which is derivable from non-anaphoric the. Consider the

following sentences;

(4.45) Both (of) the Irish delegates Me 

here already
Both Irish delegates are here already 

It seems to be the case that the conditions under which

n
(4.46)

(45) la appropriate are different from those for (46).

10, Sentences (45) and (46), and the remarks below 
concerning their contextual appropriateness, are due to
f

Dwight Bolinger (letter of 13/6/72), but the conclusions 
the present writer's responsibility and all 

blame should be attached to him.
drawn are

> ■
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Thus, if two people come into an aseemtly room and they 
are previously unacquainted, after one of them has look

ed around the room he may say to the other, in an.attempt 
to break the ice, sentence (4-5). But (46) could hardly 
be used in the same context, unless there were an inton

ation rise on already. But in that case it would have 

to be assumed that both speaker and hearer knew certain 
facts about the Irish delegates, or Irish delegates in 

general, and the speaker knew that that was the case, or 

was attempting.a particular type of joke. Both these 
instances are surely irrelevant here. What we should 

note is that only at a later stage in the conversation, 

perhaps after the Irish delegates have been mentioned, 
would a both N.construction, as in (46), be appropriate.

What conclusion may we draw from the facts that 
both of the H is more appropriate for the first speech- 

occasion and that both N only really comes into its own
If (46) involves an underfurther speech-occasionsj 

lying anaphoric the. as we have argued above, it is 

quite simple to see why it is inappropriate on the first 
speech-occasion; there is nothing in the context of 

situation, let alone discourse, to provide an anaphoric 
On the other hand, the in (45) is not neces

sarily anaphoric, and therefore (45) is acceptable on 
the first speech-obcasion. Later in the conversation, 

when anaphoric reference has been established, both K is 
acceptable. The possibili’ty of the above explanation

on

. reference.

y
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only comes with the contrast in underlying structures 

which our hypothesis proposes, and therefore i'■ is an 
additional justification of that hypothesis.

’These four additional arguments all confirm the 
initial hypothesis, and, presumably. Whatever wider 

conclusions may be drawn for the theory of grammar from 
the hypothesis. Therefore we may claim to have demon

strated that our statement that we have given an ade

quate description of both, stated at the conclusion of 

§4.4-* is Indeed by and large correct. But one major
•i .

problem remains: not only have we nowhere justifidd the

rule of quantifier-lowering and hence the general prin

ciple that quantifiers are underlying higher predicates, 
bitt we have even displayed a considerable degree of 

scepticism regarding its correctness. This hypothesis, 

which we have named the lakoff-Carden analysis, must 
therefore be critically examined in the following chapter.

'1
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Chapter 5

Quantifiers as predicates

5.1 The lakoff-Carden analysis

1The Iiakoff-Carden analysis of quantifiers claims 
that, depending upon their surface structure status, 

quantifiers are in underlying structure predicates in 
one of the following structures; (i) higher sentences; 

(ii) restrictive relative clauses; (iii) nonrestrictive 

relative clauses. But not all'these structures have ^ 
equal status in the theory. Thus the claim that quant

ifiers derive from predicates in restrictive relative 
clauses, which first appeared in lakoff (1970b), was 

subsequently rejected in lakoff (1970d) following

;

1 What is referred to here as the "Iiakoff-Carden 
analysis" has been advanced in_a large number of papers 

whose chronology is obscured by publication dates. From 
internal and external evidence, however, it is possible

to suggest the following order of chronological priority 

for the more important of these papers: lakoff (1970b), 
Carden (1968), lakoff (1970d), Carden (1970b), Carden 

(I97O0), lakoff (1971c). lakoff (1970b) was written in 
1965, Carden (1968) is a revised version of.Carden 

(1967), to which latter I have hot had access, and 
lakoff (I97I0) is in part a revision of lakoff (1969).

r
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oriticisms made by Partee (1970). 
follows (lakoff, 1970d:400);

The rejection is as

"In my dissertation I claimed that 
(23) Did many inmates escape? 

was ambi^ous. In one sense it is presumed

that some inmates escaped, and it is asked 
whether the number was large. In the second 
sense, no escape is presumed. It is-only 

. - presianed that the speaker is discussing many 
inmates and asking whether they escaped 
A sober post-dissertation look at the 

sentence shows that I simply had the facts 
wrong. So far as I can tell, the- second 
sense simply does not exist, I also agree 

with Partee's critique of the mechanism I 
had set up to account for that sense of (23),

• • •
-i

namely, deriving the quantifier from a
clause bn an Indef-restrictive relativ

n •inite NP ...

Since that particular claim is incorrect, and has 

been acknowledged as incorrect by lakoff himself, there 

is no need to discuss it further The claim that quant

ifiers appear as predicates in higher sentences, i.e., 

as VPq in (4-.28) was made in the earliest papers, namely 

\ lakoff (1970b;175) and Carden (1968;2), and has remained 
present in all the variants of the lakoff-Carden theory 
(although lakoff (19710:239) presents a variant which.
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it Is claimed, is "closer to reality",-whatever that may 

mean, Cf. below and note 12). That q;uantifiers may have 
their source as predicates' in nonrestrictive relative
clauses is first made in lakoff (1970d:400-2) and Carden 
(1970c;416). This claim is best considered as a re

placement of the one that quantifiers have one source in
Carden (19.70c) demonstrates thatrestrictive clauses, 

there is a good deal of evidence that only postdeter-
those in the position of X in 

An example of such an 

underlying source is the position of are two in (4,,28),

miner_quantifiers, i.e 
the X boys, are so derived.

• f

see above.

This brief siunmary should make it clear that the

aanlysis of quantifiers as predicates has undergone some
But evenmodification since its original appearance. 

so, I think that it is also the case that the.argument-■ 

ation for such an analysis has not been sufficiently
and it la such a. closely and e^austively exs^ned, 

thorough examination which it is hoped to present here. 

Apparently there are three questions to be asked: (1) do 

quantifiers appear as predicates in underlying struc

tures? (ii) have quantifiers a source in a higher S? 
(iii) have quantifiers a source in a nonrestrictive 

relative clause? Further, we might ask whether it is 
' it is the case that (11) and (iii) can only be ^alid
questions if the answer to (i) is affirmative. That 

there is to some extent such an internal ordering

' ■ J-
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relationship cannot be doubted. To clarify this abrupt 

statement, consider the remarks of Carden (1968:5), who, 
after arguing that quantifiers are derived from higher 

sentencesj states:
"This doesn't show that it [the quantifier:
RMHl is the verb of that.S; but, within the 
present theory, what else could it be? The 

S must have an UP and a VP, and the NP is 

needed to identify the NP the quantifier 
modifies in the embedded S."

In other words, if we are to accept that quantifiers are 

derived from higher S's, then they must be predicates, 
for there is no other point in underlying^tructure at 

which they might be placed.

I

In this respect it might be mentioned that the 

structures footnoted in Lakoff (1971c:239) do not appear ■ ' 
to correspond to this theory, for here, although quant

ifiers are in a. higher S,they'^re directly dominated by 

"Q" and appear to be neither 'predicates' nor 'argu

ments '. Thus, for the interpretation of:,

Many men read few books^ (5.1)

which is paraphrasable by: 

■ (5.2) Many are the men whp read few books 
lakoff suggests that the following representation most 

ciosely approximates to the underlying structure:
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MAMY

PREDICATE . ARGUMENT ARGUMENT

READ

Without any explanation of this structure bn lakoff's 
part it is extl?emely difficult to discuss it, and it is 
perhaps wisest to asstune that in principle it assigns a 

status to the quantifiers not radically different from 
that in earlier works hy lakoff. Only one comment seems 
possible at the moment: if many, etc.'^re to be domin- 

-^ted in underlying representations by "Q", then presum

ably we are to deny any possibility of explaining the 
behaviour of quantifiers in terms of any generalisations 

which may be possible with reference to the predicates
nfortunate. But even so, (3)argiiments, which, seems^ 

may not be the 'deepest' structure, and in that case
or

this criticism is misplaced, and lakoff has simply been

Even if it is assumed that (3)- is some kind ^misleading.

of variant of the notation of symbolic logic, it is not

possible-to define -the status of "Q" unambiguously.
This is because lakoff fails to relate clearly (3) to 
any extended rule mechanism. However,- see below, §5.5.,/■ ■

To return to the context of the original lakoff- 
Carden proposals, we can see there that if quantifiers
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liave their source in a higher S, then they must he 
predicates. The position with regard to the nonrestrict 
tive relative clause source'is rather different, parti

ally because of the restricted set of quantifiers which-

may appear in such-^contexts, hut one's conclusions must 
he broadly similar; the relevant quantifiers must he 
paa:t (at least) of a predicate at some stage in the 

derivation of the sentence, hut see below, §5.3, for a 
fuller discussion of quantifiers in postdeterminer 
position within this theory. However, we must conclude 
at the moment that the primary hypothesis is that qu^t- 
ifiers are underlying predicates, and that the hypothesis 

that quantifiers are derived from a higher S source is 

secondary.

It is necessary to emphasise this distinction for 

it is easily confused. For example, the arguments of 
Carden (1968), reproduced in part above, do appear to

icates because they arethat quantifiers are pre|.
derived from higher S's. On the other hand, lakoff 

(1970h:175) makes use of comparisons with the behaviour 
of 'true' ad.iectives. which are unarguably derived from 
predicates, cf. lakoff (1970b:115-33), to suggest that 
quantifiers .are predicates too, and only then does he 

suggest that quantifiers are derived from higher S's. 

Undoubtedly the position taken by lakoff is preferable

claim

to that ^ken by Carden, and the reason for this is
Carden's argument may be condensed as;quite siiuple.

■ y*
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since quantifiers must be derived from higher S's, then 
they must be predicates; lalcoff's argument can be para

phrased as; since quantifiers are underlying predicates, 
they may be derived from a higher S source. In Carden's 

case there is a formal claim made about quantifiers, but
in Lakoff's case there is an empirical claim which has

p
possible formal consequences. The hypothesis which 
subordinates formal claims to empirically-verifiable
facts, in this case Lakoff's hypothesis, is indisputably 
superior to that which does not do so, i.e Carden's.• 9

Having established that question (i) - are quant-, 
ifiers predicates? - is the primary question, we are now 
faced with the unfortunate fact that thi¥~question is in 

itself two questions rolled into one; for, in order to 
make the claim that quantifiers are predicates, it is 
firstly necessary to determine that they are not at all. ■ 
stages of derivation constituents of the NP which, to 

use a traditional term. in surface structure.they -mjDdlfy
Each argument in favour of the predicate status of

quantifiers will therefore have to be examined with this 
in mind. The reasons why there are two questions and 

not one should be quite clear; it is only if quantifiers

2 For discussion of the multiply ambiguous use of 

'formal' in linguistic writings see Lyons’ (1968;135-37).
It is used here in the sense’'which-Lyons contrasts with

'substantive
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cannot be considered as constituents of the modified UP
at all"stage8 that they must be considered as something

However, what that "some-else at one stage or another, 
thing else" must be is still at that point a matter for 
debate. There are at least four possibilities: (a)

sentences; (b) nouns; (c) verbs (predicates); (d) quant

ifiers, where that would be a special category, perhaps 

like the "Q" of (3) above, or like that suggested, 
perhaps not seriously, by Force (1968), who includes the
and the partitive of amongst the elements dominated by a 

To my knowledge ho one has suggested altpr- . 
Jackendoff (1968) suggests that some quant-

This

Q node, 
native (a).
ifiers are nouns but that others are 'articles'; 
is slightly reminiscent of Force (1968), since 'articles' 

appear to be roughly equivalent to items dominated by Q, 

and it is also the case that both Force and Jackendoff
But it wouldwork within an interpretivist framework.

, be foolish to push the coimarison
(c), of course, is the lakoff-Barden analysis.

too far. Alternative

There appear to be four major arguments which have 
been exlicitly formulated in favour of the lakoff-Carden

proposals, and these may be termed "Equl-NP Deletion" 
"'Archaic' cohstructions", "Negatives and quantifiers".

At least the first three

»

and "logic and linguistics".
' of these have been discussed fully in the literature.

cf. especially lakoff (1970b and d), Chrden (1968), 
Jackendoff (1971b) and Partee (1970). There are a
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number of other arguments, but strictly speaking they 
are dependent upon one or other of the above, and there

fore need only be considered if the above arguments are 
We shall now consider each of the above argu

ments separately, .commencing with Equi-NP Deletion.

correct.

5.2 Equi-NP Deletion

The clearest presentation of the argument from 

Equi-NP Deletion is to be found in Carden (1968:5-7), 
where it is demonstrated that since:

All optimists expect to be President 
All optimists expect all optimists 
to be President 

are not paraphrases of one another, the generative 

semantics theojry of grammar demands that they have 
different underlying structures, the one for (4) permit

ting Equi-NP, the one for (5) not doing so. 
are such tmderlying structure^, for if we accept quant

ifier-lowering as ordered after Equi-NP then the approp

riate NP in (7) will not be equl-deleted because of its

(5.4)

(5.5)

(6) and (7)

failure to meet the required identity condition, cf

Carden (1968:7), Jackendoff (1971b:285)

3 The earliest published description of Equi-NP 

Deletion is to be found in Rosenbaum (1967:6), where it

is called Identity Erasure.

.■ y
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But, as Jackendoff C1971b:286-87) points-out, there, is 
the difficulty that noiui phrases which are in surface 

structure quantifier-less also display the same semantic 
differences as exist between (4) and (5):

(5.8) a Senators from New England expect to
be treated with respect 

b Senators from New England expect sena

tors from New England to be treated 
with respect

(5.9) a Obnoxious people, generally want to be

rejected from society i

b Obnoxious people generally want
obnoxious people to be rejented from' 

society

This problem was noted by Carden (1968:44-45), where he 
proposes the solution that sentences such as (8) and (9) 
have "disappearing quantifiers in their deep structures". 

This is slightly modified in Carden (1970b:287), where 
the "disappearing quantifier" is claimed to be a gener

ic, and we may, at least for the moment, follow Jacken- 
doff (1971b:287) when he suggests that this solution is 
(piite ini^equate in the light of the r different

syntactic behaviour of generics and quantifiers.

I

However, it is very probably the case that neither 

Carden's argiunents for nor Jackendoff's arguments against 
the use of higher predicates to solve the Equi-NP prob

lem are logically impeccable. ' Consider the following
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arguinent; (i) there are independently-motivated reasons 
for as.’uming that quantifiers are higher predicates in 
underlying structure; (ii) if there are these other 
reasons for deriving quantifiers from higher predicates', 
there is then a mechanism to avoid the semantic neutral

isation between (4) and (5) which the rule of Equi-NP 
Deletion would otherwise engender, assuming that trans

formations do not change meaning (for the history of 

this assumption see Katz and Postal (1964:32) and Partee 
(1971:4-8); (iii) given the mechanism of the second 
stage of this argument, then it is preferable to assume 

that there is a "disappearing quantifier" in (8) and 

(9), for then the lack of neutralisatioi^in those sen- 
tejaces can be explained by an already existing device.

1 .

Jackendoff (1971b) attacks the first and third 

stages of this argument, but since his attack on the 
third stage is apparently intended to be valid indepen

dently . of whether his attack"^^n the first stage (which 
is almost a little less than muted) is right, it is only 

the attack on the third stage which J wish to discuss.
If stages (i) and (ii).are correct, then it is quite . 
indisputable that this is strong evidence for the cor

rectness of stage (iii), since it is clear that they

✓

provide evidence about the possible existence of "dis-
It may be true that the evi-appearing quantifiers", 

denoe which they provide is to some degree in conflict
with other semantic and syntactic evidence which

■ ■ f
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involves the 'behaviour of the verbal a^iliai?y system, 
but even if that conflict is inevitable if only 

generic quantifier which, conveniently "disappears" at 
the right moment - is used, it may yet be possible 'to 

find another quantifier-type, source for the cases invol

ving quantifier-less HP's. It could be, for example, 

that there is an appropriate adverbial source, and if we 

follow lakoff (1971a and b) then this source would also 
be a higher predicate in underlying structure. Indeed, 

we could go further; given that adverbs are connected 
with the verbal auxiliary system and that adverbs are at 

least sometimes derived from higher sentences, just like 
quantifiers, the suggestion by Carden that quantifiers 

and generics are related categories is not as absurd as 

Jaokendoff claims. If adverbs and quantifiers are 
higher verbs, then it is by no means clear that it is 
correct for Jackendoff (1971b:287) to state that;

"... the theory of GENERIC as a hi-gher verb 
, entails an apparent IiO'S^ of generality. "

The claims of lakoff and Carden, if they are correct, go 

a long way to showing that only an analysis of 'generic' 

“ : as a higher verb avoids a loss of generality, no matter 
how difficult the syntactic problems which will be 

encountered may be.

one

. But. even if Jackendoff' s arguments do not neces

sarily show that the three-stage argument, constructed 

above is incorrect, they undoubtedly have considerably
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more force against Carden's arguments, because these
latter do not correspond to the argument constructed 
above. More precisely, it is not at all clear that 
there are any independently-motivated reasons for assum- ■

ing that quantifiers are derived from higher predicates.
Carden (1968:4) states;

"There are three pieces of evidence showing 
that quantifiers come from higher sentences;
Kuno's hypothetical verb EXIST which must be 

postulated in order to explain certain 

sentences with two "some's"; the "Everyone 
expects to die" sentences; and the Not- 
Transportation rule."

Carden only discusses iJhe latter two, and I have been

unable to uncover any more illuminating reference to 

Kuno's unpublished paper. However, we might remark that 

if the hypothesis that quantifiers are derived from

higher predicates is to be Justified by reference to a 
hypothetical verb, then first ^e latter has to be 

Justified; thus the derivation of quantifiers as pro

posed by Lakoff and Carden will be only a remotely 

te Btable-^hypothesisv On-the- other- hand , - there also 

appears to be a certain amount of evidence which Carden 
fails to mention above, but this can await a discussion 

below in §5.5, when we shall see that it is far from 
conclusive.
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There are, therefore, only two decidable ar^ments 

in Garden's paper which favour the theory that quant

ifiers are underlying higher predicates: Equi-NP Dele

tion and Neg Transportation, This, of course, is a 

reversal of the position we originally assumed, and 
implies that we have indeed, as Jaokendoff claims, to 
inquire whether the' mechanism of Equi^NP is correct on 

independent.grounds. But, perhaps more importantly, 

there is the question of whether Equi-NP demands that 
quantifiers are higher predicates. Now what is inter

esting about this question'is the fact that the demand 
has not been proved, but only assumed; Carden (1968:5),,. 

says:

"We conclude that the quantifier must not be
Presumably [my 

italicsiRMH] them, it is in a higher S."

In other words, this quotation demonstrates only that 
the argument from Equi-NP shows that the quantifier must 

■ not be within the relevant at the time of its dele-

inside its NP at this time.

tion, and it does not show that quantifiers are higher 
In this respect, it is interesting topredicates, 

compare.the remarks of lakoff (1971c;238):
"The main point at issue is whether quant

ifiers in underlying semantic representations 
are in a higher clause than the NP's they 
quantify (as in predicate calculus) or 
whether they are part of the NP's they

■f
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qualify (as they are in surface structure)."
Even if the first of these alternatives- is correct, it 
is an assumption to then claim that quantifiers are 
higher predicates. We may therefore conclude that Equi-- 

NP is not an argument in favour of the lakoff-Carden 

analysis, except in so far as, if quantifiers are higher 
predicates, then Equi-NP does not contradict this, 

ceteris parihus. Therefore the three-stage construction 

of our argument is correct and since Carden's arguments 

in relation to Equi-NP do not correspond to that, they 
are incorrect.

i

Notwithstanding the above, it is perhaps still 
necessary to examine Carden's solution to Equi-NP to see 

whether or not it is correct, leaving aside the above 

remarks. There appear to be three arguments against his 
solution; (a) it is semantically Inadequate; (b). it 

demands "disappearing quantifiers", cf. above; (c) Equi- 
NP 'is itself dubious. The firht of these arguments is

* ' ' A
succinctly stated by Jackendoff (1971b:286)

"One trouble with this [Carden's;RMH] solution 
is that the difference between the underlying 

, structures of Figures (6) and (7) does not 
adequately characterise -the semantic

4 .■ In the following quotation I have altered Jaoken- 

doff's original niunbering to conform with the humibering
for this chapter.
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differences between (4) and (5). In partic

ular, (4) means that each optimist individu

ally expects himself to win a prize, but he 
does not necessarily have any expectations 

about the fate of the other optimists.
Figure (6) gives no more indication than 

Figure (7) that each optimist is concerned 

only with himself. Ihus, while the proposed 
underlying structure for all does produce 

the correct strings 4-5, it still fails to 
account for the semantic differences between 
them."

Jackendoff's argument seems to be both correct and in

no need of fizrther elucidation.

With regard to the second argument, we are here 
dealing with the oorrespondenoe between Carden.'s analy

sis and stage (iii) of our argument above. It would 

seem quite natural to allow "di-Sjappearlng quantifiers" 
if the nature of quantifiers were independently such 
that it provides a solution to Equi-NP, but of course 

that position is the reverse of the case. What .we, 

actually have is a situation where Equl-NP both provides
an argiunent in favour of quantifiers as higher predic-

The need to postu-ates and an argument against that 
late "disappearing quantifiers" is the argument against.

for this involves the introduction into the-grammar of 

categories and rules which might otherwise be imneoessary.

.■ f ■
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In other words, although it is possible that the an^ysis 
of quantifiers presented by Garden may simplify in one 

respect the (semantically inadequate) grammar, in 
other respect it complicates it. This suggests that - 
Equi-NP is at least (for Carden) an inconclusive argu

ment.

an-

The question of whether Equi-NP is dubiously formu

lated, or perhaps whether there should be that kind of 

trangformation, follows from the first two arguments.
The semantic distinction between (4) and (5) is undoubt

edly that which Jackendoff has stated, and the intro'- 

duotion of higher quantifiers which 'disappear' under 
unspecified conditions is the solution’^oposed by 

harden. But as Jackendoff (1971b;286) points out, the 

problem is at least one of ooreferentiality. This can 

be seen if we consider:
(5.10)

which is clearly'ambiguous^--^ither each masochist whip

ped only himself, or each masochist whipped himself and 

all the other masochists. This implies that the mechan

ism for Equi-NP is extended to pronominalisation. That 
may not be all that unfortunate, since pronominalisation 

is not crucially dissimilar, from Equi-NP Deletion; but 

since it is a rather later transformation than Equi-NP,
' cf. Garden ,(1968:45), lakoff and Boss (1968), it must be 

ensured that quantifier-lowering does not intervene.
What is a good deal worse, however, is that the same

The masochists whipped themselves
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ambiguity applies in many sentenoea which are not sub

ject to Equi-NP or pronominalisation, but merely have 
the form [NPpj_

a

- V as in:

The boys kissed the girls 

b The sadists whipped the' masochists
The mice frightened the elephants 

Each of the sentences in (11) is-ambiguous; thus (11a) 
means either that each of the boys kissed one- of the 
girls pr that each of the boys kissed all of the girls.^ 
Furthermore, there appears to be a sliding scale of 

preference; in (11a) the preferred reading seems to ‘be 
the first; in (11b) each reading seems to be about 

equally preferable; and in (11c) the lat^feer reading is 
preferable.

c

This complication, together with the facts mentioned 
in footnote 5, suggest that it is basically wrong to

rlide, -for in fact there5 This statement is over-c
appear to be several, perhaps even many, other inter

pretations, which interact in a manner not dissimilar to, 
but rather more complicated than, the interpretations 
of';:'

■ (i) All but one of the boy^danced with all 

but one of the girls 

cf. Karttunen (1971:172-73). For the conclusions which

must be drawn from this, see the further discussion 
below.
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atterapt to sort out the ambi^ity by differences in 

underlying structure, and that, moreover, Equi-NP and 
pronominalisation are only special instances of this
state of affairs, in their case coreference being invol- • 
ved as well. The only possible method of. handling the 
ambiguities of (11) appears to be to assume that only a

two-way ambiguity exists and that thence there are only 
two possible underlying structures. But the assumption 
is unwarranted, as has been noted, and at least one of 

the underlying structures is unwieldly - furthermore, 
both are unjustifiable, given/the methods open to trans

formationalists. That the assumption is unwarranted is 
sufficient criticism, but it is worth noting that the 

underlying structure for the first of the interpretations 
above would have to look either like:^

(5.12) S

NP VP

each of the boys V. NP

one of the girls 

which is unsatisfactory in that (amongst other reasons) 
it fails to express the fact that all the girls were 
kissed, or take the form of an indefinite conjunction.

kissed

e The required structure is grossly simplified here, 

but even that does not help a protagonist of such a
solution.
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A1though some grammarians have hinted at the possihility 

of relating quantifiers to coordinations, cf. McCawley 
(1970:297) and, of course, Carden (1970a), see §4.2, the 
stumbling hlock of indefinitely large phrase markers is 
always reached. ^

In any case, different underlying structures appear 
to be beside the point. What really seems to be happen

ing is that in certain cases, e.g., (11a), reference is 

being made-to a number of individual, but possibly 
simultaneously performed, acts. Now although this does 
not affect our concept of the subject-verb relation, if. 

does affect our concept of the verb-object relation. We 
appear to be faced with a 'tolerable ambiguity' in 

English (and, we may suppose, most other languages). In 

other words, all sentences of the type [NP^^ - V - 
are potentially ambiguous in the manner of (11), and 

this ambiguity is primarily dependent on the semantic 
relationship between the 
object.^

sub jeblj/verb 

Ihus, where the most probable interpretation

complex and the

7 "Subject" and "object" are, of course, rather vague 
terms, and it might be preferable to relate the facts

stated here to. underlying functional or case relations.
But it is uncertain how this couldcf. Anderson (1971b). 

be accomplished, .for it is veiTy difficult to .see at what

level of structure the'ambiguity is determined.! This 
strengthens the case against attempting different deriv

ations.
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is "that a mim'ber of Individuals are separately affected 

by the action of the subject which the-verb represents, 
then the first interpretation is preferred, as in (11a), 
but where the semantics prefers a collective interpre

tation of the subje^ct - verb - object relationship, 

there the second interpretation is preferred, as with 
(lie). A very obvious case is:

The girls picked the flowers(5.13)

Although there is a possible ambiguity here it is toler

ated. I woirLd suggest that there are two reasons for

this: firstly, the ambiguity is hot crucial for compre

hension, i.e it is acceptable 'noise'; secondly, the 
ambiguity resides not in any differences;^ underlying

• f

structure, but in.the-inherent nature of the relation- 

ship of plural object HP's to verbs with plural subject 
NP's.

We are faced with what might be termed a systematic 
referential ambiguity in language, and the result is 

that we are forced into an impasse, for, as we shall 

see, this ambiguity needs to be brought into the syntac

tic description, and there is no context into which it 

can fit. The truth of this latter statement can be 
observed by the fact that the.ambiguity is multivalent 

and depends upon an Infinitely variable expression of 
the functional relationships under discussion. But, I 

would suggest, it is needed precisely to express the 
occurrence of (4) - (5) and (^) - (10) under Equi-NP and

✓
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pronorainaliaation. What we need is a mechanism by which, 
when the second interpretation of (11a) is taken, Equi-
NP and pronominalisation are -blocked. Phis, of course, 
is to return to the proposals of Carden (1968), for he

attaches a higher quantifier to the NP which would 
otherwise undergo the relevant transformation.

But it is precisely those sentences such as in 

(11), which do not undergo Equi-UP Deletion or pronomin

alisation, that show that that solution is false. Phe 

difference between (4) and (5), in relation to the 
structure of the constituent NP's, is exactly the same* ■ 
as that between (11a) and (14):

All the boys kissed all the girls 

but whereas there is no reading in common between (4) 
and (5), the only reading of (14) is Identical, except

(5.14)

for the here irrelevant matter of emphasis, to one of 
the many possible readings of (11a), or, for those 
readers who find (14) arabiguous-Tj it is so in exactly the 
same way as (11a). Given the first of these cases for 

it therefore has to be assumed that the under-(14),®

lying structure of (14) la identical to one of the
underlying structures for (11 a), but that the quant

ifiers are freely (?) deletable in the latter, 
has.two consequences; (1) we have to permit massive

But that

■

8 Since the consequences follow in either case, 1 
have merely taken the simpler of the alternatives.
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deletion of quantifiers under very loose conditions; 
(ii) we have to permit (11a) and all sentences of a 
similar form to have a possibly indefinite number of 
underlying structures. Since neither of these conse

quences is acceptable, we are obliged to state that (7) 
is not an adequate underlying structure for (5), and 
hence that Equi-HP must be formulated differently. -

Our final argument against Equi-NP Deletion- is not 
radically- different from that above. Consider the 
sentence:

(5.15) All the optimists expect the optimists ‘ * 
to win a prize

The underlying structure of this sentence is—presumably:

15.16)

' the optimists NPg

the optimists

expect

the optimists win a prize
■y

But since 30*2 and NP^ are identical when required to be 
so, Equi-NP will operate freely;- and the resulting
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surface structure from (16) will not be (15) but:

All the optimists expect to win a prize 
Thus (16) cannot, if Equi-NP operates as has been sug-

The solu-

(5.17)

gested, be the underlying structure of (15). 
tion would seem to be that there will be three distinct 

underlying structures, each of which will correspond to 
one of the surface structures for (15), (17) and the 
equivalent of (5), where all the optimists has not been 
deleted. For (17) the structure will be that of (16), 
but the structures of both (15) and the equivalent of 

(5) must have a higher quantifier occupying the VPa .
position in (7). In the latter case it will be all, but
what will it be in the case of (15) - the "disappearing" 
generic of Carden (1-968)? Given the nongeneric status 
of the sentence that seems implausible. And further, in 
the case of a modification of (15) where there is no 

initial quantifier in surface structure, how do we 

determine whether or not there is still a quantifier in 

• VPq position? That question, unfortunately for Carden, 
seems to require the answer that there is no possible 

way to so determine. However, let us not pursue that
point and Instead accept the notion of a generic quant-

But once again this is aIfier as a filler for YPg. 
fudge . The reason why there is no-Equi-NP Deletion in

(15). is that the reference of NP^ is different .from that 

and thus is unrelated to quantifier syntax.of HP2’
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In order to clarify the latter statement it is ^ 
useful to consider the following sentences:

(5.18) a All the hiherals expect all the 
liberals to merge with labour 

b All the Liberals expect the liberals 
to merge with labour 

c All the liberals expect to merge 
with labour

Even without discussing the grammaticality of these 
three sentences, it should be clear that (18a) is alone 

in not having a reading which states that what is expec-
■A .

ted is that the Liberal party will .merge with the labour 
party. (18b) seems to have only that reading and (18c) 
is potentially ambiguous: like (18b) it may have that 
reading, but it could also have a reading analogous to 

that of (4). In other words, the reference of the 

subject NE of Sg in each sentence of (18) has a differ

ent potential force. Now what this fact about these 
sentences shows, is that it is'"^treniely difficult for 

the Lakoff-Garden proposals to give an adequate account 

of the consequential facts. The verb merge demands that 
its subject and object be, semantically alike in certain 
respects, arid that which concerns us here is that since 
labour is [+ab8tract, -animate], Ihe subject must have 
the same features. Therefore, only the first reading 
which we have discussed above is fully grammatical, and 

so (18a) is iingrammatlcal. It is impossibie to relate 
this to the syntax of quantifiers in the way that the

- ■ *

. . . . 9’ ■■ ■
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proposed solution for Equi-NP, by a manipulation of
quantifiers, wotild suggest was correct, to get the neces

sary descriptions for the sentences of (18). In fact,
the whole problem seems to have very little to do with •

the syntax of quantifiers. And so another solution for 
Equi-NP, which does not place so much reliance on higher 
quantifiers, will have to be found if we are to explain 

the facts of Equl-NP and (18) in the same way, as we 
ought to do. Einally, we might note that Anderson 

(1974) suggests a structure for sentences such as (15) 

which do not appear to run into the identity problems of
•i

Equi-NP.which confront (16). However since this relies 

on an analysis of all about which there must be grave

suspicion, cf. Chapter 9, especially §9.2, it cannot be
Nor is it clear that itregarded as crucial evidence, 

provides an adequate solution to the problems surround

ing (18). In any case, Anderson's solution does not 
support the theories of Lakoff and Carden, since Ander-

quantifl^rs to be higher predio-son does not consider

ates.

In the light of the above arguments we are clearly 

obliged to conclude that the evidence of Equi-NPDele- 
tlon in no way contributes support to the hypothesis 
that quantifiers should be derived from higher predio- 

Moreover, we can state with confidence that even 

if such a hypothesis were independently justified, there 
is very little evidence that this would help towards a

srtes.

f ■■
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solution of the Equi-10> problem. For if it were so,' 
then we would be committed to the claim that all plural
HP's have higher quantifiers, a claim that cannot be, 
justified in as much as it does not shed light on the 
problems of reference which are at the heart of the

. ■ ' ' i. . ■ '

If we are to find evidence that quantifiers 
are higher predicates, then we shall have to look else-

question.

where.

5.3 'Archaic' constructions

An argument first presented in hakoff (1970b;1T5), 

but later expanded in Lakoff (1970d:395-99), purports to 
give further evidence that quantifiers are-predicates in 
underlying structure.’ Ihe evidence is that in 'archaic' 

English there are constructions of the type;
(5.19) a ?Ihe men-are few

b ?The men are many

V c ??The men are five

Unfortunately, lakoff gives no evidence to suggest that 

such constructions are archaic, and indeed it may be 

doubted that this is the correct description. .-Presum

ably, although He does not say so, he is relying on the 
OED entry for many, but not that for few. The point is 

that although such constructions did occur at earlier 

atages in the history of English, there is no reason to 
assume that they have ever had more than the highly 

restricted currency which they have in the present-day
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Some of Lakoff's remarks about the history of 
English, therefore, should be treated with a pinch of 
salt. ■ • .

language.

The quantifierswhich occur in this position

quantifiers, for reasons irrelevant 
here; those quantifiers which can never occur in predic

ate position, such as all.

'relative' quantifiers. 
follows- (ig70d;598)

"Now in a grammar of that [archaic;RMH] dia

lect (and at an earlier stage of English), 

the quantifiers in (19) would have to be set 
up as predicates.

are

called 'absolute

some, every, are called 

Lakoff's argument then runs as

In order to relate quant- 
Ifiers in predicate position with the cor

responding pre-nominal quantifiers, as one 
would have to do in such a dialect, 

would have to set up a rule of quantifier- 

Thus, such a-f^e woiad be inde

pendently motivated for quantifiers of 

absolute Size, and would apply optionally 
for such quantifiers ... Now if all

one

lowering.

9
■ The original numbering of the quotation is retain- 

(19) refers to examples similar to (19) in this 

paper; (1) and (2) are irrelevant to the present discus 

Sion but can be found in lakoff (1970d;390) and Part 
(1970;153)i

ed.
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quantifiers are generated in predicate 
position and if the rule of quantifier- 

lowering is generalized, to operate on quant

ifiers of relative size (it would he obliga

tory for relative quantifiers, optional for 
absolutes), then one can account for the 
fact that relativa quantifiers like 
work like few in sentences like (1) and (2)."

some

Before we discuss this argument in detail, we must 
consider the fact that only those quantifiers which 
function 'archaically' as predicates can also occur in* ■ 
postdeterminer position, as noted by Partee (1970:157). 
This point is discussed by Carden (1970c): ^-s solution 

is that if we mark the 'relative' quantifiers as obliga

torily undergoing quantifier-lowering, an extension of 
Iiakoff's suggestion above, then exactly that set of 

quantifiers will be blocked from appearing in postdeter

miner position, since no rule o^quantifier-lowering 
is involved in such derivations. The’blocking results 
from the fact that 'relative' quantifiers will, with 

respect to quantifier-lowering, belong to the "positive 
absolute exception" type discussed by lakoff (1970b:49- 
56), however that has to be reformulated, cf. Lakoff 
(1970b:ix-x).

can

■ J! ■

The facts stated by Lakoff and Carden are in prin

ciple correct: 'absolute' quantifiers can appear 'archa- 
ioally' in predicate position, and only jihose quantifiers

y, ,
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-that can appear In predicate position 
postdeterminer quantifiers.

can appear as
Therefore., the question 

which is at issue is whethe-r or not the mechanism of.
quantifier-lowering adequately explains the surface 
structure patterning.

' ' i-.
quantifier-lowering, and thus considering quantifiers as 
underlying higher predicates can, like the argument 
discussed in §5.2, relating to Equi-NP, be analysed into 

three stages: (i) 'archaic' dialects of English show us 
that some quantifiers have to be considered as under

lying predicates; (li) if ail quantifiers are considered
_ -i . •

as predicates we have made a valid-generalisation from 
stage (1); (lil) there is a further generalisation

lakoff's argument in favour of

available in that_the-correct set of postdeterminer 
quantifiers can be generated most economically by postu

lating positive exceptions to the quantifier-lowering 
rule.

• But each stage of the argument is false. While it 
is true that'absolute'quantifiers may occasionally turn 
up in surface structure as predicates, we can only 

deduce from that that the relevant part of the under

lying structure involves a predication, and there is no 

justification for claiming that it is nothing but a 

predication. Once again, we can observe that lakoff and 
Carden have made assumptions beyond the point that the 
evidence will take them. If there is an alternative 
solution which makes the least assumption empirically
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justifiable, and as we shall see in Chapter 8 that there 
is, then that solution will he preferable, especially if 

it can be generalised to explain why 'relative' quant

ifiers do not turn up as predicates.

One additional reason for this conclusion is that
the generalisation at the heart of stage (ii) of the 
argument is only apparent. To confirm this, we need 
only consider the function of quantifier-lowering.
Certainly, one purpose of the transformation is to get 

the quantifier into the right sentence, but that is not 
what concerns us here. What is far more important is, 

that the quantifier which is originally dominated by VP, - ■ 
and hence a predicate, is lowered into an J£E-dominated 

position, where it-is a determiner of sorts. That this 
is so seems to be denied by Carden (1968:10-11), where 
the relevant fragment of the derived phrase-marker is:

(5.20)

the boys

But it is extremely difficult to defend such a position 
aS;,far as surface structure is concerned, for a quant

ifier in the position of all in (20) hardlyacts like a 
predicate. We might note that,lakoff (1970b:176) appears
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to suggest that after quantifiers are lowered they are 
dominated hy a determiner node, but there is no explan

ation of this probably more correct position,
(1970b;287) also goes a long way to accepting this. 
Therefore, we may state, despite the tree of (20), that 

quantifier-lowering alters the status of quantifiers 
from underlying predicates- to surface non-predicates.
Now consider the case of a 'relative' quantifier such as 

£ome. If we accept the Lakoff-Carden proposals it is 
necessary to consider it a predicate in underlying 

structure. But then it is obligatorily lowered. But 

this has the effect of deleting all trace of predicate 
status. What has been done, in fact, is to assign to 
some a predicate status for which there is no empirical 

evidence, and asi.a consequence we have then to obliga

torily remove all trace of that status before surface 
structure is reached. In other words, we can only make 

the generalisation that all quantifiers are. predicates 
' if we construct a mechanism f qr wiping out that general

isation when, as in many cases, there is no evidence to 
support it.

Garden

The fact that 'relative' quantifiers cannot appear 
in pOatdeterminer position involves Bakoff and Carden in 
an even greater deviation from simplicity. As we have 

seen, they can only explain this failure to appear in 

postdeterminer position by stating that 'relatives 
obligatorily and * absolutes * optionally undergo quantifier-

t
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lowering (more precisely, meet tlie structural descrip- 
' tion for quantifier-lowering). This explains the fail

ure, because at no point in the derivation of a post-
, determiner quantifier is the structural description for 
quantifier-lowering met.

this should be necessary is extremely strange, 
all, if all quantifiers are underlying predicates, why 

shouldn't they all appear in postdeterminer position? 
There are two alternative answers to this question; the 

first is that suggested by lakoff and Carden and discus

sed above; the second is that the correct analysis of 

quantifiers shows that not all quantifiers are under

lying predicates, or, more precisely, that not all 
quantifiers are involved in an underlying predication.

But that a solution such as
After

As we have already said, the first of these answers 
leads to the postulation of a set of itams which must 

meet a certain structural description, and thus a costly 

formalism will have to be provided in the grammar to
(1970b;"^9-56>.

state this case, cf. Bakoff 
not simply to be measured in terms of the insertion of a 

metarule to handle such 'absolute exceptions', which is 
in fact fairly-inexpensive; rather, there is the fact, 
inherent in such cases, that there is no generalisation 

possible to predict which items will iiave to be marked 

as exceptions. On the other hand, the second answer • 
above has quite simple consequences, for if a quant

ifier involves no predication, thep there is no necessity

The cost is

r .
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to have rules beyond those that already.exist to explain 
why it does not appear in postdeterminer position. 

Moreover, the fact that some quantifiers are involved in 
underlying predication will provide us with an indepen- . 
dently‘justifiable explanation of why that and only that 

set of quantifiers appears in postdeterminer position. 
Finally, we shall have dispensed, in this context, with 

the notion of absolute exceptions, which lahoff himself 
(1970b;ix-x) clearly suspects.

What conclusions may we draw from this discussion? 
Firstly, it must be accepted that the argument from ‘ ■ 
•archaism' and postdeterminer quantifiers does indeed 

support a hypothesis that a number of quantifiers, those 
called 'absolutes'', are Involved in an underlying pred

ication. However, it would be departing too far from 

the evidence at hand to claim that these quantifiers are , 
underlying predicates. Secondly, there is no evidence 

whatsoever from the abo-ye consd^ructlons to substantiate 

the claim that the ' rela-Sive' quantifiers are underlying 
predicates. If we accept the assumption of lakoff and 

Carden that quantifiers should have one primary, under

lying source, e.g., (but not i.e.) as predicates, the 
necessary conclusion must be that quantifiers are not 
higher predicates as Lakoff and Carden claim, but some

thing, else , which may,- however, in the case of 'absolute' 

quahtlfier, involve a predioatlon. In Chapters 6 and 7, 
especially, we shall see that‘there is substantial

r
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evidence to suggest what other status quantifiers may 
Have, hut for the moment we need only conclude that the 

argument from 'archaic' constructions in no way supports 
the specific claims made hy lakoff and Carden.

5.4 Negatives and quantifiers

In this section let us firstly consider the rule of 
Neg(atlve) Transportation (also called Not Transport

ation) . This^ls a minor rule, cf. lakoff (1970h:30-48), 
which moves a neg particle from the highest embedded

sentence into the matrix sentence, thus relating pairs 
such as;

(5.21) a John thinks that he hasn't won the
prize

John doesn't think that he has wonb

the prize

This rule is extensively discussed in the literature, cf. 

R. Lakoft (1969b), Iiindholm (1969) anh Horn (1971) for 

references. As a minor rttLe if applies only if one of a 

restricted set of verbs is dominated by the V node in 
the matrix sentence; for example, Horn (1971:120) lists
twelve verbs, including think, want and seem. The 

relevance of Neg Transportation to the hypothesis that 
quantifiers are higher predicates is embodied in the 

following claim by Carden (1968:8-9):
"When we apply Not-Transportation to embedded 
S^s containigg quantifiers, the meanings we

■ f
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ge-fc confirm -the analysiB proposed in 2.1..1 
[tha-t quantifiers are higher verbs ;RMH] and 
incidentally prove that Not-Transportation
precedes Q-Magic [quantifier-lowering;RMH] 

9) a John doesn't expect all the 
boys to run

John expects that not all the 
boys, will min

John expects that none of the 
boys will run 

(9a) can only be synonymous with (9b), never 
with (9c). It follows that the embedded S 

of (9a) was '(not all) the boys run', and 
could not have been 'all the boys (don't 

runj*'. That is, the 'not' must have been on 
the 'all' at the time Not-Transportation 

applied. But the Not-Transportation rule 
takes the 'not' from the topmost embedded S, 
which must therefore contain '^pt all' but 

not 'not run'."

b

c

If this claim is correct, then there is good evi

dence to suggest that quantifiers are higher predicates. 
However, Jackendoff (1971b;287-96) has shown quite 

conclusively both that Carden's argument is correct only 
if noneAas the source all ... not and that Neg Trans- ' 

portation is in any case a doubtful rule. One most 
interesting argument concerning Neg ■Transportation is
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that the mile was originaljy proposed, by Pillmore 
(1965) and Kliraa (1964), on semantic grounds, ef. R. 
lakoff (1969b:140). But as reported by R. lakoff (1969h: 
140-41), Dwight Bolinger has correctly pointed out that 
Reg Transportation is a meaning-changing rule. There

fore, the original justification for Reg Transportation 
has been shown to ce incorrect. Indeed, in the theory 
of generative semantics, to which R. lakoff subscribes.
transformations may not change meaning, cf, Partee 
(1971) and §5.2, above, 

dictory for R. Lakoff both to accept the theory of
Therefore it is self-contra-

(1

generative semantics and to claim that Reg Transport

ation is a valid rule of the grammar. Purtherraore, since 
the hypothesis that quantifiers are higher predicates is
a basic tenet of generative semantics only, the rule of 
Reg Transportation cannot be used to support that hypo

thesis. A further discussion of the meaning-changing 
status of Reg Transportation is to be found in lakoff 

- (19.700;158-62), w:here it is suggested that the
might be obligatory but sensitive to semantic inform

ation. If it is possible to formulate such a rule then 
our objections here would be nullified, but lakoff's own 

• remarks underline the difficulties involved. The kind 
of solution which lakoff is clearly aiming towards would 

involve a global rule, and the status of global rules in 
general will be discussed, with rather sceptical con

clusions, in §8.4, see too lakoff (1970a). Therefore 
there seems no reason at present to accept Reg

rule
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Transportatlon into the transformational component of 
the grammar.

Of course, as he himself points out, Jackendoff is 
not committed to the contradictory position sketched out 
above, since he makes no claim that all transformations 
preserve meaning. His rejection of Neg Transportation 

is on purely syntactic grounds. Here .we take the posi

tion that the syntactic inadequacies of the rule and its
probable meajiing-changing property combine, in present 

circumstances, to justify its rejection. And despite
Jackendoff's acceptance of meaning-changing rules, it is . .

possible to accept in large measure his alternative 

analysis (1971b:288-89) of the sentences quoted-from 
Garden above, because at ho crucial point is a meaning- 
changing rule involved. It might appear that we ought 
to make one distinction between Jackendoff's formulation 

for he accepts a rule which derives any 
from some — the Indef Incorporation rule of Klima (1964: 
319).' But this rule may be meahinQ-changing; therefore

and our own,^*^

should we not reject it, cf. §3.3? If that were true, 
we should indeed do so, but in §10.2 we shall attempt to

which allows a wide generalshow that the some-any rule 
Isation to be made and is therefore prima facie a stmag 

case for retention, is indeed meaning-preserving.

10 It should be noted that in Jackendoff (197-1b;288) 
figures (8a) and (8b) appear to have been transposed.

f ■
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Therefore no such distinction needs to be made at 
ent, although that is rather beside the point just 

What is important is that we accept Jackendoff's crit

ique of the argument which uses Neg Transportation to 
support the hypothesis that quantifiers are higher 

predicates, and therefore reject Carden's claim.

pres-

now.

Before we leave the area of negation and quant

ifiers, it is necessary to discuss one further matter.
Carden (197.0h;282) claims that the following sentence: 

(5.22) All the boys didn't leave 

is, subject to great dialect variation, ambiguous.
There is one interpretation of (22) which has the read

ing of (23), where the negative is originally oiri:he 
quantifier, i.e the ne'g-Q reading; another interpre

tation which has the reading of (24), where the negative 
is on., the verb, i.e the neg-V reading; 

neg all the boys left 

All the boys neg left,,-^

This is claimed to be cpnfirmat'ion of the JTeg Transport-

• 9

(5.23)

(5.24)

ation rule and also the theory that quantifier are 

underlying higher predicates for the following reason.
If (23) and (24) are true readings of (22), then neg

ation on either the quantifier or the verb is possible. 
But only in the case of negation of the quantifier is 
the neg .»on the highest embedded sentence when we .have: ' 

I think all the boye didn't leave - 
Neg Transportation only operates if the neg is. in such a

(5.25)
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position. Therefore, if Neg Transportation operates on 
(25), we shall find that the resultant surface structure 

has a reading synonymous with the neg-Q reading of (25),
but not with the neg-V reading. This is the case with: 

(5.26) I don't think that all the boys left 
We therefore have further evidence of the plausibility 
of Neg Transportation and the claim that quantifiers are

higher predicates, according to Carden. However, we
have already noted that Neg Transportation appears to be 

a meaning-changing rule, which makes nonsense of Carden's
claims about synonymity here. .What is worse la that, as

-k .

has been pointed out already, Carden explicitly rejects

meaning-changing rules on a priori grounds., cf. Carden 
(1970b:281). Therefore this further argument from Neg 
Transportation is also invalid.

Nevertheless, (22) is an important and interesting 
sentence, and there are two points that are worth dis

cussing with regard-to it, both of which suggest that 

the situation is by no meahs as simple as it appears.
•rhe first of these points applies only to those speakers 
who interpret (22) as I do, but we must follow Carden 

(1970b:281) in his emphasis on idiolect variation,and 
since the point for discussion does oast doubt on cer

tain key notions it would be remise to ignore it. In my 

own, speech, spoken forms of (22) are unambiguous, for 

the neg-Q reading (23) is possible only if all is heav

ily stressed.: lerwise, only the neg-V interpretation
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represented Ijy (24) Is possible. Now with the neg-Q , 
reading neg must command all in underlying structure.
In the surface structure of (22) neg and ^ command 
each other. Therefore, if lakoff (1971c;244-45) is 
correct in his account of command relations, to get the 
required neg-Q reading either neg must precede all, 

which is a correct prediction of (25), or the neg ele

ment in (22) must have heavy stress. But, in order for 
(22) to have a grammatical neg-Q interpretation in my 

speech, it is essential that all, rather than the neg

We have, therefore, a 
situation where in order to obtain a heg-Q interpre

element, be heavily stressed.

tatlon it is necessary to stress exactly tha^element ' 
which Lakoff predicts should not be stressed. On the 

other hand, the neg-V interpretation of (22) is correct

ly predicted by lakoff in his account of those command 

relations Involving quantifiers and negatives. There

fore we are faced with.an uncomfortable choice: either 
lakoff s account of command-relatll)

ns is incorrect, or
Carden's hypothesis about the neg-Q interpretation of 
(22) is incorrect The evidence we have would suggest 

that the latter is the case, but since that in itself
would cast doubt upon lakoff's account of many command 

relations, we shall postpone any discussion until §8.4, 
when it will become more relevant.

11
For a disoussion and definition Of the command 

relation see langaoker(1969).
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G?he second point for discussion arises out of a
comparison of (22) with: 

(5.27) Many of the boys didn’t leave 
The problem is that not only is (27) unambiguous, having 
only a neg-V reading, but it can be quite simply demon

strated that this is the case and that: 
(5.28) Not many of the boys- left 

The sentence:

Many of the boys didn't leave, but 
many of them did 

is both grammatical and non-contradictory. This lattbr 
follows from the fact that the subset indicated by many 

of the boys may be smaller than the subsetr-indicated by 
half of the boys, given, of course, the same set of

has a different meaning. 
(5.29)

boys. In other words, (30) is valid: 
(5.30) [many of the boys] < [half of the boys] 

On the other hand, (31) is contradictory:
• (5.31) *Not many of the 

of them did'
>ys left, but many

This follows from the possibility of (30) being valid. 

But if (28) is a possible reading of (27), as (23) is a 
possible reading of (22), then there should be a reading

of (29) which is contradictory in exactly the same way 
as (31) is. But there is not, and so (28) is not 
possible reading of (27); therefore a neg-Q-reading of 
(27) is impossible

a

But if we follow Carden there must 
be such a reading, since he derives many from an under-
lying structure:Identical in relevant aspects to that
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for This may be difficult to believe, but
does Carden suggest that it might be otherwise (the

Indeed, there is ample 
evidence that the position outlined here is a correct 
description of both Carden's and lakoff's approach, 

confirmation of this see lakoff (1970d;175-83; 1971c: 
239-42) and Carden (1970c;425).

nowhere

same

appears to be true of lakoff).

For

This latter reference 
shows that some distinctions are drawn between all and
raanjr, but np conclusions are reached which would be 
relevant to the point discussed here.

The best that can be stated for the quantifier

lowering hypothesis, therefore, is that it is in need of
considerable reformulation in order to account for the 
discrepancies mentioned here. Nevertheless, any alter

native hypothesis will have to account for such facts in
a more consistent and well-motivated manner than 

modified quantifier-lowering hypothesis will be able to 
do. As we shall see, this is far froS simple, and 

negation is perhaps the trickiest problem to be faced. 
In §8.4 we shall attempt to provide at least,an outline 

of a solution to the difficulties, see too Hogg (1974). 
But as the criticisms in Johansson (1974) show, the 
question is far from being resolved.

even a

logic and lin/^istlcs5.5

In §5.1 we noted that Lakoff (1971c;239) suggested 
(3) as an underlying structure for (2) - repeated here
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for convenience:

(5.2) Many men read few books
(5.3)

MANY

PREDICATE ARGTJMENO? ARGUMENT

READ

Although lakoff (ig71c) makes no attempt to justify (3) 
nor to explain the status of the constituents,^^ there

are much cleared hints to he found elsewhere, notably in 
lakoff (1971a and b), that trees such as (3) are inten

ded to~*be notational variants, or nearly so, of repre

sentations in the canonical notation of symbolic logic, 
cf. Quine (I960). For example, lakoff (1971b;10) gives 
representations both in tree form, as in (3), and in.
logical notation, and there: is a'ojLaim that the repre

sentations are equivalent. This claim, although only 

implicit, is obviously true. To take an example pair 

from lakoff (l971b:10), there is no explicit difference 
• between (32) and (33) in terms of their explanatory

12 The only claim made by lakoff (1971 o) is that (.3) 
is "somewhat closer to reality", cf. §5.1, above. As it 

stands, this claim is meaningless, and it has linguistic 
intersst;:,only for students of the rhetoric of polemic.

■ f
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power;

(5.32) S

Q S

V -

I
willing X

NP NP •

sacrifice X

(5.33) [(x) (willing (y, aaicrifice (x,y)))] (a)

In other words, what lakoff has done is shown that 
the notation of symbolic logic can he converted into the 

notation'iDf transformational grammar without any loss of 
adequacy; or at least that would appear to he the case. 
But in fact it is not so, for what lakoff has done is 

not a conversion of the notation of symbolic logic into 
.a transformational underlying struc€yre of English, hut 

merely a conversion of that logical notation into tree- 

branching phrase structtire markers, which is a simple 

mathematical operation, cf. Chomsky (1957:26-33). The 

real issue then is whether or not the iinderlying struc

tures of- language Me as described by symbolic logic; 

lakoff's particiaar notational variant is interesting 
only in so far as It presents a clearer (to linguists) 

view of the descriptions of symbolic logic than does 
canonical notation. To attempt to find the answer to
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this issue perhaps two questions are relevant.

The first of these is; why should the notation of
symbolic logic be thought appropriate for the underlying 
representation in a grammar? 
fairly simple, 

the 'laws of thought

The answer to this is 
logic, it is claimed, is the'analysis of 

as 'they are rationally reconstruc

ted in natural language (Reichenbach, 1947:2). 

logic is an attempt to obtain semantic representations
Thus,

for natural"languages. Now grammarians such as Lakoff, 
i.e., generative semanticlsts, belive that the under

lying representations of a grammar ought to be semantic 
representations. There would therefore appear to be an 

affinity of purpose between logicians and grammarians, 
and it cannot be denied that if the claims of the 

ative semanticlsts are correct this is to some extent 
true.

gener-

But there are differences; for example, linguistics 
is an empirical science, it depends upon'the construc

tion of a rule device which generates actual sentences

On the other hand.of an actual natural language, 

philosophy, and hence logic, is a "theoretical science. 
As Strawson (1970:14) says, the student of philosophy 

will be prepared from the start to use a

or, in

• » •

yoca'bulary which is overtly semantic 

a broad sense, logical, for the classific

ation of elements abstractly,conceived 
[He] may finally relate these theoretical

t

* * *
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models of language to what is actually found 
in empirically given languages."

Furthermore, as Strawson-(1970) also points out, 
ents of symholic logic do not claim to be attempting a 
complete analysis of any natural language. As Quine 
(1960:160) states:

"On the whole the canonical systems of logic

al notation are best seen not as complete 

notations for discourse on special subjects, 
but as partial notations for discourse on 
all subjects."

It therefore seems reasonable to conclude that symbolic 

logic may provide linguists with much aid in the solu

tion of many semantic, problems, but that nevertheless 
the empirical constraints on grammars and the restricted 
aims of logic must mean that there will be many differ

ences between the representations of the linguist and 
those of the philosopher.

propon-

The above, of course, is a theoretical conclusion, 
and it is only when we answer the second question - how 

adequate is the notation of symbolic logic as animder- 

, lying semantic representation of natural language? - 
that we can reach a proper empirical conclusion. As 

lakoff (1971b) shows, the use of canonical notation in 
the tfonstruotion of underlying representations can 

clarify certain problems such as opaque reference, 

although even here we ought to note the criticisms of

■
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Lakoff3 analysis whioh have been made by Heny (1973: 
esp. 238-44). But that such a clarification may be
possible is hardly surprising, 'since opacity has been 
one of the basic concerns of logicians. A fair summary 
of lakoff (1971b) would seem to be that it has demon

strated that the fruits of logic can be transplanted 

onto the trees of transformational grammar, but, because 
of the close mathematical relation between the two 

notations, this is hardly a major advance. The problem 
with which we must be concerned is whether or not it is 
possible to account for certain linguistic facts which ^ 
have not otherwise been accounted for within such nota

tion.

Wi'thin the realm of quantifier syntax there is the 
following problem; the three sentences:

All men have two legs 
Every man has two legs 

ha^ two legs

are all convertible into the following logical form;

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36) Men

(5.37) (x) (m (x) 3 h (x))
where m = man and h

• adequate, since only the structure necessary to deter

mine the truth values of (34) - (36) is required, cf. 
Quine's "maxim of shallow analysis", (1960:160). But 
grammarians have further tasks, such as explaining the 

linguistic differenoe (of emphasis?) between p4) and 
(36) and the singular concord of (35). Also, grammarians

has two legs. This is logically
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, must explain the iingrammatioality of:
(5.38)

(5.39)

The man has two legs 
Man has two legs 

in an interpretation equivalent to (37). In other
words, the problem is that the universal quantifier of 

symbolic logic has many equivalents in natural language

but that these sequivalents are not semantically and 
syntactically, as opposed to logically, equivalent.-^^ 

With respeat -fco the existential quantifier, as we shall 
see in later chap-ters, in many cases there is no equi

valent in natural language.

The conclusion that we must come to, therefore, is 
regrettably indecisive. There is evidence both in
favour "of the use of canonical notation in underlying 
structures and evidence against its use. Therefore, in
those areas where symbolic logic has proven itself to be
of use, as, perhaps, in matters of referential opacity,

. , ■

' there is no reason why'we should not make use of it.

But this should not commit us irrevocably to the

13 For further discussion see Jackendoff (1972a). 

There is'no doubt that logicians have available tech- 
miques which permit them to distinguish between differ

ent expressions of the universal quantifier in English, 
of. Quine (1961),Reichenbach (1947:99-101). But it is 

surely a matter f or dispute as to,whether grammarians 
should adopt such descriptions.
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hypothesis that s3nn'bolic logic presents us-with the 
correct underlying representation in every case. More 
precisely, with reference to the grammar of quantifiers • 
the theoretical fact that logical notation suggests that 
quantifiers may he underlying higher predicates is of no 

greater importance than the empirical fact that English 
does not provide us with much decisive evidence in 

favour of such a hypothesis.

5.6 Gonclusion

In Chapter 5 we have considered the history and 
adequacy of the hypothesis that quantifiers should he 
represented as higher predicates in underlying struc

tures.— We have observed that the original proponents of 
this thesis, George Lakoff and Guy Carden, have, to some 
extent and with the passage of time, changed their 

opinions on the justification for this hypothesis, hut 
, that the essential justifications have remained consist

ent; therefore we have examined the most important four 
of them. The first of these is Equi-NP Deletion, 
was claimed that this transformation could only operate 

. satisfactorily if quantifiers were derived from higher 
predicates.

It

But we saw that in fact the problems sur

rounding Equi-NP are present even when there is no overt 
quan-Eifier in' surface structure and, further, that these 

problems were also to he found in other parts'of the 
grammar, indeed wherever questions of referential
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properties were involved. Although the hypothesis of a 

*higher-Q' analysis might have been able to solve these 
problems meohanically, the disadvantage was that it 
disguised the fact that the essential problem was one of 

reference. In other worda, arbitrary syntax swept the 
semantics under the carpet.

The second justification was that derived from so- 

called 'archaic' constructions. We saw that this ar^- 
ment appeared'to-have some force in connection with a 

limited subset of quantifiers, but that when it was 

extended to other quantifiers, that was done at the cost 
of distorting the syntax and semantics of those items, 
and so it could in no way be considered to be a correct 

justification. The argument started from the correct 
analysis that some quantifiers have some predicate-type 

features and thence proceeded to the quite invalid 
conclusion that all quantifiers are basically predicates.

The third justification revolved round Neg Trans

portation and the relation of quantifiers to negatives. 
The first argument in this context failed, we observed, 

-inimply 'because under the assumptions of generative 
semantics it is not possible for Neg Transportation to 

be a rule of the grammar
we must jaways reject meaning-changing rules 
is, if such rules are accepted then the argiiraents which 

have been brought forward in favour pf a higher pred

icate source for quantifiers will have to be rejected.

But that is not to say that
The point
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since the positions are mutually contradictory. On the 

question of other points of relation between negatives 
and quantifiers, it was accepted that the lakoff-Carden 
thesis was no further distant from a solution than any 
other thesis, but in itself ,this was hardly a strong 
argument for accepting it.

The fourth and final justification was the appeal 
to the notation of symbolic logic. It was agreed that 
this was an interesting point, but there were crucial 

differences to be noted, mostly in the matter of alma, 

between logic and grammar, which suggest that although 

symbolic logic is an essential helpmate in the construc

tion of a grammar of a natural language, it would be 
unwise to accept that logical systems should determine 

the underlying structures which grammarians propose.
This justification, therefore, is no more valid than the 
others we have discussed, and it is necessary to con

clude that 'the Iiakoff-CafQin hypothesis 

shown to have a good chance of being correct. There are 
now two courses open to us: we could either try and find 
other justification for their theory, or see what just-' 
ifioation competing theories might have. In view of the 
flimsiness of this present hypothesis,- it seems only 

correct that we should consider other theories, and they 
are theref'ore the subject of study in Chapter 6. After 

that we can continue, in Part III, with our own propos

als, which do not entirely reject the claims of lakoff 

and Carden. ’ ' . .

has not been
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Chapter 6

Some alternative analyses

6.1 Introduction

The particular theory of grammar which one espouses, 
and within that theory which analysis one prefers, is 

obviously the prime issue for a linguist, and it is to . 
he hoped that in this chapter the study of quantifiers 
will he seen to be of some relevance to this issue, 

choice of a theory is not an a priori matter, even 

within transformational grammar and despite the remarks

The

of Hall (1968), cf. Hogg (1970) and Ihillum and Humher- 

stone (1971). It is an empirical issue, and so we must 
examine the evidence with which natural languages pre- 

In this respect we have already noted in §5.5sent Us.

that the approach of certain generative semanticists is
have a veryoccasionally misconceived.-^ Quantifiers 

important empirical role to play,‘and this is not only 
because of the kind of evidence we presented in Chapter 
4, which suggested that the theory that the underlying 
representation contains all the necessary semantic 

information for the understanding of a sentence was best 

equipped to explain the semantic and syntaotic charac

teristics of both. That/ of course, is important, but 
there is another matter which, perhaps accidentally, is 

even more important, ,
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The reference here is to the status of the lakbff- 
Garden proposals discussed in Chapter 5. As we have 

observed, the hypothesis that quantifiers are derived 
from higher predicates is argued for solely in terras of 
the theory of generative.seraantics. Further, for raost, 
but not for all, cf. §6.6, generative seraanticists, that

hypothesis is the accepted explanation sf the behaviour 
of quantifiers. Now, the arguments of Chapter 5 show 
that the Ii^off-Oarden hypothesis is insufficiently
supported by the semantic and syntactic evidence to be 
acceptable. Yet it is apparently cinicial to an accept- » 
ance of the theory of generative semantics. There are
two reasons for this: firstly, and here the principle is 
universally valid, if the theory of generative seraantics 

cannot give an adequate account of such a major area of 
English grammar as the quantifier systems 
be rejected totally; secondly, some generative semantic- 
ists haye elevated thez-ijakoff-Carden hypothesis to the 
status of a necessary foundation for their theory, 
that point is rather trivial and in any case not true 

for all generative seraanticists, and so it can easily be 

claimed that the lakoff^Carden hypothesis is wrong but

then it must

But

the theory of generative semantics right, thus ignoring 
the second point above.

bn the other hand, it seems only reasonable to take 
the claims of the relevant generative seraantiois'ts at 
their face value, and accept that the Inadequacy of the
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lakoff-Carden theory implies that we should turn to some 
other theory - although keeping within the context of
transfonnational grammar, for the reasons briefly out

lined in Part L. Therefore, we now have to examine any

other analysis of quantifiers which is consistent with 
some theory of transformational grammar, 

analysis can be found and then shown to be adequate, 

then it cannot be doubted that we must accept the theor

etical consequences that that analysis has.

If such an

Unsurprisingly, such analyses have been proposed, 
and amongst those the one which is perhaps the most 

comprehensive is that which has been put forward in
several papers by Ray Jackendpff (1968, I969, 1971a and 
1972bJ, and therefore it is to that theory that we must 

first turn our attention. The first three papers differ 
considerablyiintheir aims: Jackendoff (1968) is an
attempt to determine the ^derlying syntactic structure 

of quantifiers and pays comparati.vely little, attention 

to semantic features; Jackendoff (1969, 1971a) are 
attempts to provide rules of semantic interpretation 
(see below, §6.5) for quantifiers and, but this will not 

concern us greatly, for other items too.
(1972b) contains a more general account of these and
various other topics, mainly semantic.

- /' ■ ■ ,.

Jackendoff

The split between syntax and semantics seen in the 

earlier papers is possible only because Jackendoff is an 
adherent of the,theory of interpretive semantics. This ,
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theory holds that not all semantic information is 
tained in underlying representations.

con-

Transformations

may change meaning and rules of semantic interpretation
may add meaningj cf. Partee (1971) for further background 
information. Thus Jackendoff’s semantic interpretation 
rules do not apply only to underlying structures, but
may also apply to intermediate and surface- structures, 
and even cyclically; see Jackendoff (1972b;378) for a ■ 
concise definition of the applicability of semantic 

interpretation rules at different grammatical levels. 
This leads to a certain amount of difficulty within our 

present discussion, for which should be thought of as 

prior: the underlying syntactic representations, or-the 

rules of semantic interpretation? If one set of rules 
is shown to be incorrect, does that mean that the other 

set is wrong too? logically, that seems to be most 

probable, for if, for example, the underlying represen- 
• tations ara incorrect and-Ti^ust

structures upon which at least soJne Interpretive rules 
operate will also be altered and so these latter rules 
will have to be changed too. Perhaps the reverse is 
-less likely, but it -is an open question.

be altered, then the

Further, it may even be the case that we conclude 
that only a semantically-based underlying representation, 

containing all and only all the semanticinformation 

necessary, is adequate.
eluded that both parts of Jackendoff's theory are

In that case it must be con-
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inadequate, whatever the adequacy of one part or the 
other in isolation. But it would he preferable to delay 
such a problem until we are directly confronted by it.
For the moment we shall proceed by first examining the 
adequacy of Jackendoffs underlying syntactic 
tations.

represen-

6.2 Analyses in conflict

Jackendoff (1968) considers three groups of words

Thewhich occur in similar noun phrase constructions, 
first group consists of noun phrases, 
wagonload, a pound, a number, a pair.

e-g.. a group, a 
Group II involves

at least the following quantifiers: some, each, few. 
which.-all and both. In Group III there is another set 
of quantifiers, including a few, many, one, three. 

distinction between Group 11 quantifiers and Group III
The

quantifiers is a familiar one, for the latter may appear 
in postdeterminer poQ^tion 

discussion in §5.3.
the former may not, cf. the 

It would therefore seem appropriate 

to say that Group II quantifiers are 'relative' quant

ifiers and those in Group III 'absolute' quantifiers. 

And indeed it is the case that there is a large measure 
of agreement between the categorisation provided by
Jackendoff (1968) on the one hand and Partee(1970) and 
lakbff (1970d) on the other. Only one serious discrep

ancy arises; to use Partee's terms, Jackendoff (1968; 

423) claims that few is a 'relative' quantifier, whereas
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it can be deduced from the remarks made by Lakoff (1970d; 
396) that he would consider the instances ot ^ in (1) 
arid (2) to be identical:

The few arguments in favour of the 
proposal were easily dismissed 

There were few arguments in favour 
of the proposal 

and therefore that few is an

(6.1)

(6.2)

absolute' quantifier.■

Since for Jackendoff a few is an 'absolute' quantifier, 
it must be the case that he would regard the 
of few in (1) as derived from a few.

occurrence 
This is quite

plausible, since, as Perlmutter (1970:244-45) claims, it

is reasonable to believe that a is always delete-d when 
immediately following t^, although .in Chapter 11 we 
shall offer an alternative analysis of a which rules out 
such an explanation in the case of a few, where a is not 
precisely equivalent to the normal 'indefinite article' 
and may be better consirc^ered as idiomatic.

But there are some very strong arguments against 

Thus, although in §5.3 we wereJackendoff's position, 

reluctant to aooept the conclusions drawn by lakoff and 
Carden from an examination of the so-called archaic'

constructions with quantifiers in predicate position, it 
seems reasonable to accept that there is a high correl

ation between the grammaticality of quantifiers in post- 

determiner position and of quantifiers in predicate 
position; thus compare the examples below;
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The many arguments 
■fa The arguments are many 

*The some arguments 
h ^The arguments are some

Now although few is grammatical in predicate position, a 
few is hot:

(6.5) a

. (6.3) a

(6.4) a

The arguments are few 
h »The arguments are a few 

Thus it would seem most probable that few in (1) 

derived from few rather than a few, otherwise the correl

ation would be destroyed.

must be

Another argument against Jackendoff follows from
(3). lakoff (I970d:395) argues that few ought to be 
derived from not many. We shall see in Chapter 8 that 
this is probably an over-simplification, but neverthe

less the basic principle, that few is to be derived from
a source very similar to that of many, appears to be 
correct. Now there is noillsagreement that many is an 
absolute' quantifier, and given that that is the case

and that the source of few is so nearly identical, it

surely follows that few must also be an 'absolute', not 
a 'relative', quantifier. If few were a 'relative'
quantifier the-only possible explanation for the con

sequent contrast between its syntax and that of many 

would be that the underlying negative element had caused
the switch, and that is plainly implausible.
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. It is instructive to consider why Jackendoff does 
not take note of such arguments. In the first case 
Jackendoff explicitly rejects any analysis of quant

ifiers as predicates (1972b:205) and thus commits him

self to ignoring the evidence of (3) and (4). His only 
reason for doing so appears to be that sentences such as 
(4b) are ungrammatical, and while, as we agreed in §5.3,

this weakens the Iiakoff-Carden position considerably, it 

is an insufficient condition for complete rejection of 
their proposals. A similar, but equally unsatisfactory, 
position is held by Chomsky (1972a:184). It is not at
all clear how Jackendoff would generate quantifiers in 

predicate position, but the denial of the crucial correl

ation is clear.

235; 1972b:341-42) argues against a rule deriving few 

from not many because of the ''unsystematic and sometimes 
drastic changes in 'spelling'" which can occur, 

extent this .also affects J^kendoff's attitude to the 

some-anj: rule discussed previously', but both these 
points will be taken up more fully in §6.5.

In the second case Jackendoff (1969:

lo some

—- In both instances there seems to be the same fault, 
namely that Jackendoff takes only a rather restricted 
set of surface stnicture paradigms in order to establish 

putative underlying structures and further imposes the 
restriction that so-called 'spelling' changes, as of not 
many to few "are exactly the sort of changes we are 
trying to eliminate" (jackendoff, 1972b:342). But to
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restriot an analysis of quantifiers to prenomlnal posi

tions only is empirically falsifiable, and We have already 
seen, in Chapter 4, that the lexicalisatlon transform

ations to whjch Jackendoff objects are theoretically 
desirable, for otherwise.not only might it be difficult 

to explain correctly the behaviour of few, but it would 

also be almost impossible to characterise the grammar of 
an item such as both. Therefore Jackendoff's theory 

seems to be poorer both empirically and theoretically
than, say, that of lakoff and Carden, at least with 
respect to the grammar of few. This is a very grave
disadvantage, which must be borne in mind when we pro

ceed-, immediately below, to more detailed analysis of

each of Jackendoff's three groups of quantifiers, 
should not, however, prejudge the adequacy of Jacken

doff's theories on his failure to describe accurately a 
single quantifier.

We

6.3 Ouah-tifiers as nouns

Jackendoff (I968) takes as his starting point for
-his. discussion of quantifiers -the structure of NP^s
containing. Group I words.

(6.6) a A group of men

b A gallon of the whisky

Jackendoff (1968:426) suggests the following underlying 
structure:

for RP's such as:
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Art 2 men'

Indef

(Por (6b) the Art2 node would dominate ) Jackendoff 
notes two restrictions which apply between the head 
phrase and the complement prepositional phrase. The 
first of these is that it is not possible for both-the 
'article' of^that noun phrase and the 'article' of the 
complement phrase to be 'definite' at the same time, 

unless there is a relative clause present. The second 
restriction is that those words belonging to Group 1 

never take a singular nouiT^hrase complement, although 
some can take mass nouns. This, it is interesting to 

note, is some support for a theory that mass nouns 

should not be thought of as singular nouns, except per- 
haps in matters of noun - verb concord. It seems fairly 

clear that the syntactic behaviour of mass nouns is much 
closer to that of plural nouns than to that of singular 
nouns. However that is not to say that they are [+plur- ' 

al], for as was observed in §4.1, that is patently not 
so. But see below for a partial resolution of the

noun

can
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problein of marking the number of mass nouns, especially 
when they are syntactically plural.

Jackendoff is undoubtedly correct in noting the 
above two restflctions, but at least as far as the 
second restriction is concerned there seems a great deal 

Consider firstly the status of nouns 
which are plural syntactically yet refer to one object 
only, for example, scissors, trousers.

more to be said.

In these cases
we find a Group I construction, apparently, which refers
to a semantically singular but grammatically plural 
object:

(6.8) A pair of trousers/scissors 
Perhaps this would not be worrying if it were not for
the existence of analogous surface structures where the 
referents are more than one;

A pair of doves/hawks(6.9)

The problem with Jackendoff's analysis is that he refers 
simply to syntactic number^ which Implies that reference
in (8) is made to the same number of objects as are 
referred to in (9). But it is clear that semantically 
this is not so. Note for example, the contrast between
(10a) and (10b): 

(6.10) a *k couple of trousers 
b A couple of doves

What we ffnd is a situation where a nair accepts ail 

grammatical plurals in the complement, but a couple, 

almost all the other comparable words belonging to Group
ar
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, I, only accept semantic plurals (including, in 
cases, mass nouns).

some

That a pair only accepts semantic 
singulars if they are grammaticai plurals is shown hy
the iingrammaticality of:

(6.11) »A pair of hawk/dove

A solution would seem- posslhle if we reconsider the 
notion of 'coiinters which is presented in lanucci 
(1952) and briefly mentioned in §2.2. 

led that 'counters' are words used to change a noncount
It will be recal-

noun into a count noun. A good example of this occurs 
with the word tea in its sense "a beverage". Both forms 

in (12) seem acceptable, although perhaps (12a) is the 
older and more standard fora:^

(6.'T2) a Two cups of tea, please
b Two teas, please

Since tea in the sense described is not usually count

able, a construction was found in order to deal with a.
.situation where a specific number of portions were being 
referred to, 3?his was effected by introducing cups as a 

carrier of the C+count] marker in sentences such as 
(12a). It would appear that has itself become 

-acceptable as [-fcount] in this sense, and therefore the
existence of (12b). But the important point is that the

1
At least for British English (12b) is ambiguous 

since teas may refer to a meal, but that point is ig

nored here. '
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two phrases are nearly semantically equivalent - 
in many contexts they are equivalent, 
he obseiTTed that
This is not to^deny that there is

indeed

It can therefore
merely carries the [+count] values.

some extra semantic 
value in (12a), hut that seems to he related to- the

causes of ungrammaticality in sentences such 
(6.13) a

as:

♦A herd of marshmallows ... 
h *A cord of lettuce 

which are noted hy Jackendoff (1968:424).
• • •

If we accept the proposition that 
used to change noncount nouns into countable

counters' are

ones, then
there seems to he no good reason why we should not use
•counters' to explain constructions such as (8). 
such.case8 the

In

counter' a pair is used to show that the 
syntactically plural scissors has only singular refer

ence. It is not clear what mechanism is necessary to 
account for this, hut perhaps something along the fol-... - -"X '
lowing lines will he adequate. 

scissors is [-count, +plural].

let us assume that 

Of course, this is a
highly dangerous assumption since the two features are

apparently contradictory; hut how else can the following 
sentences he explained, even in a modified form of 
Jackendoff's the ory?

(6.14) Scissors are made in Sheffield 
(6.15) *I want to buy two scissors

The only alternative would he to assume that scissors 
is, in underlying structure, [-count], and then have a
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very late transformation which changed it to [+count] 
for grammatical concord only. But this would appear to 
he open to the objection from Jackendoff, as an inter-
pretivist, that the underlying structure would then he
determined on semantic rather than, and in opposition 
to, syntactic grounds. Another possibility might he to 
have two categories of number, one semantic. one syntac

tic, rather like the two categories of sex and gender, 

which are both needed to explain the following French
sentence;

(6.16) Be professeur est enceinte 
which is discussed briefly by langendoen (1969:39-40).
However, although there is good reason to suppose that a 

- gender split is necessary, see too Jones (1967), 
we can hardly claim to have sufficient evidence for an 
exactly analogous split in number.

(1972) contains a number of important points which may 
indicate lihat some kindQ>!c split in niunber is necessary.^

sex

Yet Perlmutter

We must therefore accept, at least temporarily, 

that scissors is indeed to be categorised as [-count, 
+p)iural-lT f or TThfch we Mm nee to use the theories of 
exceptions and markedness introduced by lakoff (1970b). 

Whatever the disadvantages of this, at least it provides

2
It should be noted that the remarks made here 

perhaps in contradiction of the claims about number and 
countability made in lakoff (1970b;11).

are
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an-explanation of (14) and (15). 

doubt that scissors is a highly marked form, and the 

semantic categorisation shows this precisely.

Also, there is no

The

question now is-: how do we deal with the type of syntac

tic struotiires exemplified in (8)? 1 would suggest that
we have a rule which is 6f the form:

(6.17) N > N

-ct [+ct] [+pl]

+5^

In other words, this (optional) change in categorisation, 
which is highly marked, takes the form of a segmental-
isation, along the lines suggested by Postal (1966^.
Although Postal's segmentalisation rules have been 
attacked on both theoretical and empirical grounds.

notably by Delorme and Dougherty (1972) and Sommerstein 
(1972), there does appear to be strong support for 
rules, as we shall see wh^nywe come to discuss the 
grammar of a in Chapter 11.

such

There seems to be no a 
priori reason why (17) should in fact be rejected.

The segmented feature [+count], the result of (17), 
is then realised as a pair. That this is necessary is 
clear not oiay from (8), but also from constructions
such as:

(6.18) A couple of pairs of trousers 
Other strings where two Group I words c,oocour are at
best dubious;

. r
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(6.19) ?A group of companies of soldiers

(6.20) ?A wagonload of tons of potatoes
We have therefore provided a derivation of a pair in 
certain enviroiiments which is rather .different both from
other derivations for a pair and from the structures 
which Jacksndoff proposes for. Oroup I words generally. 
This would suggest that the above instances of a pair do
not belong to Group I. Now this is important for 
reason only: n^ely, Jackendoff offers no criterion for

one

judging when double nominal constructions are classed as 
Group I constructions and when they are not. A further
example of this can be seen in the following pair: 

(6.21) A wagonload of potatoes is standing 
at the corner

A group of men are standing at the 
corner

The contrast of singular vs. plural 
clearly has to be explaih^,

. (6.22)

noun - verb concord 
but the structures which 

Jackendoff (1968) proposes plainly do not enable us to
account for these differences, since the structures for 
these two sentences woiad be identical in relevant 
respects.

The evidence which we have presented above suggests 
strongly that the imderlying structures proposed by 
Jackendoff are insufficiently discriminating. Not .all 

of the surface structure constructions, which he discus

ses can be derived from the same underlying source', and
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this casts doubt upon the validity of his analysis 
whole.

as a
Also, since such similar surface structure 

constructions as:
(6.23) a ‘ The love of God

h The shooting of the hunters 
are certainly derived from different underlying struc

tures, cf. Lyons (1968:249-53), Jackendoff's proposals 
must be sceptically received.

Although we have not provided an ^ternative under

lying structure for all Group I constructions - but that 
is not the purpose of this chapter - it is certain that
the structures proposed by Jackendoff (1968) are uiot 
'deep' enough. Nevertheless,•there remain two possibil

ities: firstly, that he has provided the correct surface

structure; secondly, that he has provided a correct
intermediate structure. The first possibility is to 
some extent accepted by p^rden(1970b:287), and we shall 
not discuss it, but rather address ourselves to the
second possihllity.

Perhaps prepositions are one of the most controver- 
si^ of linguistic entities, since they appear to be
surface re^isations of several different underlying 
structures, of. Pillmore (1966b). Thus in (23) we find 
two strings which are reducable to NP of NP. vet in each

case the relationship between the two NP's is, or may 

be, quite different - (23a) and (23b) are ambiguous.
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If we then consider (6) once more, we again find strings 
reducable to K? of WP. and the relationship is again 

different. But it is noticeable that (23a) and (23b) 
have a common feature which does not occur in (6a),

. although it perhaps does in (6b); in the former two 

cases the of may be replaced by another preposition.

That this has the result of disambi^ating the sentences 
only adds strength to what I wish to say; in each case ' 

of is, as it were, a dummy preposition, which can stand 
for a number of others..

It will be necessary now to omit from our discussion 
the partitive-type constructions Illustrated by (6b).

are

It must be said in passing, 
however, that this fact is also a disadvantage for both 
the Bakoff-Garden theory and the Jackendoff theory. But

which, contrary to my suggestion in Hogg (1972), 
rather different from (6a).

as I state in the above paper, lee (1971) is quite 

Inoorrect in relating (6b) to simple possessive 
struotions.

con-

The whole question of the status of parti

tive constructions involving quantifiers ;¥ill be more 
fully and precisely discussed in §10.3 Now, let us
claim that in (6a) of is some kind of dummy preposition.

. but of a different order from that in {23) 'and, perhaps, 
for this possibility to be plausible of must be 

fulfilling one of two functions. Either it is the 

marker of a more complex structure, or it is inserted in 
order to create a grammatical surface structure.

,(6b).
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The former of these has indeed been suggested 
elsewhere. ELooster (1971:205) makes the claim that 
Dutch van (= "of") in sentences such as;

Het boek van Jan
("The bookvof John's")

Ben lengte van twee meter 
("A length of two metres") 

can be considered as a lexical entry of the form: 
(6.26)

(6.24)

(6.25)

S

HP

#van^ NP

However, Dutch shows quite clearly that van has a re

stricted ocBurrence; for example, it does not occur in: 
Honderden kilometers

("Hundreds of kilometres") 
b Ben paar blikoes frarabozen

("A couple of tins of raspberries") 

Although Klooster (1971:247) does specify that the 
"genitive marker" in Bnglish is zero after quantifiers, 
we have in (27) strings which quite clearly show that 

the same appears to happen in Dutch even when the pre

ceding word is not a quantifier. This would suggest 
either that in (27) no relative clause is found in 
underlying structure, rather than that the Dutch geni

tive marker is zero here, or at least that (24) and (25) 

are derived quite differently from (27). Indeed, (24),

. (6.27) a

■7‘
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as Klooster points out. Is a standard possessive con

struction, for which see our remarks above.

, But the fact that the structures in (27) are clos

est to the Group I constructions of Jackendoff (1968),

■ and further, the fact that:

(6.28) *Honderden van kilo,raeter(s) 
is ungrammatical in Butch, leaves the way open for our 

second possibility, that of in English is inserted to 

preserve surface grammaticality, presumably because of 
a constraint that exists in English but not in Butch, 
rather thsin its being a true reflection of some under

lying configuration. A simple comparison of (27) with 
the ecjuivalent English sentences suggests that this 
constraint might be that adjacent UB's form an ungram

matical string in English, i.e., NP. Unfortiinately,

matters are not so simple as that, for consider;

John gave the girl a kiss(6.29)

This,perfectly grammatical'^ntence clearly violates our

One way out of this might be toputative c onstraint. 
accept the case theories presented in Eillmore (1968),

and then state that HB MB sequences are ungrammatical 

only If both MB's are dominated by identical case nodes 

(but not necessarily one and the same node),. To go even 
further, if we accept Anderson's (1971a) claim that it 
is preferable to formulate a case grammar in a depen

dency framework, we cotild reduce the constraint to ’

Thus we could preserveadjacent identical case nodes.
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(29), yet (30) might still he ungrammatical;^ 

(6.30) a *A group men
h *A gallon whisky

But there i£f no need to accept case theory in order
if we modify (7) so that no■ to accommodate these facts.

of is present, as in (30a), we obtain:

(6.31) TO

TO fP

a group men

This shows that it is possible to constrain occurrences 
of (30) by a modification of the adjacent TO constraint 
which states that adjacent TO'a which are immediately 

dominated by the same node do not form grammatical 

strihgs, that is:
(6.32) * TO

'TO TO.\

The adjacent TO constraint will not block derivations of 
(29), for these derivations will not generate structures

^ Of course, it remains to be shown that the two 

nouns in the examples of (30) are dominated by identical 
Ease nodes.; Also, it is usefia to compare here the 

Dutch forms een groep mannen and een liter whisky.

5'
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of the form (32).^

However there appears to he at least two types of
surface structure constructions which involve violations 
of this constrhint. Consider firstly the case of lists 
or coordinations:

(6.33) Boh saw Ted, Carol and Alice 

This must he assigned something like the following
surface structure;

(6.34) • S

VP
•1

Boh NPg■ V

saw . NP^ UP and NP54

Ted Carol Alice

or at least that would appear to he the case. But it 

will he observed that NPo dominates an asymmetrical set 
of nodes. Although the argument cannot he .discussed in 
depth here, there can he little douht that in shallow

structure, cf. Postal (1972:42), there is also an and

One might conclude from this thathetween-JIP^ and NP4*. '
(32) applies at that level rather than the surface.
However, it is interesting to consider the intonation

4 A similar constraint is to he found in Chomsky 
(1970:41-42) and Jackendoff (1972h:135), see helow for 
further comments.
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and stress patterns of sentences such as (33). It seems 
to be the case that between and NP^ there Is some 
kind of phonological marker, perhaps the '"silent stress" 
mentioned by Abercrombie (1967:35-56). Even if the 
present theoretical state of transformational grammaris 

not properly equipped to deal with such a phenomenon, 
that is hardly a reason for disputing that there must be 

some element between NP^ and NP^ at surface structure 
upon which, as it were, to peg the phonological event. 
Once that is done, we can see that even at the level of 
surface structure (33) will not violate (3’2), as does 
(34), and that therefore it is not a counter-example to 
the claim that (32) operates at the surface level. _ _

i

The second yosssible counter-example is found in 

phrases of the type:
A sausage s^esman 

The validity of this counter-example rests upon a claim 
that two NP's are present in Of), one of which domin

ates sausage, the other salesman, 
the unfortunate consequence that it then seems impos

sible to explain a correctly. The 'indefinite article' 

clearly-collocates with salesman, as can be observed if 

we pluralise (35) in different ways;
(6.36) a \ A sausages salesman 

b '' Sausage salesmen

(6.35)

But such a claim has

That being the case, howp- ir, a should appear after
±ne only way to avoid this ;sausage, not before it.
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would be to aegmentalise (see above) the a out of its NP 
to a position before the left-adjacent HP. This Seems
highly implausible and in any case does not explain why 
sausage cannot have an 'article'. But two other hypo

theses will explain the paradigm:.either (35) contains-a
compound noun or sausage is there an adjective. There 

is no need for us to decide between the two, although 
the latter may be the more probable, since both show 
that there is no string NP MP and thus that (35) is not 

a counter-example to our constraint.

It is not relevant at the present time to consider 
why particular items are inserted between adjacent NP's. 
It seems quite certain, however, that and and or are 

markers of coordteation. This leaves the way open for 
of to be the marker of non-coordinating relationships, 
including, but not exclusively so, subordination. If in 
fact of does have such a wide range, this will help to 
explain the multiply ambiguous'^ture of the genitive 

construction. One important point is that there will be 
no need to demand that possessives and the constructions 

we have discussed above have very closely related under

lying structures. All that they need have in common is 
that there are in surface structure two adjacent NP's 

related by a means other than coordination.
‘-■’V. ■■ ' '

We may therefore conclude that the structure given 

in (7) is perhaps the correct surface structure for
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Group I constructiona, but it is certainly not the 
correct underlying structure.^ We appear to have wand

ered some way from the syntax of quantifiers hy now, hut
this is not so, for Jackendoff ,(1968:427) claims that 
Group III words, e.g., many, three,, have the same struc

ture as Group I words. Thus we are already in a posi

tion to state that Group III words, or 'absolute.' quant

ifiers, cf. §6.2, do not have quite the underlying 
structure which Jackendoff claims for them.

Jackendoff bases his claim on the apparent fact 
that Group I words and the 'absolute' quantifiers have 
virtually identical surface structure patterns, 
only difference, he claims, is that of is deleted when ~ 

the following HP is 'nondefinite', since (37) is ungram

matical:

The

(6.37) *Many of men
This is an interesting point, since it bears clearly 
upon our j)utative* constraint (3'2)(. Let us suppose that 

many is not an HP in surface structure, whatever it may 
be in tmderlying structure, but simply a quantifier. We 

can then propose:

Definitely not in the case of a pair, 
have now provided an explanation of the occurrence of of

Hote that we

after a pair, which we had not previously done, and 

Which might have been thought to be a sin of omission .
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-(6.38) KP

Q NP

a surface structure for (37). It will be noted thatas

. then no of-deletion will be required, although it will 
still be possible to derive (6a). This appears to be a 
significant improvement on jackendoff's formulation,
since we do not require his ad hoc rule to delete of, 
but can appeal to-a rather more general grammatical 
constraint. Indeed, Jackendoff (1972b:135), like Chomsky 
(1970:41-42), seems to accept that some kind of of- 

insertion rule is needed in the grammar, and this great

ly strengthens our case against his. ~

Jackendoff (1968:428) claims, however, to have 
found several coimter-examples to this solution, which
are to be found in the paradigm: 

(6.39) a Suess what we don't have any of:
A'--

insect repellent 

b We don't have any insect repellent 

o *Guese what we don't have any: 
insect repellent

d *We don't have any of insect repellent 
. Jackendoff suggests that.preposing of what in (39a) 

prevents the of-dropping which occurs in (39b). There- 
fore an of-dropping rule seems necessary, but this
ignores the fact that we find: 

(6.40) We don't have any of what?
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Jackendoff’s rules would predict of-deletion here. It 

might therefore seem reasonable to suggest that the 
constraint (32) might be modified to:

(6.41)

where and C

There does seem to be a good case for this, as can be 

observed from the existence of strings such as:
(6.42)

but it is dubious as an explanation here, for we find in

are identical grammatical categories.

Three of seven of the men

addition to (40): 
(6.43) We don't have any what?

There is also the fact that no justification has been

given for assigning any and what to the same grammatical 
category. This latter objection is avoided by Klooster 
(1971:247), who gives, in effect, a rather more restric

ted variant of (41)> but his nroposals cannot account for 
the grammaticality of both (42) and (43).

But consider now possible answers to these two 
questions To (40) one may answer:

(6.44) We don't have any of the tomatoes
and to (43) 

(6.45) We don't have any tomatoes 
but the answers'cannot be reversed. This would suggest,' 

contrary to Katz and Postal (1964:91-93)• that what may * 
be either 'definite' or 'indefinite', according to
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circumatanoe. Now in the case in which it must he 
'definite', (40), we find of, in the other case there is 
no of. If we agree with Jackendoff, uncontroversially, 
at least at present, that of is not deleted before
'definites',^ hut still claim that' of is not present in 

surface structure before 'indefinites', which implies
quite different processes of derivation in the two 

cases, we ean explain these cases simply, without need

ing the of-deletion .which Jackendoff proposes.

Even if it is correct that of-deletion -is not 
needed to generate the correct surface structures for 
constructions involving Group I and Group III words, 
this does not have the consequence that Jackendoff's 

major assertion - Ifhat 'absolute' quantifiers are at 
least very, closely related to nouns in their syntactic 
behaviour - is incorrect. Indeed, we may say that that 
assertion has in no way been denied. We can therefore 
conclude that we have not yetO^ound much evidence, 

although we ought to bear in mind the case of few, to 

substantiate a claim that 'absolute' quantifiers are not
_  _ noun-like._ Ihere. is in fact a fair amount of evidence

which will cast doubt upon Jackendoff's position, but we 
sh^l discuss that in the section which follows., So far.

6 It should be remembered that our remarks above 

suggest that of is never deleted, but rather that it is 
occasionally inserted, due to (32).
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however, our argument has primarily been that Jackeh- 
doff's proposed underlying structures are insufficiently 
'deep'.

6.4 Quantifiers as 'articlesi

Group II quantifiers are distinguished from Group 

III quantifiers at two points in their surface struc

ture. firstly, they may not he preceded by a 'definite 

article'; secondly, the Group II quantifiers may be sub

divided into 'singular' and 'plural' quantifiers, and 
the former of these subsets may take one when followed 
by a 'definite' complement (Jackendoff, 1968:437).
These two differences are exemplified by:

(6.46) a -^The some men
b Each (one) of the men

After a consideration of various alternative analyses, 
Jackendoff (1968:439) proposes (49) and (50) as the most 

adequate underlying struc'Q^es for (47) and (48) respec

tively:;

(6.47) Every one of the men
(6.48) Every man 
(.6.49)

Art

the ,menevery
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(6.50) NP

Det N

Art man

every

A transformation named "ones-a'bsorption" then, deletes 

one in (49). This transformation is prohahly optional in. 
the case of the 'singular' quantifiers, except that it 
is blocked with every, and obligatory with, 'plural' 
quantifiers.'^ Group II quantifiers will never appear in 

postdeterminer position because they are determiners 
themselves and ^ will not be deleted (from (49)) because 

is not "[+Q]J'. - ■

Jackendoff thus appears to have three different 
reasons for postulating radically different underlying
structures for Group II quantifiers against Group III

; (ii) thequantifiers: (i) the surfao^e Appearance of one 
lack of a grammatical postdeterminer position for Group

7 Jackendoff (1968:440) offers an alternative nota

tion to handle ones-absorption, but, as he says, "there 
different claims made by these two variants", 

shall therefore confine our remarks to the one variant 

which we have outlined and assume, with a fair amount'of 

certainty, that these remarks apply equally to the other 

variant.

Y/eare no
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II; (ill) the distribution of of. In fact this third 
reason plainly does not exist; the distrihwtion of of is 
identical for Group II and Group III, for of appears 
before the hut not before an 'indefinite' noun. The 
mere fact that Jackendoff gives' quite different under- 

, lying structures serves to disguise this, and therefore 
the parallelism of the distribution is a strong argument 

against making the distinctions which Jackendoff makes.

V

Of the other two reasons, let us first discuss the
The formalisation of the ones-absorp-occurrence of one.

tion transformation claims that every and the 'plural 

quantifiers are marked items and that the 'singular' 
quantifiers are unmarked.

t

This is because every must 
not undergo the transformation and the 'plural' quant

ifiers undergo the transformation obligatorily. In the 

other cases the transformation is optional. In terms of 
iakoff (1970b) every is a negative absolute exception 
and the 'plural' quantifiers ar^ positive absolute 

exceptions. Now while it seems correct to consider 
every a marked item, it is rather less obvious that this 

is the case with the 'plural' quantifiers.

In the first place, these quantifiers have exactly 
the same distribution with respect to one as do the 
quantifiers in Group III, which suggests that it is they 
which are normal. In the second place, the very term 

'singular' quantifier is something of an apparent
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oontradiotion, for, with the exception of one, which is , 
clearly unique, we might expect quantifiers to operate 
over plurality, or, in the case of much, etc- 
collocate with mass nouns, at least over non-singularity. 

Indeed, the referents of any NP.including a 'singular’ 
quantifier are always at least two, given the exception

In order to handle this, it would 
appear that we shall have to propose that (48) has an 
underlying structure corresponding to *every men, and 
that a later transformation accounts for the shift in

This is therefore another case of

which• *

of mass nouns or not.

' number to singular.
the distinction between semantic and syntactic number 

discussed in §6.3.

Now consider what happens in "the case of (46b). If 
we choose the option without one, we have what appears 
to be a reasonable reflection of some underlying struc

ture parallel to that for (48), at least with respect to 
the esqyreBSion of plural referpiwe; But it is impos

sible to make men singular here, for then we obtain;
(6.51) *Each of the man

The reason for this is presumably that the semantic 
plurality is disguised (although-we shall discover more 

compelling reasons in Chapter 9), perhaps because two 
NP's, if we accept Jackendoff's analysis, are then 

singular. However, the exact explanation is not neces

sary here, only an exposition of the surface facts which . 
show that men must remain. Now if men cannot»carry the
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marker of S3nitaotio singularity, it seems reasonable to

But quant-suppose that the quantifier should do so. 
ifiers show ho apparent marker of niunber.- The obvious
explanation, therefore, is that one is inserted preoise-

This does notly to carry the syntactic singularity, 
explain why evei? must collocate with one in such oon-L

structlons, and each, either, etc. only optionally have 
one, but it does explain the various distribution of the 
Group II quantifiers in a revealing manner, especially 

in that it claims that every and the 'singular' quant

ifiers are more marked than the 'plural' quantifiers, 

with every the most marked of all, which accords, with 
the intuitions of the native speaker; and we shall be ^ 
able to observe in Chapter 11 that this solution pro

duces a useful parallelism with the syntax of the 'in-
A further consequence is that it candefinite' article', 

now be stated that the appearance of one is not a justi

fication for distinguishing between Group II and Group 
III quantifiers in the way ^^t Jackendoff does. ^ 

insertion does not require the underlying structure of 

(49), but works equally satisfactorily with (7).

One-

Thus the only reason remaining for Jackendoff' 

claim that Group II and Group III quantifiers have the
different underlying structures which he proposes is

that

position, of. §§5.3 and 6.2. 
lakoff (1970d) and Carden (1970c) use the same fact -to

s

only Group III quantifiers appear in postdeterminer
We have already noted that
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justify -fclieir claim that all quantifiers are predicates
In §5.3 we discussed thein underlying structure, 

validity of that claim and concluded that although the
evidence which had been cited did suggest that the 

'absolute' quantifiers involved an underlying predica- 
tion, the hypothesis that any or all quantifiers invol

ved only an underlying predication had not been justi-
Now Jackendoff (1968) denies that any predicationfied.

at all is involved in the underlying structure of even
And so we have to'absolute' or Group III quantifiers.

' decide, firstly, whether or not this leads to.any fail-
Quitein generating the correct surface structures.

is that it does, for Jackendoff is
ure

simply, the answer 
•unable to generate the occurrence of '.absolute' quant

ifiers in predioate''position, and it is far from certain 
that he can emend ' is analysis to do so, of. §6.2, above.

for further discussion.

Ferhaps, however, it is best that we attempt to
l^ng that JAckendof f' s '

find other reasons for cone
proposals are incorrect, eBpecially in view of the
marginal status of quantifiers as surface predicates.

consider the claims made by Jackendoff' Therefore, let us 
about a construction such as (3a), repeated here for

reference:

(6.3) a

This must have 
to Jackendoff (1968;429):

The many arguments
the surface structure of (52), according
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(6.52)

Indef atguments

(52) shows quite explicitly that in (3a) Jackendoff

considers that many is 'definite' eind that arguments is 
'indefinite'. 
propositions.

There.are arguments against each of these 

Firstly, it is far from clear what it can
' mean for a quantifier to be 'definite', a point which we 

made in §4.1. If we accept the hypothesis presented 

there, that quantifiers do not have underlying deictic
characteristics of their own, then (52) will have to be 

excluded from the grammar as impossible. Secondly, all 
the evidence which we have lends weight to the belief 

that it is indeed arguments which is 'definite' in (3a).r 
There is surely no difference in the scope of the deixis

The arguments which were presented 
in the previous section are all 

"equally specious
The many arguments which were presen

ted in the j^Tevibus section are all 

equally specious 
The problem would appear to be that Jackendoff has an 
excess of Determiner nodes, and he is therefore obliged

between (53) and (54): 
(6.53)

(6.54)
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to make -fclie wrong node 'definite', 
node Is needed in (3a), and that must certainly be a 

sister node of the N dominating argtunents. But in order 
to achieve that, Jackendoff would have to abandon the 
claims he makes about the nominal status of quantifiers 

such as many.

Only one Determiner

The conclusion which we must draw from this is that 
Jackendoffs underlying structures do not represent 

correctly the syntactic and semantic facts about Group
Purther,. we have seen that none of the 

three reasons for distinguishing Group II quantifiers in 
the way that Jackendoff suggests is satisfactory, for 
the only possible reason - that Group II quantifiers dc”

III quantifiers.

not appear in postdeterminer p6sition*has been misinter-
On top of all this, we havepreted by Jackendoff. 

already noted that Jackendoff's suggested iinderlying
structures are simply not 'deep' enough, for both syn

tactic and semantic reasons. For example: his Group I 
is in some measure a rag-Qag of quiteVdistinct items; 

the status of of is more closely related to surface than 

to underlying structure, at least as far as structures 
like (6a) are concerned; he is unable to account for the 

distribution of few, and -perhaps a few, correctly.

Interestingly, however, we have not found any 
evidence which completely excludes the possibility that 
Jackendoff is correct in claiming that quantifiers have’
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aome of the syntactio (and semantic) characteristics of
Certainly, we have noted that he fails to account 

for their predicate-like behaviour, but it may be that

nouns.

quantifiers are in some way a combination of nominal and 
predicate features. This would imply that we have to 
search for the means by which the more justifiable
elements of the lakoff-Carden hypothesis can be recon

ciled with Jackendoff's theory, and within one theory. 

The reconciliation of these nominal and predicate feat

ures will be the subject of study for Part III.

6.5 Interpretive rules for quantifiers

It was mentioned in §6.1 that one contrast between^ 

Jackendoff's position and that of lakoff and Carden was 
that Jackendoff claims that the underlying structures do 
not necessarily contain all the information which is 
needed for semantic Interpretation of the surface struc

ture. Therefore,' Jackendo^ states, rules of semantic 
intei^iretation which operate at at least one level which 

is not the level of tinderlying structure are required.
A clear example of such a rule is to be found in Jacken

doff (1969:232):®

8 Por definitions of "Affective" and "in construction 
. with" see the article quoted. Jackendoff (1972b.:348) 

gives an amended variant of this rule, intended to co- 
here with a wider range of Semantic interpretation rules.
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"In this fonniilation [of the aome-any rule: 
HMH] we will consider some and any 

separate lexical items differing hy'a 
feature, say [i2] (some is [+Z]). 

will he rules of semantic interpretation 
which specify which value of the feature 

must appear in what environment, much as a 

selectional restriction specifies features 
of HP's in relation to verbs.
The rule will he stated more precisely as 

follows:

(58) [+lndeterminate]
[-X] in construction with Affective' 
[+X] elsewhere . ■

as• • •

There

•>

The convention for application of this rule 
is as follows;

(59) If an indeterminate is unspecified
with respect to X,,.the rule fills in 

the feature-^cording to-the envir-- 
onment. If the indeterminate is 
already marked with respect to X, 
the sentence is marked semantically 
anomalous if the inherent feature 
and the feature assigned hy the rule 

disagree.”

As Jackendoff (1969;233) points out, there is no essen

tial difference between the second part of ^s convention
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and a filtering transformation which might block incor

rect constructions. Only the first part, which adds 

semantic interpretation after the underlying structure 
has been generated, is iujcontradiction of the principles 
of generative semantics. ,

• Let us, therefore, look at the first part. Its 
purpose is to avoid having to generate two lexical items 
with an identical phonological structure, as, for exam

ple, a^ which would be '[+X] and ag which would be [-X] ;

' (6.55) a John bought a^ house
b John didn't buy Sg monkey-wrench 

But this case, which forms Jackendoff's prime example,

rests on two assumptions which he does not prove. The 
first of these is that” there is no other justification

We shall see at a later stagefor two sources for a. 
that Jaokendoff is probably oorrect:jin this respect, so

The second one is that awe may accept that assumption, 

does have the two meanings whici^ he describes, 
unlikely that that assumption is correct, for it is more

It is ,

probable that it is the specificity of the whole noun 

ptoase in (55) that is at stake, of. Chapter 11 and our 

earlier discussions in §§1.5 and 2.3. This, of course, 
is not necessarily a counter-argument to Jackendoff's 
claim, but if it can be shown that the specificity can 

be determined by postulating quite different underlying 

structures, Jackendoff's position is rather weaker. We 
shall, however, leave this point here and retuini to it
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when we discuss the syntax of the 'indefinite 
in Chapter 11.

article'

See too our discussion of- any in §10.2.

Jaokendoff presents another argument, which mainly 
concerns the correctness of generating both some and ^

, and then having a rule such as his (58) - (59) which 
blockes their ungrammatical This argument
is based upon the lexicalist hypothesis presented in 
Chomsky (1970), and atates, inter alia, that transform-

occurrences.

ations should not be used to generate morphological 
changes. This is a complex problem, but we need only 
note that Chapter 4 was an, attempt to show that trans

formations are required to do exactly that. In so far ~
as that attempt was successfia, 'the lexicalist hypo

thesis can scarcely be considered binding, cf. too

Anderson (1968), Postal (1970) and the works cited in 
§4.3. A further point is that since Jackendoff (1969: 

235; 1972b;336-37, 341-42) argues against transform- 
inducing morphologi^^ change in Contemporaryations

English because "unsystematic and sometimes drastic 

changes in 'spelling' occur", cf. §6.2, would he then 

ar^e that transformations performing the same syntactic 
task in Old English are required, precisely because the 

'spelling' changes are phonologically regular and not at
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all drastic, cf. Campbell (1959:113, 147)?9

We may therefore conclude that Jackendoff 8 exam

ples do hot shpv7 for certain that an interpretivist
hypothesis must be accepted, even if a closer examin

ation of his argument must await a later moment, 
§8.4.

cf.

The Implication of this fact for Jackendoff'S

proposed underlying structures is most probably that 
they are insufficiently abstract. This was also our 
conclusion at the end of §6.4, and therefore it scarcely 

. marks any progression in our argument. Nevertheless, it 

is a further consolidation of that argument, and we can
fairly claim that an adequate solution of many aspects 

of the quantifier problem will be rather different from 
the one proposed by‘jackendoff in his various papers.

6.6 Further analyses and conclusion

With our analysis of Jackendoff's hypothesis con

cluded, we have ended our di^ussion of the two principal 

hsrpotheses concerning the status of quantifiers in recent

•9
Interestingly, Jackendoff is joined by R. lakoff 

(1969a) in a rejection of Elima's (1964) some-any rule. 

But R. lakoff would also reject the interpretivist 
hypothesis, so this is not relevant at present. The 

relationship between some and any, and the validity of 
any transformation which relates them, will be' discussed 

in §10.2.
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transformatlonal theory. This chapter commenced with an
outline of the contrasts between Jackendoff*s theoretic

al stance and that of lakoff and Garden. As was hinted 
at then, the theoretical standpoints are not in fact
primary, for they have to he substantiated by relevant 

syntactic and semantic evidence. Therefore in §6.2 we

examined a conflict in analysis between the two hypo

theses, With respect to the status of few, and decided 

that the more serious (Usadvantages lay on Jackendoff's 
side, and that they were quite fundamental in origin.

; ■ »

In §6.3 we examined Jackendoff's claims about his 

Group I and Group III constructions. Here we found that 
in several details Jackendoff's hypothesis was faulty.
yet this did not contradict completely his assertion 

that the so-called 'absolute' quantifiers were rather
like nouns in certain’(but not all) aspects of their 
syntactic behaviour. However, it was found to be the 

case that th,e. proposedunderlying structures were inade

quate for an expression of the correct generalisations, 
and that therefore some alterations were necessary.

In the following section the evidence which led
Jackendoff to propose two different underlying struc

tures- for 'relative 'and 'absolute.' quantifiers 
examined

was

. There apjeared to be three pieces of evidence 
for his proposal. Two of these - the surface appearance 

of one and the distribution of of - were shown to be
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false, in that there was no need to postulate different
underlying structures in order to generate the correct 
surface distribution. The third piece of evidence 
conceme'd the postdetenniner position, which is only

possible for 'absolute' quantifiers, 

that Jackendoff's structures made incorrect claims about 
NP's with postdeterminer quantifiers, and that the

It was shown here

lakoff-Oarden hypothesis was much more satisfactoiry in 

But the hypothesis that quantifiers are 
closely related to certain nouns, advanced in Jackendoff 
(1968), was not totally excluded.

this respect.

It was merely stated 
that an adequate account of quantifiers must make room

for both that hypothesis and the hypothesis advanced by_ 
lakoff and Carden that qusintifiers h&ve some sort of 
predicate status.

Finally, in §6.5 we discussed whether or not Jaok- 
endoff was correct in claiming that rules of semantic 

interpretation, probably o^rating on an intermediate 
Structure, were necessary for the explanation of the 
semantic properties of quantifiers. We saw that there 
were two possible cases, but that neither of these cases 
was indisputable and that therefore there was no decis

ive evidence to favour a theory of interpretive, semant

ics. Oh the other hand, there was some evidence which 
strongly supportid the theory that the underlying struc

ture generated by the base rules should contain all the 

necessary information for the semantic comprehension of
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eventual surface etruotures.

In Chapfera 5 and 6 we have confined ourselves
almost exclusively to a discussion of the theories of 
lakoff, Carden and Jaclcendoff. This should not he taken 
as a denial that other scholars have worked on the 

problems surrotxnding quantifiers, either within the 
theory of transformational grammar or in totally differ

ent terms. But it seems fairly clear that these three 

scholars have been the originators of recent quantifier 
, theory and that it is they who have provided the most 

extensive analyses. Just as it is Impossible to discuss

Jackehdoff's work in the terms put forward by lakoff and 
Carden, although they can be compared, so it is always 

more natural to dil^cuss other work In terms of either 
lakoff and Carden or Jackendoff.

Perhaps the most original extension of the theories 
of lakoff and Carden is to be found in Anderson (1973o 
and forthcoming). Anders on'H^rees with "lakoff and* 

Carden in that quantifiers are represented as some sort
of superordinate, i.e., they stem from a higher S, but 

- he disagrees in two respects Firstly, he claims that 
quantifiers are the subject of an existential predicate.

This naturally leads to the second difference, which is 
that quantifier.f^ Anderson claims, are either nouns, or 
nouns with a modifying predicate.We shall discover in 

Part III that this suggestion is not very dietant from

• •• .-f4
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the one that I wish to propose, and so the differences 
which do exist are discussed then, otherwise theI propos

ed solution will be over-anticipated and thus prejudiced.

One point, however, is worth mentioning how, and 

that is that Anderson works within a theory of depen

dency case grammar, asset out in Anderson (1971b), 
Therefore, for:

(6.57)

Anderson (1973c;125) gives the following structure;
(6.58)

Many girls read books

V

nom

many girls books

At the present crude stage of grammatical theory it 
seems to make no great difference whether one works 

within a dependency or constituency framework, within an 
'NP VP* or a 'case' framework. At least this seems to 

be true in respect of the grammar of quantifie^rs. Thus 
-,it does not seem to me that Anderson's statements are of
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a different kind from those of, say, lakoff, except in' 

what status he ascribes to quantifiers, and since a 
'translation' from the one system to the other should 
thus be possi'ble without all the losses normally implic

it in that process, we shall Ignore the differences

i

which are only a product of the basic theoretical divi-
10sion.

There has been very little extension of Jackendoff's 
hypothesis by other scholars, with the possible excep

tion of a paper bjr Force (1968) and the more definite 

one of two articles by Dougherty (1970, 1971), both of 

whom introduce an element Q into the base rxiles. 
former case, however, there seems to, be little other 

than a notational 'Variant of earlier work on quantifiers

In the

which we discussed in Chapter 3 and which Jackendoff 
(1968:429-32) rightly dismisses. The papers by Dough

erty give insufficient evidence to determine the extent

to which hie position diffej^ from Jackendoff's, but

10 A test of the relative adequacy of dependency case 

grammars and constituent NT VP grammars with respect to
quantifiers can only be made if we first have reasonable 
analyses within both theories. Here we can only hope to 

attempt that for-one of the two. That the choice is 
somewhat ad hoc has to be admitted, but only after the 

consequences of that choice have been worked out can its 
ad hoc-ness be evaluated. ■
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whatever the extent of that difference is, it is not 
very great, and therefore there is no need to discuss • 

his position separately. Dougherty (i970!864-66; 1971: 
333-35) departs from Jackendoff in claiming that quant-

S, NP .ifiers collocate with any 'major categoiy', i.e 

or YP, although certain restrictions hold with a number
But at present we are only concern

ed with quantifier - noun relations, so we shall omit 
discussion of that point too, apart from noting that 

although it may he the case that it does, Dougherty's 

hypothesis need not necessarily conflict with Jacken- 

doff's analysis.

• f

of the quantifiers.

We can now, therefore, claim to have concluded a 
fairly extensive survey of the various analyses which 
have been proposed to explain the grammatical behaviour 

of quantifiers. Although this survey has been critical, 
that adjective should not be confused with negative, for 

have uncovered,'admittedly bit V)y bit, many of the 

more important facts about the grammar of quantifiers. 
Boris the task of discovering the errors, if errors 
they be, of other scholars entirely fruitless, for they 

may help us to avoid similar mistakes when we draw the

we

various strands together in an attempt to form a work-
The construction of such aable theory for ourselves, 

theory is the aim' of Part III.
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Part Three

English Quantifier Systems

t

'/
-■■r r/ Tt
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Chapter Seven

Simple existential quantifiers

7.1 Heuristic preliminaries

In Parts I and II‘we have examined a considerable
variety of analyses of the English quantifiers, often • 
made quite bewildering by the fact that the survey was
far from exhaustive and by the further fact that many, 

if not most, of the analyses reached conclusions which
contradicted the conclusions of other analyses, 

the two most recent theories, which we might assume to 
have benefited from an examination of earlier

Even

theses,

are startlingly opposed, for lakoff and Carden have

suggested that quantifiers are underlying predicates, 
Jaokendoff that they, are underlying nouns or, 
cases, nominalised 'articles'.

in some
We can reasonably sug

gest three fundamental factors at work in the production 
of these contradictions; (1) basic theoretical opposi
tion, e.g 

ional grammar,

(il) as quantifiers form 

the grammar of English, indeed.

parts'Of speech' grammar vs. transformat-• f
r\-

is certain to produce opposing analyses;

a notoriously difficult part of
one suspects, of the 

grammar of ^y language, one ought to expect a wide

range of opinions; (iii) there is such a wide range of 
grammatical distribution for each individual quantifier

that a close analysis of one quantifier may lead to a
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hypothesis quite different from that suggested by the 
grammar of another quantifier. Paced with such diffi

culties,, it would be surprising if every student of the
English quantifier system did not feel at least a twinge 
of sympathy with Kruisinga when he remarks (1932a:129); 

"The chapter on indefinite pronouns [i.e., 

quantifiers:RMH] may be considered the 
lumber-room of the pronouns; and a lumber-
room may be as convenient in grammar as it 
is in a house."

fortunately, however, there are a number of heuris

tic devices available which will enable us to cut down 
the variations in the grammar of quantifiers to manage

able size; of these we shall employ two. But before 

mentioning what they are, it is advisable to emphasise 
the modest status'of these devices. One can never
approach a scientific problem in vacuo; one must first

have some notion of previous theories and one must also

have some idea of the kind of hypothesis which is likely 
to be fruitful. ; In other yo^ds, in order to get the 
right' answers one has to know what the 'right' ques

tions are. This implies that the kind of heuristic 
decisions which we make below are to some extent a
product of the hypothesis which they themselves 

supposedly to help us reach.. Yet this does not have the 
seriously damaging consequences which might be suspected.

are

V
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namely that the complete argument is a vicious circle. 
One important reason for this is that it is hoped that
the heuristic devices have a certain grammatical justi

fication in themselves. But there is still another
reason: if the.hypothesis suggested below is incorrect, 
then this can stem from three Firstly, it may 
be that the grammatical theory employed, here a version-

causes.

of recent transformational grammar, could be inadequate. 
We have stated as an a priori that it is adequate, but 
it can hardly be denied that there is ample room for 

Secondly, it may indeed be the case that thedoubt.

wrong heuristic devices were used, the 
asked.

wrong' questions
Thirdly, it is all too possible that the 

ment constructed below will be incorrect.
argu-

If we bear
all these factors in mind, it will be recognised that
the appropriateness.of the heuris-fcio devices employed, 

although important, is not necessarily crucial in deter

mining the adequacy of the hypothesis eventually proposed.

In view of the wide range of quantifiers, the first
device which we must employ/Te, one that divides the • 
quantifiers into various subsets. It is interesting to 
note in this respect that lakoff and Carden agree with

rJackendoff in maKihg a'bi^rtite division and that this 
division assigns the several quantifiers to virtually 
the. same subsets, lakoff and Carden make a distinction 

between 'absolute^ and 'relative' quantifiers, this 

terminology being derived from Partee (1970;157). In
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the first subset are included quantifiers such 
of. §6.2; in the second we find some.

all.

first type of quantifier describes the

as many.

every.

none. . The semantic intuition here is that the

absolute' size
of a set, whereas the second describes a certain propor

tion of a set or the 'relative* size of a set, 
tee (.1970:157-58), iiakoff (1970d;396).

cf. Par

s' or a number of ■ 
reasons, which it would be premature to consider at this
moment, I find this terminology misleading, but termino

logical quibbles aside, there is certainly 
that such a division is iJustifiable.

some evidence
Much of the evid

ence stems from the fact that the semantic intuition
closely accords with a syntactic distribution. As

Lakoff and Carden both have pointed out, and as we have 
observed in §5.3 and elsewhere. absolute' quantifiers
occur grammatically ip postdetermin'er contexts whereas 
'relative' quantifiers do not. The reason why iakoff
and Carden are in general (but not complete) agreement 
with Jackendoff is that the latter also uses this syn

tactic criterion for subdividing quantifiers; thus
Jackendoff's Croup II quantifies cannot appear in post

determiner position whereas his Group III quantifiers do 

appear there, if there are discrepancies in the place

ment of individual quantifiers, as is the case with few, 
cf. §6.2, this is largely due to differing claims about 

the grammatical distribution of the quantifier involved.
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Despite the unanimity displayed above by otherwise
'K

contradictory theories, it is by no means certain that 
the division is as simple as that. The thinking behind 
this assertion is that the grammar of quantifiers is
characterised not by one surface distinction with 
semantic correlate, hub by two surface distinctions with

Thus I would claim that there ■ 
are three fundamental groupings of qu^tlfiers (this, of 
course, is to ignore for the present Jackendoff's in

clusion of a group, etc. in his study, an inclusion 

which we shall show below to have much justification).

Of course, it may be argued that it is not top difficult, 
if the linguist is sufficiently pedantic, to find n

one
!■

*
two semantic correlates.

4
1

4
f
i

I
!

?

distinctions, which would lead to the creation of at 
least S+1 subsets. But I would claim that the two 
criteria named below, are the only simple and discrete

criteria to be found in surface structure (and heuristic 
devices cannot readily appeal to the theoretical con

struct of underlying structure) which are also directly
assoclable with semantic intuitions' or facts.

.. . V ■ , r\'
The two surface syntactic criteria of which we 

shall make use are: (i) whether or not the quantifier 

appear in postdeterminer position, cf. above and 
Carden (1970c); (ii) whether or not the quantifier can

can

be directly preceded by and be within the scope of the 

negator not. Both criteria, of course, are applicable 
only at surface structure. Applying these two criteria
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to the three quantifiers some, many and all, we find the 

following paradigms of grammaticallty, where some is the

« 'V
I

■’f

most restricted and many the freest of the three; 
(7.1) a Some cricketers write poetry 

b. *The some cricketers write poetry 
0 *Not some cricketers write poetry

■; ■

t.

■ (7.2) a Many cricketers write poetry 

b The many cricketers write poetry
0 Not many cricketers write poetry

All cricketers write poetry 
b *The all cricketers write poetry 

c Not all cricketers write poetry

r

(7.3) a

Although the criteria applied here appear to be 
relatively clear-cut, there are some oases where olass-

ification of a particular quantifier is problematical - 
this is especially true of few.

(7.4)

Thus, although we find;J.

The few cricketers write poetry 

it is extremely diffioiilt to ascertain whether this is
an instance of few or a few, and consequently whether or 

t not ^ appears grammatically in postdeterminer position. 

Purthermiare^, (5) is ungrammatical;
(7.5) *Not few cricketers write poetry 

but if we. accept lakoff's claim (1970d; 395) that is 
derived from not many, then, it is obviously the, 

that the ungrMimatioality of (5) is Independent of the 

criterion (defiried linearly at the surface) of not-

■'

■ i

t. case
:
i

%

1
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precedence; not only that, hut ^ ought to accept 
paradigm of many throughout.

the

This, of course, leads to 
a natural solution to the status of ^ in (5), but 
before we can follow that through we shall have to

examine ^ and not many In more detail, of. §6.2 and 
Chapter 8. Another case *ln which our criteria are not 
wholly, adequate. It might appear. If In the relative 
unacceptablllty of; 1

; (7.6) ?*A11 boys came to the party

But since (3a) is certainly acceptable this must 
to aspects of the syntax -which are outside the rather 
narrow criteria we are using here; again, this is a 
matter to which we shall return later, in Chapter 9.

be due» '

The first of the semantic criteria to which the 
above syntactic criteria relate is approximately that 
given by Partee. (1970) and adopted by lakoff; only those

quantifiers which can appear in postdeteiminer contexts 
describe the size of the set relative to one's expecta-

p tion8, cf. lakoff (1970d;396, note 6).;. the other quant

ifiers simply describe the prpi^rtion of the full 
tlal set of referents, cf. §4.2, whether that be the

poteh-

j

total proportion (all). a partial proportion (some) or

1
American speakers espeolally find (6) considerably 

I more acceptable than 1 do. Indeed, I find the sentence
totally unacceptable^in the Intended meaning, where all 
¥ 010^. We shall return to this point in Chapter,9
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, the null proportion (no/none). , However, I would claim 
that It la the aecond criterion which is 

importance.- This criterion is that there is
of greater

a set of
universal quantifiers and a set of existential 
ifiers.

quant-

The terms used here are, of course, borrowed 
from symbolic logic, and-an explanation of their meaning
can be foxxnd in any elementary handbook on logic, 
Reichenbach (1947:87-91).

e*g.. •

Crudely spewing, and for 
linguistic purposes only, a universal quantifier indic-

: ates that the set of referents of the collocating 

■ is equivalent to the full potential set of referents; an 

existential quantifier indicates that reference

noun

is to
some nonnull, but non-equivalent, subset of the full 
potential set of referents. Thus all is a universal
quantifier; some and many are existential quantifiers.
It should be noted that no/none has no surface position 
within this classification. Rather, it must be regarded 
as the negation of an existential quantifier, 
the position in logic, again outlined in

compare

Reichenbach

(1947:91-96). To some extent this is in conflict with 
the findings of the first crilQ^ion, but we shall assume 

that the second criterion overrides the first. Regret-

tably, the second semantic criterion correlates w-it.h the

syntactic criteria only in a rather complex manner: only 
those quantifiers which cannot appear in postdeterminer 
position but which can appear immediately after not are
universal quantifiers, 
existential quantifiers

All the other quantifiers 

Even these generalisations are
are
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not wholly true: for example, each, although it is a 

universal quantifier, does not appear after not:

(7.7) fflot each cricketer writes poetry 
But this, we shall suggest, is the product of some other 
syntactic restriction, cf. §9.5.

We are now in a position where we can set up a 

systematic classification of quantifiers on the basis of 
our first heuristic device. Combining the semantic and 
syntactic criteria we may call the three resultant types

» .
of quantifiers non-negatable existential, negatable 
existential and universal quantifiers. However, for
reasons which will become apparent only as this-study

proceeds, we shall call the first two classes simple and 
compound existential quantifiers respectively. For

heuristic reasons once more, we shall assume that there

is a paradigmatic quantifier for each subset; for simple 
existential quantifiers it is 

entials, many; for unlversals, all.
some; for compound exist-

It should be under

stood that in claiming that these three quantifiers 
act as models we are not

may

further^claimlng that, for 
example, every universal quantifier behaves like or 
that many is the only compoimd existential. All that is
being claimed is that any universal quantifier will
behave in broad outline as all does, and we shall, 

deed, have to spend some considerable time in explaining 

how and why individual quantifiers diverge from the 
proposed paradigm

in-

In fact, we shaill be able to indulge
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ourselves with the paradox that a paradigmatic quant

ifier may itself diverge from the paradigm, of. the 
unacceptability of (6) compared with (3a). 
less, the basic facts can be clarified with the help of 
the following diagram;

(7.8)

Neverthe-

Context

Preceding Negative Postdetermineri
some No No

i i many Yes Yes

all Yea No

Before we move on to the second heuristic device, 
it is essential to note that one quantifier (at least) 
does not fit neatly into the above discussion; this 
quantifier is any. Not only does this quantifier have a 
highly restricted distribution, as_ we, have noted pre

viously, especially'in §§2.3 and 3.3, but it appears to

share attributes of both existential and universal 
quantifiers. That it is connected with the former class
can be exemplified by the following sentence; 

(7.9)' I didn't read any^^ pre-pape ra 
which is virtually synonsrmous with;

(7.10) I read no pre-papers
Only the negation of an existential quantifier could 
indicate reference to a null set. Any's relation to 
universal quantifiers is seen in the sentence;

(7.11) Any politician suffers from a
credibility gap
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Although (11) is not paraphrasable by; 
(7.12) All politicians suffer from a

credibility gap
it is clear that in both cases reference is to the full 
potential set, thus any is behaving there very much 

, as if it were auniversal quantifier. Further evidence 
that any has many of the attributes of a universal

quantifier is to be found in the fact that its grammat- 
X ical distribution is similar to that of either, 

since we have not shown that either is a imiversal 
quantifier this argument is rather premature, 

the grammar of ^ is so complex we shall not attempt an 

analysis of it until we have discussed the rather less 
complex quantifiers.

However,

Because

We can now proceed to a discussion of the second
heuristic device, which, fortunately, is considerably 
clearer in outline than its partner. All quantifier^in
English can occupy two positions; (i) immediately pre

ceding a noun; (11) as the head of a partitive construc- 
tion with a 'definite' noun p^ase. Examples are; 

Some men are ba)(chelors(7.13) a

b Some of the men are ba)(chelors 
Many men are ba)fchelors 
Many of the men are ba^Tchelors 
All men are ba)(ohelors

(7.14) a 
b

(7.15) a

b All of the men are ba/chelors 
Although Iiakoff and Carden make no significant distinction
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between the two constructions, which causes considerable 
difficulty for the reader of their work, of. Chapter 4, 
there can hardly be any doubt that such a clear distinc

tion must be relatable to some important grammatical 
facts. Once again, it would be premature to discuss 
what these facts are now, but we shall assume that there

are some, and therefore discuss non-partitive and part-• 
: itive constructions separately. As this is purely an 
assumption it could be quite incorrect, but that is a
problem we shall only consider in due course.

7.2 The structure of noun phrases

In the previous section we were able to establish, 
by means of two heuristic devices, a preliminary class

ification of the English quantifiers, and thus we can 
now proceed to an analysis of the structure of indivi

dual types.- In the remainder of this chapter we shall 

concentrate on the grammar of simple exlstentlals, of
which we shall consider some the paradigma,tic example. 
Although the restriction to pn^ tjrpe of quantifier at a 
time Is necessary in vier of the complexity of the

situation, it cannot ever be satisfactory to discuss 
simple existentials exclusively; obviously there will 

have to be occasional reference to other types of quant

ifier.. ,, . ■
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We have already observed -that many different under

lying sources have been postulated for quantifiers, from
'indefinite pronouns' to verbs and from nouns to 'straight

forward' quantifiers. Whatever the respective merits of 
these proposals, it can hardly be denied that in surface
structure some is a quantifier or determiner. Thus an
appropriate phrase marker for the'surface structure of
•(16) might be (17);

(7.16)

(7.17)

Quant boys entered

some

In order to Justify the claim that some has exactly that 

same status in underlying structure we have to satisfy 

The first of these is that such atwo conditions.

structure, or at least one.^liloh does not depart from 
that in (17) to any significan-): extent, is adequate as 
an analysis of noun phrases. The second, which is only 
applicable in the case that the first condition is 
satisfied, is that it is adequate to consider some as
being dominated in underlying struoture by the iranoh of 
the•NP which dominates it in surface structure.

f ■

....
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Sinoe it is the first condition which is clearly 
prior, that must be the one which we examine firstly.
We may take as the standard formulation of base rules to 
generate constituents of NP's that given in Chomsky 
(1965:107):

(7.18)

where Det and S
•> (Det) N (S')ND

are optional and trie prime function of 
S', is to introduce embedded relative clauses.

Bach (1968) gives a detailed critique of Chomsky'
However,

s

formulation and he concludes (1968:121):
"It is reasonable to propose that all 

come from relative clauses based on the 
predicate nominal constituent."

Bach's alternative to Chomsky's formulation contains two

nouns

rules, which will not be significantly different from 
(1968:92):

(7.19) a NP •> Det + one + S
b S •> Det + one + Aux + be

+ Predicate nominal
Thus the sentence: • 

(7.20) I spoke to the anthropologist
has an underlying structure which closely corresponds to:

I spoke to the one [„the 
b

(7.21) one was
. an anthropologlstlg

The rules in (19) form an exclusive alternative to that 
in (18) for otherwise, as Bach points out, (20) would be 

derivable from two/sources, and that is quite undesirable

■ ■ 5
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allihougli it cannol: be ruled out on. a priori grounds.

Bach (1968;93-104) lists six arguments in favour of 
deriving nouns from a relative clause. It would be
prodigal of space to repeat these arguments in full here,
but a brief summary is necessary in order to judge the 
validity of his claim. *

Firstly, there is the fact that: 
(7.22)

is ambiguous.
The idiot called me up yesterday 

As Bell (1972:25) points out, the ambigu

ity is desoribable in logical terms by the contrast
attributive - referential. Attributive usage is refer- 

' entially successful if there is just one object which 

satisfies the description; referential usage is 
ful if the speaker and hearer know of just one object 

being referred to - although the de.scription need not be

success-

true. Bach shows that this distinction can be made by 

distinguishing between restrictive (= attributive) and 
nonrestrictive (= referential) sources for idiot, thus:

The one who is an idiot called me(7.23) a

up yesterday .

The one, who is an idiot, called 
me up yesterday 

The second argiunent derives from the grammar of nega

tion; a senfenoe such as;

b

(7.24) The professors didn't sign a petitio'n 
is three-ways ambiguous (at least) Negation of the 
following three elements can occur, as is shown by
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possible stress and intonation variations: professors. 
sign, petition. If Bach is correct in arguing that
negation is always underlying se-'.tence negation, then 
the nouns must he derived from an underlying sentence, 
as he suggests,. Thirdly, there is the fact that 
may contain tense elements, ‘although admittedly only 
traces of. them remain, 
ences of wife in:

noizns

Thus consider the tense refer-

(7.25) ai: Before I met my wife she worked in 
a library

h After 1 divolrced my wife she went 
to Afghanistan

Perhaps more obvious evidence of this is. to be found 
When the prefix ex- oocurs:

(7.26) My ex-wife is living in a commune 
in Afghanistan

Pourthly, Bach explains the grammar of attributive 

adjectives, which cannot be derived from an imderlying
relative clause where the adjective is predicative, by 
positing (28) as the source of (27):

(7.27) I saw the alleged killer

I saw the one [gthe one was allegedly(7.28)

the killer]g

Bach's fifth argument is that 'definite• NP's occur 
grammatically in predicate nominal bonstructions only , 

under very restricted conditions, as is partly exempli

fied by (29), of. furthfer Bach (1968:103):
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He is the person 1 was talking 
about

'h ?John is this philosopher 
Bach claims that his proposed derivations for

(7.29) a

noims

permit justifiable generalisations to be made about such 
phenomena. The last of Bach's six arguments is that if
I own.no marsupial then (30) fails for lack of reference:- 

• (7.30) My marsupial scratched me yesterday 
The failure of (30) to refer, Bach claims, must be
explained by postulating: 

(7.31) Something which I have is a marsupial 
as part of the underlying structure of (30).

Our problems would be considerably eased if it were 
the case that all of Bach's arguments were equally

correct, but unfortunately this is not so: argtiments 3 
and 6, at least, seem false. Counter-examples to argu

ment 3 can be found with a number of nouns which are not

capable of having tense markers or some other indication 
of tense, as is the case with, for example, mother: 

(7.32) a *My ex-mother remarried- 

b -^My future-'^mother is pregnant
Anderson (1968) suggests that my mother must be related 
in an-adequate-grammar to the woman who bone me, and
some further justification for such an underlying repre

sentation, extended to father and some instances of 
parent, is to be found in Hogg (1973b). 
there is no way of altering.the tensed verbal in who

Observe that
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bore me in order to produce *iny .est-mother or *my future
mother. On the other hand, with my wife we can postu

late the following three forms;
(7.35) a my wife : the woman to whom

I am married
b my future- wife; the woman I am to

marry

; the woman to whom•

I was married
This means of accounting for the difference between my 
mother and my Wife, although superficially not very

my ex-wifec

different from Bach's, is in fact sufficiently distinct 

for it to provide no direct support for his exact deriv

ation. A preferable derivation only necessitates the 
introduction of lexicalisation rules along the lines
suggested for.both in~Chapter 4, which do not obviously 

contain predicate nominal constructions. With respect
to his sixth argument, (30) could also be derived from;

(7.34) The marsupial which 1 have scratched
me yes-lferday

' ■ ■■ ■

and this will explain the failure of reference equally 

well. For some justification of that derivation see
Lyons (1967).

Of the remaining arguments, I believe that only the 
first is totally convincing. Thus; argument 2 is depen

dent on the claim that element negation is inadmissible
in underlying structure; argument 4 ia admitted by Bach
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(1968:102-3) to be dependent on some rather ohsoure 

elements In the grammar; argument 5 is posslhly the 
strongest of these three, hut it must be noted that
Bach's case depends on the equivalence of the N is W
relation in sentence (29a) and that in: 

(7.35) John is a philosopher 

Whereas |29a) is an expression of identity, this is not
the case with (35), which expresses a membership rela

tion. It is not at all certain that Bach's analysis

^ explains or clarifies this distinction, of. PlStz (i972: 
esp. 82ff.) for further discussion. But even if only 
one of the above six arguments is wholly convincing,

this is nevertheless sufficient ground for supposing 

-that noun phrases have a considerably greater complexity 
in deep structure than is supposed by Chomsky (1965) 
other studies within that framework.

V
and

'And we shall
certainly be able to see in Chapter 12 that the first

argument, concerning attributive and referential 

for NP's, is neatly paralleled by the distinction between
sources

cataphoric and anaphoric reference whicli is drawn there. 
Furthermore, this distinction is'^elated to the occurr

ence of restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses.

Ihe problem arises, however, that it appears to be 
the case that Bach's arguments only justify deriving the 
from some position outside the noun phrase (for the '

examples supporting argument 1 only relate to 'definite 
noun phrases). ....f

Yet, and this seems only reasonable ^ :
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Bach wishes to extend his hypothesis about the 

of to the quantifiers, as the following statement ' 
shows (Bach, 1968:106);

"It is natural to think about adapting a 
system of operators (quantifiers) like those 
used in logical systems and allowing these 

operators to function with* the variables in 
the deep structures of sentences. The.class 
of operators will include the more abstract 

elements underlying such forms as articles, 
some and the. like."

furthermore, Bach (1968:106-7) shows that if we abstract 

quantifiers from noun phrases in underlying structure, 
then we account for the ambiguity of:

She wants to marry a man with a big ^—

bank account

position

(7.36)

The two interpretations of (36) can be clarified by the 
representations of (37);

(7.37) a Some X [gx has a big bank account 
.and she wants to' marry x]
She wantsQ|Sorae_x [g x has a big 

bank account and she marry x] 1

b

The difficulties facing us are now fairly clear.
We have seen that the behaviour of the is best explained 
by assuming that in underlying structure it is' not a 
component part of the noun phrase with which it is 

associated in surface structure, contra Chomsky (1965)
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and others. Furthermore, there is evidence that the 
same is true of quantifiers such as some. Therefore we 
must look for some position in underlying structure 
where the, some, etc. may he placed outside their col-'

locating NP, yet which guarantees their being generated 
at the correct point in, surface structure. Also, it has
to be determined whether or not the'underlying position., 
of the is the same as that of some. This latter ques

tion must be delayed for the moment, until we turn to a 

consideration of the grammar of in Chapter'12, but 
that must not deter us from searching for an adequate
analysis of some.

7.3 Some underlying requirements

By far the simplest and most appealing answer to 
the question "To which grammatical category does 

belong?" is; "Some is a quantif er", and this is pre-
some

cisely the answer exploited by Force (1968) and also, it 
would appear, Lakoff (1971o). Indeed, the correctness 
of that answer can hardly be^nied if we, accept, fur

ther, that some is the 'basic' or paradigmatic quant

ifier. But observe that the above answer is a defin

ition and that by itself it gives no explanation. What 
we need to do is relate some, or the category of quant

ifiers, to other grammatical categories, so that we may 
observe both distinctions and equivalences. Answering 
by definition is of no help here; it is the relationship
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of some to previously well-defined categories which is 
crucial. let us accept, approximately following Chomslty 
(1965), that those categories are N, V and A (noun, verb
and adjective), although this ought not be taken as a 

denial that-verbs and adjectives may have the same 
underlying source, as is suggested by lakoff (1970b: 
115-33).

We have already examined, in Chapter 5 and especi

ally §5.3, the claims of lakoff and Garden that some is 

an underlying predicate, _and concluded from this examin

ation that there is rather more negative than positive 

evidence concerning those claims. There is therefore no 
- need to repeat those arguments here. In Chapter 6, 

however, we examined the suggestion by Jackendoff that 
some is a 'nominalised article', in-other words that it 

is an 'article' in deep structure which is converted by 
some transformation into an KI in surface structure, cf. 

Jackendoff (1968:439). This propossQ., it will be recal

led, was rejected fop three reasons:.firstly the con

sequent phrase marker had too •'much 'structure'; secondly, 
there was insufficient motivation for the transform

ations which were proposed; thirdly, the underlying 
structures assigned to some a status which was felt to 

be too distant from that assigned to quantifiers such as

mans:.

■*

■ ■ t
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It is this third point which da moat important 
here, for Jackendoff suggested that many was a noun in 
underlying structure. One of Jackendoff's arguments in 
favour of such a hypothesis was the similarity between 
the behaviour of some noun phrases expressing quantity, 

such as a number, and the behaviour of some quantifiers.
•i.

In this context it is therefore extremely interesting to 
note the very close semantic relation between (38) and
(39):

(7.38)

(7.39)

A number of men came to the party 
Some men came to the party 

Although it would probably be an exaggeration to claim 

that the two sentences are paraphrases of one another, 
cf. §8.1, it is certainly the case that they are almost 

so, and therefore we should attempt to suggest analyses 
which are very similar, in order to reflect this fact. 

In §6.3 we already disposed of one objection to closely 
parallel analyses, namely that in (38) men is preceded 

by of. whereas this is not so in (39); in that section
surface one.we showed that this difference is---- - - purely

caused by the operation of the Adjacent KP Constraint, 
repeated below:

(7.40) *

This explanation only holds, of course, if a number is 

an HP in surface structure, whereas some is not; but
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there is very little reason for believing otherwise, and 
so (40) may be deemed adequate, but see the further 
discussion referred to above.

Perhaps the primary criterion which Jackendoff 

invokes to justify assigning different underlying struc

tures to number and some is that the former can be pre- 

qeded by the, the latter cannot, cf, Jackendoff (1968; 
437). Thus we find:

(7.41) a The number of men
b *The some men

However, in contradiction of the validity of this crit

erion, there is an interesting restriction on occurr

ences of number when preceded by the; this is that the 
predicate phrase associated with the niunber must refer 

to the size of the,jiuantity referred’ to by the number. 
This restriction does not apply to most other nouns 

which Jackendoff relates to nuinber. for example, group. 
So we find:

(7.42) a A •number of men came to the party 
of m^ came to t‘he party 

(7.43) a -^The niimber of men came to the party

b A group

b The group of men came to the party 

■ Conversely, it is only the number which permits quantity- 
referring predicates;

(7.44) a The ntunber of men who came to the 

party was five
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b *A niunber of men who came to the
party was five

c *The group of men who came to the 
party was five

Revealingly, however, we do find:
The group of men who came to the 
party were five in number 

An explanation of this last sentence will be offered in 
Chapter 8.

(7.45)

The above distributions strongly suggest that it is 

incorrect to consider a number and the number as differ

ing only in 'article': there appears to be some more 

' deep-seated distinction which may be applicable only in 
terms of two different lexical items, number^ (with a) 
and number^ (with the)>. To what extent such an analysis 
ought to be pushed is a difficult question, but it does 
seem reasonable to suppose that number, if such an ad 
hoc distinction is permissible, has a distribution much 
closer to that of some^ than Jackendoff’is suggesting; 
some can never be preceded by th^and number can only be 

preceded by the at the coat of significant syntactic and 
semantic changes, changes more radical than are normally 
found with the, alternation between the and a. Finally, 
it is also the case that the number has another restric

tion which the group does not have, for the former 
cannot occur with a idefinite' HP following of:
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(7.46) a *!l}he ntunUer of the men who came to 
the party was five

h ' The group of the men who came to
the party were disgusted by the orgy 

At the very best, Jackendoff's distinction between some 
and a number is on dubious‘foundations.

Let us suppose, therefore, that a number and some 

can be assigned similar underlying structures. If we 

accept. Jackendoff's structures for Group I quantifiers 
(cf. 1968:426), then both a number of men and some men 

will have the approximate structure of:
(7.47)

■NP

I some
men

Of the problems which were raised in Chapter 6 about 
such a structure, that which iSj-Tn^st relevant here is - 
the question of subject-verb concord. The facts which 

we know about concord suggest that the most likely 
candidates for dete^inlng concord are number and some; 

certainly, men is in quite the wrong position. But 

number is a singoiar count noim; although it is somewhat 

perverse to try and assign a status of countability to 
some, (47)'a structure demands that this be done, and
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the only possible answer is that it is unco\intable, 
Wliether it is singular or plural for matters of concord 
is impossible to answer, aind the reason for this, one 
suspects, is that it is totally the wrong question to 
ask.

Fortunately this latter point iS; not too important 
(as might be predicted), for the behaviour of a number 

is sufficient to show the inadequacy of (47) for pur

poses of assigning concord. It was already observed in 
§6.3 that when a Group I_word is involved there is often 

variable subject-verb concord, i.e., sometimes the verb 
is singular, sometimes plural. How that is to be ex

plained is not easy to see, but need not worry us unduly 

at present, for when that word is a number the concord 

is stable. But it is, as it were,-, stable the wrong way: 
only plural concord is foxind, as is exemplified by:

(7.48).a *A number of men is standing on the

corner

A number of men are standing on theb

comer

Although this is not what would be predicted by looking 
solely at a number, it is of course predictable from the 

behaviour of some men, so there is absolutely no reason 
to suppose the concord to be in some way irregular.

Given that the plural concord of (48b) is quite 

regular and that C47) combined with our present know

ledge of concord predicts otherwise, there are two
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posslble options, apart of course from the eternal hope 
that the problem will just go away. Firstly, we could 
liter the rules for concord when an UP of HI structure
is involved. But this change would be completely ad hoe 
and it offers no generalisations, especially as the
majority of such structures do not show such concord,

*
In this context compare, for example, (44a) or;

A wagonload of potatoes has crashed 
into the pub

Secondly, we could alter the underlying structure of the 
noun phrases in question, a suggestion which has already 

been broached a couple of times. This is indeed a much 
more plausible alternative, since it offers a motivated 

explanation of why a number of men has different syntac

tic functions and is semantically different from other 
phrases which have a similar surface structure: a number 
of men has a rather different underlying structure.

(7.49)

It seems fairly clear that the alterations in the
underlying structure will have to perform two tasks: 
firstly they will have to remo-»^a number from the scope 

of the HP dominating men; secondly they will have to 

ensure that the new position of a number is not one 

which potentially allows it to 'interfere' with the 
concord relation between men and the predicate. Both 

requirements lead to one unavoidable conclusion, which 

is that a number cannot be in the same sentence in
Any reader who isunderlying structure as men will be
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sceptical of this claim may wish to construct for him

self structures which would fulfill the above two con

ditions and yet have the two NP's in the same sentence. 
The most plausible might be something like:

(7.50)

came to the party

It inay be correct to claim that this satisfies the 
conditions which are set out above, but the cost is

To name but one point, if we accept (50) 
then it is very difficult to define the notion of logic

al subject in structural terms (and the problem is worse 
if we accept the claim of McCawley (1970) that English 
has underlying Verb-Subject-Object-order). 

is the most plausible solution, there is still a large 
credibility gap.

considerable.

Even if (50)

V/e have already examined, in Chapter 5, one hypo

thesis which would permit a number to be in a different 

sentence in underlying structure from that in which it 
appears at surface structure: this is'the hypothesis 
prsented by Lakoff and Carden. If they are correct in 

claiming that some is an underlying higher predicate, 

then there can h^dly be any objection to assigning the 
same status to a number. In that case (48b) would have

. ■ f
the followingunderlying structure;
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(7.51) S

NP S are a riumlDer

men men are standing on the comer

Consider the status of the higher sentence in (51): 
(7.52) *Men are a number

Doubtless neither lakoff nor Carden would wish to claim 
• that (52) is grammatical: 'relative' quantifiers do not 

appear in predicate position in surface structure; nor 

do I wish to discuss the meaninglessness of (52), for 
that is a general property belonging to many underlying

sentences within the lakoff-Carden theory, compare (53a), 
although (53b) is slightly better:

*Men are ibme(7.53) a
b ?Men are many

Both the above problems are serious, but we have noted 
them before, and therefore I merely want to discuss at 

present the rather trivial matter^ number concord in 

(51). Generally speaking, the subject and complement of 
the copula ^ must be identical in number (this is a 

'refined' version of adage well-beloved of primary 

schoolteachers and which there is no reason to doubt). 
Thus (54) is ungrammatical: ; ,

(7.54) ^Whales are a mammal 

Admittedly there are some instances where that riile is 
broken, for example:
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(7.55) Men are a swine 

(55) seems a not inappropriate remark for a more extreme
feminist, but note that it has a meaning rather differ

ent from that of:
(7.56)

Nor is it possible to get round the objection to (52) by- 
modifying it to look like (56);

■ (7.57)

Men are swines

Men are numbers 

That is a perfectly acceptable sentence, even if it is 
highly restricted and metaphorical, and it has nothing 
whatsoever to do with (51).

It would therefore seem to be the case, given the 
above facts, that an underlying structure such as (51) 

runs into the problem of contradictory niunber concord. 
The most appealing solution is to claim that concord is 
irrelevant at the stage of (51), but it must be dubious 

.whether this does more than sweep the difficulties under 
the carpet. Nevertheless, 1 would not wish to claim 

that the objection outlined here is -in any way suffici

ent to discredit the Iiakoff-Oarden theory,'for then it 
would have been more appropriate to discuss it in Chap

ter 5. Rather, given that there are several other, and 
more serious, objections to that theory, this is a minor 
point which may help to bring one to a final rejection 
of lakoff and Carden's proposals for the underlying 

source of quantifiers. .

liv.
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Although we have been able to determine fairly 
conclusively, by means both of the evidence given by 
Bach and of other facts concerning the distribution of 
some and a number given above, that some is not, in 

underlying structure, in the same HP and probably not 

even in the same sentence as the noun with which it 
collocates in surface structure, it is also quite obvi

ous that the current h3rpothesea which have attempted 

analyses of the syntax and semantics of quantifiers 

cannot be justified and thus even if they do meet some 

of the conditions which an adequate analysis of quant

ifiers must meet, they have to be rejected. We must 

therefore examine other aspects of current analyses of 
noun phrases to ascertain the status of quantifiers. 
Indeed, we have already done this to some extent, by 

considering the claims'fliade in Bach (1968), and it is to 

an extension of his position that I now wish to turn.

In §7i2 we observed that a sentence such as (36), 

which is repeated here, for conveniencet
She wants to inarry^ man with h big 

bank account

is ambiguous, and that this ambiguity provides some 
justification for the claim of Bach (1968) that noun 
phrases have a source outside of the HP's in which they 

occur. ' The kind of source which they might well have, 

and the type of strucjiures which would necessarily be 
involved, are discussed in more detail by McCawley

(7.36)
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(1971). He concludes (1971:224.);
"that It is necessary for semantic represen

tation to separate a clause into a ’propos

ition' and a set of noun phrases, which pro- 
Tide the material used in i^rfdentifying the 
indices of the 'proposition'."

Thus for: ’

(7.58) The man killed the woman 

McCawley suggests the following semantic representation: 
(7.59)

Proposition NP;x NP;X21

x^ killed X2 the man the woman

The question which Immediately presents itself is what 
justification is there for and what status' have the 

Indices X.J, X2. It is, of course, quite clear what 

their purpose is; as MoCawley (1971:223) states, sen

tence (58) asserts that participated as agent in a 

certain event 2; of killing and that x.j is a man. The 
first of these assertions is contained under the node

2. (58) asserts more than this, as MoCawley points 
out, but that is. taken for granted here. More import

ant, however, is whether one assertion is that x., is a 

man or that x^ is the man. The latter problem is ex

plicitly ignored by Mcdawley, yet it seems to me that it 
is essential for his argument that he Investigate it.
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Propoaltion' and the second within and under the node 

In other words, and Xg are indices which 
designate the referent or intended referent of the 
phrases which each dominates.

I

'iri>:x. '.1

noun

It is not my intention, to object here to the goals 

which McCawley hopes to reach hy his introduction of
indices, for we have siirely seen enough evidence to 
suggest that they are largely correct. The real q^ues-
tion is; is the introduction of indices in the manner of

(59) justifiable and have they significant surface 
correlates? This is an important problem because of the 

undoubted fact that one of the principal tasks of the 
'-derivation process from (59) to (58) will be to delete 

all indices. In this respect McCawley's indices are

remarkably akin to the ^^disappearing quantifiers" of 
Carden (1968) discussed in §5.2. Therefore it is hardly 

surprising that the use of indices is justified on

similar grounds. Por example, McCawley (1971:229) 
claims that (60) and (61) ought to have the semantic 
representations of (60') and (6i^\ respectively; 

Everyone loves himself 
Eve3rybne loves everyone

(7.60)

(7.61)

■. ,t
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Proposition

»

■t' •

love y

The problem (and McOawley'8 solution) is only a 
variant on the problem (and 'solution') of Equi-NP which 

was discussed in §5.2, and therefore our objections must 

be the same; the only distinction is that here we are

. discussing coreference within one underlying sentence,
whereas in the cage of Equi-NP the coreferenoe is over 
two sentences. It is clear that the introduction of 
indices in (60') and X61'.) is intended to show that 
there is coreferenoe which leads to reflexivisation in
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(60) -but not in (61). But this is done at some consid

erable cost, and not only in terms of the highly complex 
so-called semantic representations which have to be 
transfoimed into relatively simple surface structures. 

There is also the point that (61') does not clearly show
that both instances of everyone refer to the same set of 
potential referents, 
by a statement that M = N?^

But ought not this to be handled 

Such a statement will have 
to be carefully phrased, in order, to avoid false claims
about a sentence such as:

(7.62) Some men hit some men 

If we follow McGawley this will bave the structure:
(7.62')

Proposition NP:M
/\ 
X SMsome

Proposition 

some N

NP:fr

A
y s

Proposi'tion

hit X y

3 It so happens that in the case of (61) it is also 
probably true that x = £. At least, this is my under

standing of MoCawley'^ highly inexplicit argument. See

below for further discussion of this possible equivalence.
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Purthemore, although M = N In (62'). this would not he 
so for the underlying structure of;

(7.63) Some men hit some women 
Yet, in both (61') and (62') the identity statement is 
necessary, for only from that can the equivalence or 

non-equivalence of the referents of the surface NP's be 

assessed.' Thus in (61') x and as mentioned in note 

3, are' equivalent. This is deducible as follows; x 

indicates reference to M; indicates reference to N;

• every potential referent of x is designated; every

potential referent of ^ is designated; M and N are iden- 
tipal. In other words x and j have equivalent reference 
due to the properties of universal quantifiers and the 
identity relation between M and N. If M and N were not 

identical, as in (63), x and ^ would not be equivalent. 
Similarly, in (62') x ahd ^ are not necessarily equi

valent due to the replacement of universal quantifiers 
by existential one s.

Now there are a gijeat many difficulties entailed by 
the necessity for an identity st^feeraent of the order 

described above. Pirstly there is the question of how 
it is to be handled in the grammar. However I shall 
assume that McCawley is able to overcome that point, 
since it appears to me that there is a much less trivial 
problem'involved. let us assume that in (61') M and N 
are identical and can^be stated to be so. , We have now 

to consider whether it is possible to substitute salva
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veritate. The possibility of such substitution is clear 
from the remarks of Quine (1960:142):

"When a singular term is used in a sentence 
purely to specify its object, and the sen

tence is true of the object, then certainly 

the sentence will sthy true when any other 

singular term is substituted that designates 
'the same object. Here we may have a criter

ion for what may be called purely referen

tial position: the position must be subject

to the aubstitutlvity of identity."

The positions of M and N are purely referential, in that 

they are not in opaque contexts (to follow Quine's term- 
inolo^). But are they singular terms? The question is 

virtually impossible to answer, because McCawley does 
not explain what status-^he would wish to assign them, 

but if we accept Quine's view that 'mass terms', usually 
water, etc. but perhaps here M and N, are singular terms 

when before the 'is' of predication, of. Quine (I960: 
97), then it seems mosl probable__that in (61') M and N 
can be substituted for one another salva verltate.

Whether or not McCawley is willing to accept such 
substitution I cannot tell, and I suspect that if sub

stitution is not permitted there will be some mechanism
In other words, McCawley's 

proposals are too inexplicit to be decidable, 
context of the present discussion, especially, it is

available to block it.
In the
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worth obBervlng that "M" and "N" are first Introduced in 
the trees (60') and (61') (McCawley, 1971:229) and that 
there is absolutely no explanation of their status. And, 
so one simple objection to McCawley's proposals is that 
the manner of their Introduction is such that the implic

ations of the analyses caimot be wholly foreseen.

Further, some implications which can be deduced, includ

ing the example we have discussed above', do not appear 
to be totally desirable. Yet another objection is that 
McCawley's analyses are simply too complex. This, of 
course, is not a decisive counter-argument, but it does 
'Seem to be true that much of the obscurity about the 

above proposals is due to their initial complexity. .

Let us consider but one example of this. We have 
already shown that i't^is necessary to state that M = N 
in the underlying structure or semantic representation 
of (62), but that in the equivalent structure for (63) 
it has to be stated that M N. How else would it be

possible for the semantic equivalences or distinctions 
to be captured? The ques-tionf^ fear, is hot terribly

The crucial distinction between (62) and (63)profound,

- is that in the former the nouns in the noun phrases are
rdentlcal: men and men, whereas in the latter they are

Now there appears to be anot identical; men and women, 
significant generalisation, all the more significant 
because it is so elementally, which can be made here: it

■ r"
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is that identical lexical iteras^ refer to the same 

potential set of referents, of. §4.2. Because of the 

philosophical problems surrounding the notions of refer

ence and referring, for which see, for example, the 

collections of articles in Olshewsky (1969:Ch. 4) and 

Steinberg and Jakobovits (1971:76-154), the linguist 
must tread very carefully when discussing the referential 
power of nouns. However, I shall assume, contra Byons 

(1968:424-27), that all (common) nouns have potential 
, referential power, given the proviso that "physical 

existence", which Lyons asserts is "fundamental for the 
definition of the semantic relationship'of reference", 
has as fully an extended meaning as possible. Further, 
it ought to be noted that while it is claimed that 

potential referential power is a necessary property of 
(common) nouns, it is not. claimed that it is a suffici

ent property; it is undeniable that other semantic 

elements are involved.

Although it may not be immediately apparent, we 
have moved some'considerable way tv^ards a solution of

^ 4 Of course we must be on our guard against homonymy 
and similar phehomena, nor is it disputed that certain 

lexical items may have complex semantic structures, cf. 
the discussion of mother in Anderson (1968) and pareni 

Reference does not appear to bein Hogg (1973b) 
affected by the latter phenomenon

- a
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some of our difficulties, 'because of our emphasis on the 
potential referential properties of noiins. Consider 
firstly a description of the semantic properties of (64) 
which makes use of the claim that identical.lexical 

items refer to the same set of potential referents:
(7.64) Batchelors are ba^chelors 

Since the two nouns are identical we can claim that each 

refers to the same set of potential referents; therefore
the sentence will be predicted to be tautologous, quite 

* correctly. McCawley's proposals discussed above appear 
to require an Intermediary statement of identity and is
thus- less simple. We ought now to observe that the- 
referential property is not confined to noiins, but 

.^^^yX^^^^ppears to be extendable to noun phrases containing 
identical items. If it were otherwise it wQuld be 

impossl'hle to explain the'*tautology of:
(7.65) Unmarried men are unmarried men

Yet the referential properties observed in (64) and
(65) do not extend over the whole noun phrase as it
appears in surface structure, as w^have noted'in dis

cussing (62). More precisely, the presence of a quant

ifier destroys, or, rather, potentially destroys, the
referential equivalence. This of course is not true in 
the case of universal quantifiers, but we shall examine 
the reasons for that at a later stage. It is sufficient 
to note at present that,existential quantifiers do have 
such power. The obvious conclusion to draw from this is
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that underlying structures must be so conceived as to 
account for this fact. And this, once more, suggests 
that some is outside its collocating noun phrase in 
underlying structure.

We now have a considejahle amount of evidence about 
the kind of imderlying structure which*will prove ade

quate, and this can be formulated in terms of a number 
of requirements: (i) the structure for some ought not to 

be radically different from that for a ntunber; (ii) some 
must be outside the noun phrase to which it belongs in 
surface structure; (iii) it is more economical to con

ceive of underlying structure containing lexical items 

rather than indices, although this last point has to be 
qualified, for it is no more than a claim that the use 

to which indices are put in representations such as that 
offered by McOawley (1971) is uneconomical, 
claim that all surface lexical items are derived from 
identical underlying items, for that can hardly be sub

stantiated. Let us now examine the relative adequacy of 
alternative proposals whichNhave some dlaim to 

satisfying these requirements and the consequences of 
' each proposal. In all cases we shall assume that some 
and a_njunber have similar underlying analyses.

It is not a

some

7.4 Some alternative structures

In the discussion below we shall present four 
alternative underlying structures for some. which in
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turn make the following claims; (a) some is contained in 
a relative clause dependent on the collocating noun 
phrase; (h) some is a noun with a restrictive relative 
clause containing the collocating NP dependent upon it; 
(c) some is a noun directly dominating the collocating 

NP; (d) some is a noun in a higher existential sentence. 
In each case we shall base our discussion upon an analy

sis of a sentence Containing two some's, namely: 
(7.66) Some boys kissed some girls 

Although this example might be objected to upon the
grounds that it is over-complex, it has the advantage of 
showing simultaneously the structure of S-dominated and 

, VP-dominated HP's containing some; further, we have to. 
be aware at all times of the problems raised by senten

ces containing two quantifiers, and thus it is best to 
keep these problems at "^he focus of our attention.

Alternative (a) is a slight and obvious modific

ation of the Lakoff-Carden proposals; more precisely, it 
looks like the intermediate stage through which post

determiner quantifiers must be d^i*ived in that theory.

As such it suffers from all the inadequacies of those 

proposals and because it no longer uses the notion of a 
higher predicate it has even more inadequacies. There

fore it cannot possibly be justified and must be immedi

ately rejected. We can now, therefore. Concentrate our 
attention on the three remaining choices. All of these, 
it will be observed, have in common the fact that some
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will be higher in thetinderlylng tree than the colloc

ating NI* - although not necessarily higher than the main 
or matrix verb of the sentence. Further, each will 
assign to some a stimcture not markedly different from 

that of a noun like a number. Both these points are 
desirable in the light of the discussion above.

.If (b) is to be the preferred choice, then (66) 
ought to have the following underlying representation 
(which ignores non-essential or Irrelevant points): 

(7.67)

some

BE boyssome

BE girlssome

Given the already existing transformational apparatus it 
should not prove difficult to ^rive the correct surface 

structure, provided that Adjective Shift is not spuri

ously applied to boys, girls, etc, to give:
- (7.68) *Boys some kissed girls some

The above analysis has a considerable number of advant- 
Pirstly, it assigns a nouh-like status to some, 

and that is desirably not only on account of that quant

ifier's close resemblance to a number, but for other

ages.
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reasons which we shall discuss in Chapter 8. Secondly,

it is prohahly correct that hoys (etc.) is in the tjrpe
of subordinate relation to some which a restrictive 
relative clause demands. One reason for claiming this 
is the status of of, which we discussed in Chapter 6.
There it was claimed that an Adjacent HI Constraint 
blocked derivations such as:

(7.69) *A number men

This constraint was typically avoided by the introduc

tion of either and or of, cf. too §7.3, above. The 

former of thse is most probably the marker of a coordin

ation' relation whereas the latter is a marker of subord

ination. If (67) is correct, then we are how able to 
exactly what that subordination relationship is.

Another, interesting argtiment in favour of (67) is 
that it accounts for many of the points which Bach 

(1968) discussed. Indeed, there are only two differen

ces between Bach's position and the one outlined in (67). 

The first of these is that-indices have be'en dropped, 
but we have already pointed out tha't\he use of indices 

is not necessarily productive. The second difference is 

one; that has been silently introduced, but which must 
now be 'stated explicitly. It will be recalled that both 

Bach (1968) and Bell (1972) allow either restrictive or 
nOnrestrictive relative clauses to be associated with 
the; on the other hand, we have introduced only a re

strictive variant to account for the grammar of some.
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In fact this would seem to be consonant with Bach's 

remarks on the subject (1968:95), but it does mean that 
there will have to be an ad hoc restriction with exist

ential quantifiers which will block associated nonre- 

strictive relative clauses. The restriction will be ad 

hoc because there will be no other distinction between 
the and some.

In spite of this latter difficulty, it is reason

able to reach the pro tempore conclusion that proposal 

(h) has considerable appeal- and that it should not be 
dismissed out of hand. Before going further than that, 

however, we must look at the two remaining proposals and 
'see what merit they have. Any discussion of (c) immedi

ately rims into the problem that it is difficult to tell 
what the underlying structure should Took like. Perhaps 
the most reasonable suggestion (once again using (66) as 

the hase sentence) would be:
(7.70)

NP kissed some

boys NP

girls
■
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The alternative possibilities all appear to be similar 
to the analyses proposed in Jackendoff (1968) and are 
thus open to the same criticisms, criticisms which 
entail their rejection. The one advantage which (70) 

has over (67) is that there is no danger that the un

grammatical (68) will be derived. This is so because 
(70) dispenses with the need for the transformations 

associated with restrictive relatives. But in gaining 
this one very slight and possibly illusory advantage it 

is clear that at the same time the relatively useful 

generalisations which are made possible by the presence 
of a restrictive relative in (67) are lost. Further

more, it is far from certain that it is permissible to 
generate an underlying structure for (70) in the first 
place, although perhaps this could be remedied in some 
type of dependency, framework. The relative Inadequacy 
of (70), however, is undeniable, and therefore there 

seems no reason why we should not reject it at once.

The final alternative which we have to examine 
raises a niimber of important issues^, primarily revolving 
around the question of what an 'existential sentence'

But the following quotation from Quirk et al (1972; 
956) seems to me to provide a valuable working defini-
is.

tion;

"Existential sentences are principally those 
beginning with the unstressed word there, 
and are so called because whTen unstressed
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there is followed ^37 a form of the verb BE, 
the clause expresses the notion of existenee:

There is nothing more healthy than a 
cold shower

('Nothing more healthy exists than a 

cold shower') "

But whereas the meaning and the outline structure of 

existential sentences (there - ^ - NP, with certain 
permissible variations, especially connected with the 

• verb) is relatively uncontroversial, there is much 

controversy over the exact status of the elements of 
structure. The correct analysis of each of the three 
.principal elements is still a subject of debate and 
therefore we must examine the merits of competing hypo- 

. theses about them before we attempt to construct an 

underlying structure for'*(66) which involves an exist

ential sentence.. In order to do this as briefly as 

possible I shall ignore the status of not because it 
is easily resolvable, but because it does not seem 

crucial to the questions at hand.
•

let us firstly consider what kind of noun phrase 
can occur after be. We are at once faced with the
tricky question of whether sentences like:

There's the oddest-looking man 
standing at the door

should be considered .a^ straightforward existential 

sentences. But as Quirk et al(1972;957) reasonably

(7.71)
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point out, this type of sentence does not completely 
parallel what might he judged, from their definition 
quoted aboTe, to be a 'normal' existential sentence.
There appear to be at least three differences.- Firstly, 

sentences lihe (71) are often grammatical only by virtue 
of the context of discourse, i.e as Mswers to ques

tions; secondly, in other situations the Intonation
• f

pattern of the putative existential sentence is consid

erably distinct from the pattern usually associated with 
undeniably existential sentences; thirdly, and perhaps 

most importantly, there are quite radical differences in 
meaning between pairs of sentences such as:

(7.72) a There's always the cars in the
garage

b There's always some cars-in the 
garage‘

(7.73) a- There's the snow on the hills 
b There's snow on the hills

»

As Allan (1971:16) says:

"The function of the existential operator 
[realised as there be:RMH] is to introduce 
the referent of the noun-phrase in which it 
is a constituent as a 'new' theme of dis

course."

Only in the (b) sentences above is this possible. 
Further, we might observe that if we change always to 

never, only the (b) sentences are acceptable (although
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In (72b) some changes to any); 

(7.74) a *There's never the cars in the
garage

There's never any cars in theb

- garage

(7.75) a ♦There's never the snow on the
hills

b There's never snow on the hills

It therefore seems correct to exclude sentences of 

the type (71), (72a), (73a) from our future discussion. 
This, of course, is in accordance with current grammat

ical thinking, for moat grammarians agree with Quirk £t 

ad. (1972:956) and Roberts (1964), cf. the discussion in 
3, that the NP following ^ must be 'indefinite'. 

Even if we accept the term 
that claim is only misleadingly true, for although the 
following NP must Indeed be 'indefinite', it is not the 
■case that every 'indefinite' NP can follow an existen

tial verb. Thus compare, the following:^-

■'^16.

indefinite''at face value,

5 It will occasionally be the case that sentences 
asterisked below are acceptable in a noh-existential

interpretation, cf. the discussion above, 
argument to a reasonable, length, 1 henceforth ignore 

such alternative interpretations, rinless it is explicit

ly stated to the contrary.

To keep the
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(7.76) a There's some prisoners on the roof 
h There were many philosophers hoping 

to find the meaning of 'truth' 
c *There were all prisoners oh the roof 
d *There was every philosopher hoping 

to find the meaning of 'truth'
From this we might conclude that the following NP must

contain, in surface structure, an existential quant-

This, however, appears to he over-rash, in view 
of the acceptability of sentences such as:

There are cricketers who write poetry 
But' notice that (77) is rather different in meaning from 
the sentence of which it might he supposed to he a 
transform:

(7.78)

ifier.

(7.77)

Cricketers write poetry .

In (77) it is claimed only that some cricketers write
poetry, whereas in (78) the predication is claimed to he 
true of the class of cricketers as a whole. In other 

words, in (77) the reference of cricketers is similar to 

the reference of some cricketers ,.OLn (78) to the refer- - 

enoe of all cricketers. Our intuitions in this respect 
are reinforced hy the different degrees of grammatical- 
ity in the following group of sentences:^

6 (79h) is only fully acceptahle, for me, under 
certain stylistic conations, namely 'vivid' use Of the 

present continuous, especially as found in narration.
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Some children are playing by the 
river hank

h ??Children are playing hy the river 
hank

c *A11 children are playing hy the 
river hank

(7.79) a

(7.80) a There are some children playing hy 
the river hank

h There are children playing hy the 
river hank

c *There are all children playing hy 
the river hank

The interesting point is that (791)) and (79c) fall 
together in (lack of) acceptahility hut that in (80) it

is the (a) and (h) sentences which fall' together in 
(presence of) acceptahility. 
draw from these facts?

What conclusions can we 
It would he premature just now 

-to discuss at length the relation between quantifier

less NP' a and NP's with*3 collocating universal quant

ifier, hut we can observe that ne'i^er type of IIP is 

fully acceptable as the subject of a sentence which is 

not capable, by virtue of tense and aspect, of a generic 
interpretation. This is why (79h) and (79c) are at best 

marginally acceptable. HP's with a collocating exist

ential quantifier are not subject to this restriction, 

hence the acceptahility of (79a). Now this shows that 
there are two reasons why (80c). is unacceptable: firstly,
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the sentence of which it is a putative transform is 
unacceptahle; secondly, as we have already observed with 
regard to the sentences of (76), there must he no uni

versal quantifier in the complement NP of an existential 

Yet neither of these reasons are applicablesentence, 

in the case of (80b), Given the relationship between 
quantifier-less NP's and KP's with a iiniversa! quant

ifier, this can only be explained by the- hypothesis that
there is in fact an underlying quantifier associated 
with the NP of (80b). Phis quantifier must be deletable 
only iinder strict conditions, otherwise we fall into the

trap of "disappearing quantifiers". The syntactic and 

semantic evidence suggests that this deletable quantifier, 
which is presumably realised in (80b) as part of the 

there be construction, must at the very least be relat- 
able to some. In this'*way we would be able to account 

for the close meaning relation between (80a) and (80b).

/V,

The above argument is of interest not only because 
it shows that, since there is a distinct meaning differ

ence between (79b) and (80b), th^se two sentences ought 

not to be transformationally related; there is also the 

more significant point that it looks as if (80b), an
existential sentence, has some kind of underlying exist- 

Prom that it follows that we canentlal quantifier, 

make a much more precise statement about the kind of

surface NP which can .function as the complement of an 
existential sentence: that NP must include an underlying
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exlstential quajitifier’. That there is such an intimate 
relationship between the acceptability of existential
sentences and the presence of an underlying existential 
quantifier strongly implies that the case for our fourth 
alternative - that existential quantifiers are derived 
from an underlying existential sentence - is supported 
by more than p rely nominalist considerations.

Now let us turn to the statue of there. It is 
undeniable that in many contexts, for instance:

There's the boy,-swinging from a 
lamppost

it has a purely locative function. However, Allan 

(■1971) has suggested that in existential sentences there 

ould not be considered as a locative, for as he shows 
quite convincingly, pace Sampson (1972), cf. too Allan 

' (1972), the two types of there have different distribu

tions. and can be distinguished in apparently identical 
sentences by contrasting stress and intonation patterns. 
We therefore accept here Allan's designatibn of the re - 
the existential there - and there^ '^the locative there. 

The question now resolves itself into what kind of 
status in underlying structure ought to be assigned to 
the re .' One poesible soluti on i s obviously but of the 

question: given the differences between there., and theren 
it is impossible to derive there:^ directly from

(7.81)

an
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ordinary locative source."^ 

proposes that there^ and ^ are together derived from a 
single source, and it would he plausible to set up as 
this source an abstract verb such as KEIST, cf. §5.2 and 
Garden (1968).

Allan (1971:11) himself

Although in Chapter 5 we found that that
abstract verb had little to recommend it, I shall adopt 
it here, and this is for two reasons. Firstly, Allan's 
arguments that there^ be is derived from a unitary

source and.is only transformationally realised is appeal-
9
ing. Secondly, there is a reasonable case that the 

underlying subject of an existential sentence is not 

there.j', but the surface NP complement. If this were not 

so> it would be difficult, as even Sampson (1972:116-17) 
._^/X^.^atoite, to account for the concord of:

There are lions in Africa
although we ought to remember that such concord is not 
obligatory, for compare:

(7.83)

Both the above points suggest that an underlying

(7.82)

There's lions in Africa

\

7 Within the terms of a locallst theory, as proposed 

in Anderson (1971b), it would, of course, be necessary 

to derive therei from a locational source. It is not 
entirely clear that such a theory would be able to 

distinguish consistently between the two types of there, 
which may thus constitute^a rather minor objection to 

that theory.
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predicator is the source of there^ he and EXIST is the 
most likely candidate. Nor are all the arguments against 
the general use of an abstract verb such as EXIST valid
here, for, as we shall see, it has specific realisations 
and is recoverable even if deleted by the time surface
structure is reached.

In the preceding paragraphs we have examined a great 
deal of evidence all of which supports alternative (d), 

gamely that quantifiers are derived from an underlying
This masB of evidence, I believe, 

is quite sufficient to show that this.fourth alternative 
is the only serious competitor to (b), and therefore it 
is duly appropriate that we now attempt to show what the 

erlying structures corresponding to (d) ought to look 

The most plausible candidate for the underlying 

representation is one which is clearly a -rather simple 
adaptation of the lakoff-Carden theory, in which some is 

a noun, not a predicate, and the abstract verb EXIST is 

the higher predicate.
base sentence, the representation corresponding to 

alternative (d) must be on the lines of:

existential sentence.

'''"^^Nnra
like.

Again using sentence (66) as the
■ ■
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(7.84) S

TP

some EXIST

TP

sorile

The close resemblance in basic structure between (84) 
and the representations proposed by lakoff and Carden 
can. easily be observed by comparing (84) with the phrase 

v^/^Vjjiarkers in lakoff (1971c;239), where it is also the case 

that two quantifiers are involved. However, in those 
- cases, we ought to note, the quantifiers involved are 

compound exlstentials; properly speaking the comparison 
between (84) and the L^off-Carden structures only 

applies to simple exlstentials.

\

'■ ■■ r\ ■

As observant readers will have realised for them

selves, (84) cannot be accepted just as it stands, for 
it presents a number of difficulties for the generation 
of correct surface- structures. However 1 want to pass 

over these for the moment (as they rightly belong to 

§7.5) and merely note here that it is not easy to see in 

what other way Allan's observations, discussed above.
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can be captured. More precisely, Allan (1971:15-16) 
suggests that existential sentences are dominated by an
NP node, and this runs into insuperable difficulties 
when the object NP is derived from such a sentence. 

Thus the following paradigms would not be explicable:
(7.85) a John saw there were girls in the

park

b John saw (some) girls in the park

(7.86) a John realised there were girls in
’ the park

b *John realised (some) girls in the 
park

\¥hatever the difficulties of (84), that is not one of
.,^jX3em.

7.5 Conflation

It therefore appears to be fairly certain that the 
correct choice of underlying representation for (66) 

lies between (67) and (84)' or whatever elaboration and
' ' ■ •' r\ ■

modification of these two structures may be deemed 
necessary. This certainty stems from the already obser

ved fact that both (67) and (84) are able to account for 
a number of syntactic and semantic phenomena which are 

inexplicable in terms of the other structures discussed 
in §7.4, and, furthermore, neither are they satisfactor

ily accounted for by a hypothesis, such as that of 
Lakoff and Carden, which claims that quantifiers are

•
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underlylng higher predicates, or by one, such as that of 
Jackendoff, which, although it claims that some quant

ifiers (but not some) are underlying nouns, does not 
derive quantifiers from a sentence higher than tha 
sentence which contains the collocating NP.

But evan though we can now show that 'the kind of 
decision which we now have to make can be very clearly 

defined, there are a number of caveats which must be 

, made with respect to the discussion in the rest of this 

chapter. Most notably, neither (67) nor (84) purports 

to give an analysis of any quantifier other than some. 
At first sight this might appear to be unfortunate, and 
bn*'deeper investigation such fears can be seen to be

- - -founded. To consider but one point, there is
virtually no interaction between processes of element 
negation and simple existential quantifiers. Thus,

whereas not many is an acceptable sequence, *not some is 
not. In Chapter 8 we shall see that structures such as 
(67) or (84) provide excellent explanations of.this 
point, but the present disadvantage is that we cannot 

use evidence from quantifier negation to support either

Of course, after we have 
agreed on an underlying structure for simple existenti- 
als on the basis of the present evidence and then moved 
on to quantifiers such as many, if we then find that the 

evidence from, say, negation supports the already agreed 
structures, such independent confirmation will lend

of the above structures.
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greater strength, to our-proposals. A second point, hut 
this is more general, is that there is no claim that

either of the ahove structures, or a future modification, 
is correct on all details. Thus we shall observe in- 
Chapter 12 that the exact status of restrictive relative 
clauses is uncertain and that this has an effect on our
suggestions here. Another instance is that even the 

status of nodes such as S, NP or VP is open to dispute, 
as is the even more fundamental question of whether or 
ndt a constituency framework is preferable to a depen

dency framework, cf. Anderson (1971a; 1971b:29-32) and 
§6.6, above. It would be best to remember here that it 

has.been the notionalists, with their reluctance to 
^^^/\pt^ch. themselves too closely to one formalism, that

have contributed a great part of our knowledge of deter

miners and quantifiers., and it seems preferable to 
believe that the correct formal framework, while emin

ently desirable, cannot ever be a prerequisite to accur

ate linguistic explanation. Indeed, as we often noted 
in Part I, formalism.all too easily leads to a deadening 
dogmatism. Bearing in mind these reservations, there

fore, we can now move on to the discussion proper.

One definite advantage which is held by both (67) 
and (84) over other proposals is that in both these 

analyses some is assigned a noun-like status; therefore 

it is fairly simple to account for the relation of some 
We have already observed that these twoto a number.
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1terns have many similar syntactic and semantic proper

ties, and we are now able to explain these similarities
by claiming that a number is derived from the same
source as some; this is perfectly consistent with both 
(67) and (84). In addition to the examples of similar

ity which we have already given, cf. §7.3, the discus

sion of Jackendoff's proposals in Chapter 6, and further 
examples in Anderson (1973c, forthcoming), we might 
mention such parallels as:

• (7.87) a Many are the men who like oranges
b *Some are the men who like orsinges

c *A number are the men who like oranges •

The many men like or^ges

b *The some men like oranges

c *The number of men like oranges- 
Furthermore, there are. several environments which permit 
a number but not some, for example:

. (7.88) a

(7.89) a A large number of men like oranges 
b *Large some men like oranges 

But these cases, I would claim, are onl^:explicabl.e in 

terms of an analysis which derives a number and some
from virtually Identical sources, paradoxical as this 

may appear. However, the explanation of (89) properly 
lies in Chapter 8, and we shall only claim here that the 

other distributions which we have observed are suffici

ent to show the near-equivalence of a number and some.
■
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The above correepondencea are, indeed, ao atrong 
that it ia tempting to auggeat that aome ia derived from 

exactly the aame underlying atructure aa a number. This 
auggestion needs some modification, however, as can ' 
clearly be seen from the following:

Some snow fell yesterday 
b *A number of show fell yesterday 

Yet that is easily explicable; we could claim that some 
plus countable noun = a number and that some plus mass 
noun = a quantity;

(7.90) a

(7.91) A quantity of snow fell yesterday 
Although these proposals strike this writer as very near
to the 'truth', I have some hesitation in putting them 

practice effect, 

is that the claim that two sentences, purely stylistic 
variants apart, can have identical underlying structures, 

although common, is hard to maintain, cf. the remarks on 

Neg Transportation in §5.4.

One reason for this hesitation

In fact it does seem to be 

the case that a very slight meaning difference, perhaps 
of the order of that‘which-crops up ihNtleg Transport

ation, does exist between aome and a number. Another

reason is that there are several candidates apart from 
a number and a quantity which might equally well be 

used, e.g., a set, an amount. As each of these is a 

discrete lexical item, each must have a slightly differ

ent semantic representation;
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Nevertheless, it seems deairatle that the 
pondences which we have discussed should he reflected in 

way in theunderlying structures (and in Chapter 8 
we shall see that there are several further reasons for 
doing'so), and therefore the following ad hoc decisions 

will te taken, none of which, it must he stressed, make.

corres-

some

any implicit claim about some which is not already 
implicit in' (67) or (84). 

some will he stated explicitly helow.
Any resultant claims- about

The most import

ant of these decisions will he that in underlying struc

ture some will he variously represented as A NUMBER or 

A QUANTITY, the upper case letters being used to distin

guish between these abstract underlying strings and the 
^^y^si^ace lexical items. More specifically, A NUMBER will 

he used for some in some hoys, etc., whereas A QUANTITY 

will he used for the some in'(90a). This enables us to 

distinguish, although perhaps in an ad hoc manner, 
between collocations with count and with mass nouns.
without having to use the at least equally ad hoc feat

ure [±count]. We might wish to distinguish 
number and some by that feature in any case, saying that

between a

a number (a quantity) is derived from [A NUMBER, +count] 

([A QUANTITY, +count]), whereas some is derived from 
[A NUMHER/A QUANTITY; -count]., Unfortunately, that is 
not a particularly appealing.suggestion; our present 

state of knowledge is too inadequate to suggest that as 
a suitable way to distinguish a number and a quantity 
from some, and we may have to resort to ad hoc devices.
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But as the previous paragraph pointed out, the distinc

tions may he much more purely semantic, in which respect 
-see the further discussion in §8.1.

We have moved, it would appear, some way from the 
original ohjeotives of this section, hut this is not so, 
for the above considerations have clear Implications for 
the respective adequacies of (67) and (84), implications

In §6.3 we were able to -which we ought now to discuss, 

show that the invariable presence of of between a number 
and its collocating NP was d\;ip to an Adjacent NP Con

straint, cf. examples (6.32) and (6.41). Furthermore, 

we then stated that (p.255):
"It is not relevant at the present time to 
consider why particular items are Inserted 
between adjacent NP's. It seems quite' 
certain, however, that and and or are 
markers of coordination. This leaves the 
way open for of to be the marker of non- 

coordinating relationships, including, but 

not exclusively so, subordinlahion."
If we now reconsider our earlier remarks in the context 

of.(67) and (84), if is noticeable that (67) is not only 
compatible with but also, strongly supports those previ

ous statements, for (67) claims that a number (like 
some) is a noun controlling an underlying restrictive 

relative clause which ccjntains its collocating NP in 
surface structure; in other words, (67) states that

i if :
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there is a subordination relation between the two 
in a number of boTs.

nouns

Of course, no _of occurs after 
3PM61 but this need not worry us for, 
show in §6.3, the insertion of of is 

on and, further, a phenomenon which is by no 

universal in its application. ‘We can therefore observe

as we were able to
a surface phen.omen-

means

that an underlying analysis of the form of (67) is able
to explain a surface feature for which we previously had 
no consistent explanation. On the other hand, it is not 
immediately obvious that (84) would predict of-inser- 
tion, for it does not appear to be necessarily the case

"that a number and boys would be in a subordination 

relation, despite the fact that a number would have a 
^^p^^^^urce in a sentence higher than that containing boys. 

Although the situation here can hardly be described as 

clear-cut, there does seem^o be some evidence that (67) 
is preferable to (84).

, Some further evidence which supports (67) over 
(84), which we have already mentioned but which never

theless bears brief repetition, is tliat (67) is totally 

consistent with Bach's (1968) claim that nouns are 
derived from relative clauses which are based upon some 
predicate nominal structure. (84), as it stands, is not 
consistent with that claim. On the other hand, (84) is 

able to give some explanation of existential sentences 

(although admittedly we have not yet shown exactly how 

this is done), whereas (67) is unable to do so. In other
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words, we are faced with a situation where two competing 
structures offer partially overlapping, partially com

plementary, explanations; ^luckily it does not appear to 
he the case that these explanations are contradictory. 
That this is so prompts the expectation that it might he 
possible to conflate the two structures ^d thus bring 

under one roof (or the shade of one tree) the full range 

of generalisations which each structure separately 

affords. The only question, of'course, is how this is 
to* he done.

Towards the end of §7.4 it was admitted that (84) 
had serious deficiencies, although at the time it was 
left dio the reader to discover these for himself. It is

lif'opportune to discuss these matters, and we may start
■ Rby considering what the underlying structure of:

(7.92)

might he in terms of (84)'s approach. 
ought to find something like:

Children like some sweets
Presumably we

r\'
8 I leave out of discussion the possibly dubious 
status of (92). Here it is only essential that there be
some possible reading of (92); what that reading is 
precisely is rather less Important.

■ ..j
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(7.93)

•But (93) is completely unjustifiable, for one very 
simple reason: it is not possible to ascertain whether 
some should be lowered onto children or onto sweets.

This is a quite basic defect, which is equally observ-
The source of this defect is that in (84) 

there is no type of identity relation holding between 

the quantifier-noun and the NP into which it is lowered. 
This clearly causes trouble of the type described in 

(93), and the only reason why it might not be so obvious 
in (84) is that the global derivational constraints 
described by lakoff (197ic:238-52) ^ndition one into 
accepting that the higher of two quantifiers is, under 
normal conditions, the left-most in the surface sent

ence, of. §8.4.

able in (84).

But we ought not to ignore the simple 

fact that the lack of identity relatione in (84) makes'
tha,t structure untena.bleit is not the global deriv

ational constraints mechanism which attaches quant

ifiers to the correct NPf it is an identity relation 
which does that.
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If (84) is correct in asserting that the quantifier 
must he the subject of a higher existential sentence, 
then there must be an occurrence of the identical quant

ifier in the matrix sentence; but (84) does not provide 
such an occurrence. On the other hand, if we look once
more at (67) we can see imme'diately that exactly such an 
occurrence is provided by.that structure. Now we alrei dy 
know that the basic claims of (67) and (84) are non

contradictory, yet each structiire is insufficiently 

• powerful. One way round this would be to build the

higher existential sentences of (84) on top of (67), for 
theji the totality of claims of (84) would be added to 
the claims of (67). What we have so far lacked is some 

independent motivation for such a strategy. But now the 

basic structural-^ inadequacy of (84) provides us with 
such a motivation; what '(■84) lacks is the occurrence of 
the app: opriate quaintifiers in the matrix sentence (the 

sentence in (94), Sq, which contains the main verb); 
what (67) provides is exactly such occurrences. Thus if 
(84) is to work-correctly it must^^e hooked Up with 
(67) - any fiirther generalisations are by way of a bonus.

Vi.-.,

The type of structure which we shall end up with 

(still using (66) as bur starting point) is along the 

lines of:

>



1

A NUMBER

NP S, EXIST4

A NUMBER NP5

NP S-i6

A NUMBER NP. VI’/i kissed NPg l28

A NUMBER BE boys A NUMBER NP10

A NUMBER BE girls

Despite the fact that at first sight (94) looks rather
Firstly, it cancomplicated, this is not really so. 

easily be divided into three blocks: (a) S_2 and S_^ are 
the higher exisiential sentences for the two quantifiers;

(b) Sq is the matrix sentence; (c) and S2 are. the 
reatrictive relative clauses containing the predicate 
nominal tinderlying forms of the surface nouns. Second

ly, the process of deriving the surface sentence (66)
and various related, forms is quite simple: let us exam-

Commencing with the lowest sen-ine it step by step.
tences, according to the standard cyclical conventions, 

removed by the normal transformations
This gives us:

S.| and S2 are 
associated with relative clauses.
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(7.95)

A NUMBER.

A NUMBER

9

A NUMBER

A NUMBER girls

appropriate NP's of the matrix sentence (exi'stehtial- 
lowering):^ this is optional in the case of the left

most quantifier in the matrix sentence.

the existential sentences are lowered into the

To show this we

9 Amhiguity about which existential sentence belongs
. '■ ^ r\ '

to which matrix NP only arises because the two quant-
To the present writer this seems, 

for the moment, to be no great objection, 
stage we shall be able to see that the ambiguity is only 
apparent, but to show that we need, preferably,^ a sen- . 
tence with two different quantifiers, and that, of 

course, is not possible at-this stage of our argument.

iflers are identical.
At a later
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ahall consider a case where the passive transfromatlon 
has not operated, 

that lexicalisation of A NUMBER takes place, although
It is also prohahly at this point

this problem will be more fully discussed in the follow

ing 'chapter. In the examples below we lexicalise A NUM- 

If no lowering of the appropriate (left- 
most) quantifier takes place, then we shall obtain:

(7.96)

BER to some.

S

KP TP

NP BXISIS

NP TPsome

some boys kissed some girls

This gives us - with the correct realisation of EXIST -
- the structure:

[gThere were soraeEgSome boys kissed 
some girls]g]g 

There then follows a rule which is the direct opposite 
of the existential-lowering rrile, wh^^h raises the 

subject of the matrix sentence into the complement of 
the existential. We call this rule "Subject Exlstenti- 
alisation", and it transforms a string such as (97) into:

(7.97)

(7.98) [gThere were some boys[gSome boys
kissed some girls]gig

Then one of two transform^tlone takes place: either the 
second instance of some boys is identity-deleted, by
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normal processes, -to give: 
(7.99) There were some hoys kissed some girls

or wh-formation takes place: 
(7.100) [gihere some hoysEgWh-boyswere

kissed some girls]g]g

and the normal relativisation rules follow to generate;
(7.101) There were some boys who kissed some 

girls

That (101) is not derived from an underlying structure 
involi^ing a restrictive relative clause explains why it 

is only an optional alternative to the wh-less form in 

(99). Identity-deletion is the optional rule in this 

context, but the other rules are later and must apply if 

^•^e\st^otural descriptions are met. Of course, if the 
derivation from (95) contains the double application of 
existential-lowering, as it may well do, then we immedi

ately obtain the surface structure of (66).

Although the above certainly constitutes a prliSa 
facie case for adopting (94) as-the underlying represen

tation of (66), it would be foolish to as^^t that (94) 

has definitely been established. Two points need to be 

made clear. The first is that there are a number of 
wrinkles in the derivation which have not been Ironed

out and which must be if (94) is to be shown to be ade

quate . The second is that we have not yet considered 
how (94) can be modified to ha-iidle . quantifiers such as

/
f
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aany. To some extent these questions are interdepen

dent, and therefore we shall discuss both of them in 
Chapter 8. Only then shall we be able to make a careful 
evaluation of the hypothesis presented above.'

rv

./ ■
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Chapter Eight

Compound.existential quantifiers

8.1 Some semantics

By the conclusion of the preceding chapter we had
t.

been able to ‘establish a fairly plausible underlying 
source for the quantifier some, and this source had been 

justified by both semantic and syntactic arguments. 
iTowever, there can be no doubt that apart from the 
initial semantic equation of some with a number, the 

weight, of the semantic argiunents was minimal, 
fitting, therefore, that we now have a closer look at 

j^the semantics of some, despite the fact that the primary 

object of study in this chapter is many and, more gener

ally, the whole class of compound exlstentlals, includ

ing few, a few, little, a little and much, 
least two good reasons for this approach, 
these is that the semantic status of some is interesting

It is .

There are at

The first of

in itself; an adequate analysis of some cannot escape 

talking about the many semantic problems involved, 
second is that it is easily predictable that if we get 
the semantics of some wrong then we are going to,get the

And so we must

The

semantics of many, 'etc, wrong too. 
examine further the semantic credentials of the simple

existential.
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In tlie above paragraph and also In Chapter 7, 
especially §7.5, we have, sometimes hesitantly, talked 
about the equation of some and a number. Even if we
restrict ourselves to collocations with countable NP-'s,

which does not seriously distort the issue, it can quite 
easily be shown that this hesitancy is undoubtedly 

justified. We need only consider the following:
(8.1)' a For a niimber of reasons this 

approach has to be rejected 

b ?*For some reasons this approach has 
to be rejected

It is only under exceptional circiunstances, and even ' 
then some would have to be heavily stressed, that (1b)

Yet if a numberN_^/\^w^ld be tadcen as at all acceptable.

and some are derived from the same underlying source, it 
ought to be the case that both the sentences of (1) are 
equally acceptable,■ Is there any way to account for 

this contradiction without radically altering our hypo

thesis? To find an answer to this question we shall 
have to look more cPosely at the rea^^s for accepting 
(la) and rejecting (1b).

Unfortunately there seems to be absolutely no 
reason for supposing that there is any syntactic mis- 
behavioiir in (1b) 

tions are grammatical:
as the following similar construe-»

J
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(8.2) a Because of a number of faults in 
the design, the supersonic plane 
cannot get off the ground 
Because of some faults in theb

design, the supersonic plane cannot 
get off the ground 

c Por a number of people Marxism 
signposts the road to Utopia 

d Por some people Marxism signposts 
* the road to Utopia

This means that we must rely completely on our intu

itions about the meaning of some, and our intuitions are 

notoriously hazy and imprecise. Nevertheless, some 
^^j-^^ihe^way

(1b) is least unacceptable when some has heavy stress 

but that this heavy stress is*not the result of a deriv

ational constraint but of the fact that the some which 
is roughly equivalent to certain is being used, cf.:

(8.3) ?Por certain reasons this approach has 

to be rejected 
This suggests that one reason why (1b) is unacceptable 
normally is that it is too vague: to reject an approach 
one needs (at least morally) specific reasons, and,some 
reasons is too unspecific; yet a number of reasons is 

not. One explanation for'this offers itself immediately; 

it is that the latter phrase indicates that it is pos- 

sible for the speaker/writer to enumerate the reasons; 
the former phrase, on the other heind, gives no such

can be made. We can start by observing that

•
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indication. And if It Is possible for the speaker to 
enumerate the reasons, then the reasons must be specif

ic, although unspecified.

Therefore it appears to be quite plausible to 
suggest that the contrast between some and a number 

should not be formulated as it:: was in §7.5,' but .rather 

by a structure in which the former is derived from 
underlying [A NUMBER, -specific], the latter from [A 
NUMBER, +speoific], with appropriate modifications for

It would be nice if thecollocations with mass noiuis.
[ispecifio] contrast could be connected with the t±count] 
contrast hypothesised in §7.5, but it is most probable 

that such a connection would be spurious and indeed it 
'-sC^meJ-ikely that the latter ought to be discarded. 

Furthermore, we have not been able to formalise an 
explanation of the unacceptability of (1b); but in the 

light of the other examples given it might be claimed 
that the steps we have taken are not in contradiction of 
any eventual analysis of that sentence and that.that 
analysis might be based on a comblnationOjf what we have 

said together with a complex analysis of reasons, which 
; noun might be said to be at the heart of the trouble. 1

- 1 The answer may be that reasons is also too non

specific, and that the combination [-specific] + [-spec

ific] is, as it were too muchy In all the other cases 
either the quantifier or the head noun is [+speciflc].
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The most relevant point as far as we are concerned, 
however, is that (1h), despite exemplifying crucial 
differences between a number and some, by no means shows 
that it is necessary to provide quite different under

lying sources for'the two items, and thus it is not a 

counter-example to the structures suggested in (7.94).

• The reader may recall that in §4.1 it was stated 

that the prime function of some in a sentence such as:
Some children like cream 

is to indicate that the reference,of the subject NP is 
to at least two but no more than n-2 members of the full

(8.4)

set of potential referents of children, where that set 

has’n members. This statement now needs refining in two 

oTrections, the first of which concerns the number of
referents Indicated. Although 1 believe the above claim 
is correct, and indeed necessary, as we shall see later, 

as a theoretical statement about competence, it is 
certainly incorrect as a claim about performance utter

ances of some. What is wrong is that the assertion is
sufficiently

large number it would seem to be the case that if only 
two members of the set satisfied the predication then 
some would be being used inappropriately, although 

theoretically correctly. We can handle this and yet 
save the structure of the claim by introducing m, where 
m is some small number greatly less than half of n. If 
we replace all the instances of two with m, then we

much too wide-ranging. Thus, if n
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ototaln a more accurate representation of the actual 
usage of some.

The substitution of m for two is both an advantage 
and a disadvantage. The advantage is that m is a rather 
amorphous concept but that, as we have seen, the per

formance meanings of some have precisely that amorphous 

characteristic. The disadvantage is that m is so amor-r 
phous that it is in danger of failing to explain any

thing. To solve this problem let us now return to the 
»
purely nominal quantifier a number. If we substitute a 

number of for some in (4) then, as we would expect, the 
range of size of the set of indicated referents is the 
same., as that for some.^ Now notice that there is a 

-^X^method by which we can alter that range, namely by 
adding either the adjective large or the adjective small;

(8.5) a A number of children like cream
A large number of children like cream 
A small number of children like cream 

In the former case the uppep extreme of the. range of 

sizes is appropriated, in the latter•'^e lower extreme. 
We can even say that (5b) indicates a set whose size is

b

c

^ There may be a tendency to use a number over a 

range of slightly smaller sets than some. If this is
so, it can most probably be ascribed to the claims about 
enumerability which seem to be made by a number, of. 
above. : - . ‘
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between n-m and n-2; (5c) indicates a size of set be

tween 2 and m. Tbis can be represented graphically:

n-2(8.6) 2 m n-m

a number

a large niunber•a small number

A solid line indicates that the relevant phrase approp

riately indicates reference to the size 'of set to which 
it corresponds. Where there is no line no reference may 

be indicated; thus, a small number cannot refer at all 
to a set’wlthin the range of size n-m < n-2. But it is' 
the dotted line which is most interesting, for this is 

V^r^iptended to show that, for the given size of set, al

though the relevant phrase may be used, it is not the 

most appropriate. The phrase we are most concerned with 
at the moment, of course, is a number, and (6) shows, 
rightly I believe, that although that phrase can be used 

to indicate that reference is tq any size of set be-tween 
2 and n-2, its appropriate range is be/tW^en m and nr-m. 

Outside that range it is preferable to qualify number 
with an adjective.

The above 'remarks are, of course, hardly original; 
indeed they are quite commonplace. Nevertheless they 

are worth emphasising for the results which, if it is 

carried further, this line of reasoning can obtain. We 
have seen that the appropriate range of a number is
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quite naturally limited by the fact that it can be 
modified by the adjectives large and small. Now we have 
already observed that the appropriate range of some is 
the same as that of a number. This could be accouhted- 

for simply by pointing out that since the two items have 
roughly the same underlying source this semantic fact is 
exactly what one might expect. But that scarcely ex

plains anything. A much more adequate explanation would 
Involve a hypothesis that just as unmodified a number 

is,’crudely speaking, the source of some, so adjectiv

ally-modified a ntunber is the source of some other 
quantifier(s) which restrict(s) the appropriateness of ■ 
some.in exactly the same way as the appropriateness of 

^ rSt^number may be restricted. We shall see below that 

this hypothesis can be fully justified.

We have now dealt with our first refinement of the 
statement about some which was made in Chapter 4 and so 

may proceed to the second. TJnlike the first, this looks
back to (7.94) rather than fo3?ward to the discussion of

interesting dis-compound existentlals. Consider an 

tinction between (4) and:

(8.7) Children like cream 
This latter sentence asserts that it is a property of 
each member of the potential set of referents of children
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that he or she likes cream.^ As such it can he truly 

generic and timeless and therefore it is meaningful even 
if at the actual moment of utterance there is no object 
which satisfies the reference of children; there need 

only he some such objects at some time or another. This 
is what is meant hy the term "potential referent^'. In 

contrast, (4) seems only to he meaningful if at the time

of the assertion being made there are actual objects
This change inwhich satisfy the reference of children, 

meaningfulness conditions can only he due to some as

there is no other distinction between (4) and (7). 
Therefore we shall have to modify our original statement 

further so that it reads: appropriate usage of some
that the reference of its collocating NP is to 

at least m hut no more than n-m actually existing mem

bers of the full potential se-E" of referents of that 

collocating UP, where n is the number of members of the 
full potential set of referents and m is some small 

number greatly less than half of n but more than two.

N^^nd^ates

ab^e statemeritTo the reader of this study the 
slightly reminiscent of one made much earlier, and

may

seem

5 Som'e modification of this is necessary: perhaps it

would be better to say: "that there is a tendency for it 
to be a property of ...". We shall return to a discus

sion of this point in Chapter 9, since it is not rele

vant to the present disousslon.
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It is Indeed the case that such suspicions•are justi

fied. let me repeat a quotation from Guillaume (1919: 

305), first given in §2.2:
"On passe ... d'un plan ou lesnoms existent 
virtuellement a -un plan ou ils se realisent 

Benoter les cas generaux de 

cette transition constitue le r3le de 

1'article, simple signe de relation entre 

une id&e et un fonds d'idees."

effectlvement.

This'statement is not very different from our own at-
aotiialises' potentialtempt above to suggest that some 

referents.’ One contradiction between Gulllaiune's remarks.
and my.own can be quite easily resolved.

^c^Tqii^ that 'actualisatlon'
Hjelmslev (1928) and §2.2, is a property of the '^tic-

Guillaiune

or "concretisation", cf.

les' only, but we are claiming '^hat it is also true of 
But we have already shown quite con-some, at least, 

clusively that Guillaiune was mistaken in believing there
to be a separate category 'article' and therefore there

w ' •

is no a priori reason why the claim canno.t be extended 

to some.

There is another point, however, which is perhaps 
more serious. When we first discussed Guillaiune's 
theories we were forced to conclude that such statements 

that quoted above were at best obscure, at worst 

meaningless. One fundamental,reason for reaching this 
conclusion was that it was extremely difficult to see

as
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how his claims could he placed within a formal and
testable hypothesis. Therefore if we wish to save any 
part of the above statement, and it would seem prefer

able that we do in fact do so, we shall have to overcome 
that difficulty. In order to achieve this, let us now 
return to (7.94) and consider part of the function of 
the higher existential sentence. Apart from its role in 

deriving structures like (7.99) and (7.101) where there 
is a surface existential predicate, it is clear that it

Not only doesmakes a certain semantic assertion.
(7.94) state that a number of boys kissed a number of

girls, but, by virtue of the two top-most VP's, it 
states^that those boys and those girls actually existed. 

v,,^^_jyiis is precisely what we have claimed to be one of

the properties of some and it seems also to be what
articles'.Guillaume regards as the function of the 

And because the EXIST predicates are present only be- 

' the quantifier some/a number is there, (7.94) 

formalises the claim of Guillaume and our own,Intuitions 

exactly.

cause

We can therefore see that the hypothesis of a higher 
und^ying predicate containing the abstract verb EXIST 

is not only justified, by the syntactic evidence given in 

§7.5, but also by the semantic intuitions which were 

initially outlined, in an altogether too vague fashion, 

by Guillaume (1919) and which we noted that it was 
necessary to formalise in order to account adequately

i'-
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for the semantics of some, 
we have been able to ohserve that there is a substantial 
amount of (juite varied evidence to support (7.94), and 
thus it is now possible to move on with confidence to a 
discussion of the status of many and the other compound 

existentials within such a hypothesis.

In this section as a whole

The ad.1ectlval status of 'many'8.2

C^arden (1970c) lists fifteen constructions which, 
he claims, prove that postdeterminer-quantifiers, in 
opposition to predeterminer quantifiers, behave syntac

tically and semantically like
He states (1970c:423):

true' ncnrestrictive

adlectivds.

^Examples I through XII show that Post-Deter

miner Q act like true adjectives, suggesting 

that Pcst-Determiner Q and adjectives share 
In this section we con-a deep structure, 

aider whether the appropriate deep structure
is that of restrictive or. of nonrestricti-ve 

Examples XIII and XIV'Qkow thatadjectives.

Post-Determiner Q, like nonrestrictive

adjectives, are derived from the predicates 
of deep-structure nonrestrictive relative

Example XV confirms this analysisclauses.

by showing that Overt-Predicate Q never
in restrictive relative clauses, thusappear

explaining why Post-Determiner Q are always
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nonrestrictivei"

'We Gan accept completely Garden's argument up to the 
point where he show that postdeterminer quantifiers are 
derived from a source which is at least similar to that 
of nonrestrictive adjectives, hut no further than that 

point.

to his thesis.

Beyond there we encounter a number of objections.

Some of these were discussed in §5.3 and

need not be repeated here, but there are others which we
Basically our objec-must now spell out in some detail, 

tions centre upon the fact that Carden does not even
begin to attempt to explain why many' and the other 

compound'existentials can appear in postdeterminer 

position, whereas neither some nor all can. 
v^^/Sbserved earlier, he does give a formal mechanism which 

will ensure that only the desired surface structures

As we

will be generated, but that mechanism should not be
Given that postdeterminermistaken for an explanation, 

quantifiersbehave similarly to nonrestrictive adjec

tives, it would surely be most satisfactory if it could 
be shown that exactly those. quantifierp^hich can ajjpear 
in that context are always derived from a deep structure
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structure involving a nonrestrictive relative clause.

It will be noticed that such a hypothesis would
The firstdiffer from Carden's in two essential points, 

is that since we have already been able to show that
some, at least, is not derived from such an underlying 

structure, then, if we are successful in our attempt, 
quantifiers will be derived from at least two sources.

whereas Carden derives all quantifiers from one predic-
Carden might therefore object thatate structure type, 

we have lost a generalisation which his proposal is able
But there is an adequate reply to this

It is that Carden's generalisation
to establish.

objection available, 
forcss^quantifiers into a wholly inappropriate straight- 

''-^^e^t; it claims that all quantifiers have the same
underlying structure (although in the case of postdeter—

4 It should be noted that a very similar conclusion 

to this is reached by Anderson (forthcoming), and his
arguments for such a source fpr compound existentials

Further, the'Qbmantic elementsare parallel to our own. 
of which his proposed underlying structure is composed

partially identical to those suggested in the course 
However, his structures are quite

are

of this chapter, 
different in that his work is based upon a theory of

found in Anderson (1971b). A compari-case grammar, as 
son of Anderson's proposails iwith those presented, here

would be of some theoretical interest.
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miner quantifiers originating from a different point in
Yet, as we have observedthe underlying phrase marker). 

in §7.1, there are at least three different distribution 
patterns associated with quantifiers, 
more sense to account for this in terms of different 
underlying structures rather than by means of dubious 
concepts such as obligatory versus optional quantifier-

It makes-rather

lowering, even if the purported generalisation is lost 
However this is not to deny that itin the process, 

would be most satisfactory if it were possible to make
some generalisation; our point is merely that the one 
which Garden wishes to make is too sweeping and ignores 

quite clear distinctions between various quantifiers.

'.A- The second difference is that our hypothetical 
underlying structure only pantially involves a non- 
restrictive relative clause in the derivation of the 

quantifier, whereas for Garden a quantifier in post

determiner position is wholly derived from the predicate 

of a nonrestrictive clause. ’In other words,'we are

suggesting that the underlying structure of such a 
quantifier is rather more complex than that which Garden 

It is worth repeating, in view of the complex-proposes.

ity of mainy underlying stimctures which have been sug

gested in the literature, that this is not an advantage 

for our proposal.
that such complexity is necessary. 
only want to discuss one set of facts which helps to do

isWhat we have to prove, therefore
In this paragraph I

■>
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In§7.5 we werethis, but we shall examine more below, 
able to conclude that some is derived from an underlying

NP in a higher existential sentence, but if we now
accept Carden's claims about nostdeterminer many we 
shall have to conclude that it is derived from an under-

The two positions are not alying VP or predicate, 
contradiction, but they get very near to being so, for

if they are accepted the result will be that it will be

impossible to make any generalisation of the kind hoped
However, this will notfor in the previous paragraph, 

necessarily be so if the underlying structure of many
partially'involves a nonrestrictlve relative clause, for • 

it is. qpite easy to see that such a clause could be 

-.associated with the kind of HP which underlies some, 
if the precise structure is at present obscure, 

may therefore be concluded that this second difference 

between Carden's hypothesis and our own putative hypo

thesis shows that it is only if we accept his proposals
that the possibility of an interesting generalisation is

■

Iteven

lost.

Nevertheless, before we can state with confidence 

that many, and the other compound exlstentials, 
always derived from an. underlying structure which invol

ves a nonrestrictive clause, it is necessary to show 
that in positions where many is not a postdeterrainer it 

still has several of the propferties which would be 
predicted by such a derivation, namely that i't has

are

■i-
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Furthermore, thesecertain adjectival properties, 
properties ought not to he shared with some. 
move on to give such evidence it should he noted that we 

not attempting to prove that Carden (1970c) is wrong

Before we

are

in claiming that predeterminer many is not a 

adjective; we have already suggested that many is never 

a 'true' adjective, although, for reasons which we hope

true'

to clarify helow, it does approach that status in- post-
We shall consider four pointsde t e rmine r c ontext s. 

which demonstrate that many always has adjectival prop

erties, three of these being syntactic and the final one 

semantic. '

Firstly, it is well-known (and, indeed, we have 
"mhiretoned this point several times previously) that only 

the compound existentials can appear as 'overt predic

ates ' ,alhelt that even when they do they often have a 

dubious (what Lakoff and Carden call 'archaic') ring to 

them. Thus we obtain the following pattern;

(8.8) a The men are many 
b The problems are few 

c *The accidents are all 
d *The houses are some

In this respect the compound existentials follow a 
pattern which is undeniably to be associated with adjec

tives and only With adjectives. Compare with (8);

(8.9) a The men are brave
b The problems are difficult
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c The accidents are serious

a The houses are ugly
It is'even the case that many and few (and, indeed, the 
other compound existentials) may he found coordinated - 
with an adjective in predicate position:

(8.10) a The problems are few but difficult 
b The accidents are many and serious 

The above examples provide good evidence that many and 

few must be considered to be adjectival, but the rather 

awkward status of (8a) and (8b) suggests that these 
compound existentials are not 'true' adjectives as are 
the examples in (9). Of course that is exactly what we - 

might -hope for.

'he second piece of evidence concerns a difference 

between many and some. but not^.all, cf. Chapter 9 for 

further discussion, which is that many but not some may
be directly preceded by a negator:

Not many people came to the party(8.11) a
b *Not some people came to the party

o ways: eitheriiT^
This difference can be accounted for 
many, but not some, is a main verb, which is a position

we have already rejected, or many involves a nonreetric- 

tive relative clause which is not found with some.

Carden (1970c:418-19) also observes this phenomenon, and 

he concludes that the second option is impossible, 
because of the fact that an .overt negative cannot modify 

a true prenominal adjective. Thus:
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(8.12) *Not happy inmates escaped 
However this position appears to he surmountahle, especi

ally because, as we have already pointed out, we are not 
trying to claim that many is a true prenominal adjectivev 

If many is in fact a compound of an element rather like 
that from which some is derived together with a nonre- 
strictive relative, then it seems quite plausible that 

an overt negative such as in (11a) will be gr^matical
in contrast to that in (12). The factor which rules out

»
(12) can be explained as a constraint against an overt

negative appearing in the same NP as a noun at shallow 
If we look at the derivational history ofstructure.

some and^guess, for the moment, that many's derivational
'history, is similar, then we can see that even in the

of not many this constraint would not be violated. 

But-the constraint must be violated in the case of post

case

determiner many, as Carden (1970c;419) exemplifies with:

(8.13) *The not many inmates escaped 

It will be necessary to show how this is accounted for 
within the kind of hypothesis we have terft^tively prot- 

posed.

It cannot be denied that the second argument is 
rather weak and hypothetical, but it can be fairly 

claimed that once an underlying structure and consequent 
derivation has been given for many then its strength 

will become more apparent. In'the meantime we can 
console ourselves with the fact that the third point to
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be discussed is a very strong one indeed, 
elementary fact of English grammar that only two 'parts

It is an

of speech' have comparative and superlative forms,
Since no one- would- wishnamely adjectives and adverbs, 

to deny that quantifiers modify nouns (or NP's) rather
than verbs, it must be conceded that if such quantifiers 

were to have comparative and superlative forms, then
And, ofthey would have to be related to adjectives.' 

course, it is the case that they have such forms, of.:
Many Scotsmen wore kilts 
More Scotsmen wore kilts (than 

didn't)

Most Scotsmen wore kilts 
Which team lost few games?
Which team lost fewer games,(than 

Celtic)?

Which team lost fewest games?

Not only that, but no other quantifiers have such forms:
(8.16) a *Somest houses have central heating 

b *Aller cows remain .outside durijqg 
winter (than are brought indoors)

In the light of such examples it is quite clear that we 
shall.have to postulate a source similar to that for 
adjectives as being involved in the derivation of com

pound existential, and oiily compound existential, quant

ifiers.

(8.14) a
b

c

(8.15) a
b

c
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The final argument is rather different from the 

other three, hut not only because, as has been previous

ly stated, it is a semantic one; it is also the case 
that its purpose is more obviously to lead the way.to an. 

adequate underlying structure than to characterise in 

any way the surface features of many. In Chapter 7 we 
able to observe that there was an extremely closewere

relationship between, sone and a number, and this rela

tionship was further defined and supported in §8.1.

Even more interestingly, we were able to argue plausibly
therethat given the semantics of some and a number, 

ought to be' a quantifier corresponding to adjectivally-
modified a large number, in order to explain the restric-

Erom what we have said in' •b^dKv^ppropriateness of some.

this section it is clear that many is partially derived
Therefore it is not toofrom an underlying adjective, 

difficult to predict what is in fact the case, namely
that many and a large number are in precisely the same 
kind of semantic relationship as are some and a number! 

(8.17) a A large number of wqrkerp-^ent on 

strike

b Many workers went on strike

And even more predictably, given (17), we find;
(8.18) a A small number of presidential

aides will have to be dismissed
b A few presidential aides will have 

.y' ' '
■to lDe dismissed
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Just as it was observed that a.number and some were

not synonymous, but perhaps differed by only one feat

ure, so it is possible to see that the (a) and (b) 
sentences of (17) and (18) are not synonymous, 
would wish to claim that the semantic difference between 
a large number and many or a small number and a few is

Indeed I

exactly the same as that between a number and some, 
support of that claim we might note that (18b) is' per

haps a slightly more natural sentence than (18a), al

though the latter, of course, is perfectly grammatical. 
Slight as the difference between the two sentences is. 

It will be recalled that in the

In

it is explicable, 
previous section it was discovered that a number indic- 

that, perhaps, is to put the matter too strongly

- that the set of actual referents is now enumerable, 
whereas some is much less specific about the size of the 

Moving to (18a) we can observe the implication 
that the set of to^be-dlsmissed aides is both small and 
enumerable, whereas in (18b) it is small but not (yet) 
enumerable. If the set is both small ahd^enumerable., 
why not use a cardinal number or perhaps an approximat

ive numeral such as a dozen in place of a small number?

This objection cannot be made of (18b), and I would ■ 
suggest that this is why we may find the latter sentence 

better' one than the former. The above may be a very 

minor point, but it does help^, to support the ,case that 

given the derivation proposed for some in §7.5 there is — 
every reason to lunnose that many will be derivable from

set.

a
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an underlying structure similar to that for a large 
Furthermore, with the variations in surface 

structure which such an an^ysis ought to be able to 
explain, similar underlying structures should be dis

coverable for the other compound existentials.

number.

8.3 More landerlying structures

With the above evidence in mind it is fairly simple 

to deduce what the underlying structure of many ought to 
It is undeniable that mafiy must have, in all 

its occurrences, a derivation involving a nonrestrictive 

relative clause, for otheiTwise we would not be able to 
ej^J^ai^its adjectival behaviour in every position.

look like.

But, with the possible exception of postdeterminer con-
true' adjective.texts, many does not behave like~a 

Therefore it cannot simply be a nonrestrictive adjective
modifying the collocating NP in surface structure. If 

is derived from a structure resembling a largemany

number where large is nonrestrictive, not only does the
consequent derivation satisfy all these demands but it 
has two additional advantages. Firstly, the underlying 

structure will be similar to some, which permits us to
make the generalisation that all existential quantifiers 

are derived from a higher sentence of the form A NUMBER
That isEXIST or sbme modification of that sentence, 

precisely the kind of generalls'ation we have to make in

order to counter Carden's possible objection that we
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Secondly, by demonstrating^ have lost a generalisation, 
that many is an adjectivally-modified form of some we
have also explained why so.ne has the restricted semantic 
appropriateness which was discussed in §8.1.

Therefore we can state with a fair amount of con

fidence that (20) is a plausible candidate■for^the 

underlying structure of (19). which, of course, is an 

obvious modification of (7.66):
Many boys kissed many girls(8.19)

(8.20)
>

BE largeA NtTMBEREXISTNP

LdA 'TTIIMBEH

BE,largeA NUMBERNP

A NUMBER NT

■VT kissedA large NT

NUMBER
HE boys A largeA large

}NUMBENUMBER - ...»
A large NUMBER HE girls
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Ihe derivational process to reach (19) will he the same 

as that for (7.94) to (7.66) except that here, addition

ally, there will he conjtinction reduction of the coord

inated sentences to derive, in the normal fashion, the 
fifonrestrictive adjectives, This has the desirable con

sequence that we shall he able to generate (21) and 

(22), parallel sentences to (7.99) and (7.101):
(8.21) There were many hoys kissed many girls
(8.22) There were many hoys who kissed many 

girls

There are, however, two distributional patterns of 
many which are not found with some and which we have to
show are dxplicahle in terms consistent with (20) before
N rX-
we ca^assert that that structure is indeed correct. 
These are that many is directly ng.gatahle and th'at many 

collocates in a variety of ways with 'definite 
As the former is a rather complex issue we shall leave 
it aside for the moment and discuss only the second

NT's.

point. But even on this second point we have to-make 
one reservation, namely that as we have not\et sugges

ted what the underlying structure for 'definite' NP's 
might he, of.-Chapter 12, much of the argument below
will have to he founded upon an unproven assumption

However the assumption seemsconcerning that struetvire. 
plausible enough, I would maintain, to ensure that ho

great harm is done to the validity of the following- 

argument.
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The firat type of collocation with a 'definite 

which I wish to examine is exemplified hy;

(8.23)

NP

The hoys that kiss girls are many 
(in number)

A variation of this seems to he;
(8.24) Many are the hoys that kiss girls ^

Although it may he objected that (23) is of dubious 
acceptability, it nevertheless must he discussed, especi

ally as lakoff .(1971c;238) has claimed that (24) is
»

synonymous with;
(8.25) Many hoys kiss girls

While it may he correct to claim that (23) - (25) are 
always assigned the same truth values under the same 

Xa^^4iWons (at least, we shall make no attempt to prove 

otherwise), it seems unfortunate if we must then extend 
the claim to complete synonymity.^ One objection to the 

claim that (23) and (24) are synonymous with (25) is the 
presence of a 'definite' NP in the Pirst two examples 

the absence of any such NP in the last example.versus

^ With this point we once more return to the old 
chestnut of whether synonymy ought to he defined in 

terms of truth values and the related tools of logic, cf. 
§5.5. That generative semantlciste have often had too 

restricted a view of semantics is one of the arguments 
advanced in this thesis; it,i^ also to he found in the 

works of many other linguists, see especially Bolinger 

(1971). ■
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It is not at all clear that lakoff's account is able to 
What is worse is that if in (24), forexplain this, 

example,' we make boys 'indefinite', then we obtain: 
(8.26) ??Many are boys that kiss girls

It is doubtful that (26) is acceptable, but with marked 
intonation it may be made so. But the interpretation of 

(26) is then something like:
(8.27) Many of the people that kiss girls 

are boys
Again,*it is difficult to see how lakoff can account for 

this.

To view the question of alleged synonymity from 
another ahgle, consider what the information content of 

is: both sentences give as their major 

point of information the size of^the set of boys who
But in (25) the major point of information 

is that a large set of boys kiss girls. It may be 

possible, as Lakoff (1971o:260-63) claims, to handle

r23^W'(24)

kiss' girls.

matters such as topic, focus and'comment by means of a
tSbat if such a’global constraint, but it is undeniable 

constraint is used to explain the above examples, then

they are going to change meaning, albeit in a rather 
subtle way which is not always recognised or accepted 'by 

generative semanticists with a logical bias, cf. again 

It would be preferable if, instead, we could 

for the differences between (23) and (24) on the 

one hand and (25) on the other by means of some

note 5.
account
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A first attempt atdifference in underlying structure, 
this, making use only of the fact that many is derivable
from a large number, gives us an underlying structure
corresponding to: 

(8.28) [gtgThe boysCgboys kiss girls]are 

A NtTMBER] and[ gA NUMBER BE large] ] ^

But this can. be rejected immediately since by adjectiv- 
alisation of the nonrestrictive clause we shall obtain

the ungrammatical:
(8.29) *The boys that kiss girls are a large 

number

We might attempt to save (28) by suggesting that in such • 

a ‘large ntunber is obligatorily lexicalised tocases

roa^jOait this is an ad hoc solution which omits to take 

account of the fact that such lexicalisation is. not-

obligatory elsewhere.

recall the observation made in §7.3 that 
the number can occur only with quantity-referring pred-

Earallel to such a sentence we
■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ r\'

Now let us

Icates, cf. (7.44a).
also find:

(7.44a) The number of men who came to the 
party was five
The number of boys that kiss girls(8.30)

is large
Bearing in mind the restrictions which we have already

had cause to note, (30) can be "considered as a reason-.
We may thus conclude that theable paraphrase of (24).
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underlying structures for the•two sentences are virtu

ally identical, and continue from there to see whether 

or not it is possible to’ derive (24) from such a struo- 
If we ignore the restrictive relative clause forture.

one moment, we can see that (20) is not a suitable 

underlying structure for the matrix C31), two reas

ons:

The number of boys is large(8.31)

The first is that there is no related existential sen

tence *such as:
(8.32) *There is the number of boys (is) large 

The second is that the concord in (31) is between singu- ,

lar number and the verb, not plural boys and the verb.
facts suggest that there is no justification

for postulating a higher existential sentence in the
underlying structure of (8.30). '•We shall, nevertheless, 

want to retain the pred cate nominal source of boys, for 

that hypothesis has already been seen to be useful.

There will thus be some departure from the surface
Ignoring the' exact sts^s of girls.structure of (30). 

which would only irrelevantly complicate the present
suggest the following underlying struc-issues, we can 

ture for (23), (24) and (30);

v-
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VPTHE NUMBER

THE large NUMBER V

boys kiss girls

By the. derivational processes which we have already 
ali3fe'rs:g.d to be necessary in connection with (.7.94) and 

(20), but this time applied to THE NUMBER, we obtain 

(30).

lexicalisation has not taken place, will be:
THE NUMBER boys that kiss girls BE 

large

The stage immediately before that sentence, when

(8.35)

-

■ ^ ■■ ■- : : r\ ■

There must be provision at this stage for lexical

isation to many, and thus NUMBER and large must be 
Obviously there are two options. Thebrought together, 

first is to move large
(8.36) *The large NUMBER .boys that kiss 

girls BE ^

That is imgrammatical even ifVe lexicalise to many, 

is it saved by deletion of BE:

nor
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(8.37) *a!he many 13078 that kiss girls 
let us therefore see what happens if we shift NUMBER, 

the second option open to us:
The hoys that kiss girls BE large 
NUMBER

(8.38)

Notice that two very strange things happen here.. Eirst- 
ly, it now appears as if the is attached to boys; second-

The first can ■ly, hoys hecomes the subject NP of BE. 
perhaps he justified on the grounds that seems to he 

obligatory in constructions such as (23), see too (26)
If it were not the case that the derivationand (27).

from THE NUMBER this could hardly he explained.was

There is also the fact that otherwise one would have 
just.,j(0s@2peared and another one mysteriously taken its
place. The second can only*he justified on the evidence

It has to he admitted thatof subject - verb concord, 
we are on slippeiry ground here, and this is perhaps even
truer if we do not lexicalise to many in (38), for then

we obtain;
The hoys that kiss girls are l^e 

in number
(8.39)

That, of course, is an eminently desirable result, but I

am at a loss as how to explain the appearance of the
The situation is eased only if we do notpreposition,

lexicalise to many,- for then we generate (23), but
without the parenthesised addition. The latter could be
permitted by optional retention of number, and this has

one advantage. It is simple to see that in number is
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ia redxindant in (23) and we are now a^)le to explain that

this is he cause NTJMBER is already contained in many and
further, (24) isthat its retention is mere repetition, 

derivable by a transformation which, unusually, permutes

the subject and complement, but as Pldtz (1972:148), 

among others, has shown, the rule is necessary even if 

it is of restricted applicability. In the present case 
it appears to be the case that lexicalisation to many is 

at least preferable, if not necessary.

In the preceding paragraphs we' have been able to
explain, if ,only partially, one type of collocation

between many and 'definite' HP's, but we still have to
second and more common type.p^^^v^^d^an explsination of a 

that is the occurrence of many in postdeterminer posi

tion, as in:
(8.40) The many boys kiss girls 

Resorting immediately to semantics, we find the expected

near-paraphrase in:
The large number of boys kiss girls(8.41)

This sentence points out one major difference between 
and the first type of collocation.postdeterminer many

kiss is the matrix verb and it cannot come fromfor here
an embedded relative clause; if it did we would be able
to derive (37) and that sentence would be synonymous

The highest sentence, therefore, must cpn- 

and its subject musf be NTTMBER if we are to
are derived from

with (40). 

tain kiss, 
retain the generalisation that nouns
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. predicate norainals. These demands point to ah under

lying structure of the form:
(8.42)

. S kiss girls THE NUMBER BE large

THE NUMBER NP

BE hoysTHE NUMBER

Hollowing the’rules outlined in connection with previous 

derivations it is simple to derive (40) or (41). 
one^:^^i«sihle criticism of this proposal has to he re- ■ 
futed: it is that (42) violates the previously mentipned 

selectional restriction for the number that that NP must

But

have a quantity-referring predicate, for although VP2
It has to hedoes not.meets that restriction VP^ 

admitted that no fully satisfactory reply can he given.

' hut.the following answer seems worthy of a Jlttle con- _ 
sideration. Bet us suppose that the restriction is 

" modified to permit the number to have a non-quantity- 

referring predicate only under the condition that there 
is a coordinating predicate which is quantity-referring.
in other words, at.least one predicate of the number

If this restriction ismust be quantity-referring, 
correct, not only will it permit (42), hut it will also

.f

■block;
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(8.43) *The some boys kiss girls . 
as this woiild have the ungrammatical structure:

(8.43^)

kiss girlsNP

ATHE HUMBEH HP'

BE boysTHE NUMBER

If the above account is correct,"then we have been 
able to provide underlying structures for all occurren

ces of meTiy except those where it is directly negated. 

Eur^^enrore, we have shown not only how many is to be 

related to some, but also why some cannot occur in 

certain environments where many is. grammatical, 
ally these are two so far, which have been represented 

in underlying form by (33) and (42)/(43').

Basic-

In the last

paragraph ;we saw why some does not appear in postdeter
, miner contexts: the structufe demands a quantity-referr-

Similarly, it
ring predicate which nome does not have, 
is the lack of the predicate BE large which blocks some

collocating with 'definite' NP's of the first type: 
since there is no such pr.edicate the highest TP in (33) 
will be empty,and so the structure will be ungrammatical.
And we have already noted that the predicate^_lange_ 

could not be replaced by EXIST, ^ecauoe the subject NP

is 'definite'.
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There seems good reason, therefore, to helleve that 

the underlying structure for many is as has been presen

ted, Before moving on to examine the interaction of 
negation with this compound existential - compound 

because two coordinate sentences form its basic under

lying structure — it might be best to see whether or not 
the other compound existentials can be explained in 

terms consistent with this basic hypothesis. Bet us- 
firstly consider the cases of more and moat, which ought 
to be regarded both synchronically and diachronically as

the comparative and superlative forms respectively of
Withiii the hypothesis we have been proposing more

Bor example, the dif-
many.

and most are easily explicable. 
fe:5^Se,g_between many and more in underlying structure 
will be that for the latter quantifier the predicate.of
the sentence coordinating with the existential sentence,

Similarly, mosti.e., Sg in (20), will be BE larger, 
will be derived from a superlative form largest. Because

(20) demonstrates that many is derived from a 
modified by a nonrestrictive ad;jactive, it./fs then able_ 
to account for the relation between many, more and mqgt 
and to state explicitly that the latter two are derived 

from comparative and superlative forms of the nonre-
These quite simple facts are

noun

strictlve adjective, 
inexplicable in a-theory which treats many (and hence

and most) as an unanalysable predicate, such as 
■ ■■ ■ .y . ■

proposed by Carden (1970c) even when many is a post-
more
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determiner and therefore, in surface structure terms, 

most adjectival.

One objection to our analysis might stem from the 
fact that- generally superlatives appear to be grammat

ical only if the UP is 'definite':
(8.44) a Jane is the prettiest girl 

b ♦Jane is a prettiest girl
On the other hand, the quantifier most regularly appears 

without a 'definite article':
(8.45) Most girls passed the exam

But this ignores the interesting fact that if a super

lative is foimaed by most, then the 'definite article' 

isalways obligatory:
''’^^\b'.46)

Jane is a most pretty girl 
In such cases most seems to be functioning as ah inten- 

sifi'er. cf. Quirk et al (1972:287), Bolinger (1972:22). 
It appears reasonable to claim that the quantifier most 
is functioning similarly: (45) can be better paraphrased 

by (47a) than by (47b): *
' ■ r\ ■(8.47) a A majority of gibls passed the exam

b The largest number of girls passed

the exam
when most appears in postdeterminer position 

then it does function as a 'true' superlative:
Celtic won the most games that season

Of course.

(8.48)

(48) is best paraphrased by. (49b), not (49a):
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(8.49) a Celtic vfon the majority of games

that season
Celtic won the largest number of 
games that season

h

The above objection, therefore,*does not hold, for
the grammaticality of most in contexts other than' post

determiner can ’be related to a similar usage of the
But what is perhaps more interesting issuperlative.

that there is some evidence to suggest that certain
usages of the comparative and especially the superlative 

to be explained in terms of the underlying struc

tures of more and most.' This is not simply a matter of 
the fact'that these quantifiers are called in to play a 
part in comparison formation of adjectives, revealing as 
that is; what is especially fascinating is that', for 

example, most pretty is not, pace Quirk et al (1972; 
286), a "periphrastic equivalent" of prettiest, as can 

be seen by comparing (44b) and (46). The grammaticality 
of the latter, which otherwise would be a mysterious.

from the rules for superlatives^^is explicable

are

deviation

because of the fact that most is derivable from, crudely
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speaking:^

(8.50) A largest N exists

We have been able to demonstrate that the under

lying stmictures hypothesised for. many permit an inter-
let us now consideresting extension to more and most, 

the case of much, which is in a suppletive relation to
Firstly,many, as can be demonstrated by two facts. 

many only occurs with countable nouns, much only with

mass nounsi secondly, much has exactly the same compara

tive and superlative forms as does many.- Therefore with 

a mass noun we find d;he following forms;
(8.51) a Much snow fell yesterday

b" More snow fell yesterday (than on 
Tuesday)

c Most snow fell yester^day

6 The use of N in (50) can be justified in spite of 
its vagueness. We have already noted in §7.5 that we 

need both A NUMBER and A QUANTITY, see too be^. 
the case of comparison perhaps something like lEGREE or 

But the question of comparison is too 

complex to be discussed in any detail here; for refer- 

to recent work in that- field see Hale (1970).

In

■ EXTENT is needed.

ences

Hale's own solution to the problems .of comparison is 
consistent with the remarks made here, see especially 
his introduction of a "quantifier element" (Hale, 1970;

32).
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We can explain this suppletion tiy postulating A QUANTITY 

as the underlying noun rather than A NUMBER, on the 
lines already justified in §7.5. However, much has gaps 
in its distribution which are not found with any of the 
other compound existentials and which are totally unac

counted for by our hypothesis so far. The first of 

these is that (51a), although grammatical, is rather 
unusual; the second is that much cannot normally appear 

in postdeterminer.position, although that was apparently 

acceptable in the earlier history of the language, cf. 

the. QED entry for much;

(8,52) '»The much snow fell yesterday 
And the issue is further confused by the acceptability

of

The large quantity of snow fell 

yesterday

(8.53)

These facts suggest that it is impossible to ac

count for the diatribution of much in terms of the
But there.hypothesis which we have constructed above, 

are some slight semantic indications which point the way

to an admittedly vague and not wholly justifiable ex-
We have already noted.planatlon of what is going on. 

cf, §8.1, that the appropriateness of ajnmber is sharp

ly restricted by the adjectival modifications large and 
small. But with quantity this does not seem to be so 

clearly definable. As-a result fa quantity la often 
somewhat imacceptable as the subject of a declarative
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sentence;

(8.54) ?A quantity of beer was druiik by the

soldiers

Even if (54) is not wholly unacceptable it is certainly 

less acceptable than;
(8.55) a A large quantity of beer was drunk^

by the soldiers
b A small quantity of beer was drunk 

by the soldiers

And alongside (54) we find that substitution by some 

improves the acceptability;
(8.56) ' Some beer was drunk by the soldiers 

However, ij seems to me that the amount of beer referred 
t'o.,i9'xL5g) is slightly less than that referred to in 
(54), although larger than in (55b). This mightbe- 
connected with the notion that a quantity is poorly 

defined; because of this it seems preferable to give a

clear-cut notion by deviating slightly from a 
theoretical norm. Because the deviation appears to be
more

Insufficient to justify the postulation of,^ adjective., 
is an excellent candidate for handling the devi-

But what
some

ation, which it does in a downwards direction, 
about the possibility of a deviation upwards, towards a
larger quantity? This, it appears, is the task of much. 
If this is so, then we can state that much is not always 
a suppletive form of many but in sometimes a necessary 

semantic deviation allied to a quantity and some.

-•i

. . . 'j.
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Even if 1:116 atove argument from intuition is accep

ted, there still remains the question of whether its
But the following 

let us claim that ■

conclusions are formeilisahle or not. 
approach seemh not without merit, 
there are two sources for much; (a) from A QUANTITY; 

(b) from A large QBAEflTY. Further, the two sources are 

mutually exclusive; if one is permissible he other is
not. Then we must state conditions on the acceptability 
of (b), which are that for (b) to be acceptable the 

underlying adjective must be modified in some way, for 
example by comparison (which gives more, most) or nega

tion (not much). For some unexplained reason modifica

tion by very appears to be dubious. It also has to be 

st'a$ej^Nthat much from source (a) is the result of a 

choice between it and some, where much is the marked- 

choice. From- this the following conclusions can be 
drawn: (1) the unusual character of (51a) is due to the 
choice of marked much over unmarked some; (ii) the 
ungrammatlcality of (52) is due to the fact that much is 

' there derived from A QUANTITY, which is notra^jectivally.- 
modified, and thus cannot appear in postdeterminer 

position for reasons already given.

So far we have only discussed compound existentiale 
which have as part of their underlying structure a 

predicate BE large; yet it would be unusual, indeed 

worrying, if there were not a pai^allel group with a 
predicate BE small. Fortunately there is such a group.
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and the quantifier in this group which is. analogous to 
Since it has exa'ctly those character-msiny is a few, 

istics which would he predicted froiti the fact that the
\

major distinction between it and many is the change of- 
underlying adjective, it is unnecessary to prolong the 
discussion of a few, see, however, §§6.2 and 8.4. 

we may note that a few, exactly like many, has compara

tive and superlative forms, namely fewer and fewest.

And further there is a corresponding set for colloca

tions with mass nouns: a little, less, least. This last 
set is rather different from much, more, most, however, 

and perhaps, therefore, it would be useful to discuss it 

briefly. ■^

^T^rstXy we should note that a little has a wider 

range of acceptability than much, as.is exemplified by 

the complete grammaticality of the following:
(8.57) a A little snow fell yesterday

■ b The little snow fell yesterday 

But this can be explained in terms Of the account of the
. '■ ■, ; ■ ■■ ,r\ ■

relation between a quantity, some and much discussed 

above. Much has a restricted distribution because it 

can be used to handle necessary deviations from a norm; 

but a little is not so used, because downwards deviation 

is handled by the quantifier some. Therefore a little 

is always available for derivations from the source A 
small.QUAMTITY and these derivatiohs are never blocked

But

by competing derivations from A QUANTITY, which is the
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cause of the ungrammaticality or rather dubious charac-
As for the secondter of much in certain,contexts, 

point of difference, there seems little option other 
than to note it, for there is no obvious, and even, it ■' 
would appear, no obscure reason why^ it should occur, 
is that although the comparison of a little is not 

formed with the same items as the comparison of a few.

It

it is nevertheless the case that less, least can be used, 

apparently synonymously, instead of fewer, fewest;

(8.58) a Fewer students passed the exam 
than failed it

b less students passed the exam than 

failed it
v^0^v_j(.8.59) a Celtic lost fewest games that season 

b Celtic lo8,jr'least games that season 

But the interchange is not reflexive;
(8.60) a *Fewer snow fell yesterday 

b *John ate fewest bread

8.4- Negative remarks

In the previous section we noted that it would be 

necessary to diacuss the fact that many, and indeed, all 

the compound existentials discussed so far, may be
The interaction between negation and quant

ifiers is complex, but nevertheless we ought to observe
negated.

that given underlying structures like (20) it is not a
Withoutmatter of surprise that such interaction occurs.
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considering the poasl'bility that the higher existential 
sentence might he negatahle, see below, S10,2, we can
still see quite indisputably that the other half of the

Thus instead of (20) wesource of many is negatahle. 
might find (and this is a first approximation);

(8.61)

A NUMBER

A NUMBER neg BE large

VPA NUMBER NP

NPSNP

VP hissed ‘NP S, A large NP 
NUMBER

A large BE boys A large^^NTO^R___J[P

-NUMBER
A large NUBtBER BE girls

This will yield; 
(8.62) Not many boys kissed not many girls

There is an interesting extension of this type of 
analysis available,"for, as we have mentioned before.
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lakoff (1970d:395) has argued convincingly that few is 
to he derived from not many. We can now see that in 

, detail this is not correct, although the principle of 
l^off's claim does appear to he correct. Instead of 
claiming that few is derived from hot many, which is 

rather difficult to justify since, as we pointed out in 

Chapter 5, the lakoff-Carden analysis gives no proper 
explanation of why many should differ from some in any 

way, we can claim that few is derived from the sane 

source as not many, with the additional transformation

of negative absorption to produce few, which is needed
Thus (61) is also the underlyinghy Lakoff in any 'case.

structure of; •

Pew hoys kissed few girls
Similarly, if we are dealing with the mass quantifier 

shall he able to obtain hoth~not much and 

little. Note that, as observed in §8.3, much is in this
In the cases of

much, we

case derived from an adjectival source, 
a few and a little there appears to he no absorbed
negative quantifiers, but this is probably due,^ the 

fact that not a few and not a little are stylistically 

marked, being examples of litotes, cf. Bolinger (1972: 

i23) and below:
(8.64) a Not a few self-proclaimed socialists 

send their sons to public schools 
b Not a little money has been wasted 

on Concorde
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Before moving on to discuss some more complex 
problemsi it is necessary to return at this point to a 
.problem raised by Carden (1970o) and discussed in §8.2.
It is that not many can appear in some contexts where

Thus we find thenot + adjective is ungrammatical, 

following examples, repeated here for convenience:

(■8.11a) Not many people came to the party 

(8.12) *Not happy inmates escaped 
But we can now see, by,referring to (61), that there is 
a crucial dis*tinction between the two occurrences of 

In the first instance not is associated with an 

adjective and thente with a noun which together have 
been lexicalised into many; in the second instance not

noti

is associ&^djfith happy and thence with inmates, and
It seems quiteneither of these has been absorbed, 

clear, and consistent with Carden's own‘remarks (1970c: 
418), that this absorption process, together with the 

fact that not is only in the same NP as people in (11a) 

at surface structure, accounts for the difference between

the' two sentences.

It is also possible to account for the ungrammatic- 
ality of Carden's postdeterminer example, again repeated 

here:

(8.13) *The not many inmates escaped 

Although in this case large NUMBER is collapsed into 
many, the required modification of (42) shows quite 

undeniably that not is in the same NP all the way from
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the adjectiyalisation of the nonrestrictive clause right 

up to surface structure.
constraint blocking an overt negative from appearing 
inside an NP is a shallow structure constraint, then , 
this will account for the•ungrammaticality of (13). 
Carden further claims (1970c:419), however, that nega-

t.

tive absorption is possible in (13), giving:

(8.65)

The acceptability of (65) may be parallel with the 

acceptability of:
(8.66)

If our earlier claim that the

The few inmates escaped

The unhappy inmates escaped 
but it is not -certain that the negative absorption pro

cess is identical in (65) and (66), which it clearly 

need^^'ii^ojbe in order to uphold the parallelism, 

return to this question below.

We

In an important paper lakoff (1971c) claims to 
demonstrate that not only must an adequate grammar of a 
language contain transformational rules or "local deriv

ational constraints", but that it must also contain 
global derivational constraints". Just as'^^ansform- 

ations define possible derivations by constraining pairs 

of successive or adjacent phrase markers, so global 
derivational cohstraints define possible derivations by 

constraining pairs of non-successive or non-adjacent 

phrase markers, of. Lakoff (1971o;233-34; 1970a). This 
perhaps would not be so relevant jbo our present concerns 

were it not for the fact that Lakoff attempts to show

II
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that glotal constraints (or rules) are necessary In 
order to obtain correct and adequate derivations for 
sentences containing a negator and a quantifier, 
therefore behoves us either to show that our proposed

It

hypothesis can be accommodated within lakoff's theory or
The problem and solution whichto disprove that theory, 

is suggested by Iiakoff is so complex that we can only
attempt to provide a partial resolution of the question . 

and we shall only discuss one of the several problems 

analysed by'lakoff in the hope that our own answers 

might provide a useful programme for study.

lakoff (1971o;244) discusses a dialect in which

(69) is synonymous with (67) but not with (68): 
(B^et)—' Not many arrows hit the target

Many arrows didn't hit the target 
The target wasn't hit by many arrows

(8.68)

(8.69)

Following §5.4 we may say that in all dialects (67) has

only a neg^Q reading and (68) only a neg-V reading, and 
that in the dialect with which we are. concerned (69) lias 
only a neg-Q reading (there are other dialects'G^n which 

(69) may have either a neg-Q reading or a neg-V reading, 
see below), lakoff suggests that (67) and (68) have the 

readings of (70) hnd (71) respectively;
(8.70) [gnot[garrows^[garrows^hit the 

target]were many]]
(8.71) [garrows^[gnot[garrow^ 

target]]were many]

hit the
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The global constraint which handles the derivations from
follows (lakoff, 19710:244, 246);'^

1 * 2= Ii commands L
p -j

= It commands Ii

1 2= L commands 1

Constraint 1': P-i/C-, 3 (I’a/°2 ^ ^a/°3)

Translated into ordinary language (72) states that if 
the first S-node higher than some negator or quantifier 
dominates some other negator or quantifier ht underlying 

structure and the first S-node higher than that other 
negator or quantifier dominates the first negator or 
quantifier at-shallow structure, then the first negator 
or precedes, that other negator or quantifier

at shallow structure.

such structures is as 
(8.72) Let: Cl

C2

let us examine how this constraint works in rela- 
Pirstly, (67) ought to be deri-ved 

In (70) not commands many; in (67) many
tioH to (67) - (69). 
from (70).
commands hot and not precedes many; therefore the deriv-

' r\ -
Similarlyaation from (70) meets the constraint, 

derivation from (71) to (68) meets the constraint, for 
in (71) many commands not and in (68) not commands many

7 Abbre-yiations are as follows: L •= quantifier or
tree condition; = underlying structure;

tree"^ condition 1 is
negator; C

Pg^ = shallow structure; P:^ /C^ = 
satisfied at underlying structure.
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and many precedes not. In (69) not commands many and 
many commands not, also not precedes many. Therefore In 
the dialect where the constraint applies not must com

mand many in underlying structure.. That is true of (70) 

hut not of (71)f and therefore (69) is derivable from 

the former only. This explains precisely the questions^ 
at issue, and since it does so in a manner which is both 

revealing and capable of extension, cf. laioff (1971c), 
it seems desirable that our own hypothesis be consistent 

with it.

It is indisputable that (61) as it stands is. not 
completely consistent with the constraint, for the

structure of (67) would then be, somewhat
^id^~'

underlyi

simplif

[g[gA NUMBER EXIST[gA NUMBER hit the 
targetLgA NUMBER BE arrows]]]andtgA 

NUMBER neg BE large]]
(73) does not meet tree condition 1 which states that 

not (or neg) commands many in underlying structure, as 

the first S-node higher than neg does not dominate many 
but only a part of it, namely the coordinate partner of 

the higher existential.

(8.73)

Also, and more seriously, that 
Be); us, however, take anotherpart of many commands neg. 

look at (70), for then we can see that neg is to,be
Therefore (73) must betaken as a higher predicate, 

amended to: j
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[g[gA NUMBER E2IST[gA NUMBER hit the 

target[gA NUMBER BE arrows]]]and 
[gneg[gA NUMBER BE large]]]

This still doesn't help a great deal, it seems, for 
although neg now partially commands many in underlying

(8.74)

structure and many does not at all command neg. there, 

the command is partial, Because of the compound struc- 
If we now examine the underlying structure of many.

ture entailed hy our hypothesis for (68), we find that

much the same problem exists there:
(8.75) [g[gA NUMBER EXlSTCgnegCgA NUMBER 

’ hit the targetC gA NUMBER BE 

arrows] ]] ] Em.d[ gA NUMBER ^ large]]

Thg^Johl^difference here is that many commands neg in 

underlying structure, but again the command relation is 
What is worse., it is the existentialonly partial,

partner, not the quantity-referring partner, which does

the commanding this time.

We are in all the more serious trouble for there
': . r\ ■■

does not appear to be any scope for modifying our hypo

thesis to make it fully consistent with the constraint 
and yet not at the same time change it beyond recog

nition, The billy possibility would be to move ne£ into 

the same sentence as the conjunction marker in (74), but_
The first is that boththis is open to two objections, 

lakpff (1970c:150ff.) and R.lakdff (1971:145) have

shown that neg is dominated by the S-node which dominates
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only the matrix sentence which is negated and sentences 
embedded in that lower S, i.e., that neg has precisely 

,the position exemplified hy (74). But even if we ignore 
that point then the second objection still holds, for it . 
concerns the dubiety of making a command relation between 

the existential partner, rather than the quaintity-refer- 
ring partner, and neg crucial. We could attempt to 

circmnvent this in two ways; one is to say that the 

command relation need only hold between the existential 

sentence and*neg regardless; the other is to permute the 

existential and quantity-referring sentences. But the 

first way still remains suspect, especially because it - 
is the relation between the neg and the quantity-refer

ring prediihn;^ that is important; it is only through 
such a predicate that neg can be introduced into the 

underlying structure of existential quantifiers. The 
second way out is suspect because if it is adopted there 
will be two mechanisms for introducing existential 

quantifiers into sentences: for some it will be from a 

higher existential; for many from a higher quan-^x^y- 
referring sentence with an existential sentence attached. 
S'ot only is that uneconomical but the second structure 

is totally incomprehensible.

It might not be altogether immodest, however, to 
suggest that it is not our hypothesis which is incorrect 

but Iiakoff's. And there is one very^good reason for 
this, namely that lakoff's hypothesis rests oh one
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assumption which we have observed to be fundamentally 
This is that quantifiers form unanalysable 

It is this which is the major
mistaken.

(logical) predicates, 
source of conflict for it has become clear that the 

difficulties which we are discussing stem from the fact

that we have postulated two (coordinate) higher senten-
The global constraintces for tie source of many, 

suggested by Lakoff only works if many is derived from a
single higher sentence and thus it provides a potential 
counter-ex^ple to our hypothesis.But it is the only 

possibly valid counter-argument which we have encount

ered, and that makes it auspicious. Would we not there

fore be justified in modifying the constraint to accom- 

modate^'a^^^plex source for msiny and then seeing whether 

this modification was plausible or not. The modifies- • 

tion whio.h I would propose is that "1" is either a 
quantifier or a neg element or part of such an element, 

where “a part of" means one member of a coordinately- 
conjoined structure. This must be regarded, however 
with considerable suspicion.' What is really petjulred is . 

beVttn-that the constraint applies notunderlying struc- 
■fure and shallow structure, but between the point at 

which coordinate conjunction of the higher sentences 
applies and shallow structure. But global rules require 
two well-defined levels of structure' and that solution

Therefore the most

?.

would clearly fail to provide these 
probable outcome is that our solution is incompatible

with lakoff's proposal.
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. If lakoff's constraint is correct then it is indeed 
the case that our own position is very weak, because 
although it is consistent with a modification of that 
constraint the modification is not very plausible and it 
makes the constraint very complex. But the correctness 

of the constraint is by no means certain, and not only 
for the reasons given in the previous paragraph. Con

sider firstly the three sentences below:
Not a few, arrows hit the target 
*A few arrows didn't hit the target 
The target wasn't hit by a few arrows 

According to the constraint (78) ought to have as its 

primary (or even only) reading one which is synonymous 

with (76,|/Vi^ecau8e in surface structure the negative 
element precedes the quantifier and each commands the 
other. But in fact the primary (and probably only) 
reading of (78) is equivalent to that of (77), as the 
absence of litotes in the former clearly Indicates, 
further evidence on this point is given by Bolinger

(8.76)

(8.77)

(8.78)

'i .

(1972:123):

"The diminishers differ from the other inten- 
sifiers [e.g., a little as opposed to very: 

RMH] in that the negative tends more strong

ly to show itself as an immediate constitu

ent of the intensification, Md not be 

absorbed by the verb. This is to say that

it adjoins the intensifier, with only the 
indefinite article potentially intervening.
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Eew and little show this particularly:
If it is worth not a few sacrifices, 

it is worth a great deal 
If it isn't worth a few sacrifices, 
it isn't worth much '

I have spent no little time in trying 
to convince them

*I haven't spent a little time in 

trying to convince them 

Whatever th*e reason, lakoff's constraint gets exactly 

the wrong answer in the case of (78).

*
'{■

ti

Another point which we might note is that since the 
global constraint is almost wholly concerned with dis- 

cussih
n^^^a^tiVe

- passive correspondences, the impression 

might arise that the constraint is designed to handle 
derivations where an intermediate transformation, such

But this is not entirelyas the passive, reorders NP's. 
so, for as can he seen it is (79a), not (79h) or (79c),

which causes difficulty;
(8.79) a John didn't buy many arrows

b Not many arrows were bought by John 
Many arrows were not bought by John 

This prompts the feeling, reinforced by Bolinger's 
remarks above, that it is when the quantified phrase is

■

c

a surface object that'the possible ambiguity or failure
This is a point

/(
of underlying scope relations arises, 
originally made by Jackendoff (1969:222-31) and repeated
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in Chomaky (1971:103-6) and Jackendoff (1972b:325-36). 
Both authors argue that the scope of negation is deter- 

.mined at surface structure and that it ranges over the

0

structure dominated by the node which is then immedi— 
Thus in (79a) the scope of the nega-ately above neg. 

tion is over the VP, including the quantifier, and in

(79c) the scope is also over the VP, but naturally 
excluding the quantifier; in (79h), however, the scope 

is over the whole sentence, thus including the quant-
The objection to such a solution, of course, isifler.

that the passive transformation will be meaning-chang

ing, or, rather, it will relate (79a) and (79c) which
different in meaning, and it was this objection that 

lakoffisjph^^lation of a global constraint was designed
It should also be pointed out that Jacken- .

are

to overcome.
doffs analysis fails to account for dialects, such as 
lakoff's and my own, where sentences such as (69) and 

(79a) are ambiguous. And, of course, Jackendoff and 
Chomsky are committed to semantic rules which occur at 

' other points than underlying structure, which i^ basic

complication of the grammar.

We now appear to have reached a dead end, for 
neither the hypothesis that scope is determined at 
underlying structure, the derivations from which are 
constrained globally, nor the hypothesis that scope is

determined at the surface, is able to >ccount for the
Unless we are able tovariations we have observed.

•4
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dlscover further evidence which supports one or other of
these proposals or yet another hypothesis we shall he in

Therefore consider the follow-’ an impossihle situation, 
ing pair of sentences:

(8.80) a Not many stamps are not collected
hy John

h *John doesn't collect not many stamps 

Since the former is a passive transform of the latter
both ought to he equally grammatical, hut in fact the

At first sight thisactive partner is ungrammatical, 
seems explicable in terms of the surface constraint

suggested by McCawley (1969), of. Langacker (1972:234). 
This constraint blocks the appearance of two negatives 

in one\jyj$VvtliN8 accounting for the alleged ungrammatic-

ality of:
(8.81.)

But Garden (1972:39) has produced some data, for Ameri

can English at least, which shows that (81) is margin

ally acceptable , and even if the degree of acceptability

Max doesn't not like music

is' low, it certainly seems to'be much higher tpai^ for
Thus although we(80b), which is totally unacceptable, 

mfght well agree that McGawley's constraint is reason

able, if not always totally fulfilled, it would seem 
Incorrect to apply it equally to (80b) and (81), since 
the two sentences show-perceptibly different degrees of

acceptability.
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Suppose, therefore, that we attempt to account for 
(80h) by a rather different constraint, which we shall 

state provisionally as;
(8.82) No negated quantifier may he lowered 

into a negated VP

Not only will this account for (80h), hut it will.also 
account for the relation between the following pair:

(8.83) a Not many arrows didn't hit the
target

* h *The target wasn't hit by not many 

arrows >

It is not possible to account for (83b) by claiming that 
in this case.the passive transformation must not apply,

we find that it is the active
Therefore in one case

for l;^iffh^^c^pare (80) 
partner which is ungrammatical, 
the passive transformation must apply," in the other it 
must not, and this is determinable solely in teirms of

whether the negated quantifier ends up in the negated VP 
To state this fact in terms of conditions onor not.

the passive transformation would be, cumbersome/^and also

to hide the true nature of the syntactic processes at
On the other hand, as 

long as existential-lowering applies after passivisa- 
tion, and since the latter is a cyclical transformation 
this can be predicted., our putative constraint (82) is 

perfectly adequate.

■ work with an ad hoc formulation.
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But nevertheless (82) seems unsatisfactory, since, 

although it purports to he a general constraint on all
possible transformations it appears merely to operate

We shall see belowregard "to exis'teii'tia3-"loweriiig# 
that this statement has to be modified,- but at present
let us try to resolve this by considering a sirtiplified

structure of the underlying form of (80b) in which we

accept that the n^ on mauy originally dominates the S 
quantity-referring predicate, and with 

the Vt already lowered:
containing the 

the neg on

A NUIABBR BE large

A NUMBER NP

John V

many stampsneg collect /A
Let us now accept that the two sentences which consti

tute the underlying elements of the quantifier are con-
if we wish toseems to be necessaryjoined; this process 

account for the grammaticality of sentences where
does' not take place, as in:existential-lowering

(8.85) There are not many stamps^John

doesn't collect
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(85) also suggests that our supposition in §7.5 that.
lexicalisation to many takes place before existential-

Therefore after bothIpwering is substantially correct, 
coordination conjunction and lexicalisation have taken

place we shall find: 
(8.86)

many

John

many stampsneg collect

as we shall see, not entirelyIf we now suppose, but, 
correctly, that existential-lowering follows, the pues-

tion is: what exactly happens to the highest ne£? I
suggest that the lowering transformation operateswould

to produce the following structure:

(8.87)

John

many sxampB

■' 4
IS'
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There are ■two justifications for claiming that the
Firstly, the transforra- 

the structural relations
as closely as possible, 
■not distorted and the 

relation is found both before and 
T'o some extent this echoes

transformation has this result, 

ation will then preserve
between the higher neg and many 
crucially, command relations are 

same shape of tree 
after the transformation, 
various remarks ofBmonds (1970), although the parallel

Secondly, as can be seencannot be pursued too closely.
above -Eogether with a brief demonstrationfrom the 

below, no new transformations 

is partially vitiated by a 

to rather later in this

will be needed; 'this point

further point which we come

discussion, but it will then be
No newabsolute objection, 

needed because in the first place
instance of (&6) to (87) is 

that in instances where there is no
now lower the

that^^jrt^^^^not an 

transformations are 
-existential-lowering in the 

no different from

clear

negative, and in the second place we
in accordance with normal rules.

(eventually) placing the ne£ ex^tly

can

But these
higher neg

'■ have the effect of
Therefore■in the position already occupied by a neg.

description for neg-placement cannot be
It will never then 

further rule which might move the 
verb and into the quantified 

structure of (80b).

the’ Structural 

met and the
be possible to apply a 
appropriate neg over the 
NP, giving the surface

derivation is blocked.
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Assuming that the ahove account Is correct, how 
does it enable us to explain the facts of that dialect 

in Which (69) has only the reading which is synonymous 
with (67)? This is especially important in the light of 

evidence given hy Johansson (1974:26) that this is
Now although we have explained

the

the most common dialect, 
the ungrammaticality of (80h) simply in terms of a 
transformational rule, this has the same effect (approx-

\

imately) as constraint (82), let us suppose, therefore, 
that in the diale’ct with which we are concerned there is 

a generalisation of (82) to:

(8.88) No quantifier may be lowered into

a negated VP
Thus in the^q^ (69) it would have the structure 
immediately before existential-lowering of (89), if 1I: 

had a neg-V reading equivalent to (68):

(8.89)

.. ^ many NP

the target

many arrows

But existential-lowering fails because of (88). -This
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need not be stated as a constraint but could be given as
part of the structural description if this were desir-

Of course' in that dialect in which (69) is
It is

able.

ambiguous no such restriction is to be found.
that the constraint outlined in (88)interesting to note 

would apply in a quite different case, so that in the,

dialect where (69) is synonymous only with (67), but in
.8

that dialect only, (90) will be ungrammatical:
John didn't buy some arrows(8.90)

the underlying negative cannot command a simple
Unfortunately, 

with which stress patterns

for

existential, as we observed previously.

probably because of the ease
changed to,allow grammatical interpretations, as;can be

(8.9-t)fXjohn didn't buy some arrows 
difficult to estimate whether or not this predic-it is

tion is correct.

The above argument is largely a modification of a
proposal which I made in Hogg (1974) and which is criti-

But there are four objec-clsed in Johansson (1974).
by Johanssson which still need to be answertiona

Threg of the objections 
lowering and neg-placement so that, for example;

concern the ordering of neg-

(8.92) ??John bought not many 

would be derived from an

arrows

earlier structure corresponding

^ to:

® That is, if normal stress patterns hold.
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John didn't buy many arrows 

But of cburae in (93) the not may be, in some dialects,
(8.93)

ambiguous between a neg-V reading and a neg-Q reading; 
in contrast, (92) unambiguously has a neg-Q reading. 
Therefore the neg-placement rule to generate (92) will 

to Information about earlier struc-
Naturally

have to have access
tures, that is, it will have to be global, 
this is only an objection if we are trying to dispense

with global rules, but since that is one of our objec

tives we must find some alternative solution, 
can indeed do so by proposing that in those dialects in 

which (92) is acceptable there is an optional ne£-lower- 
ing transformatipn^^which may apply before existential- 

lowering, xb;^^'•^^er coordination conjunction.

And we

In such

instances, therefore, the ne^ will be lowered onto toiany:

lowered, and then the negative andbefore many itself is 
quantifier will be moved together into the v rb phrase

Thismatrix sentence with the deletioa of EXIST.of the
effect that (82) and (88) will now have to be 

retained as constraints, and the justification for^^7) 
that of motivating the constraints in

has the

will be primarily 
' question, rather than in avoiding their necessity.

two strong arguments aga.lnst Johansson'sThere are
counter-proposal that the reading of (93) equivalent to

structure corresponding to(92) should be derived from a
The.first of these is that (92) is only very(92).

therefore it is unfortunate thatweakly acceptable and
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fully acceptable and, indeed, preferred reading of
The second is that 

other transformation which 
(surface) verb and preserves

the

(93) should have to be thus derived, 

there does not seem to be any 
moves a neg leftwards over a 
meaning. The only other rule which approximately oor-

as we have 

If we reject Johans-
responds to this is Neg Transportation which, 

in §5.4, is meaning-changing, 

suggestion we c6Ui postulate a
seen

useful constraint on 
Further, there is a

son's

neg-movement rules to this effect, 
good argument against the proposals of Hogg (1974) and
in favour of the above, which is analogous to our second

Our original proposal movedargument against Johansson.
rightwards over a verb, but there does not appeara neg
ariy-,-^ke^rule (in Modern English) which does so.

in the case of a derivation
to be
Since this does not happen 
such as we have now suggested, this implies that we can

that it never performsalso restrict neg-placement so 

such a task either.
interesting restrictions on
cf. Emonds (1970), combine in favour of our new l^y^o^

All these arguments, with their
movement transformations.

thesis.

Johanssson (1974:25)The second objection given by
proposals would apparently relate such non-

is that my
synonymous pairs as; 

(8.94) a
^-\..''b.

He left not many minutes later
He didn't leave many minutes later

This is very probably a valid criticism of the proposals
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in Hogg- (1974), ljut note that all of Johansson's_exain-
ples involve a quantifier in an adverbial phrase, and so

But if wefar we have been concerned with verb phrases.
to be correct. Layoff's (1970c:accept,, and this seems 

157) conclusion that adverbials originate in a higher
sentence, then (94a) will have at no point a structure ,

to find its way into the verbwhich will permit the neg
of derivation for adverbials 

It is also useful to compare in
phrase, given the process
suggested by lakoff. 
this respect the*grammaticality of (95) and (96):

But not many years ago (for once) he(8.95)

did not 'visit the US
(8.96) *Not many people doesn't she take into

„^l^^7ier  ̂c onf i de nc e
underlying structure, approximately, 

expect it to be ungrammatical also,
If (95) had the same
as (96) we would 
since it would at some stage contain a negated quant-

There thus seems no reason for 
the basis of evidence

ifier in a negated VP. 
rejecting our present analysis on

from examples such as (94). \

.Example (96) above is involved in Johansson's third 

objection. If our own 
. ungrammaticality of that sentence can 

for if we 

- before

object UP. Now

(1971:142-49) has shown

proposals are accepted then the 
only he accounted

accept that existential-lowering takes place
thethe y-movement transformation which preposes 

- w this is in fact welcome,.^for Postal
that Y-movement is most probably
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noncyclioal and therefore occurs after a lowering trans-
On the otherformation of the type we have discussed, 

hand, Johansson (1974:25) claims that:
Many people she doesn't take into 
her confidence

(8.97)

is not ambiguous and certainly never has the neg-Q
reading predicted as possible by ordering Y-movement

If Johansson is correctafter existential-lowering.
existential-lowering must both precede and follow 

But there is a conflict of opinion here, 

for although Johansson's claim is shared by Jackendoff

then

Y-movement.

(1972b:333), hakoff (1971c:246) claims that (97) has 

exactly the same set of readings as:
(8.9a)^v^e doesn't take many people 

her confidence 

' If Lakoff is correct, then no ordering conflict is 
found. Unfortunately there is no clear resolution of 

this contrast in opinion and therefore we cannot be 
certain that there is a valid objection on this point

into

(nor,' of course, can we be entirely happy about tl>e^
It is even more stronglyadequacy of our oWn proposals).

’ the case that there is no definite reply to Johansson's
fourth objection, which is that when the quantifier in

partitive oonstrubtion there is a stronger 
Johansson (1974:26-27)

the VB is in a 
tendency to a neg-V reading, see 

and compare (99) with (69):

(8.99) The target wasn't hit by many of the

arrows
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It has to/be admitted that we have provided no.explana

tion of why this may he so.

Notwithstanding these last points, we may conclude 

that.the constraints on existential-lowering into VP's 

suggested above provide a more adequate explanation of 
the sentence types illustrated by (67) - (69) and con

sequent examples than is provided either by lakoff 

(1971c) or Jackendoff (1969, 1972b).
local constraints, in other words they

Furthermore, these

constraints ara
the product of or operate on normal transformational

Therefore
are

rules, and these rules do not change meaning.
do not provide counter-examples to the hypothesisthey

that meaninc is'determined wholly at underlying struc

ture and consequently they suggest that the introduction
rules of semantic inteppretation intoof global rules or 

the theory of transformational grammar may be quite
. Finally, they are completely, consistent 

with our proposed source for quantifiers, partly because 

conjunction reduction will have operated'oh the quant- ■ 
ifler structures in question before the transformQl

unnecessary

ons

As far as quantifiers in subject. and jconstraints apply.
position are concerned, there is absolutely no problem, 

existential-lowering is always followed by
that the neg is always lower-

since then
neg-lowerlng in such a way

surface position where it precedes the quanted into a
ifier itself, and so no 
or 'interference' from a V node arise.

difficulties of scope asslgnipent
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Ooncluslon8.5

The major import of these two chapters is that it 
has been demonstrated that all existential quantifiers
ought to he derived from a higher existential sentence

in the case of qompoundwhere the quantifier is a noun; 
existentials this sentence has a coordinate partner

Withwhich contains a quantity-referring predicate.
able to account for thesuch a basic structure we are 

discrepancies in ^stribution between simple and compound 

existentials, such as, for example, the ability.of the
to appear grammatically in postdeterminer and

the fact that the latter are sub-
Turther,

latter

negative contexts, or 
ject to the adjectival process of comparison, 
we have beenT^Sie^o account for a large range of sen

tences, notably surface existential sentences, which are - 

inadequately explained by other hypotheses.
able to observe that the Interaction of nega- 

quantifier elements is only fully explicable in 

terms of a theory

We have

also been

tor and
Which is consistent with,our proposed 

alternative suggestionsunderlying structures, and that
lesser extent contradicted ourwhich to a greater or 

theories about the underlying structure of quantifiers.

especially compound existentials, did not explain the
One pointfull range of the problem satisfactorily.

.which we have barely touched upon, but which lends
further support to our proposals, is that,whereas some

quite, the only simple existential.is almost, but not
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there is a fairly large group of compound existentials. 
is easily explained, for it is undeniable that itThis

is the quantity-referring sentence, with its scope for
the introduction of alternative predicativenegation and

adjectives, that is the productive element in the struc-
existential sentence is scarcely capable of

• Q

whole range of quantifiers.
Theture.

generating a

It would be foolish to claim that we have given an 
of the behaviour of all existential 

For example, we have not explained why the
adequate explanation
quantifiers.

simple existential several can appear in postdeterminer 

position, althought that is probably because it is then
exical item as the quantifier, having, as 

a'rather'different meaning in that context, 
distribution of enough has not been accounted

not the same

it does. 
Also, the
for, but we can only plead in mitigation that it is

determine what kind of quantifier 
several other such 'problem 

reasonable to claim

extremely difficult to 
it is. No doubt there are

,. Nevertheless, it does seem• . cases

But we ought not to forget surface NP's such as a 
which derive from a structure similar to that for 

They do not appear, however, to be available for 

the lexicalisation process associated with NTOBER.
have seen, there is some small scope for nouns

the subject of the higher

. 9

group,

some
And

as we
Other than NUMBER to appear as 
existential.
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-bhat we have established with some degree of certainty 

the basic underljing structures which must be assigned
to existential quantifiers, and so we may now proceed to 
an analysis of universal quantifiers before returning in

In Chapter 9 weChapter 10 to some residual problems, 
shall attempt to prove that the underlying structure of ^

universal quantifiers is rather different from that of 

the existentials with which we have so far been ooncer- 
not be too difficult in view of the quitened. This may

different surface behaviour of the universal quantifiers;

but we must wait and see.
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Chapter 9

Universal quantlfie'rs

Are universal quantifiers quantifiers?9.1

The heuristic procedures which were employed in 

§7.1 give the impression that all, which we shall take 

for the moment as the paradigmatic universal quantifier,

occupies, as it were, a half-way house between the
Very simply, this issimple and compound existentiala.

observed in examples (7.1) - (7.3), somebecause, as we
neither be negated nor occur in postdeterminer 

position, many pan be negated and can occur in postdeter- 
posi1$ouj_^and ^ can be negated, following many.

can

miner

but cannot occur in postdeterminer position, following _ 
If there were no other evidence, then all that we 

would need to do would be to formulate a possibly rather 
simple rule which would block occurrences of ^ in post-

suspects, might be the

some.

determiner contexts and this, one
oiay difference between the derivation of compoundA^ 

' exlstentials and the universals. Of course the rule
' would appear to be ad_hoc, but it would be extremely 

difficult to falsify..

But the universals display other surface character

istics which rule such a proposal out of court, and 
therefore we need not consider It serlolisly. Perhaps 
the most striking feature here is that all (but not
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below, §9.5) cannecessarily the other miversals. see

in positions other than those immediately preced-
This

occur

ing the NP with which it (putatively) collocates.
fact has been commented upon extensively, cf.well-known

(1968), Dougherty (1970:866-7; 876-78) and Ander

son (1973c). The following examples are included in the
Carden

\
data:

(9.1) a All cricketers write poetry
b Cricketers all write poetry
which’we shall shortly discuss, we canPor reasons

obtain a wider range of constructions by considering
and therefore to (1)collocations with 'definite' HP's 

we may add:
(9.2) a-./^'daie:,cricketers are all writing poetry 

b The cricketers have all written 

poetry

Such a distribution can obviously be compared with the 
distribution of adverbs, cf. Piengo and lasnik (1973:

465):

(9'.3J a Cricketers rarely write poetry /

b Cricketers have rarely written poetry

However it would be foolish to jump too rapidly to 
conclusion that the universal quantifiers are in

This is not because all
the

fact adverbial in character.
' etc. supposedly collocate with nouns, for it might be

of that could be found; nor is itthat some explanation 
because is ungrammatical if moved to a post-oboect
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NP position, compaxe:
(9.4) a ^Cricketers write poetry all 

' b Cricketers write poetry rarely
After all we night he ahle to explain this by forbidding
a universal quantifier, unlike a 'true' adverb, to move 

NP boundary which is not a boundary of its 
A similar restriction holds between

across an
\

collocating HP. 
adverbs andYP's, for (5a) is only acceptable if loudly
is construed with awoke, just as in (5b) loudly can only

be construed with snored;

(9.5) a John snored and awoke loudly 
b John snored loudly and awoke

More telling than either of these points, which might 
permit of s'oraCS>ngenious explanation, is that those

adverbs whose distribution in large measure parallels
By far the largestthat of all are in fact exceptional, 

class of adverbs have a distribution similar to that of.

for example, quickly;

(9.6) a ?Cricketers quickly write poetry 
. b ??The cricketers are quickly writing 

poetry

c ??The cricketers have quickly written 

poetry -

The cricketers have written poetryd

quickly

With such adverbs the preferred position is clause-final.
the other positions are to some degree or another unac-

This is in contrast to the evidence of rarely,ceptable.
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How it is extremely interesting to .notegiven above.

that the adverbs most clearly resembling all can be
analysed as containing an underlying quantifier: for 
example, rarely approximates to on few occasions; often 
approximates to on many ocoasions. This leads one to

is to besuspect that the distribution of rarely, etc. 
partially explained by the properties of quantifiers, 
rather than that the distribution of aia is to be ex-

Nevertheless weplained by the properties of adverbs.
that this statement needs to be modified.shall see below

must now return toYet it naturally follows that we 
hypothesis that universal quantifiers are Indeed 

quantifiers^^^j^^ir^here are at least three facts which 
imply that they^e not all to be derived from a source

the

identical in basic structure to that for ei-±her simple
The first of theseor compound existential quantifiers, 

facts is that which we have already noted, namely that
all (at least) can appear in surface positions which are

This must'■ ■closed to all of the existential quantifiers.
difference in underlying structure., be a product of a 

■unless.,we are to be hopelessly ad hoc. Merely accepting 
failed to find its immediatethat point, since we have 

•explanation, let us proceed 
that an NP containing a universal quantifier cannot

to the.second fact, which is

the complement of a surface existential
Therefore sentences Such as those

' function as

sentence, cf. §7.4.
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in (7) are ungrammatical;

(9.7) a *There were all cricketers writing 
poetry'

la *!Chere was each cricketer writing 

poetry

1

This suggests that it may he impossible to justify an 

underlying structure for all which contains as its 
primary element an existential sentence of the type 

which is the source of some, even if that sentence is

V

modified by a nonrestrictive relative clause such as is
The third fact isfor the derivation of many.necessary

less certain than'the previous two, but neverthe-
It is that although

rather

less it seems worthy of attention.
quite sln^^iajo paraphrase (at least in a crudeit is

fashion) some, many and the other existentials by sub

number with appropriate adjectival modific-stituting ^
ation, such a paraphrase of all is not to be found.

'■'•v

The

most obvious stratagem would be to modify a number by an 

adjective such as total or complete, since they have the 
necessary'semantic implications, but the resultant 'pa,ra- 

phrases' are ungrammatical;

. 1 For this writer there are two factors contributing
But the second factor.to the ungrammaticality of (7).

discussed in both §6.3 and §6.4, may be ignoredwhich is 
for the present
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(9.8) *A total/oomplete number of cricketers 

write poetry
Since the reason for the ungrammaticality of (8) appears 
to be that a number, unless it has the meaning of “an 
integer", cannot be modified by an adjective of the same 

type as complete, it is reasonable to claim that any. 
such source for a universal quantifier will be impossible.

Although we may conclude from the above argument 
that aU is not to be derived from a structure only 

trivially different from that for, say, some, wd are not 

therefore entitled to qlaim that ^ is not quantifier.- 

like.

connection 

other reasons are 

ate them.

We have already discussed one reason for this in

^wljjh adverbs, and despite the fact that the
rather obvious it is useful to reiter- 

Firstly, all does occur regularly-, indeed 

most commonly, before the NP with which it collocates.
Secondly, the interaction of negation and is in
most, but not all, respects almost Identical to that

•negators sold the compound existentials. Thinly,-between

in partitive constructions of the form Q of 
have to note that after all of

all occurs
■the N-, -although again we
may be omitted. Therefore if we conclude that the

underlying structure of universal quantifiers is corn- 
different from that of the existential quant- 

shall be able to be fairly cer-bain that our
pletely

' ifiers, we
conclusion is incorrect, for the common features which
indisputably bind all quantifiers together will be seen
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as purely haphazard, and their connnunallty will he 
unexplained hy axiy generalisation about their linguistic 

On the other hand, we cannot merely claimstructure.

that the. underlying structure of, say, all is the same

as that of, say, some, which is approximately the posi

tion held hy Carden (1968) and Jaokendoff (1968), for
v^

then the differences are. only accounted for hy ad hoc
helow, especially §9.5.transformational rules, see

Before accepting that this is the case, however, it 
to note that Dougherty (1970:864-71') hasis necessary

put forward an account which will, apparently, explain, 
differences between not only existential and univer-the

sal quantifierjs^^^^t'also the differences between the 

various \iniversal quantifiers. Unfortunately for us, 
Dougherty does not discuss existential quantifiers 
explicitly, hut it seems probable that he would intro

duce all quantifiers by a phrase structure rule of the

form:

(9.9) X ——> (Q) X” (Adv)
Where Q is a quantifier, X is a major category (S, UP or

There wotiLd then probably beVP) and^Adv is an adverb, 
a selectional restriction whereby existential quant-

constrained to collocatipns with some NP 
As can be observed, this will

ifiers are
rather than S or VP.
'distinguish properly, but only partly, between exist-

entials and universale as far as the ability of the 
latter to occur in contexts closed to the former is
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We may legitimately question, however,
Thus it does not give

ooncerned.

whether it does more than this, 
an'explanation of why the different types of quantifier 
react -differently to negation, nor why only existential

quantifiers are associated with simple existential
Also we may note insentences, underlying or derived, 

general that Dougherty's suggestion is inconsistent with

type of \mderlying structure which we have claimed 

is necessary if we are to hope to explain the semantics
Of course this does not

the

and syntax of the existentials.
I deny the validity of Dougherty's analysis, hut itper se

does mean that if we 'accept his account of universal 
quantifiers (hroadjy hut not exactly equivalent to his 

category ofOdistrihutive' quantifiers), then we shall 

unahle to relate them to the existentials withouthe

dismissing the arguments which we have put forward in
that seems undesirahle, we shall 

must note that
Chapters 7 and 8. 
not follow Dougherty's account, hut we

Since

most interesting and toseveral of his observations are 
these we shall occasionally return helow.

Do two negatives make an 'all'?9.2

(19730) lack of
existential when all collocates with the com-

Anderson

an o-yert
' plement NP, cf. (7) above, is a major obstacle in the

the existential structure to univer-way of generalising 
sal quantifiers, there is in fact an overt existential
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paraphrase which meets the condition, of at least near-
Thus compare the followingsynonymy which is necessary.

' triple, where, following Anderson's discussion, we use
the partitive structure with in examples; we ignore

the degree of acceptability, if any,' of (lOc):
All of the girls came(9.10) a

\ h None of the girls didn't come 
c 'Dhere were none of the girls who

didn't come

As Anderson points*out, this paraphrase relation opens 

the way to an account of the universal quantifiers in

which they are derived from a structure identical to 
that for the derivation of some. hut cf. §10.2, except

on the higher exist-that there ar.eJ^’«(o_ne gat ions, one 
ential sentence, one on the matrix sentence.

In discussing Anderson's work it will he necessary 
to make some adjustment to it, since he uses, as has
been stated previously, a case grammar - more properly, 

framework, cf. Anderson (1971h)^ hut this, ■.'localist'

does not appear to lead to any serious misreading of hih

We shall also have to accept that the higheranalysis^

existential sentence may he negated and that this nega-
:tion produces the surface quantifier no/none. Even if 

we may disagree in detail with Anderson's remarks on this 
-question, cf. again §10.2 where the prohlem is discussed 

extensively, the principle of the operation seems 
correct and we may thus accept that it is a justifiable
more
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prooedure. ' Jinally, it seems useful to employ a simr- 
structures proposed in §7.5 as theplification of the 

underlying representation of some, for this will clarify 
disoussion without distorting the various analyses.the

propose (12) as the 
fair

From this it follows that we can
appropriate underlying structure of (11) as a

\
compromise between Anderson's theories and our own: 

Some of the girls came 
[gsome BXISTtgSome of the girls camel] 

further ignore the problems of the partitive 

constructions, cf. §10.3.

(9.11)

(9.12)

where we
quantifier

It is relatively lincontroversial to suggest that 
either the highej^^o^he matrix sentence may be negated,

■ that is, that both (13) and (14) are possible underlying

structures:

[gneg[gSome EXIST[gSome of the girls(9.13)

came]]]

[gSome EXIST[gneg[gSome of the girls

: came]]]

underlying structure for (15), (14)

(9.14)

(13) will be the
that for-(J6): , 

(9.15)

- (9.16)

None of the girls came 
Some of the girls didn't come 

basic hypothesis is that it is possible for 

both negations to occur simultaneously, as in:
[gnegCgSome EXISTCgnegEgSome of the

girls came]]] 1

Anderson's

(9.17)
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It is clear that (101) may he derived from (17), and so
too may (10c), provided that it is possible to retain 

underlying existential sentence at the surface. As
the

it is indisputable that some underlying representation
must be provided for (10b) - for similar sentences see

Carden (1972) - and since (17) meets all the require-
there

\
ments which such a representation ought to meet.

argument about the validity of the hypothesis
The first of

can be no
remain.Two questions, of course, 

these is a semantic one: is the meaning relation between
so far.

(10a) and (10b) sufficiently close to justify the postu

lation of a transformational relation between them? The

answer to this, pace' .the apparently contrary argument of
to be fairly certainly(1-9^^235-96),

Jackendoff seems

It is worthy of note, however, that
of sentence which have a similar

that there is.
there are other types 
reading, and it is unclear how they might be related.

Thus compare (10a) with the following;
(9.18) Without exception the girls c^e

fre^^
also note that without exception has aAnd we may

dbm. of movement similar to that for aU, e.g.:
The girls without exception came 

In favour of Anderson's proposal we ought to observe 
that, given the nature of the lexical items involved, it 

to derive without exception from a double

(9.19)

-is tempting 
negative.
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The second question is syntactic, or, and perhaps 

better, formal; Is it possible to construct a deriva

tional process which will generate the correct surface 
In attempting to answer this question anstructures?

important warning has to be uttered again, which is that 
'translated' Anderson's proposals from a ,since we have

' framework into an 'KP VP' one, the remarks below\
' case

only valid with respect to the translated result. 

Thus they ought not to be seen as an immediate criticism 
of the original proposal, and, furthermore, they only 

have validity in so far as the translation is valid.
bear’these points in mind the discus-

are

But as long as we 
Sion below can be treated seriously on its own terms.
let lis consid^Kfirstly the derivation from (14) to the 

surface structure of (16). When existential-lowering 

that there, will be two pos-has taken place, it appears
A

sible derived structures: 

(9.20) a of the girls camel 1[gneg[gsome 
[gsome of the girls[ypneg came]]b

The first alternative would result' if existential-Ipwer-
ing occurs after neg-placement, the second if the reverse 

ordering is correct. Similarly, application of exist

ential-lowering to (13). could give either (20a) or;

[ g[ jj^neg some of the’ girls] came]

If we continue with such alternatives, then we can 
obtain either of the following from (17);

(9.21)
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(9.22) a [gneg[gneg[gSome of the girls came]]] 

h [g[ jjj,neg some of the girls] [ypneg 

came] ]

But it ought to he clear that the availability of 

alternatives is spurious, for there are at least three
\ arguments against the ordering of existential-lowering

Firstly, the con-before the placement of a lower neg. 
straints on the occurrence of (negated) quantifiers in

surface VP's whicS we pointed out in §8.4 are only fully 
explicable if, as was reasonably assumed, neg-placement 

is ordered before existential-lowering if, as is the
case there, the neg. is lower than the quantifier; other-

Secondly, we shouldwise globalN^ri0qs^lll be needed, 
surely assume a normal cyclical patterning of rules, and
thus if the quantifier is higher than the the neg 
is lowered into the matrix sentence and then correctly 
placed in preverbal position before we move on to the
next higher sentence, when existential-lowering takes 

The third argtunent is the most obvious; ifplace.

•existential-lowering is ordered before neg-placement in

the derivation of (14), then the surface sentences (15) 
and (16) will have the same structure at the point 
immediately after existential-lowering, of. above, 

this would be Intolerable, existential-lowering must be 

ordered after neg-placement in the derivation from (14). 

, this does not apply in the case of (13),

As

Of course
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which will pass through (20a) on the way to (21). .The 
key point is that (20a) is not an intermediate stage for 

(14).'

At first sight the fact that existential-lowering
is lowerfollows neg-placement in cases where the neg 

than the quantifier appears to be detrimental to Ander

son's argtunent, since he wishes to derive all from a 
double neg-incorporation into some, i.e., it appears as

if he wishes to adopt the following sequence;
neg neg some > neg none > all(9.23)

In order to accomplish this it would appear that (22a) 
is preferable to (22b), but (22a) involves the ordering
which derives^^(j2£a^from (14), and therefore it must be 

This is^ot at all the case however; indeedrejected.

we shall see in a moment that it gains strength from the 
Poliowing Klima (1964:280) we canforced ordering.

claim that the quantifier in (22b) is 'indefinite' and
but cf. §10.2. Klima showswill be realised as any, 

that there must be a neg-incorporation rule,'for othe:^
\

wise the following pair will remain unexplained:
*Any snow didn't fall 

b No snow fell 
consider the stage immediately, before (22b) we

(9.24) a

If we
find;

(9.25) [gnegEgSome of the girls neg came]]
exactly the environment in which Klima's 'indef-This is

inite' and neg-incorporation rules apply, and thus the
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next step is not (221)) at all, but rather: 

(9.26) [gneg[gnone of the girls came]] 

The neg is lowered into the matrix sentence;
[gneg none of the girls came](9.27)

There seems no reason why we should' not apply at this
point the variation of Klima's incorporation rule which ■ 
concerns neg + 'indefinite' quantifier sequences. Only 

two modifications are necessary: the first is that the 

rule must apply obligatorily in such cases; the second 
is that the riile will convert no/none to all, iather 
than a]^ to no/none.^ We shall then have generated the 

desired surface structure for (10a). 
of an overt existential sentence with all in the comple-

The non-occurrence

ment can be'ex,^lai^d by the impossibility of Neg Trans

portation over two sentence boundaries, which is what
The highest neg can only be loweredwould be necessa^. 

into the existential sentence if that remains, and thus
cannot participate in the double incorporation which is 

necessary to generate all.

•■'A

2 There is a good case for claiming that neg-incor- 
poration applies only, after both n^’s have been lowered 

and that it then applies-from left to right; this makes 

■ it easier to derive (1 Ob), for example.

shall attempt to abide by what I take to be Anderson's-

Howe-ver, I

position, and if we have to reject it in flavour of the
this will not affect the argumentpropose noted h.ere 

seriously.
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The' above accoiint explains several of the puzzling 
features of all as well as giving a clear semantic des-

■ cription of the quantifier, but if it is taken no fur- 
shall still be \xnable to account for the

This objec-
ther then we

of all in postnominal position, 

tion is observed by Anderson (1973b), where he shows
occurrences

\
that such distributional facts are compatible with his

To see how this is the 
detailed version of (25): 

[gne’g[gSome EXIST[gSome of the girls

proposal in Anderson (1973c)» 
need a slightly morecase we

(9.28)

neg came]]]
the 'direction of neg-incorporatlon IsLet us now suppose 

reversible; then weqan generate:
(9.29)V^iieg[gSome EXIST[gthe girls none

came]]]

and some lowered, hut inThe EXIST is deleted and neg
they must be lowered into postnominalthis instance

position, and thus the surface form (30) is derived: 

The girls all came(9.30)

is in fact able to show that the ■Such a hypothesis 
distribution of ^ is determined by two factors.

(1973c) explains why can appear in prenom- 
AnderBon(1973h) shows, although we have

Anderson 
inal position; 

not gone into 
, in every position where a 

This explanation 

ceptability of (31) as

this in detail, that ^ may also appear
verbal negator is grammatical, 

is also able to account f,or the unao- 
opposed to (30), for in (31) the
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pbsition of ^ ±s neither a product of the usual posi

tion for a quantifier nor of the usu^ position for a

negator;

(9.31) *The men kissed the girls all

One point which we have not yet discussed is'the

ability of to he directly preceded hy an overt
Of course this only occurs in subject posi-

\

negative.

tion, but that is in any case explicable in terms of an 
thesis presented in §8.4.^ leavingextension of the

that point aside, we find:
Not all th,e girls came(9.32)

It is rather difficult to express Anderson's hypothesis

(1973c) conceding this phenomenon in an 'NP VP' gram- 

, but as far as I can tell it wo\ild involve a third 
negator which would not be restricted in scope either to 

" the existential sentence or to the matrix sentence, but

mar

might best be associated with a higher performative
It seems fair to object to

Pirstly, it is
verb, cf. Ross (1970).
Anderson's account here in two respe.cts,

all certain that his hypothesis can be adapted tonot at
give a plausible structiure in 'NP VP' terms, 

to be jiist too many negatives present.

for there

In orderseems

3 Thus: -

(i) *John bought not all the arrows

is worse than (8.92):
??John bought not many arrows
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to constrain incorrect hypotheses it may he necessary to 

adopt ad hoc procedures which assign special scope to, 
and prevent deletion or absorption of, the third neg

Secondly, if Anderson's hypothesis is acceptedelement.

then it will not be possible to generalise the negation 
found with compound existentials to the univer- 

This point may well be more important
process

sal quantifiers, 
than the first, for that may only be a product of our

\

inadequacy or the inadequacy of the 'NP VP' theory.
»

But taken together these two factors cast some doubt 

upon Anderson's proposals.

own

Another diffioiat point in regard to Anderson's 
occurrence of sentences such as;tll^^Ol^- - - -

(9.33) *The men many kissed the girl
thesis is

The ungrammaticality of (33) is in fact noted by Ander- 
(1973b:26}, and his explanation is that it is due to

But it
son

the lack of a lower negation in such structures, 
is quite simple tO construct a structure with such

■ ■negation;

Not many of the men didn't kiss the 

girl

(9.34)

ad hoc restriction on the convert-Unless we place some 
ibility of the underlying structure of (34) to a movable
quantifier associated with many it is hardly possible to 

' account for the ungrammaticality of (33) 
particular that what we have to explain i^ the lack of a 
quantifier parallel to many in the same way as aO^ is

Note in
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parallel to some; an ad hoc restriction suggests that
this lack is chance, whereas it is certainly (in as much

But puras we can he certain of anything) syntactic, 
conclusion here may he too harsh, for as we were able to 
show in §§8.3 - 8.4, the negation on many is not associ

ated with the higher existential sentence hut rather 
with the quantity-referring coordinate partner. But how

far this distinction can he exploited is open to reason-
further remarks in §9.5.able doubt, see also our

Even in the face of these objections it is-quite
fair to state that Anderson's hypothesis has consider-

There are two important justifications 
'First of all, his hypothesis enables

able attraction.
for this statement, 
us to relate the^iversal and existential quantifiers 

in a revealing manner, and the underlying structiires for
the two types of quantifier are by no means so distinct
that they will have to be considered as belonging to two

Secondly, ifquite different grammatical categories.
accepted then the fact that (some,• v Andersoii's claims are

of) the universal quantifiers have a relatively free \

distribution (relative in comparison to that afforded to 
existentials) will be explicable in terras of thethe

■dependence of the universals on underlying negatives and 

the distribution of negatives in surface structure. And

- that is obviously preferable to the type of solution 
offered by Carden (1968) or Bougherty (1970), where the 

the imiversal quantifiers is an unexplainedmobility of
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property of those quantifiers. Carden certainly.offers 

explanation; Dougherty's position is slightly prefer

able since his phrase structure rules, cf. §9.1, do 
assign different underlying properties to the universal 
quantifiers than are assigned to the existentials, but 
it is not so clear that the differences can be assigned, 

any principle other than that there are surface 

structure distribution differences, and therefore, of 

course, the argument tends,to a vicious circle.

no

on

9.3 Generating generics

A curious omission in the discussion of all in

Anderson (1975b, l973o), which is shared by Carden
Tmost no reference is made in any of(1968), is that 

these works to collocations of all with 'indefinite
constructions of the type exemplified by: 

All children like cream
HP's, i.e

(9.35)

One reason for this reluctance to discuss the behaviour

• I

of all in such contexts may well be that there is wide
- - - -  - '. . '.

variation between speakers, but since that variation
vital clues about the underlyingcould give us some 

structure of all, it is necessary to examine such col-
In order to avoid confusion we shall chieflylocations.

be concerned with the type of English spoken by the
. present writer, in which ^ is ungrammatical In colloc

ations with an 'indefinite' NP under certain circum

stances which we shall specify later, fhus I find the
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following- sentence ungraBimatical, or, at the very best, 
a stylistic variation approaching 'telegraphese' (in 
which,' we should note, tl^ is regularly dropped) which I 
would attempt to avoid:

(9.36) ?*A11 boys have kissed the girls 
Even those speakers who have a greater degree of toler

ation for (36) will agree that (37) is much more accept

able :

\

All the boys have kissed the girls 

The difference in acceptability between the two senten- 
only be accounted for in terms of absence versus

(9.37)

ces can
presence of the.

<r ■

The question we fiave to ask ourselves is why is it 
thatcollocationaN?rth ^ are affected, when this is 

not the case with other quantifiers such as apme? 

we find:

Thus

Some boys have kissed the girls(9.38)

What may be even more puzzling, but a point which we

, shall l,eave until §9.5 in the hope that it does not

affect the validity of the immediate argument, is that ■

each in (36) improves thesubstitution by every or 

acceptability:

(9.39) a Every boy has kissed_the girls 
b Each boy has kissed the girls 

We can thus observe that although the occurrence of 

unacceptable forms with all is only found in colloca

tions with 'indefinite' as opposed to 'definite' TO's,
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it must 136 the case,that the uhacceptahility (such as it 
is) of examples such as (36) is due to the use of all in 
contrast to some other quantifier. But there is consid

erable eTidence that this latter phrase is incorrectly- 
stated. If we look at 'indefinite''(plural) NP's with

out any quantifier we find the following pattern:

(9.40) a Boys kiss the girls
b Boys kissed the girls
c Boys are kissing the girls
d Boys have kissed the girls 
e Boys have been kissing the girls

\

Although all the sentences in (40) are grammatical, the 

no3?mal^ interpretation of the latter four is rather
different fro^mAl^a^ for the first in two significant

Firstly, only (40a) is truly generic in the
the sentence is time-

respects.

sense discussed in §8.1, that is, 
less and at the moment of utterance there need not be
any objects existing which satisfy the reference of

In contrast, in (40c), for example, there must be^oyg-
such'objsote existing at the moment of utterance, and^

is true of the other sentences, with suitablethe same
■ modifica'tlon of the time reference. Secondly, the

'It . 4 It is important to stress this, since it is pos

sible to place reverse interpretations on (40a) and 

(40b), although probably not in the other cases.
the discussion below on this point.

See
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potential reference of boyB in (40a) is to the full 
■potential set of referents (which, of course, may he

evenrestricted in size by discourse conventions or
on the other hand, in (40b)overt grammatical markers);

- (40e) reference is usually only to a partial set.

- There is a simple test for at. least the first of 
these points, for as is pointed out by Anderson (1973a: 
481), the presence of an overt existential precludes a 
generic interpretation; apart from that, there is no 
reason to suppose that an overt existential sentence^ 
should alter the acceptability or Interpretation of the 

in (40), but of. §7.4.
overt existential sentence in each of the 

(40)''4nd^^serve the results;

There are boys (who) kiss the girls 

b There were boys (who) kissed the 

girls

c There are boys (who are) kissing 

the girls
d There are boys (who) have kissed 

the girls 

e There fare

\ -

let us thereforesentences

insert an 
■examples of

(9.41) a

• \

boys fwho have been'

0have been

kissing the girls
. (41e) are clearly of the same status.Ex^ples (41h) • 

and each can be
significant change in meaning.

related to its partner in (40), without 
Thus we can indeed

any
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assert that (40^) - (40e) do not have a generic inter-
- pretation, at least normally and in the sense of generic 

used above. Furthermore, the near-synonymy of, for 
example, (40d) and (41d), and their close semantic rela

tion to a sentence such as:

There are some hoys have kissed the(9.42)
\

girls

suggests that (40h) - (40e) and (41h) - (41e) should he

derived from underlying structures very similar to
»

This would give the most prohahle explanation(7.94).

of why in these sentences the reference of tioys is

normally taken to he only to a partial set.

a contrast to the above, for it(41aX^ji?ovi^s 
reading clearly different from the normal reading

But

has a
as we have said, tsmlyof (40a): whereas (40a) is,

'generic and the reference of hoys in that sentence is to 

a full potential set of referents, (41a) is much closer

and status to the other sentences of (41).in meaning
•'TO-clarify, this claim let us consider another-pair of

sentences analogous to (40a) and (41a):

Elephants live only in Africa 
There are elephants (which) live

• (9.45) a

h

only in Africa .

(43a) is true if and only if all elephants live in
Africa and nowhere else; (43t)) is true if there are some 

which-live in Africa and nowhere else. As theelephants

truth conditions for (43a) are different from those for
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Thus(4513)1 they undoubtedly have different meanings.
-in the present time in the present world (43a) is false, 

V/e may therefore conclude that (43a),(43b) is true.
and hence (4Da), is not paraphrasable by an overt exist

ential structure, and therefore it seems improbable that 
either (43a) or (40a) has an underlying existential

\
source.

It is now possible to sketch out an explanation of 
the different interpretations of the sentences discussed 

An unquantified 'plural 'indefinite' NP mus-t- 

have two possible sources: the first source is one where 
there is an underlying higher existential sentence, the

above.

second is one where therd is no such sentence; the first 
■of these soircces^’id^'Voimected to the normal interpre

tation of (40b) - (40e), (41) and (43b), the second to 
These two sources are not equally-,(40a) and (43a). 

available, rather they are restricted by the absence or
This is open to a quiteof a tensed predicate.presence

natural explanation, 
sentence then the associated NP is specified, as can be

If there is a higher existential

verified by^noting the possibility of immediately sub

sequent anaphoric reference, cf. Anderson (1973b:481),
McIntosh (1968) and the discussion of 'individualising'

Now the functionin §§1.5 and 2.3. 
marker is to sirailariy specify the predicate, 

tense marker places the action denoted

and'classifying' a 

of s, tense 

that is to say, a 
by the predicate at a specific point in time which is
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(or was) exis-tent. It is therefore to he expected that 

• a comhination of a specified subject with a specified 
■predicate will he grammatical. But if the second source 
underlies the HP, there will he no specification of that 
NP and there will he a comhination of an unspecified NP
with a specified predicate, which, i+ seems plausible to

On the other hand, if the\
argue, will he ungrammatical, 
predicate is not tensed then the action will he unspeci

fied, and just as a specified predicate demands a speci

fied subject, so an unspecified predicate will demand an

unspecified subject.

As Anderson (1973a) points out, an untensed predi

cate has only twt^ reali'satlons in English, namely the
he 'simple' past; all predicates 

Prom this it
'simple' presen
containing aspectual markers are tensed.

> can he seen that hoys in (40c) - (40e) can only he
On the other hand.derived from an existential source. 

in (40a) and (40h) the verb may he either tensed or
he derived from either■untensed, and therefore hoys may 

of the above sources and the sentences are properly
however, cf. note 4, theIn actual practice

normally taken to he untensed, the past
ambiguous

present tense is 
to he tensed, hut why this'is so is not our present

ambiguity of the two simple tenses explains 

all the sentences of (41) are grammatical; if only 
available for them, jihen (41a)

Theconcern.

why

an untensed source were 
and (41h) would he ungrammatical.
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The question which we must now consider is what.
■ kind of underlying structure is appropriate for a noun, 
such as' elephants in (43a), which is unanihiguously
derived from a structure which does not contain a higher

The first possihility is that theexistential sentence, 
relevant part of the underlying structure contains only

\
elephants;^

S(9.44)

TPNP •

live in Africaelephants

However if we accept that then we shall have lost the 
generalisation.^^j^re^y" estahlished, that HP’s are 

■ derived from an underlying predicate nominal. Of course

there is no a priori reason why the generalisat^ion ought 

to he extended to what are undeniably exceptional NP's, 

and therefore this is not a crucial factor.
Anderson (i973a:484) observes, the untensed occurrence

■ of-a past tense in a sentence such as:

(9.45) fhe dodo was a bird

But as

■

featuremust he explained in terms of a 'pastness
The most obvious move in terms of theattached to dodo

here the status of only,, despite^ 'Se shall Ignore 
the fact that it is crucial to the existence of only one

relevance to the present discus-reading for (43a). Its 
Sion is purely clarificatory.
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type of grammar which we are using is to derive ele

phants (or the dodo) from a predicate nominal, which 
will allow a [+past] marker to he placed on the copula 

And so, following Bach's (1968) formu-of the lower S. 
lation, discussed in §7.2, the underlying structure of

(43a) ought to resemhle: 

(9.46)
\

S

SINP

live in AfricaH

ones are elephantsones

of (45) apparently only a slight modifica

tion, of thlsl-Z^WeBsary:

(9.47)

In the case

BE a Bird

one was a dodo. the. one

' Although (46) and (47) provide what are probably 
the most”simple solutions to the facts as we have des

cribed them, which implies that they must be considered 
serious candidates, further investigation reveals

which entail that they will have to 
the remarks of §7.4,

■ , ■ ,-r' ' ■ ^

as

certain inadequacies 

be rejected, 

where it was
lying existential predicate had to contain an

Firstly, contrary to 
claimed that the complement of an under-

existential
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quantifier-noiuij it now seems to te the case that cer

tain quantifier-less 'indefinite' NP's can occur in such 
Thus we are now ahle to see that thosea position.

earlier claims were to some extent an over-reaction to
the more traditional claim that any 'indefinite' UP can

Butthe complement of an existential sentence, 

the result of this modification of our position is that 

there is now apparently no reason to suppose that a

higher existential sentence could not have as its comple-
»

ment the NP of (46) containing ones, 
contradiction of the facts, and therefore it looks as if 

will have to he an' ad hoc blocking of such a

occur as
\

Yet this is in

there

structure.

The same problem does not, of course, arise in 
(47), for the potential complement of an existential 

,' sentence is then a 'definite' NP, and there is clearly
no need to modify our original position in that regard.

of the one in (47) spotlights theBut the 'definiteness
is it Correct, even 

to say that 

and that the dodo in

■second inadequacy, for in what sense
allowing for the vagueness of the terms, 

elephants in (43a) is 'indefinite
Surely that description is only

of the surface absence/presence of the?
(45) is 'definite'?
correct in terms

without going too deeply into the analysis of
exemplified in (45), it 

correct to state that its. function is 
distinct from that of nongeneric t^, most

Even

•instances of generic t^, 

does appear to_be 
semantically

as
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especially in that it does not indicate reference to 
■some object known to the speaker and presumed hy him to 
he known ,to the hearer.' Yet this is exactly the implic

ation of (47), as can he confirmed hy comparing that 
structure with the underlying structure' for nongeneric 
'definite' NP's'proposed hy Bach (1968), see again §7.2. 

furthermore, the radical distinction between (46) and 
(47) which we are now able to pinpoint can he seen as

\

intending to account for a rather trivial surface dif

fer compare with (45):ference,

(9.48) A dodo was a bird 
Dodos were birds(9.49)

Whatever the differences between the three sentences.
that the choice of typeand we might sug^X.^^tatively 

of NP is a reflection of a particular emphasis or point

of view, it is quite certain that (48) and (49) "Sre not 
'to be-distinguished from (45) by the semantic features 

associated with nongeneric instances of the.

A more adequate structure than so far proposed 
must, therefore, explain in a non-ad hoc manner the
ungrammatioality of an underlying existential in (43a)

and aO-so the presence in (45) of a the which does not 

indicate what we may telegraphically describe as 'given 
There is yet a third point which it must 

clapify and which we have not fully discussed so far:
reference'.

this is that in the examples under discussion Reference 
class (of elephants, dodos, etc.).is properly to a
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Thia of course is precisely what a grammarian such as

■ Kruisinga (1932a:258, 315) implies when he refers to a
see again §1.5. Obvi-'classifying' use of a and the, 

ously the structures proposed above give no hint that
this is the type of reference present in the sentences 

they purport to analyse.
\

In attempting to oonstrudt an underlying represen

tation which will fulfil these three conditions of ade-
and also retain the generalisation that nouns are 

derived from predicate nominals, we shall have to, for 
the sake of simplicity in argment, make certain assump

tions, or at best ignore certain surface factors; this

quacy

is because the n^hes^ry steps can only be justified
■ after we have hypothesised a plausible structure and
shown that this structure itself explains the factors

The assumptions whichthat we have apparently ignored.
we shall make are that (45) and (49), for example, 
derived from virtually identical underlying structures

are

arid-that (48) is derived from some rather different
The latter point espeoiaily^will require

the part of the,reader, since we shall
structure.

some patiegaoe on
discuss it further in this chapter; it is to benot

hoped that that patience will eventually be adequately 

rewarde d in §11.4. One other point is also worth men

tioning; in the discussion immediately below we shall
choice between >two transsuggest that there is an open 

formations which are in any case optional. It is by no
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oertain that.the resultant nonequivalent surfacemeans

sti^ctures (syntactically speaking) are semantically
This apparently implies that we accept theequivalent.

possibility that transformations change meaning and that
underlying representations do not uniquely determine 
semantic relations, which is in contrast to the position, 
held throughout the other parts of this work. But this 

is not necessarily so, for the suggestion of raeaning-r 
changing transformations is, at least here, better seen 
as the result of two inadequacies on the part of the 
author: (i) an inability to determine exactly the seman

tic relation between two surface structures; (ii) an
inability to motivate slightly different underlying

structures op/^:,e_admittedly inadequately perceived
If these two con-semantic differences that do exist, 

tingent - not necessary - 
meaning-changing transformations would be necessary.

facts were overcome, then no

The simplest alternative to the type of structures

exemplified by (46) and (47) will be one that replaces
the onObythe rather suspicious occurrences of ones and

, i.e.,.explicit marker of the type of reference.some

class reference, with which we are concerned. The kind

of structure for which we are searching for the class-
referring quantified NP's is therefore likely to

■ ■
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approximate to one of the following two sketchea:^ 

(9.50) [jjpA SET[gA SET BE N]]
(9'.51) [jjpTHE SETEgTHE SET BE N]]

However even a very quick glance at the aemantica of 
(50) will tell ua that it ia incorrect, for it would 
imply that the underlying atructure of, aay, (49) would

\
be;

(9.52) SET[gA SET WAS dodoa] ] [^pBE

birda]]

and (52) ought to generate at leaat the following sen

tence ;
A set of dodoa were birds(9.53)

Whatever the meaning of (53) may be, it is quite differ

ent from that'qjyl49)^ and therefore it ought to be 
On the other hand, (51) seems a much more

by comparing (54)
rejected.

plausible candidate, as can be seen

with (49)-: 
(9.54) The aet of dodoa were birda

in the choice of\ 

It is very doubtful
There is no conscious significance

the word set rather than claaa. 
that our knowledge of semantics is sufficient to permit

The onlyus to make such a fine choice at this stage, 
conscious criterion is that set has a well-known mathe- 

to which it may be convenient to refer.matical usage
However this does not imply that we are using set in its

proper mathematical sense.
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The two sentences are not grossly dissimilar in meaning, 
despite the presence of the in (54). But observe that 
this the has an interesting source: it is used because
the set referred to is unique by definition, not because

Thus an apt paraphrase ofthe reference is 'given'. 

(54) inight be:
(9.55)

\
The set which contained all dodos and 
only dodos had the property of 'bird- 

ness'

It is indisputable that only one set can satisfy the 
description given in the relative clause. If we now 

(49) with (55) we can see that the latter iscompare

only making explicit a p^oint which is implicitly con

tained in the How we ought to derive instances
of this the-type is in detail mysterious, and all that 

sensibly be said is that the the in (51), (54) and 
(55) is principally the marker of a uniquely defined 
set. If we may allow such a modest statement to suffice 
then it seems reasonable to continue with our argument,

' but see further. Chapter 12. /

can

Since^we have now, with certain reservations, been

able to sketch out a possible candidate for the under

lying structure of (45) and'(49), we ought now to exam

ine it in rather more detail in order to see if the
Thecorrect surface structures can be derived from it.

the lines of .('56) below.underlying structure must be 
although certain feabures which are not wholly relevant

on
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such as tense marking, which occurs in the predicate 

nominal, cf. Anderson (1973a;485-88), ere ignored: 

(9.56) S

VP

BE birdsNP
\

VPNPTHE SET

. BE dodosTHE SET

Obviously it is possible to derive (54) from such a - 
source, but the question is whether or not it is pos- 

. sible to derive (45) and (49) from the same structure. 
What we must reall^ecide, in other words, is whether 

or not it is possible To justify a transformational 

from (54) to either of the other sentenogis under 
To obtain (49) it appears that we would

process

discussion.

have to delete THE SET; such deletion is always feas- 
have to bear in mind the seveiewarnings

Nevertheless, two 
Pirstly,

ible, but we 
uttered by kiergo and lasnik (1972).
points suggest that the deletion is plausible, 
we ha,ve already noted that THE SET is redundant in that 
it only makes explicit an otherwise implicit fact.

Secondly, the structure resulting from deletion is con

trolled by another factor, namely the absence of a
in the matrix of the highest sentence.tensed predicate

Admittedly, it is true that many
, having both a generic and a nongeneric interpreta-

sentences are_^bigu-

ous
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tion, 'bu-fc-it is precisely the kind of deletion under 
discussion which is likely to create the ambiguity, 
us therefore accept that deletion of THE SET in the 
structure immediately iinderlying (54) - and below the 
surface insertion of oi - is the correct source of (49). 

That deletion is of course optional.

let

\

further remarks to be madeAlthough there are some
relation between (49) and (54), and so on theon the

transformation used- to relate them, let us first turn 
to the attempt to find a derivation-forour attention

(45), so that the triple, may be considered as a group.
would be to delete set and singu-One possibility here 

larise dodos ‘only motivation for this seems tp 

be the desire to generate the right surface structure.
If we consider (56)We .must therefore look elsewhere, 

once more, we are _ 
ject HP a structure 
a restrictive adjective.

= reminded that it assigns to the sub

similar to that for an HP containing 
Thus at some stage of derlv-

■ ation the structure of:
The poor people are always with us(9.57).

correspojids to:

(9.58)

S are always with usNP

the people are poorthe people
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We then find adjectivalisation of the restrictive clause 

and' after that it is possible, under ill-understood 

conditions, to obtain:
(9.59), The poor are always with us 

Corresponding to this it seems possible that (56) could
give an intermediate structure corresponding to: 

The dodo set was a bird
\

(9.60)

as in (59), set is deleted, to give (45). TheThen,

major point which we have omitted in this argument is
the question of number agreement, and this has two

Firstly, and more simply, the number of the YP 

is determined completely by the number of the subject
a bird/were birds vari-

facets.

NP; this is why we find the
Secondly, whyOta__it that dodo in (45) is singu-

.was

ation.

is surely to be explained by its adjectival 
lower NP BE dafe:s is in fact an adjectival 

of the singular noun set, and it is that noun 
which controls the concord, for it is still represented

lar? This

quality: the 

modifier

at the surface by the, cf. (49), and in any case its
Nevertheless it hasdeletion must be very late indeed.

conceded that this triple of sentences displaysto be
number concord which are only poorlycharacteristics of 

understood, cf. Morgan (1972) fbr a discussion of fur

ther problems raised by concord rules.

It seems highly unlikely that anyone, and this is 
of the present writer, would wish-to 

above derivations are wholly adequate;
especially true 
claim that the
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indeed I would not claim that they do anymore than take- 
a couple of paces nearer the kind of solution which

But they do work after awould he fully acceptable, 
fashion and they also reflect certain semantic intu

itions respecting the triple of sentences under discus- 

Thus, it is certainly the case that (54) is the 
most explicit of the sentences (some speakers may find 

it over-explicit and thus clumsy); this accords with the 
fact that it preserves the maximum of underlying struc-

sion.
\

ture, including, as was shown in §§7.4 - 7.5, a marker_
In (49) there is no ex-of underlying subordination, 

plicit statement that reference is in terms of a unique

ly defined set, and because, of this sentences like it 
,interpretfi^Sia_otatements about a tendency, 

although naturally this does not happen in all-or-no

thing cases like (49).- 'Phe interpretation that the 

sentence is a remark about a set having a tendency to 
have a property is in accord with the deletion mechanism 

which we have proposed. Turning now to (45), it is more 
like (54) than (49), for it clearly is a statement about ' 
a certain set having a certain property - there is no 

question of it being a tendency which is being described. 
This too is explained by the derivation we have sugges

ted, for that makes it clear that the focus of attention 
even although that: noun is itself dele

ted. Furthermore, we can explain why sentences with a 
•definite' plural NP, such as (61), are not generic, but

are often

is kept on set
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7rather descriptive;

(9.61) The dodos were birds

The reason is that if such a sentence were derived from 
the generic structure (56), then the highest NP would be 
the sets. But that NB is uniquely defined if it is . 
generic, and therefore it cannot be.other than singular, 
just as proper nouns cannot be other than singular.

Thus, if our hypothesis is accepted, a truly generic 
interpretation of (61) is impossible, because of the 

contradictory demands on the underlying subject NP.• -

\

The emphasis on 'all'9.4

However adequ^'h.^t^ above discussion has been, it 
is only natural that we should now ask what relevance it

The answer to this can behas for-the analysis of all, 
found by comparing the sentences in (40) with those 

below;

(9.62) a All boys kiss the girls
b ■??A11 boys kissed the girls 
c ?*All boys are kissing the girls 
■d'-?*All boys have kissed the girls 
e ?*A11 boys have been kissing the girls 

leaving aside for the moment the dialect Variation which

•"A-

we mentioned briefly at the beginning of the previous 
may observe that at least in some dialectssection, we

f

7 But see here §4.1.
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the insertion of all is fully grammatical only when the 

■normal interpretation of the sentence in question is 
generic;, conversely, wlien a generic interpretation is 
impossible insertion of all is either very bad or impos

sible. The most obvious interpretation of these facts 

is that all may only collocate with an 'indefinite' NT 

if that NT is generic and that all has no influence on 

the grammaticality of a sentence other than as predicted 

by that condition.

\

Before we attempt to discover whether there is~a 
possible analysis of all which might account for that 
condition, let us first examine an alternative hypothe

sis which appears to explain the facts exemplified by 

(62). Anderson (1973a:481) observes that an overt
existential sentence precludes the possibility of a 

, —generic interpretation, and we saw ’n §9.3 that this is 
true even if the existential sentence is transforraation- 

Andersoii then extends this argiunent byally deleted.
suggesting that the generic interpretation of a'sentence

such as:
(9.63)^ All rhinoceroses eat small snakes 

is possible just because the existence of a set (of 
rhinoceroses) which does not eat small snakes is denied. 

This analysis of (63) follows from the arguments presen

ted- in Anderson (1973c) which were discussed in §9.2, 
and the position is compatible with our own claim that 

generic interpretation is only possible if no specifio
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existence is predicated. Anderson (1973a) does not 
state whether his hypothesis will account for the had- 
ness of, for example, (62c), hut cleeirly it is desirable 
that it should. Yet the explanation of the generic 

interpretation of (63) as due to the presence of a 
double negative appears to break down in such cases. 
Thus, although;

(9.64)

\

No rhinoceros doesn't eat small snakes 
has at least a pseudo-generic interpretation, similar 
sequences where a generic interpretation is not possible 
are as grammatical as could be expected granted the

presence of an overt double negative, which usually 

requires special intonation:
NcL^^inoperos is not eating small 

snakes

(9.65) a

No rhinoceros has not eaten small 

snakes

No rhinoceros has not been eating 

small snakes
'Notice that the possibility of adding words or phrases 

such as yet and so far confirms the lack of a true 

generic interpretation, 
it is difficixlt to see how Anderson's hypothesis can be

b

c

In the light of such examples

accepted.

'let us therefore return to the first interpretation 
of the distribution exemplified in (62). If we^ksk our

selves what kind of item could be in specific structures
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without altering the grammatical status of those struct 
tures, for in effect this is what happens in the case of
all, the most likely answer is that such an item will he 
the product of emphasis. We have already had cause to 
remark, in §§3.4 and 4.4, that all is in' some respects a

marker of emphasis which is added to a generic plural 
NP, and therefore this answer fits in with the semantic 
facts that we have already discovered. It is probably 

the case, however, that the difference between a sentence 

with all and one without all, as, for example, between 

(63) and;
(9.66)

\

Rhinoceroses edt small snakes
is slightly greater than would be predicted by mere
emphasis, and thea;ff^>a;e_the ' structure we eventually

And this is onlypropose must be able to explain this, 
one point where we shall have to tread carefully; there 

are many others. Perhaps the simplest, and yet the most 

important, is the fact that in both (63) and (66) em

phatic stress can be placed on any item in the relevant

surface NP: thus consider the following examples: 

(9.67) a Rhinoceroses eat small snakes
All rhinoceroses eat small snakesb"

c All rhinoceroses eat small snakes

Then there are also other ways in which emphasis is 
marked, as for example by Clefting, and it seems prob

able that Pseudo-cleft and overt existential sentences
mark emphasis by retaining a nearer-to-base form at the 

cf. respectively Akmajian (1970) and i§7.4 -surface.
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7.5, above. In this context consider a pseudo-cleft 
sentence such as;

■ (9.68) What I spotted in the cellar was a rat 
Despite the fact that there is a nonemphatic version:

(9.69) I spotted a rat in the cellar 
there are emphatic variants of both the pseudo-cleft 
sentence and the derived form (69):

\

(9.70) a What I spotted in the cellar was 
a rat

b I spotted a rat in the cellar 
The four variations in (68) - (70) can only be accounted 

for if we assume that emphasis is introduced into English 
in at least two ways:® (i)^by heavily stressing the item 

which emphasis'isOjtLjbs focussed; (ii) by preserving 

some deeper structure which is normally subject to 
transformational change but which if it remains will 

highlight the item on which emphasis is to’ be focussed. 

This being the case, there can be no objection in

on

■■V.

a Two further examples of marking emphasis are seen 
in clefted sentences, where a transformation induces a
structure which highlights the item in question, and 
after which heavy stress can still be placed on that

The fullest discussion of emphatic constmctionsitem.

such as these is in Jackendoff (1972b;229-78), but for 
another approach and further references see lako^

(1971c:260-63).
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principle to claiming that all is in one sense a marker 

of-emphasis, despite the fact that in (67) all itself is 
suhjfect to emphatic stress.

We demonstrated in the previous section that sen

tences like (66) are normally interpreted as describing' 
a tendency on the part of the referents of the subject 

NP to display a given behaviour pattern, i.e 

rhinoceroses need eat small snakes for (66) to be gener

ally considered as valid.. We have so far observed only 
two ways in which the speaker may commit himself to the- 

assertion that every potential member of the set of 

peferents has the property stated in the predicate; 
these are the constru^iohs 'the + singular noun and the 

Bet of + plural noun, the latter usage is commonly

regarded as clumsy and the former has two disadvantages, 
for.it is ambiguous - we might, for example, be talking

\

not all• >

of a specific rhinoceros - and it is often regarded as
We should now note that the emphat-stylistically arch, 

ic stress variant (67) does not perform this task, "for 

it only highlights the fact that it is rhinoceroses
which are bein^ talked about rather than some other

In this situation it is perhapsgroup of carnivores.
not unexpected that all should be called in to provide

Further support for such athe necessary commitment, 
suggestion is found in the fact that is ungrammat

ical in collocations with the emphatic variants so far

discussed:
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(9.7,1) a *A11 the set of rhinoceroses eat(s) 
small snakes

b *A11 the rhinoceros eat(s) small 
snakes

It is insufficient to explain the ungrammaticallty of 
these sentences in terms of an unacceptable collocation 

ith a singiaar noun, both in view of the derivations 

which we have proposed for the equivalent sentences

V
without all and of examples such as;

All the cat family has/have claws(9.72)

Although we have very little guidance about how all 

might satisfactorily be introduced into underlying 
structure, it does a^|arjthat a good way of doing so 
would be to Introduce it as some adjectival modifier of 

One Initial justification for this is the close 

relationship between, for example, all the world and the 
It seems probable that the modifier is to 

be considered as an addition, and thus perhaps as a non-
restric'tlve-clause. We may therefore propose the fbl-

^ ■ ■ ■

lowing tentative underlying structure for (63), in which 

the adjective is taken to be total (although there seem 

to be|other equally good candidates, 

plete);

set.

whole world.

' \

for Instance com-

- „,t



THE SET BE totalz:^
njHE SET

THE SET BE rhinoceroses

That structure has one ohvious advantage, for it will he 
possible to negate the coordinate partner and thus 
derive a negated form of all;

(9.74; Not all rhinoceroses eat small snakes 

The possibility of ne^^tl^o^is confirmed by the fact 

that the structure of (73J is, except in one respect, 
identical to that proposed for compound existentials 
occurring in postdeterrainer position, cf. (8,42) in 
§8.3, the Important distinction being that the lexical 

items NUMBER and large (for many) are replaced by SET 

and, tbtai^ There is one good consequence from this 

replacement, for total, unlike large, is not subject to 
comparison, bedause it is a maximiser, of. Quirk et al 
(1972:446-48). This will explain why there are no 

comparative and superlative forme of all, in'contrast to 

the compound existentials.

Despite these two advantages belonging to (73)» we 
into a rather serious problem in proposing that itrun
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exemplifies the imderlying structure of all. This is 
that if (73) is identical in node relationships to 
(8.42), as it is, why then does all not appear in post

determiner position? To make this clearer we need only 
consider the surface structures which result if lexical- 

isation to a surface quantifier does not take place. We 
shall find the parallel structures (8.41) - repeated 

here for convenience - from (8.42) and (75) from (73):
(8.41)

(9.75)

\

The large number of-boys kiss girls
■■■ 9

The total set of rhinoceroses eat
small snakes

Now the lexicalisation process for many in §8.3 related 

(8.41) to:
(8.40) The mafi^Nboys kiss girls 

Therefore should it not be the case that (75) is simi

larly related to: .

(9*76) *The all rhinoceroses eat small snakes 

One possible explanation for the ungrammaticality of

(76) concerns the fact that the two transformations
which have already been shown to raise rhinoceroses into

a position analogous to that which it holds in (76) 
either delete ^he (along with set) or singularise rhino- 

If either one or other of these transform

ations is corapulsoiy when raising takes place, then (76) 
will beUngrammatlcal because neither occurs there. We 
have already pointed out that a plural NT with the is 

not truly generic, cf
compulsion. In (76) we would have a contradiction:

cerbses.

(59), and that wotfLd explain the
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ainoe all appears the sentence ought to he generic; 
since the .., rhinoceroses is a surface NP the sentence 
ougiit to be nongeneric, 
matical.

Thus the sentence is ungram-

Then the generation of (63) might be achieved by ' 
deletion of the, but although that is just possible, it 

has very little appeal, since it has an ad hoe appear- 
If this is the only way in which (63) and (75) 

can be related, ought we»not to avoid relating them?

That position may yet have to be adopted, but given the ■ 

semantic relation which holds between the two sentences

ance.

,we must be reluctant to take that step. Since there is 
an alternative soluti^n^OTailable let us consider it.
It is to claim that the lexlcalisation transformation to 

generate all Involves a collapsing of the total seiv 
;rather than total set without the. Indisputably the 
correct surface structures Will be generated, but is 
there any justification for such a riile, which will 

otherwise be ad hoc, for the lexlcalisation rules for
•V . ■

the existential quantifiers never Involve the? A first
point is that it is essential to capture the fact that 
all is normally generic when in collocation with a

So far we haveplural NP without 'definite article'. 
not been able to do this, but if the is part of the

underlying representation of all then we shall be able 

to do so. The reasoning behind this statement is’that 
it is the sequence thejaet which marks out the generic
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nature of the structiires concerned, 
such as (63) the only sign of genericness is all, which 
is in contrast to, for example, (45). 
explained if all has transformationally Incorporated the 
set.

But in a sentence

This would he

\ Secondly, it is clear that the the in generic 

contexts is unusual, even if the 'precise reason for this 
is uncertain. We have already noted some semantic 

reasons for this assertion, hut there are also other 

facts which support it. Mongeneric the can he heavily' 

stressed for emphasis, as in:,
Tlie politician you can trust is 

Geraldj/-||n^

This is not the case with generic the;

(9.78) *Tlie elephant which lives in Africa — 

has long ears 
We have already observed, in §4.4, that it is quite 
possihle that the ought to he derived from more than one 
source.j- and here we may have further evidence for'this; 

whatever the precise solution may he, cf. Chapter 12, it 
does seem to-he true that generic the is distinct from

(9.77)

nongeneric the, although the degree of distinction may 
Thus the fact that nongeneric the doeshe in dispute, 

not form part of the source of existential quantifiers
hardly he claimed to he crucial evidence about the

The final
caa

■ role of generic the -in the derivation of all, 
point is very weak and theref ore we can pass over it very
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quickly. It is that we have noted that in some dialects • 

and-styles sentences such as (62d), which are nongener

ic, are acceptable despite the presence of all. This 
may be accounted for by a partial falling together of 
all + N and all' + the -t N. but that sugges-tion, which is 
consistent with the facts of, for example, Dutch and 
erman, is surely only reasonable if surface all + H is 

itself derived from a lexicalisation of a structure

We might then be able to account for the
»

introduction of such a phenomenon by means of analogical 
extension, but admittedly that is highly speculative.

involving the.

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that there 

is some juetification^,:^or^upposing that all is the 

result of lexicalisation of the total set, and Indeed we 

shall henceforth presume that this is the case; never

theless two problems remain. One is that the above 
hypothesis is unable to explain the variability of 
position found with all; the other is that, although it 

permits-negation of all, certain facts about that nSga-
■V ■

tion are xinaccounted for. We shall examine the latter 
of these,problems first, since it may provide a solution 

to the former. The interaction of negative elements 
with all-is similar to the interaction between those

r

elements and the existential quantifiers, cf. Carden
The two oases are not identical.(1968, -1970b, 1970c).

pointed out in §5.4, but they do resemble:oneas was
another sufficiently for it to be desirable that our
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hyppthesis show that this Is a consequence of similarity 
of underlying structure. This suggests that all ought 
to he derived 'from some kind of higher sentence. Another 
argument in favour of that suggestion is that it is 

without douht that all displays most of the character

istics of a quantifier, cf. §9.1, and since all the 

other quantifiers we have discussed so far are derived 
from higher sentences, this is probably also the case 
with all. Even many is in all cases except where it is 

in postdeterminer position derived from a higher sen

tence.

If a higher sentence for all is the correct answer, 

then our arguments sugg^at^^at the most probable form 
of that sentence will be:

(9.79), The set BE total
But what kind of evidence is there that emphasis should 

■ ever be represented by a higher sentence? We can give 
indirect evidence at least, by means of the following 
argument,'. If.Neg .Transportation is agreed to be a 

(minor) rule of English grammar - which must be doubt- 

. ful, cf,. §5.4j then it will relate the pair of sentences 

below;

Bill expects that not all the. boys 

will win a prize
' b Bill doesn't expect that all the 

boys will win a prize 

The explanation of this which is given by Carden (1968:

(9.80) a
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8-9) is very duMous, as we have commented previously, 
see' too Jackendoff (197113:287-96), but let us accept for 

the moment that Neg Iransportation does apply here; if 
that is true all must he derived from a higher sentence. 
Now consider thie following pairs:

(9.81) a Bill expects that John won't win
a prize

h Bill doesn't expect that John will 
win a prize

(9.82) a Bill expects that John won't win
a prize

h Bill doesn't expect that John will 

win a prize'
in'4^’)'-Sxe related hy Neg Transport

ation, then the pairs immediately above can also be 
related by that same transformation, since they show the 
same semantic relation (which is not synonymy). But 

neither of the sentences in (81) has any reading iden

tical to a reading of either of the sentences in (82),. 
for in the former Bill does expect that someone will win 

a prize, in the latter he has no such expectation. This 
be seen to 'be true by adding a further clause to, 

say, (82b):
(9.83) Bill doesn't expect that John will 

win a prize after all,- because a 

self-appointed committe has decided,/

in the interests of democracy, that 
all prizes Will be abolished at once

\

If the sentences

can
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Such an explanatory clause cannot be added to (81b).
Now- the possibility of Neg Transportation together with 

the meaning difference between (81) and (82) can both be 
explained by a theory that emphasis on John is a trace 
of an underlying higher sentence. Without worrying
about the details of the structure, we can relate the 
Wr in (81) to (84) and the pair in (82) to (85): 

(9.84) Bill expects neg be John who will 
win a prize

>
Bill expects John neg win a prize 

Even though there is absolutely no necessity to conclude

(9.85)

from the above that Neg Transportation is a valid rule, 
we may yet permit ourselves-to be convinced that surface 

emphasis is often the^jfte^ce^ of an underlying higher 
sentence. Now it is interesting to note that the type 
of conclusion which we have reached concerning emphatic 
stress applies equally to all. Therefore it seems 

probable that all could profitably be derived from a 
higher sentence, given the consistency of the evidence 
we .have already examined. Indeed, we shall'see below 
that (81) provides even stronger support for this hypo

thesis, which in any case is previously supported by the 

parallels that do exist between all and the existential 
quantifiers. An ailternative explanation of the contrast

r

between (81) and (82) would rely on the theory of pre-
Thus Jackendoff (1972b) wo\zld explain thesuppositions

stress on John in (81) as due to the existence of a
variable in the same position in the presupposition of.
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say, (81a) as in the example itself, 
analysis cannot he extended to the clearly similar case 

of all, it does not seem as useful as the suggestion 
above.

But since that

Since there is no reason why we should not accept ‘ 
'y(79) as the higher sentence source for all, the most 

likely underlying structure of (63) now appears to be: 
(9.86) S

»
VPNP

BE totalNP S

/X
THE SET NP

NP ■ eat small snakes

VPNPTHE SET
X\

BE rhinocerosesTHE SET

Before quantifier-lowering (not existential-lowering 
since there is no EXIST in the higher sentence, and we 
may therefore accept different conditions on the lower

ing, as we shall see) and lexicalisation take place, hut 

after all other relevant transformations, we shall find:
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BE total

THE SET NP VP

\
THE SET rhinoceroses eat small snakes

If.there is no lexicalisation then (75) will he gener

ated. lexioalisation, hoWever, converts the higher 
sentence into all and the lower occurrence of THE SET

converts to all to permit quantifier-lowering, hut see 

helow, thus generating (63), 
provided a plausihle^^up^er^ing 
of (86), for (63) and any other instance of all preced-

Purthermore, we have already

We can thus claim to have
structure, in the shape

ing an 'indefinite' NP. 
noted that the higher sentence can he negated, and such

will he the case in the underlying structure of, say.

(74).

However it is not possible to claim that (86) is 
the correct underlying structure, for we still cannot 
explain why all has variable position; it is not suf

ficiently distinct from the underlying structure of.
say, many, to do that, let us therefore attempt a 

solution which will combine in some way the insights 
which (73) and (86) have attempted separately to explain, 

hut unsuccessfully. We shall heed to derive all from a 
higher sentence, as in the latter, structure, hut the NP
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with which it collocates ought not to he embedded in all, 
■following to some extent the former strupture. 
satisfy these requirements we need something like:

(9.88)

To

S

HP VP s

\
THE SET BE total HP VP

HP snake s

THE SET

THE SET . BE rhinoceroses

let us now suppose that- the relevant transformational
foliei^^and apply in this order: (i) rais

ing of the predicate nominal; (ii) deletion of THE SET 

as described in §9.3-for the generation of (49); (ill) 

quantifier lexicallsation. In fact (ii) probably needs 
modified so that a quantifier node remains, 
ensure that all is lowered into the correct position and

rules are as

This is to

'it avoids problems of irrecoverability, briefly mention- ' 
Thus immediately before lowering we find;ed above.

(9.89) S

eat small snakes
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The interesting’feature about (89) is that it clearly 
resembles the structure for (90) at the same stage;

(9.90) ' Rhinoceroses don't eat small snakes
(9.91) S

S

\
NP TP

rhinoceroses eat small snakes

The similarity of structure between all and neg which ig. 
thus hypothesised at this point suggests that it is far 
from unreasonable to presume that all might be lowered

Firstly it might be lowered into 
nnto the quantifier node

in two distinct ways, 
prenominal position, 
created by the deletion of THE SET; secondly it might be 

lowered into the positions into which its structural
If we distinguish between this

"'•'b

twin neg may be lowered, 

transformation and neg-placement only by stating that 
the former does not require do-support, cf. Klima (1964: 

256-57), whilst the latter does, we are then able to 
account for the variability of all-placement.

To justify the above claim we may note that in the 
pairs below all and not occur in exactly the same posi

tions except if do-support has -taken place; in those 

cases all occupies the position in which, it could be 
claimed, not would occur if there were no rule of lio- 

support. In some of the pairs below all collocates with
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a 'definite' NP; this is in order to give examples with 
aspectual markers present and it does not invalidate 
claim;

our

(9.92) a Boys all kiss girls
Boys do not kiss girls

The hoys were all kissing the girls
The hoys were not-kipsing the girls

The hoys have all kissed the girls
The hoys have not kissed the girls

The hoys have all been kissing the
girls

The hoys have hot been kissing the 
girls

h

(9.93) a
\

h

(9.94) a
h

(9.95) a

h

If all appears in a ptfs/tihn-other than one predicted 

above, then it is at best only marginally acceptable;,^
(9.96) a ??The hoys all were kissing the girls 

' h ??The hoys all have kissed the girls 
c *The hoys have- been all kissing the 

girls

The fact that (96c) is by far the worst of the above 
triple is explicable in the following way; in (96a) and 
(96h) all occupies the position held by hot before it is 

correctly ordered in the VP, and therefore they are 
simply cases where all does not follow the tense-bearer, 

compare (92a); but in (96c) the position of all, were it 
grammatical, would have to be the result of a placement 

rule applicable only to it, and this is rather worse

/
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than its failure- to follow a rule only fully applicable 
to not.

The above proposal is also able to account for an 
apparent asymmetry in the distribution of all, namely 

that it does not appear postnominally when collocating 

^ith a surface HP which is not a subject; thus, assuming 
that all collocates with small snakes, (97) is ungram

matical;

(9.97) ^Rhinoceroses*eat small snakes all 
In grammars where the position of all is handled by some' 
independent quantifier-movement^ transformation, the 
upgraramaticality of (97) must be handled in an ad hoc 

fashion, cf. Carden (1^8:'21)', Dougherty (1970:877-79), 
so-that it does not apply^o surface structure objects.
But we are claiming that the surface position of all-.is

Now in §8.4in'part a function of neg-placement rules, 

we were able to establish that neg-placement rules were

subject to at least two constraints: firstly, that neg
might-not. be, moved leftwards over a verb; secondly, that 
neg might not be moved rightwards over a verb. Obvious

ly these .can be combined into a single constraint:
Neg-placement rules may not move a 

neg over a main verb node.
furthermore, there appears to be a generalisation from 
the distribution of not that neg-placement rules, i.e 

movement rules other than lowering rules, may only-inoye 

Given these restrictions on neg-

(9.98)

• r

a neg into a VP.
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placement rules and our theory that all, after lowering,- 
is-moved by the same mechanisms as move neg. then it is 

quite simple to explain the ungrammaticality of (97). 
After all is lowered into the quantifier node we shall 
find a structure which is equivalent to the structure of:

Rhinoceroses eat all small snakes 
All cannot then be moved to the left since that would 

involve crossing a main verb node, nor can it be moved 
to the right since there is no VP to the right (and in 
the same sentence) into which it might be moved. Fur

ther, (99) cannot be synonymous with (63) since an all 
originally modifying rhinoceroses could not be moved 

into the position occupied'in (99) because of the exten- 
of constraint '(,:^^v_J3he same fact excludes a 

derivation of (97) from (63). We can therefore explain

(9.99)
\

Sion

the grammatical positions of all basically in terms of 
the neg-placement rules and the constraints upon such

The relation between all and its collocating NP 
in (92a) is not the same as the relation between all and 

its collocating NP in (97), despite the same surface 
relation of order which appears, and therefore it is not

rules.

■ \

remarkable tha-fc the latter is ungrammatical while the
And of course we may finally addformer is grammatical, 

that we have been able tp give an explanation here which
is fully compatible with the hypothesis concerning'the 

lowering of negated quantifiers into a VP and the lower

ing of non-negated quantifiers into a negated VP, 
proposed in §8.4.

as
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A1though it would he possible to discuss the dis

tribution of all more fully, and consequently refine the 
transformational process outlined above, our discussion 
of this quantifier has continued for some considerable 
time, and therefore it might be best if we were to look ^ 
at only one more aspect of all before moving on to 

-iscuss the other universal quantifiers. This aspect is 

the interaction between all and negators. In fact the 
underlying structure proposed for all, namely that 

exemplified in (88), is sufficiently similar to that . _ 
proposed for many to enable us to handle most interacti

ons between all and a negator in the same way as we have

\

handled the interactions between negators and compound 
o'nlyS>ase

exlstentials. The 
where the interaction between all and a negator proves

s we need discuss are those

tOvbe different. Preeminent amongst these is the fact 
that for many speakers, cf. Carden (1970c), (100) has a 
reading - and it may be the-only reading - where the neg 
must originally be higher than all;

/A
' (9.100) All rhinoceroses don't eat small

snakes

In other words, (100) has a reading identical to the 
. only reading of either (74) or (101), which are the 
predicted derivations from the underlying structures 

which we have sketched out, (74) being repeated here for 

convenience:

(9.74) Not all rhinoceroses eat small snakes 
(9.101) Rhinoceroses don't all eat small snakes

y
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As we were able to observe in §8.4, similar ambiguity 
does not arise if we replace all by a compound existen

tial. In Carden's (1970c) terms, (102) has only a neg- 
V reading;

(9.102) Many rhinoceroses don't eat small 
snakes

The neg-Q reading of (100) is inexplicable in terms of 
quantifier-lowering alone, for we would expect the neg
and all elements to reflect in their surface structure—— ^

ordering the underlying command relation; this is achiev

ed in both (74) and (101).
reasons; firstly, it splits up not and all, which might

\

(100) is surprising for two

reasonably be expected to stay together; secondly, if
not reflect underlying commandsurface precedence 

relations then we might expect that another part of
lakoff's global constraint (1971c;244-46) could be used

to predict that for the neg-Q reading to be obtained
But as was pointedheavy stress ought to fall on not, 

out in §5.4, if all has heavy stress then only a neg-Q
reading is possible for (100). Further, for some speak- 

this may be the only way to obtain such a reading; 
certainly it is the case that if not is heavily stressed 
a neg-T reading is obtained. But this is a reversal of 

lakoff's constraint.

ers

Luckily there is some rather good evidence to show 
that the puzzling characteristics of (100) only remain 

puzzling if we insist on regarding all as simply another
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If we approach the problem from another 
direction we shall encounter sentences such as (103),
compare here the sentences in (81):

✓
John didn't buy the new book on 
Paroese phonology 

This has exactly the same type of interpretation as does 
(100) when in that sentence.there.is heavy stress on

quantifier.

(9.10'3)

\

all; the interpretation is that the neg was originally

This becomes quite clear if weon the stressed item, 

apply Clefting to (103): . -

(9.104) It wasn't John that bought the new 
book on Paroese phonology

If (88) provides the basic underlying representation for 
(.10.0), with the addi'^iW-of 

ought to be generable too:
(9.105)

a higher neg. then (105)

The set of rhinoceroses which eat 

small snakes is not total 

This is presumably related- by Clefting to;
(9.106) It is not the total set of rhino

ceroses which eat small snakes
If quantifier lexlcalisation has taken place, then (107) 

will be generated:
(9.107) It is not all rhinoceroses which 

eat small snakes

As far as our argument is concerned it matters very 

little whether or not (104) and (107) are any 'deeper' 
than (100) and (103); rather, their main interest is in
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showing that the latter pair of structures can plausibly
be'expected to be derived from similar types of struc

ture. Thisj of course, is not surprising, since we have 
claimed that each in its own way is the result of empha-

Now, as the evidence of (81) showed, there is good 
reason to believe that in the underlying structure of 

(103) neg is in a higher sentence commanding John, 

when lowering of neg takes place it has to be moved into 
the VP, since neg cannot occur within an NP. 
face position of not could now be the result of a wide 

choice of underlying structures, i.e 
ally have negated, for example, John, buy,, new or phon

ology; therefore heavily stressing not would do nothing 
raui''M?^te^mbiguity, unless' it 'were con- 

In fact it does seem to be 

constrained in the moat natural manner, namely not can 
only be heavily stressed if the negation was originally

sis.

\
But

The sur-

it could origin-• 9

to resolve this
strained in some manner.

on the verb; in all other cases it is the item which was 

originally negated which is stressed. The only differ

ence between instances involving items like John and 

those involving all is that in the latter case neg need 

not be moved into the VP; it. can, as in (74), remain 
immediately before all. But if-not is moved into the 
VP,:the heavy stressing rule works exactly as if all' 

were a marker of emphasis;

(9.108) a
✓
All dogs don’t chase cats 

b Dogs don’t chase all cats 
Dogs don’t chase catsc
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✓

d .Dogs don't chase cats
In every case the interpretation is that the neg was 

originally on,the stressed element. G?his explanation, 
if it is correct,, can hest he stated in terms of a 
global rule, cf.Dakoff (1970a), hut for a competing 
solution see Jackendoff (1972h:352ff.). In view of the 
^neral

it may he that global rules can be restricted to influ

ence on stress patterns; thus consider the similar 
situation with regard to 'e*cho questions', cf. Katz and 

Postal (1964:111-12). Global rules would thus be more 

strictly constrained and so better defined than as in 

laicoff (1970a).

tenor of our argument this is unfortunate, but

.owever, that all ... not sequen-We may conclude, 
ces can have for many speakers a neg-Q reading and that

the likelihood of such a reading is increased when there 
■ is heavy stress on all is not to be explained, as both 

Garden (1970c) and Anderson (1973c;Appendix I) appear to 
believe, -.solely in, terms of a higher quantifier analysis. 
The behaviour of all is, as we have seen, quite similar 

not only to that of neg but also to that of emphatic 
segments, and in those cases where all diverges from the 
'normal' quantifier pattern, we can claim that this is 
because a pattern associated with either neg or emphasis 
is taking over from that associated with quantifiers.

But of course this could only happen if the underlyi<ng 
structure of all were similar to that found for those
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other items. Therefore the apparently idiosyncratic 

characteristics of all can he regarded as in^fact the 
mingling of three very general patterns (of quantifiers, 
of negators and of emphasis), and this inexorably leads 
to an acceptance of a structure such as (88), which 

enables the mixture to be predicted, as (approximately)
■^e correct underlying structure .for all.

Since our hypothesis makes several claims about all 

which are perhaps rather n<Tvel, it is worth repeating 
them explcitly before we move away from all and towards 

the other universal quantifiers.. Firstly, like the 

existential quantifiers, all is derived from^.a higher 
permit^^^is^o account for the many 

points of grammar which the two types of quantifier have 
in common. Secondly, however, this sentence is more'*

sentence. This

llkd'an additional statement of emphasis 'on top of a 

normal declarative. This explains why all does not 

greatly affect the acceptability of a sentence, as we 
discussed-in §9.3. Thirdly, all, like many., includes* an 

adjectival modifier of a quantifier-noun, and thus may

. be negated. But ..the fact that all is emphatic and thus 

must always come from a sentence higher than the matrix
explains why aid, in contrast to many, does not appear, 

in postdeterminer position. Fourthly, the claim that 

the basic quantifier-noun underlying all is THE SET, 
rather than A NUMBER as with existential quantifiers', 

explains both the lack of existential sentence with all
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and the strong, (in some dialects, absolute) tendency for ■ 
all 'to have a generic interpretation when collocating 
with 'indefinite' plural NT's. Fifthly, quantifier 
lexicalisation, a process common to all quantifiers, in 
this case produces a structure for all very similar to 

that for negatives, and this explains why all has vari

able position. Finally, although we have not discussed 
this point, it is clear that collocations of all with
mass nouns, which are completely acceptable, present no

»
special difficulty given the kind of derivation which we 

have suggested.

9.5 'Every' and 'each'

Without wishing to appear dogmatic, there does seem 

to be some grounds for claiming that our hypothesis — 
about the underlying structure for all ought to be con

sidered seriously. Therefore we may now permit our

selves to move on and examine the two other universal 
quantifiers which, we must consider in this qhapter: they 

are every and each.
1-

Of course there is a third quant

ifier which is.indisputably a universal, and that is 
both, but it ought to be clear from the discussion in 

Chapter 4- that both should only be reconsidered once we

have proposed a structure for partitive constructions.
Also inwhich will be one of the tasks of Chapter 10. 

that same chapter we shall attempt to ascertain the 

status of quantifiers such as any, which has some claim

r ■
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to te considered among the tiniTersals, hut whose claim 
is far from indisputable, 

only remaining universals which are proper objects of 
enquiry in this chapter. , There is no particular reason 
for looking at one before the other 
look first at every is quite arbitrary.

Thus every and each are the

so the decision,to

\

There appear to be three important differences 
between all and every for which we shall have to attempt

to find an explanation* and then relate that explanation 
to differences in the grammar. Perhaps the most obvious 
difference is that every collocates with singular nouns 

only. This is generally regarded as a purely surface 
fact which refleu^Si^t^ underlying distributive meaning 

of every, see, for example, our remarks in §3.4. 

claim is that a semantic feature of distributivfty is 
'realised by a late transformation which .changes the 
collocating noun from [+plural] to [-plural]. Although 
this is a simple, and thus intuitively appealing, ex

planation it-is not clear that it can be used to explain 
the ungrammaticality of sentences such as.those in (109) 
below, cf.: V.endler (1967:72-76), from whom the first 

example is taken, and also Bougherty (1970:866-71), who, 

although he does not discuss every, leads the way.to a 
number of interesting examples. We may also note that 

Garden (1968:13-14) argues for a number-changing rule:
(9.109) a ?*Every one of the blocks is sim'ilar

The
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/b *Every one of the girls left the 
party together

d *Every girl left the party simul

taneously

The problem is that if the collocating NP is an under

lying plural, then the ungraramaticality of (109) is only 
to be explained in one of two ways: either the require

ment of be similar, together, etc. that the subject EP 

be plural is a surface requirement or some such feature 
as [+distributive] is attached to every and we suppose 

that the NP in question be required to be [-distribu

tive] . However there is undeniable evidence that the 

first of these alternatives must be wrong, for compare 

with (109): .

(9.110) *The scissors are similar 
and the second alternative is clearly ad hoc. Thus the 

simple explanation may have to be rejected.

The second point of difference between every and all 

is that the former, does not have the same freedom, of 

movement as the latter; thus both the following senten- 
. ces are. ungrammatical, regardless of whether the colloc

ating NP and subject - verb concord is singular or 

plural:

(9.111) a *Boy(8) every run(s) quickly
b *The boys have every won a prize 

Since the sentences remain ungrammatical if one is '* 

inserted after every, which would parallel partitive

\
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constructions with every, it has to be accepted that 
every only appears before the NP with which ft colloc-

i-

ates. We might note here that Carden (1968:18-19) 
claims that this is not true, for he suggests paradigms 
which give, for example:

(9.112) a The boys every one of them run 
The boys hit the. balls every one

\
b

of the balls

But these paradigms, which give a spurious air of gener

ality to Carden's quantifier-movement rules, rely, it 
seems to me, on a quite invalid discounting of inton

ation pauses which show that in (l12) we have examples 

of repetition, not quantlfief-jnovement. Further, Car

den's (1968:23-25) actu^^Xdiscussion of the importance 

of intonation pauses is totally inconclusive. The only 

possible type of counter-example is:
(9.113)

But here Carden (1968:16) does not make it clear whether 
or not there are pauses before and after every one. If 
there are, it is not a counter-example, and in any event 
it appears to be the case that most speakers reject 
(113) if there are no such pauses. Assuming that Car

den's examples prove nothing, we can now observe that, 
since it also does not appear in postdeterminer position, 
every has the same distribution as some as far as sur

face ordering is concerned and leaving aside the ques

tion of negation. The restrictions on the distribution 
of every, could, of course, be for.two reasons: it might

The soldiers every one advance

/
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be because of number disagreement, which, as can be seen 
from the-bracketing in (112a), is difficult to resolve.
However, whatever-the validity of (113) it does suggest 
that the problem' is not impossible. More likely, there

fore, is the hypothesis that every's distribution is
more like that of some than that of all because its 
under\

ying structure resembles the underlying structure 
of the former more than it does that of the latter.

In contrast to the second point, that in one aspect 
every has a more restricted distribution than all, our 

• third point is that in another aspect every has a much 

less restricted distribution than all. More specific

ally, whereas all can usuall^^^^oriy 

subject'IIP of a generic sentence, if that subject is 
'indefinite', every is fully grammatical in nongeneric 

sentences;, thus compare the sentences below with those 
in-(62):

collocate with the

(9.114) a ?Every boy kisses the girls
;■ 'b. Every boy. kissed the girls

c Every boy is kissing the girls
d. Every boy has kissed the girls
e Every boy has been kissing the 

■ girf-s ' ’ .

Whereas all was most likely to be unacceptable in sen

tences where no generic interpretation was possible, the 

only instance where every is at all dubious is (114a),' r*, 
where a generic interpretation is most probable. In
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§3.4 we suggested that in the light of such complement

ary distrihutlon it would he possible to regard every as 
a suppletive form of all, hut tempting though that pro

posal may he "it will have to .he discarded in the light 
of the evidence obtained from examples such as those in . 
(109). The semantic difference hetweeji the two quant

ifiers is such that it must he the.product of more than 

a suppletion process. The answer appears to he that 
every behaves as if it weije an existential quantifier 

rather than a universal quantifier like all. Thus, like- 

the existential quantifiers, cf. §9.3 and Anderson

\

(1973a), every demands a nongeneric interpretation, 
appearance of suppletion is due to the complementary 
semantic characteristicsSrf

The

the two types of quantifier. 

Given the evidence of the second and third points it_^ 
seems reasonable to adopt the following position: all is 

-a Hrue' universal quantifier, having the underlying 
structure approximately outlined in (88), and it there

fore has variable surface structure position, etc.;, 

every, on the other hand, is the result of some modific

ation of the structure underlying existential quant

ifiers.

The phrase "some modification" is, of course, very 
vague, and therefore it may appear as if there were- a
great deal of work to he done before we can reach the

But that is not so, for we havecorrect hypothesis, 
already discussed a proposal, which, at least in outline,
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is consistent with the demands which the semantic and 
syntactic facts entail. This is the proposal- made by 
Anderson (1973c), discussed in §9.2, that aU is derived 
from a construction including the negation of a higher 
existential sentence and a lower negation of the matrix 

Sentence. Without, at least for the moment, repeating 

either the arguments of that section or the transform

ational processes involved in the generation of the 
correct surface structiires,^it should be clear that if 
we claim that the surface quantifier which is generated. - 
is not all but every, then the principal objections made 

against Anderson's proposal will be met. One modific

ation of his work is, however,*^ necessary; as we observed, 
Anderson (197-3b) suggesCeoh-that a reversal of neg-incor- 

poration, followed by a lowering of the higher quant-_^ 

ifler onto the none which'then appears in the Vi*, would 

account for the postnorainal position of all. But every 
does not occur postnominally.- To account for this we 
need only claim that this procedure does not in fact . 
take' place. This claim is intuitively satisfying since 
it dispenses with the only transformation in Anderson's 

. hypothesis which is not clearly independently motivated 
and which thus may be suspected of being ad hoc. But as 

Anderson (1973c) has been able to show, the remainder of 
the transformational process is natural and justifiable.

We may therefore claim that in modifying his hypothepis . 

to generate every rather than all, we have both simpli

fied and strengthened it.
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But we still have to explain the first point dis

cussed. above, which, we were able to observe, was inade

quately explained by the postulation of a late number- 
changing rule. Here again a modification of a proposal 
made by Anderson seems to give the correct results. In 
Anderson (1973b:28-29) it is proposed that a sentence 
such as:

(9.115) Each of the men has kissed the girl 
has an underlying structure which we may abbreviate as:

[neg one of the raen[one of the men 
has kissed the girl]]

(9.116)

let us claim that that kind of structure is inappropri

ate for each; the reason for this is the same as that 
which makes analogous st^^fe±llres inappropriate for all, 

see below for some justification of our claim, 
other hand, it is much more appropriate for every, 
we assume that one, like many, is a compound existential 

and its acceptability in postdeterminer position to-

On the
If

gether with the possibility that it may be negated
suggests that this is so, then only one problem remains: 
is the highest neg associated with the quantifier on the 

existential sentence or on the quantity-referring part- 
But since a structure of the -form:

/

ner?

(9.117) A number^ does not exist and 

a number^^ is one ' : .

is quite meaningless we can presume that the negatiom
must be on the quantity-referring sentence. We may 
admit that if every had variable position then we would
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now be unable -to explain the lack of variable position 
for many in the manner suggested towards the end of 
§9.5» for the negation is at the same point for every as 
it is for many. But since every does not have variable 
position the problem does not arise.

We can now claim that the underlying structure of, 
for example, (114b) will be; '

(9.118) [g[gA NTOIBER EXIST[gneg[gA NUMBER 

kissed the girls[gA NUMBER BE boys]] 11 

and[gneg[gA NUMBER BE one]]]

Following the proposal in note 3, all lowering rules 
apply before neg-incorporation,* and we then obtain:

'■^oyNie'g kissed the girls(9.119) - neg one
Then neg-incorporation applies twice to generate the 

quantifier: every and we have thus generated (114b). We 
can see tliat the sequence not one is preferable to not 

any, because in the latter case we could generate a 
plural NP; furthermore we saw in §3.2 that not one is » 

always interpreted as less than one, i.e zero, cf.
Smith (1972). The above solution accounts for the 
semantic and syntactic characteristics of every in an 

adequate manner. The semantic point that the reference 
of every is the same as that of all, except for the

• >

generic/nqngeneric contrast, is explained by the sequence 
not one ... not; the syntactic point that every behaves 

like an existential quantifier except that it cannot
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appear as the complement of an overt existential senten

ce -is explained hy the constraints on the derivation 
from (118) to (114h) which Anderson (1973c) has demon

strated to. he correct; and the further syntactic point 

that every always collocates with a singular countable ♦ 

noun is explained by deriving every from a structure 
including one, for one has that precise restriction.

Thus the unacceptability of the sentences in (109) is 
■ paralleled by the unacceptability of those in (120), and 
it is to be explained in exactly the same manner; . - 

(9.120) a ?*0ne of the blocks is similar
b *0ne of the girls left the party 

together ■ *
- c ♦OnV'Q^irar-'left the party simultane

ously

\

'let us now move on to a consideration of each, 

which can be distinguished from all in four important 

respects. Firstly, and most strikingly, each cannot be 
ne^gated' and'it does not even seem to be very acceptable 
in a nega.ted declarative sentence, although in inter

rogative' sentences it is more acceptable:
(9.121) a -i^Not each boy won a prize

b ??Each boy didn't win a priz'e 
c?Didn't each boy win a prize?

The gra'dience of acceptability here can be correlated to 

■the availability of a neg-V reading: the more usual the 
neg-V reading the more acceptable the sentence. This
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suggests that the only constraint is on direct negation 
of each. The second distinction is that each, like. 

e-yery, demands a singular NP:
(9.122) a Each hoy won a prize 

h *Each hoys won a prize

But in ;^ostnominal position the reverse is true, for the 
collocating NP is then plural: ■ ,

(9.123) a *The hoy each won a prize
h The hoys each won a prize ’

The third distinction is that each, although apparently 

associated with the subject NP, can appear after the 

object NP:
(9.124) a The hoys won a prize each 

h *The hoys woi/a>^>r4

It is relevant to note, however, that there seems to he 
a restriction on the object NP in this case, to the 
effect that it include an existential quantifier:

(9.125) *The tasters sampled the wines each 

Compare with (125):
(9.12^) a Each of the tasters sampled the 

wines

h Each taster sampled.the wines 
We appear to have stumbled upon another problem here, 

for compare with (126):
(9.127) *:Each hoy ate up the apples 

It seems to he the case that if the object NP does not 

include an existential quantifier then there are two 
restrictions on each: (i) it cannot appear in sentence-

I

ze all
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final position; (ii) it can only appear elsewhere if the 
verb does not denote an exhaustive action - thus sampled 
against *ate up. How such facts can he:captured within 
the grammar is quite mysterious to the present writer.^

The fourth point of difference between each and all 
is tha\; each regularly has a nongeneric interpretation. 

One example will suffice to demonstrate this:

Each boy has won a prize 
Since there is perfective aspect*the sentence must be 

nongeneric, yet each here is acceptable, unlike all.

(9.128)

compare:

(9.'129) *A11 boys have won a prize
Strangely, however, the equi/hJLe^ sentence with each in 

postnominal position is ungrammatical:
(9.130) *Boys have each won a prize 

The contrast between (128) and (I30) explains why we 
have silently introduced the in several of the examples 
above. Remarkable as the contrast may be, it is remin

iscent of^a contrast found with another quantifier.

Thus we find the following parallel pair:

/

9 And we still have to explain: .

Each boy has eaten up his lunch 
Note that here also each does not occur sentence-finally;

(i)

(il) ^*The boys have eaten up their lunches each 

The presence of anaphoric pronouns clearly complicates 
matters.
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Both Boys have won a prize 
b *Boys have both won a prize 

Similar examples were discussed in Chapter 4, where the 
•following explanation was given: the surface quantifier 
both is derived by a lexicalisation rule (called Dual 

Copyfrom a structure including a originally depen

dent upon the collocating HP; but if the- quantifier was 
moved into postnominal position, then the was left

(9.131) a

behind, there being a constrain^ that it could not cross 
its own NP. Obviously the same explanation potentially 
accounts for the ungrammaticality of (130). Therefore,

just as both is derived from all the two. so must each

be derived from all the, with some' additional factor we
have not yet discovered 
in one very important respect: whereas both (in pre- 
nominal p.qsition) obligatorily has the-incorporatlon. 
each need not have incorporated a the.

er each differs from both

If it does, then

it will be nongeneric, if it does not and yet there is
Thus (132) isno the present, it will be generic, 

ambiguous because it may or may not be the result of
the-Incorporation: 

(9.132) Each worm has five legs 

But exactly as with both, if each is postnominal any
lncorpora,ted the must remain behind In postnominal 
position, and, this,has the effect of resolving the

■

r
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am'biguity.’’® Therefore the (a) sentences helow are

generic, tHe (h) sentences are nongeneric:

(9.133) a Worms each have five legs
h The worms each have five legs

(9.134) a Worms have five legs each
^ h The worms have five legs each

In this respect Garden's claim (1968:15) that each is

'definite' except in sentence-final position Is seen to 
he quite incorrect. The great advantage of our explan

ation is that it enables us to account for the common
.nongeneric interpretation of sentences containing each 
without having to posit an underlying structure for each 
which is quite different from that'for all, as the lack 
of genericness in (128) is e^^^aiaed by 

with a plural 'definite' NP, even though there is no 
surface the.

its- collocation

'But even if we can now explain the fourth differ

ence between each and all. the first three still remain 
unresolved. ■ 'Ih-this respect the observation made by 

Vendler (1967:78) that each "directs one's attention to 
the individuals as they appear" is extremely helpful. 

The neatest way to express this syntactically is to 
Introduce an adverb like individually (singly seems

10 It is very probable that in those dialects where 

all may incorporate the, cf. §9.4, exactly the same rule 

will apply.

«#•
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equally adequate for our purposes), Thus the generic 
Interpretation of (132) may provisionally he considered 
as a variation ofj

(9.135) Individually all worms have five 
legs

The nongenerlc Interpretation, of course, would he 
provided for hy the insertion of the .after all, 

the adverh in (135) includes the quantifier within its 
scope we may now go on to propose that the underlying

Since

structure of each is exactly that of all, except that 

there is a yet higher sentence containing the adverh
Each will he the productrepresented hy Individually.

of the inclusion of the adverh into the incorporation
desGi^\re4-J.n the previous section 

The above claim is hare and
process which we have 
for the generation of all, 

unjustified as it stands, hut- there are a number of
facts which show that it has considerable plausibility.

Firstly we may note that most adverbs appear in the 
surface structure, positions where each may occur, includ

ing, crucially, sentence-final position. If each is 
derived by.incorporation of an adverh, then we can 

explain its grammaticality in that position, which 
otherwise would he an idiosyncratic characteristic of 

that quantifier. The parallelism with ne£ which is 

found with all, and which thus may he deduced to occur 

. with each also, is insufficient as an explanation of
this fact. Secondly we can now explain the impossibility
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of negating each. If (315) is intelligihle and repre

sents in some fashion an intermediate stage in the - 
derivation of each, then there are two possihiltties for 
the- underlying negation of each; the -negation may either, 
he upon all or he upon individually;

Individually not all worms have
five legs - ■ .

h *Not individually all worms have
five legs ^

The interesting fact is that (136h) is unacceptable, 
although it is not completely certain how such structures 

are to he hloched. Whatever the exact explanation is,

(9«136) a

we can see that only (136a) will provide a potential 
source for, the negation of eWlu^'—U'OW there is in fact a 

realisation of (136a) involving each, namely;
(9.137,X^ Not all worms have five legs each 

Such .a sentence', we may observe, can only he generated 
if we have assigned a partly adverbial status to each, 
since two quantifiers cannot cooccur (modify the same 

noun) unless they are of different types. Our proposal 
will hypothesise only one underlying quantifier-noun for

^(137). since each will he an optional lexicallsation of 
However, the ungrammaticality of (138) - 

- is still to he explained;
individually.

and thus (121a)
(9.138) *Not each worm has five legs

It seems moat probable that such sentences are ungram

matical because lexioaliaation of individually all only 
occurs if there is no intervening item, which is not the
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caae in (136a). In such cases the adverh is, as we have 
said, optionally converted to each. These instances of
each must he regarded as pseudo-quantifier, for their 
adverbial status is clear and undeniable. It can be 
observed that (138) would also result from (136b) if 

that ^entence were grammatical and it may be that, to 
avoid confusion between the two types'of. structure, one
grammatical, the other not, the fact that in underlying 
structure the negation is grammatically possible only on 
the quantifier and never on the adverb must be overtly 

. reflected at the surface. We now only have one distinc

tion between all and each to explain, namely the number-

changing rule which each Induces in prenomlnal position.
elated to Individually.

"ta^e—r
It looks as if -chis ought 
but unfortunately no formalisation of the rule la ob

vious.

If our suggestions concerning the underlying struc

ture of each afford at least a temporary solution to the 
problems, surrounding that quantifier, and we can cer

tainly claim that we have been able to account for a 
wide range of facts without having to introduce ad hoc 
or item-individual transformations such as the quant

ifier-movement rules of Carden (1968) and Dougherty 

(1970), then we have returned to the theme presented at ■

/

the beginning'of this chapter, namely that universal
But we are now ,r

quantifiers are related to adverbs, 
looking at that theme in a new and more satisfactory
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way, at least in terms of descriptive power, for we have 
been able to observe that universal quantifiers must be 

related to several other grammatical categories. The 
difficulties facing the grammarian when he attempts to 
analyse tmlversal quantifiers are primarily the result 

of a qu^te understandable desire to view them ^s a 

unitary whole. Yet the relevant syntactic.and semantic 

facts deny the possibility of the kind of unitary des

cription which we were able to propose for existential 

quantifiers. This scarcely seems an inviting conclusion 
when we consider that existing hypotheses have claimed a

common underlying structure for all (or most) quant

ifiers. But if we reexamine, for example, Carden (1968:
tHat\ii hie movement trans-15-36), it is indisputable 

formations, which, unlike our transformations performing 
the same task, are quantifier-specific (that is, affect 
no other category) and furthermore they have to be 
restricted in application to various arbitrary subsets 

of quantifiers.,. Thus, although Carden's hypothesis 
looks homogeneous when we consider only the underlying 
structures, the derivational processes are quite differ

ent for each quantifier and so the hypothesis is in fact/

heterogeneous.

Were it not for one factor our proposals would be 

better, for they too apparently display a hetero

geneous character. This factor is that all our propos

als are variations upon independently-justified

no

4
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structufes Md transformations. Thus, in the case of 
all the underlying structure is related to two other 

structures: (i) the structure for existential quant

ifiers, in that a higher sentence containg a quantifier- 
noun is still necessary; (ii) the structure for emphatic 

The transformational process has similarsente ces.

relations to other parts of the gramm^ of English: (i) 

a quantifier-lowering transformation is necessary,

which is similar to existential-lowering; (ii) this
*

transformation induces a structural confusion with neg 

and thus all has features in common with not, 
facts hold for each, and the relation of every to the 

existential quantifiers is even clgarer. 
idiosyncratic syntax of thgAnivgrsal quantifiers and 

their semantic roles support such proposals, there can

Parallel

Since both the

he little douht'that we have at least pointed the way
The c oraplexity of the'gram-to an adequate hypothesis. 

mar of the universal quantifiers is such, however, that
considerably more work will have to be done before we

start'to hope that we might be approaching acan even
definitive solution.

/

.. . Ii.
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Chapter 10■v-

Beyond the paradigm

■T
10.1 The Itunlier room

:^n the first three chapters of Part III. we 

concentrated our attention upon those quantifiers and 
those quantifier constructions which follow the patterns 
suggested by the first heuristic procedure of §7.1.

have

?•
I
I
I As

I we observed at the time, however, not every quantifier 
shows a friendly attitude towards that device, and there 
is at least one quantifier construction, namely ther'

partitive construction which has a .quantifier as its 
head followed by a ' defini't/^SlPr' which appears to be
quite separate in its grammar from any of the other 
relevant constructions, 
field of undisputed quantifiers in order to examine, in 

Part rv, the 'articles', we must first discover whether 
these as yet unanalysed items and constructions are 
consistent with our general hypothesis or if they demand' 
that some modification of our hypothesis, or perhaps 
even a quite different hypothesis, must be adopted.

Therefore before we leave the

/

Inevitably we are faced in this chapter with-rather 
a rag-bag of items - this is the limber room of the 
grammar to which Kruisinga refers - for the objects of 

study are precisely those which do not obviously fit 

into the established paradigms. Nevertheless, efforts

.

/
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to impose some sort of order can be established in two 
directions: we can limit the number of items and con

structions to be discussed and we can impose some sort 
of sequence upon our discussion. Despite the fact that 
the former of these is a blatant encouragement to avoid
difficul-^ problems and that the latter is not tptally 

possible, we shall attempt to follow both courses; but 

the former especially requires some justification. If 
we continue to ignore, as we have dj3ne so far, potential 

candidates for discussion such as stressed some, a cer

tain, several and enough, then we can hardly make a
claim of comprehensiveness for our survey. But although
comprehensiveness is a desirable aim there is no reason

viablV'^oWi-
Although-quant- 

category, the range of 
behaviour within that category is- erbremely wide and as 
such;it is not wholly amenable to grammatical analysis 
given both the present level of adequacy of grammatical 

theory and this writer's capabilities.

to suppose that it is a
ifiers form a 'closed-class

We can use a

metaphor from phonology here. At present the moat we 

can hope to ascertain are the phonemes of quantifiers.
iid the allophones of those phonemes are as yet not

Although the value of taxonomicfully determinable. 
phoneraicB is to be disputed in a sophisticated phono

logical theory, its usefulness at a more primitive level 
is certain. And we should not delude ourselves into 
beliv^ng that the study of syntax and semantics is 
beyond that more primitive level.

■ .j
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The equivalents of phonemes in this present study- 
are the paradigmatic quantifiers and our concern must 
he, as it has been,’ to relate other quantifiers (allo- 
phones) to the paradigmatic models. Knowing so little 
about the paradigms i-t would be a luxury to examine

£

quantifiers which, although interesting in themselves, 
have n obvious relation, even of a negative character, 
to the putative paradigms.

-I
I Therefore we must rely on 

the certain grammatical facts and our less certain
t

I intuitions to tell us which quantifiers are not to be
related directly to the paradigms which we have con

structed, yet are most likely to show productive results

The mo's,t probable are the 
'atfihiing our further analysis

if investigated in detail, 

pair any and nn, but in re'
to these two quantifiers we do not deny the necessity of 

investigating the other quantifiers mentioned above. 
After we have considered any and no we shall move on to 

examine the structure of quantifier partitive construc

tions, since all quantifiers (some with slight morpho

logical clianges) appear in such contexts as well as in 
the prenominal position upon which we have concentrated 

/ our attention. Finally we shall discuss a quantifier 
which, although it does not depart from the paradigms in 

a very radical manner, cannot be discussed properly 
without the evidence from partitive constructions being 

at hand.
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10.2 Some reasons why there must te some f some-any'
■J:'

rule

I
t The many-splendoured nature of the meaning of any 

is captured most concisely hy Jespersen (1933:181) wheni;
,S:

he says that "Any indicates one or more, no matter 
wh^ch".

This indeterrainateness, so precisely expressed, 
'suggests that it would he foolish to hope that the basic 
underlying structure of any might be determined on 

semantic grounds; rather, it would be most profitable to 
consider its syntactic characteristics firstly and so 
attempt to determine a plausible u'nderlying structure. 

Fortunately, the syntactic behayiour of any has been 
quite extensiyely studiejOan^indeed we have been able 
to make a few relevant observations at earlier points in 

this work, see especially §§2.3, 3.3 and 3.4. 
many of our remarks below need only be very brief.

f:

.'i

{
S'
I

I

Î
1,

Therefores

It is well-known that any has only a restricted 
range of grararaaticality, for it is unable to occur in a

• • ■ , •V, , ■ , ■ ,

simple declarative sentence:
(10.1) a ♦Any boy is sitting on his desk 

b ♦At the party I saw any boy 

Although the above statement needs a certain amount of 
elaboration, the only point which we have to note immedi

ately is that collocations with a plural or mass NP are 

equally imgrammatlcal. Whenever the sentence is not > 

declarative, however, any is usually grammatical. The 
best-known examples Involve negation:

s

i

I
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At the party I didn't see any hoy 
But in this case we may note that the status of the 
collocating KP has a marginal effect, in that (3a) and 
(3h) are both more acceptable than (2). 
definitely marginal, however, and (2) is grammatical;

At the party I didn't see any boys 
At the party I didn.'t dripk any milk

;he status of any 
in negative contexts is introduced by^th^^^ngramraatical- 
ity of:

(10.2)

fhe effect is

(,10.3) a
\

b

An element of confusion with regard t

r

(10.4) *Any boy isn't sitting on his desk 
However, this is explained by Kliraa (1964:280) as due to

the failure of an obligatory rule of neg-incorporation 
'indefihl4^'-euantlfier.' The opera-into the preceding, 

tion of Klima's imle gives:
(10.5) No boy is sitting on his desk 

We shall return to the problems posed by (4) below, but 
for the moment we need only note that the distinction 
between the types of sentence exemplified by (1) on the 
one hand knd (2), (3) and (5) on the other is that In 

the former the existence of boys is asserted, in the 
/ latter such existence is not asserted. We might, of 

course, state that in the latter cases the existence is 

denied, but we shall see that this would be to miss an 
Important generalisation, and, more crucially, such 
denial is not logically equivalent to an assertion not 

being made.
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fl A second type of sentence in which any is grammat

ical is one where there is a certain type of modal,' most
1usually a modal expressing possibility: 

(10.6) a He can read any book- 
Any boys can come to the party 

a^ain we may note that the 

for the collocating noun is not asserted; it is not

b

Once existence of referents

stated as a fact that, in the limited world to which the 
discourse is referring, there are,books or boys, 
must be associated with possibility in some way, but it 
is not simply a matter of possibility, for compare with

This

(6):

(10.7) a He can read some botfks 
. , b Some boys cai/c^me'

We shall see eventually that there is a relatively 

simple explanation of this, even if we ignore the pos

sibility that the instances of can in (7) are not iden

tical semantically with thosejin (6), but let us firstly 
consider other .examples of grammatical occurences of any. 
To some extent generic sentences are similar to 'possib

ility' modals, in that a generic sentence, cf. §9.3, is 
a statement about the potential value of some events

to the party

1 Por an illuminating discussion of modal verba see 
Anderson (1971c-), and for-a further extension of the 
contexts in which any is .grammatical see the remarks on 

modal operators in Jackendoff (19.72b;279-300).

r

•r
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being performed by some potential object, 
can hardly surprise us that any occurs in generic cbn-

Therefore it

texts, for there too no assertion of existence is made: 
(10.8) Any acid.will dissolve'that rust 

Now in §3.3 we noted with reference to remarks made by
Bolinge's^ (I960) that sentences of that type ate at least 
closely related to conditionals:

(10.9) If something is an acid it will 
dissolve that rust •

In both generics and conditionals there seems to be a 
preference for singular over plural count nouns; thus 
both (10a) and (10b) are less acceptable than either (8) 

or (9):
(10.10) a ??Any cars pollute the atmosphere 

b ??If some objects are cars they 
, pollute the atmosphere

The explanation of this is obscure to this writer, but 
at least they serve to underline the relatedness of 

generic and conditional sentences.

I

f
f

I

The existence of conditional sentences containing
t /if enables us'to’explain an otherwise puzzling instance 

We observed above that any cannpt occur in a- I
of any.

simple declarative sentence, but this is not so if theref
is dependent upon the collocating NP a restrictive 
clause or adjective, or even, apparently, if there is an 

'understood' relative clause, i.e., there is no relative 
clause present but the stress pattern suggests that the

'4"
■ .-f

f

j-

I rr- - ..

I
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speaker has some such adjunct in mind. In all three 
• cases any Is grammatical:

(10.11) a The headmaster thrashed any hoy
who_had teased the Trench mistress 

h Any lazy student failed the exams 
c The police hooked any motorist 

(11a) can he paraphrased hy;

(10.12) If any hoy had teased the French 
mistress the heasdmaster thrashed him

and similar paraphrases are available for (11h) and 
(11c), although in the latter case tjie 'understood' 
clause' has to he made explicit. That may provide counter- 

hypothesisyi^ie^in (11a) would he deri

ved from an underlying structure more closely resemhling 

(12) than itself, and also such a hypothesis would 
apparently pose severe problems with regard to pronomin- 
allsation. This is unfortunate, for it is a most approp

riate hypothesis, and therefore we shall make some 

attempt to- ameliorate, the situation below. In any 
event, with regard to (lie) we ought to remember the 

case of stressed all jrhich we discussed in §9.4; it may 
he that here too some rather different explanation will 

he needed for stressed as opposed to unstressed 
But at present we can only claim that the grammati-callty^^ 
of any in (Ha) .is related in some unknown way to con- 

' ditlonal structures.

- '.i

H
i- '■

\

1-
j.

I
evidence to any

/

f. ■
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Firally there are two other contexts in which an£

is grammatical, two contexts which, are often considered
■ ■■

together hy historical accident, both having been dis

cussed extensively in Katz and Postal (1964). 
of these is the imperative:

Answer any question (!)

.f
The, first

(tp.13)

Strangely enough, however, this seems to h'e related to 
the type exemplified by (11c), for any may receive heavy 
stress; but the relation is unstable.

I
It is most prob

able that (13) is ambiguous, having both a true impera-
tive reading: "Answer any question that may be put to 

you!", apd a pseudo-imperative reading: "Answer any 

question that you like". The^econd* reading is of the 
type discussed by Tendler (1967:79^82) but the first 

reading is a counter-example to Vendler's position (and 

hence that-of Jaokendoff, 1972b:339), since there is no 
choice available to the addressee. Intuitively both

readings are related to the examples in (11), but it is
*

not certain how.-the,relation is to be formalised. The 
other context to be noted is, of course, the interroga

tive:

t'
:'s
i’

■,r

■i:

i'

f:

t

I

’/ ■

(10.14) Did you sell any bananas?
Given the fact that all the other instances of grammat

ical an^ which we have mentioned are in contexts where 

the existence of the referent(s) of the collocating NP 
is not asserted, it is fully predictable that (14) would j- 

be acceptable, for in such a sentence it is the exist

ence of bananas (such that they have been sold) which is

L

—r: _ .i--.- .-4
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All the above examples taken together 
. point the way, therefore, to the.tentative position that 
every instance of any is in one and the same context: 
the context where there is no assertion (but not neces

sarily any denial) that referents of the collocating TO 
t^in the world referred to and limited by the dis-

being questioned.

exis

course.

Within the theory of transformational grammar there 
have been two principal paths along which the grammarian 
has trod in search of an answer to the problems posed by 
the facts above. The first leads to’a 'sorae-any' rule, 

that is, a rule which converts some to any in certain 

contexts. This rule was fi^kb^^^oposed in Klima (1964), 
•and Klima suggests that the rule operates when a quant

ifier is within-the scope of an 'affective', e.g., a 
negative, a question morpheme or a conditional, in other 

words basically the environments discussed above. The 
second path leads to the postulation of a group of
operator^, e.g'., Hypothetical or Unrealised, together 

with a statement that quantifiers such as ai^ are gram

matical only when within the scope of such an operator. 
The most important proposals to this effect are to be 

found in Seuren (1969:104-63) and Jacksndoff (1972b:279- 
320), although otherwise these two works adopt very 
different theoretical positions. To a greater or lesser : 

extent the positions adopted in all three works are 
incompatible with the basic tenets of this study. This

/

■ .':f
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ia clearest in the case of Klima, for his 

rule is meajiing-changing under certain conditions} and
some-any

we have held that H:here should he no meaning-changing 
rules. Since we shall wish to discuss the relation 
between some and any below, and since the raeaning-chahg-

ing status of Klima's rule (but not of every, possible 

'some-any' rule) is ^pot disputed, we shall leave that 
point for the moment. However the incompatibility 
between the introduction of operators and our own theory 
will probably be much less clear, and so it may be use

ful to discuss it more extensively now.

V/hen we first discussed both, in Chapter 4, we

the creation of a complex symbol, 
cf, Chomsky (1963), in order to distinguish between both 
and all-.'''However we were able to show that such features 

were undesirable and that a more adequate solution did

later, in §§7.2 - 7.3 we discus-

toyed for a little while 
to a quantifier, i.e

addition of features

• f
r-

r
not need to use them, 
sed various proposals to introduce operators to account 
for the grammar of some (and the other quantifiers), in

j\

r
particular those by MeCawley (1971) and Bach (1968). We 
were able'to conclude that those proposals introduced an 
unnecessary complexity into the grammar and thus a more 

adequate grammar would not use such concepts either.
Thus we can observe that the use of either features or 

operators leads, at least in some cases, to an inade

quate grammar. This empirical conclusion is reinforced

/

■■
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■fay a theoretical point. Both features aiiioperators have 
in common the fact that their existence is limited'to
underlying structures, that is, they must he modified 
into some other form before the surface structure isi

reached. On the other hand, the alternative structures 

which ^e have proposed contain only items which may 
appear in surface structure. In other words, apart from

category symbols, the repertoire of our analysis of 

English contains only members of^English, 
obviously a stronger hypothesis that one which permits 

•arbitrary features or operators, and therefore it is 

theoretically preferable.'^

This is

Although the operators

introduced by Seuren and Jackendoff'-are different from
, kbC^ley, they are in prin-

those introduced by, say 
ciple the same and are thus incompatible with the 'bes.t 

grammar'.
•P

As we have ruled out the possibility of using 
either of the more common methods of accounting for the
grammar of ^y',' we' shall have to search for an alter-

In order to do this with some 
shall claim that there are three

native method of our own. 
^ hope of success' we

Some features are still necessary, however, for

It is difficult to see how their

2

example [islngular].
be avoided, but at least they have the merituse can

that they are uniquely related to given linguistic 
events, see further Chap'ter 11.
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subgroupa of contexts which permit any, namely nega

tives, questions and conditionals.

■1

I
t!• The first two-cate

gories speak for themselves; the third category covers 
all other cases of any which we have discussed, that is, 
modal-governed any, generic any, imperative any, and

It will he recalled, however.

t

■I
■t

!

i restrd^ctive relative any, 

that this latter type, exemplified.hy •(11), is at first 
sight rather different from the other three (with per

haps some douht about the imperative). Otjviously the 

three groups mentioned here are not necessarily justl- 
. fiable, but it is to be hoped that they will be justi

fied by the kinds of analysis of any which we shall 

attempt to demonstrate are valid and necessary. A 
further assumption which we'^ChaHr make is that some and 

any are synonymous, although this is perhaps incorrect; 

nevertheless it has an element'of truth about it since 
it seems improbable that the underlying structures for 
the two quantifiers will be radically different from one 

another. We shall return to any putative meaning dif

ferences ''between some and any below.

I
• I
.1
I
■I

I
I

f!

I
i
4

■'*

1

f
1
5
i

I

Let US consider'firstly the structures which we 
have called conditionals, as exemplified by (6), (8) and 
(13). The most obvious point is that none of thenl can 
be paraphrased by an existential structure.but that all 
of them can be at least approximately paraphrased by a 
conditional. Thus compare the following existential 

paraphrases of (6a) and (7a) respectively;

}■

■j'

4
t' ..
•i ■

i

I

i
I
1
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(10.15) a ♦There is any hook he can read 
There are some books he can read 

Now compare the attempted conditional paraphrases of the 
same sentences; ■ ,

h

(10.16) a If there is a book he can read it 
If there are some books he can 
read them

b\

Although (I6b) is grammatical, it is not a paraphrase of 
(7a). The evidence of such attempted paraphrases to

gether with our semantic intuition that with any there
•is no assertion of existence - which, clearly, can be 

the only, explanation of the generic status of (8) - 

strongly supports our claim^Jljat^here is an underlying 
conditional in some sentences containing any. However

there is one problem which must be resolved before we 
postule e an underlying structure and discuss consequent 
derivational histories. The problem is that there 
appears to be two possible positions in stnicture for 
the conditionali again taking (6a) as our e::^graple, we 
could propose a structure corresponding to either (17a) 

or (17b): , , • „
/

(10.17) a If there is an object which is a
- book he can read it

There is an object which, if it 
' is a book, he can read 

In the (a) case the conditional is on the existential

sentence and in the (b) case it is on the predicate
Some evidence that both might be possible but

b

nominal.
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' I that the (b) case is marked comes from the fact that theI
(b) interpretation of (6a) is preferred only if book'is 
heavily stressed. With such stress the interpretation 
is that there is a given set of objects but it is only4

if one of these objects is a book that he can read it.

stress there is no assertion -that 

there are any objects at all (for the-purposes of the 
However the following sentence shows that

4'

Without •t^he heavy

discourse). 
the problem is not easily resolved:,^ 

(10.18)

:•
■■ ?

i
You can visit any ship 

(1-8) is ambiguous: the invitation may be to visit only
one ship, po matter which, or it may be to visit as many 

ships as is desired. The first interpretation is para- 

phrasable as (iga), the second as C^9b):

(10.19) a If there are objects and one of 
them is a ship you can visit it 
If there is an object which is a 

ship you can visit it 

Therefore it aippears as if conditional structures for 

both must be generated.

4

■4

I
-I

b

-.I,

.1 One general objection to the approach tedcen here 
concerns our claim that in a sentence such as (6a) there 
is no assertion of the existence of books. Taken

/
4
(

3 Notice that (18) is very similar in meaning to:

This helps to support the claim that"Visit any ship", 
imperatives containing any are basically conditionals

r
i
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together with this there may he some objection to our 
use of the term 'conditional'. Thus it may be objected
that (6a) would be nonsense if it were not presupposed 
that there were some books. Even if this objection is ■ 
correct it is not wholly so, for it misses the point 
that tJ^e statmen* of possibility is not restricted by 
the presuppositions of the speaker: it is’not only the 
books whose existence is presupposed that may be read,

all other 'book-events' may be read too.

Vendler (1967:80) means when he writes that with any "I 
•grant you the unrestricted liberty of individueil choice". 
The choice cannot be restricted in any way, not even by

And it is this

This is what

the presuppositions of the s^sak^.
-implication which is intended by the use of the term

A sentence under the scope of a condi

tional is simply one where the speaker does not vouch
If any is used the speaker

conditional'.

for its truth or falsity, 
does not determine the referents of the collocating NP
and therefore he cannot, vouch for the truth or falsity 

Even in cases such as (11a) where itof the sentence, 
may be assumed that the_ speaker is willing to claim that

/
at least some boys were thrashed by the headmaster, he 
is not making a claim as to how many there were, rather 

he is stating the conditions under which they were 

thrashed. •

Therefore there seems good reason to suppose that 

the structure of any in the sentences which we have been

%
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I
diacusslng is intimately bound up with conditionals.
The main problem so far is whether (17a) or (17b) is the

better surface approximation to the correct underlying 
form,

' c
' -V

As we have seen, there is-little evidence upon 
which to make a decision, but that little does suggest
tha^ the former is to be preferred, 
the following underlying structure for (6a), in which we 
ignore the structure of modals and assume that some and 
any are synonymous:^

(10.20)

So we can postulate
A-

I
I

■I

i
J
I
't

i
1t
I

i
i

booksA NtfMBBRi?
j

f
.A

. ■ ■

I
f;

4' Obviously there must be some dispute about the 
underlying structure of conditional sentences; however, 
(20) seems to be the most plausible type of structure 
and so it has been adopted without further argument. A 

further point ignored here is the singular/plural dis-^

/

1

?
tinctipn, whose import is insufficiently clear to this 
writer to make its,.disoussion here fruitful.{

I t,
i

I
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Assiuning that the development of any is identical to 

that of some, lexicalisation will give the following'
structure:

■ (10.21]

then

VPany hooks EXIST NP

he V NP

hookscan redd

Notice now, however, that exis-tential-lowering cannot
apply, since there is no lower S into which any hooks

A possible solu-could he lowered as EXIST is deleted, 
tion to this-would he to assign a lower-S status to the

then-clause; hut there seems to he no non-ad hoc motiv

ation for that, and therefore we shall have to see what
The only move -.can he done with-(21) as ,it stands.

•k

available appears to he an any-placement transformation.

which will shift any hooks into the coreferential NP in 

the then-clause.
/

This can he formulated as:

(10.22) Iflgany-N^ EXIST]thentgX N^ Y1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1000562+78 

V/e still have to account for the deletion of and

>

V.
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^^hen, but this is to be explained as due to the lack of 
a dependent clause for if following (22) and the cor

relative nature of conditional constructions: we must 
delete M because there is no dependent S and then, is

S-

,4

!
I

*
deleted because there is no ^ remaining. Thus (22) 
would g^ve an intermediate structure of:

(10.23) *If then he can read any books 
and we delete and then by a rule of the form:

(10.24)

We shall see below, however, that the postulation of 
this any-placement rule to generate, say, (6a) is incor

rect. And that is desirable because the rules are com

plex and otherwise unmotivate^^^^h^ever the evidence of 
(6a) does not in itself support Immediately any other 
hypothesis.

i
.4
,4
't

If then S •>. S

1
s.

1
■ I

%■

As we have- already stated, although (11a), etc. can 
also be considered as underlying conditionals, their 
structure will prove to be rather different from (20),
which we may take (for the present) as representative of ■

This can be deducedthe other types in this subgroup.
/from the fact that (12)"is a paraphrase of (11 a), and it 
is reflected at the surface by an overt conditional in 

If we assume that (12) most closely reflects the 
underlying structure of (11a), as seems probable, then 

we may propose (25) as that structure:

,1 (12).

f
P

I

« -

■'W ■ .
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thrashed childA NUMBER, NP

had teased the French mistress

A NUIilBER NP

BE childA NUMBERf
I Perhaps the most interesting feature of (25) is that the 

S within the scope'of is identical to that underlying 

a sentence of the form:
(10.26)

I

r
Some children had teased the French 

mistress

From this It follows'that applying exactly the same' 
processes as are applied in the derivation of some. we 

'^can generate ('12)' through the intermediate structure of:

r
¥
■s

I

r
I
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(10.27) S

a

■■ #, then

.f

f any child had teased the French.the head-
l

mistress master
■I

thrashed child:iv;

It now looks as if our earlier any-placement rule is 

• indeed wrong, for the preferred transformation to reach 
(11a) will he one which moves the S dominated hy 1^ to 

.helow the NP dominating child in the then-clause. If- 

then deletion will still take place, however, and the

Cr.'f

'■J,

■ I
' 1-

result will he:
(10.28)

I NP

the headmaster .

I
thrashed

f1.
any child

any child had teased the 
: - 

French mistress
a

-I

Then .relative , .formation will change the lower any child 

to who and the surface structure of (11a) results.•I
i
■I

I
I
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The deriYation from (25) through (27) to (28) and 
thence to the surface structure representation of (11a) 
has two distinct advantages. Pirstly, the attachment of 
the if-clause to the coreferential NP in the then-clause

i.

hears at least a family resemblance to existential-

lb we ri since it creates a new highest S which is the 
matrix sentence and the quantifier is moved to a rela-

Secondly, instead of

T’f

tively lower position in the tree, 
having to derive (11a) in one way, and (6a) in another, 
as it was originally thought we would have to do, it now

•becomes clear that the latter sentence can also be
derived ,by the same transformational process as immedi- 

Thus from (21) we would derive:ately above.. i.

I (10.29)
' f ■

can read

any Dooics any Dooksi.
The higher verb'EXIST would be deleted since this is a 

function of all lowering transformations on an exist

ential and it is now possible to identity-delete the 

second occurrence of any books, resulting in (6a).

■ /
i'

V ■

4 There therefore appears to be some probability that ,>

proposed hypothesis has some value; and from this
follows another which may help to solve

our

hypothesia -there
I

'i

I
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some of the mysteries surrounding any. We have claimed 

that there are three contextual subgroups in which any 
occurs: negatives, questions and conditionals. The 
first two of these presumably involve higher neg and C[U 
elements. We have now suggested that in the third case 
there^is an ^ node above the existential sqntence which 

is the basic source of any. Prom .this we may conclude, 

at least tentatively, that one of these three elements,

5
i
i-i
I
I
I
i

I

I
E
f

f
I

Which correspond to Klima's (1964) category of affect- 
Ives, must always command any in underlying structure.

• The interesting corollary to this hypothesis, for which 
we have not yet encountered any counter-evidence, is 

that some must not be commanded by-an affective in
not this is true werthBr~-orunderlying structure. Whe 

shall see below.

In order to test the validity of this proposed 
constraint we ought to consider the status of (7a),
Since apparently the only difference between it and (6a)

But we have already obser-.is the gome - any' contrast, 
ved, cf. examples (15) and (16), that there is evidence
that there is no conditional in the underlying structure

/
of (7a), and therefore our predictions regarding the

More diffi-distributions of some and any still hold.
however, is the pair of sentences suggested by the 

discussion on some and any in a paper by Robin Lakoff 

(1969a': 609-10);

cult,

-'
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(10.30) If you eat some candy, I'll give 
you ten dollars

If you eat any candy, I'll whip you 
As R. lakoff says, the if ... some corahination is usu-

(10.31)

ally taken as a promise, whereas the if ... any combin

ation is taken as a threat. Thus the above sentences 
are often more appropriate than the pair of sentences in

\

which the above then-clauses have been transposed.

R. Lakoff continues by saying (1969a:612):

"It is difficult to see how ... both the
meaning and the syntactic properties could 
be accounted for together, and the general

isations achieved without performative 

abstract verbs."
So far in this study we have attempted to eschew the use 

of performative verbs, and so it would clearly be pre

ferable if we could do so here, but the problem, of 
course, is that there is no obvious difference in struc

ture between the two sentences above which might be
related to the differences in meaning whose only product

However, not onlyseems to be the some - any contrast.
'' is there an a. priori objection to R. lakoff's suggestion

that some be linked to a'positive' performative verb of 

the promise-type and any to a 'negative' or 'neutral' 
performative verb of the warn-type, there is also an 

empirical objection. Consider the sentence;
If you eat any candy. I'll give you, 

ten dollars
(10.32)
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Such a sentence need not have a negative or neutral 
implication in order to he fully acceptable, although if 
R. Lakoff is right then that is most probable; it may 
also be construed as a plea, in which case the perform

ative, if it exists, must be of the promise-type. The 
plea situation is most likely when the action described 
in the if-clause is thought to be unpalatable to the 

addressee, and if we hold to^.Iiakof f' s approach, then it 
would seem that the abstract performative will be depen

dent upon presuppositions, which hardly seems to be an 
. economical or even fully comprehensible situation.

, -I'.'

I
I
i
K

Given that the consequences of the performative 
analysis are unappealing, .itfige^s desirable that we 

consider whether or not our putative constraint will do
r
I
1

f
!

f

the job; otherwise we are going to be faced with the

system in which there is an optional and meaning-chang-
From our discussion above iting 'some-any' rule, 

follows that the underlying structure of (31) must be 
Similar to tha!t' given in (25). There will, of course, 
be no intermediate structure parallel to (28), for the

I

transformation Which'generates that structure, which we 

may call Conditional Relative Formation, crucially 

depends upon the presence of an identical NP in the 
then-clause. Since an^, will be commanded by if in 
underlying stiucture, the surface (31) is grammatical. 

But in the underlying structure of (30) if must not 

command some if our. constraint is correct. The only

/
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structure for (30) Which is at all similar to (25) and 

which will satisfy such a condition is:
(10.33)

A QUANTITY

I'll give you ten dollars

A QUANTITY A QUANTITY HE candy

As discussed above, especially with reference to (-19), 
there is some aunhiguity about the relation of the pred-

(33) simply repre

sents an ^attempt to be' consistent, even if one is-being 

consistently wrong.

icate nominal to the conditional.

The only plausible interpretation of (33) is along 

the following lines;
(10.34) There is a quantity of candy and if 

, you eat that quantity of candy I'll 

give you ten dollars 
If we consider the remarks of Jackendoff (1972b:340) in

■ .y

•N
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f
I this context then we can see that that is exactly the 

interpretation of (30):^ ,

"Some ... implies that there is a minimtun 
expected amount helow which the speaker will 
not accept some X as appropriate. Por 

example look again at (30) - (3'1)...

(30), you will probably get 1,0 dollars only 

if you eat at least a piece or two of candy,

t
i
I
i
I
S'

In
f
5
5

!
1

but not if you just nibble^the corner of one 

In (31), however, you are liable to

i

r
piece.

be whipped even if you take the merest
I
r
I nibble."
s

Our analysis is simpler than R. Lakoff's performative 
i nt r o due e-s^"^'-el e me nt s which are notanalysis since it 

otherwise needed, and, in any case, we have seen that>

the performative analysis breaks down in certain con- 

Jackeildoff (1972b;341) also relies on semantic
5

texts.

1: conditions (for this is what I take performatives to be)
On the other hand, our

!

and is thus ,also more complex, 
hypothesis only relies on the command relation between

!■

Further we have seen that every

thing which is within the scope of if is not asserted as 
true by the speaker, and this precisely and obviously 
relates to the remarks quoted from Jackendbff above.

if and the quantifier.
/

^ The numbering in the quotation below is due to the; 

present study and not to jackerid,off (1972b).
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When some is used the speaker asserts the existence of a 
certain quantity (of candy); when any is used no commit

ment to any discrete quantity is made.

Therefore there does., seem to he some justification

for claiming that our proposed structure for conditional 
sentence^ is adequate and is ahle to explain a wider

But whenrange of constructions than other hypotheses, 
we come to consider questions with any we run into the 

same problem as do earlier studies.* Using the structure
of conditionals as our guide, we may suppose that the 
underlying stiructure of (14) - repeated here for con

venience -'will he of the approximate form of (35): 

(10.14) Did you sell 

. (10.35)

EXISTNP

A NUMBER NP

. NP■ ■ you

sold V s

: YPA NUMBER NP

f
A HUMBER BE ‘bananas

t
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The problem does not lie in the derivation from (35) to 
(14), which clearly is perfectly standard; rather-it is 
that it appears as if (35) must also he the underlying 
structure of:

(10.36) Did you sell some bananas? 
sl^ructure in which the c[u morpheme is copimanded by 

the underlying quantifier-noun is strikingly implausible
Given that, it looks as if we

Any

as a source for (36). 

shall have to modify our position in two ways; firstly 
we shall have to permit some to occur within the scope 

. of an affective if that affective is £u; secondly we 

shall have to drop the assumption that there is a some-

rule which operates obligatorily in certain con-
b'^vibusly

any'

follows from thetexts. Shis second point

first.

But surely this first modification is highly im

plausible : the condition on some is suspect because it 

applies toone item only; in such cases it seems more 
probable.that'it Is our analysis of the item which is 

incorrect. Now if we recall languages such as Latin and 
Gothic it will be remembered that apart from a 'neutral' 
method of questioning, questions may be introduced by 

the forms nonne and num in Latin and niu and ibai' in 

These alternative forms suggest that it may: 6Gothic.

6 Por Latin see any elementary gr^raar; for Gothic. 
Wright (1:954:168, 329, 338). . .see
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indeed be the qu morpheme which ia amhiguous, not the

BOflie-any quantifier. Now a very plaueihle method of 
descrihtng the ambiguity is by using the feature [taffec- 
tive]. This corresponds approximately to the English

not. It may well besequences surely and surely 

that ,the use of the feature [affective] is ad hoc, but
\

at least it affords a temporary solution to the problem 
in Latin and Gothic. Now given the situation in those 

languages there is reason to suppose that something 
similar happens in English. Indeed, there is every 

. reason to believe that this is the case, not only from 
priori desire to find universals, but also becausean a

it permits the most simple explanation of the ambiguity
havin/^^to—modify a constraint andof (35).. . Instead of 

reject a suppletion rule both of which have been obser

ved to have some descriptive adequacy elsewhere in the

grammar in ah unmodified form, we can now explain the

ambiguity of (35) as due to the ambiguity of the ^u 
morpheme. If that morpheme is [+affective] then (U)

will be'generated, if it is [-affective] (35) will 
Furthermore we ought to observe theunderlie (36).

contrast in grammaticality between the (a) and (b) 

sentences below:
(10.37) a *Surely you sold any bananas?

Surely you didn't sell any bananas? 
Clearly this is to be explained in terms of the presenoe 
of a,negative in (37b), but nevertheless there must be 
some hope that a parallel with the, simpler interrogative

b

i-
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Even if there must he some consid-forms can be found.
enable hesitation it seems fair to say that we can now 
claim that the structure underlying any in conditional 
contexts and that underlying any in interrogative con

texts are basically similar and that the transformations 

and consti^aints which generate the correct surface 
structures are the same for both types, 
therefore, move on to a-consideration of any in negative 

contexts in order to see whether our^ hypothesis holds 

true for the third subgroup.

Let .us now,

The retention of the theory that for any to be 
grammatical' it must be commanded by an affective element 
in underlying structure poses, n^^~^^roblems for the deriv

ation of any in negative sentences. Thus, allowing for 

number variation, (39) is probably the underlying struc

ture of (38):
"(10.38) I didn't see any boy(s)
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I

I*-
■ir
7

I KSIST

7
A NUMBER NP- ?

saw

A NUMBER

J BE ■boy(s)A NUMBER
•f

If a negated quantifier lowers as described in §8.4, 
then (38) will be generated, unless the higher neg is 
lowered into the existential sentence before existential- 

lowering takes place, which is optionally possible. In 
that case we shall obtain, after lowering:

(10.40). i saw not any boy(s)
Then Klima's (1964:-280) neg-incorporation rule trans-

■I

t

! forms n£t + ^ into no: ’

I saw no boy(s)(10.41)

Notice that if the neg-incorporation rule is obligatory.

and negated quantifiers are lowered as has been des

cribed, then the ungraimnaticality of a sentence such as

(4) - repeated here:
(10.4) *Any boy isn't sitting on his desk
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is easily explained. After existential-lowering a 

structure corresponding to (42) will result:
[gneg[gany toy is sitting on his 
desk]]

Heg is then lowered to give:

(10.42)

(10^.43) Not any boy is sitting on his desk 
Then on that structure neg-incorporation will obligator

ily operate and the grammatical sequence no boy will 

result, cf. (5). If any is grammatical only when com

manded by Ein underlying affective there can be no other 

source for the surface negative.

We can see, therefore, that the analysis of in 
negative sentences is not onl^'^sqoi^atible with, but also 

supports, our hypothesis about occurrences of any, 
since some can also occur in negative sentences we sha,ll 

have to examine, those instances before making any seri- 
We need only examine two typical cases, one 

with some in subject position, the other with some in 
object position,' since any other examples will fall into 
one or other of these patterns:

But

ouB claims.

•(10.44) Some boys didn't come to the party 
I didn't see some boys

/
(io.45)

The first example does not in fact present any diffi

culties, since it is indisputable that the quantifier
will be higher than the negative in underlying struc-

i.e., there is only a neg-Y reading, and therefore 'ture,,

it cannot ever be a counter-example to our theory. The
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real question concerns the relative heights of the 
quantifier and’the negative in the second sentence. If 
lakoff's (1971c:244-46)' claims about surface structure 
precedence were correct, then it v?ould appear that in 
some dialects the quantifier would have to he lower than 

„ the negative in (45). But there do appear to he other 

dialects in which there is no reason to suppose that the

quantifier could not have heen higher than the negative
further, it certainly seems toin underlying structure, 

he the case that for some speakers (45) is at best
dubiously grammatical, and these speakers seem to he 
those who would prefer a neg-Q reading for (45). This

is exactly predicted by the constraint which we formu

lated in §8.4, (8.88) „ by which-^V-is. not permitted to

But some cannotlower a quantifier into a negated VP.
Thus-cannot originate from a position lower than a neg. 

for speakers who Obey constraint (8.88) our example
The present writer has(45) ought to be ungrammatical.

doubts about whether such a constraint exists in ansome

absolute

since it undoubtedly does exist in a milder variant 

wllich could easily introduce at least the degree of 
unaoceptability which is regularly found with (45), 

further our remarks on (8.90) in §8.4.

forri for any speaker, but that is not crucial

see

Since the relation of negative elements to some and
completely supports our hypothesis we may now reas-

Thus the
anz

onably claim that that hypothesis is correct.
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position we hold is composed of the following elements. 
Pirstly, there are three items which, if they command a 
simple existential quantifier-noim in underlying struc

ture., permit grammatical occurrences of any, 
three elements are £u and neg. 
the second has an'air of dubiety about it, and it must 
be conceded that our use of the feature [.affective] to

i-
I
'I
I
"i

These

Of these three only
t

s

I
r.

1 distinguish between instances of ^u permitting any and
But this onlyI those not permitting any is ad hoc. 

implies that a better analysis of the morpheme concerned
I
■f

Secondly, any does not occur grammatic- 
Thirdly, some is gram-

is necessary, 
ally if it is not so commanded.I
matical only if it is not so commanded in underlying

thes^'^three points lead tostructure. Taken together 
the’ fourth, which is that some and any have identical
underlying structures and there is an obligatory 'sorae- 

2^1e which converts some to any in the presence of 
Since the rule is obligatory it cannot

I any'

an affective.
change meaning. Finally, the rule postulated by Klima 
to convert hot + any sequences to nn is obligatory and

The economyoperates whenever such a sequence is found, 
hf this position does not stem only from the fact that

identical underlying struc-V.

some and any are given an
is also the theoretical point that we needture; there

meaning-preserving rules and there is no needonly use
for the additional apparatus inherent in global rules or

semantic interpretation rules being introduced. This /
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not only permits us to constrain the formal powers of 
the grammar, but it also serves to underline the auto

nomy of underlying semantic representations.

10.3 Partitive constructions

Despite the wealth of literature, if that is the 

correct phrase, written on the topic of quantifiers.

h-

remarkably little attention has been paid to the status 

of partitive constructions involving quantifiers, that 

is, constructions of the form:
Some of the hoys 

Thus in Carden (1968) - and in his later papers - there
of differences

(10.46)

is absolutely no explicit discjfS.sl^ 
between partltiVe and nonpartitive constructions.

Jackendoff (1968) is little better in that all that he 
is that of is obligatorily retained if theproposes

foliowing NP is [+definite], unless the quantifier is
all, both or half (if the latter is indeed a quantifier), 
in which case of-^'dropping is optional. The reason for 

lack of attention is probably that the major prob-this

lems concerning quantifiers, which we have discussed in
/
the earlier parts of Part III, are found in the same 
form in partitive and honpartitive constructions, but 

cf. Johansson (1974:26-27) and our own unsatisfactory 

his argument in §8.4. Therefore the distinc-remarks on
tion between the two types is hot crucial for most 

Nevertheless the partitive constructionspurposes.
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i raise a sufficient number of problems in themselves for 
a discussion of them to be worth-while.

i
is
t

The most extensive study of quantifier partitive 
constructions is that by lee (1971). 
sentence such as:

(10.47^

i
5 He proposes that- a
j-

i

Many of the boys who live in Essex 

are sick
has an underlying structure of the form:

I-

I
r 9

(10.48)i.

f

many boys

HAVE many boysthe boys

s
the boys live in Essex

lee claims that there are two general factors which
is that his analysis enablessupport his analysis: 

partitive constructions to be related to possessive
one

constructions; the other is that it enables'us to abide
"or atby the theory that conditions of entailment -

cf. lee (1971:5) - hold betweenleast compatibility" 
the surface structure and the constitutent sentences of

»

the underlying structure. However Hogg (1972) shows
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that the first of these points is misleading in that the 

relation between possesslves and partitives is not as- 
simple as iee assumes, and as would he necessary for his 
analysis to he consequently Inviting, and it is also 
shown that lee's analysis does not in fact meet the 
conditions of entailment he sets down. Since lee's
reply to this paper concedes the principle of both these 

points we need not discuss them further, rather the
reader is referred to lee (1971, 19^2) and Hogg (1972) 

There are also a number of other points onthemselves.

which lee's analysis could he criticised, especially in 
the light of the preceding discussion of quantifiers in

nonpartitive constructions, hut many of these ought to 
become apparent in the discus^iCnHrelow. In any case

forlee (1972) is such a revision of his earlier paper
extent the lakoff-Cardenexample he adopts to some 

theory-, that further remarks on lee (1971) might he

superfluous.

in a similar fashionAnderson (forthcoming), and 
for Russian where-the facts are unfortunately more
pomplex. Miller (1972),■ irropose that the partitive con- 

surface realisation of an underlyingstruction is the
ahlatiye' relation between the quantifier and the

Regrettably, the 'translation' from a
f

; 'definite' HP.
localist framework into the one used here presents more

raised in our earlier dis-cpmplex problems than
cission of universal quantifiers, and 'hdeed I cannot

were
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clearly see how such a 'translation' is to he effected. 
Rather than examine Anderson's proposals at considerable, 
length, therefore, 1 wish to consider one point only.
The structures given in Anderson (forthoqniing) permit a 
quantifier partitive construction to he the complement 

«. of an existential sentence (the same seems to he true of 
lee (1971),' hut there is no discussion of the ^oint).

Therefore they predict that (49) is grammatical;
There were some of the hoys came- to(10.49)

»
the party

e
But most native speakers whom I have consulted find, at 

that the grammaticality of (49) is not fullySl-i least,

apparent, and it is certainly the case that (50) is

rejected:

(10.50) ♦There were some of the hoys who 
came to the partyj

It would.he extifmely difficult to explain why (49) 
grammatical in contrast to (50) and so we shall take the

substandard form which we 
This position is justi-

was

position that the former is a 

should not att'empt to generate, 
fied hy the majority opinion of the grammaticality of 
(49) , hut it has to he reco^sed that it may he a 

defect of the analysis we present helow that it cannot

. i-

:X'

■;

• ■ ..f
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account for

■In one sense, however, this stance does not appear 
to Improve the chances of reaching a satisfactory analy

sis, since it presents us with a paradox, 
able to show that the presence of an existential quant

ifier and 'ijhe possibility of an existential sente'nce are 

mutually, dependent, yet we now see that a partitive 
construction with an existential quantifier as its

We have been

surface structure head cannot be the•complement of an
One way round this paradox would 

be -to claim that the existential sentence ,is blocked by 

the presence of a 'definite' NP in the partitive struc- 
. But this is unsatisfacto^'v^f^two reasons. 

Pirsibly , the ' definite”' NP is not the surface head of

existential sentence.

ture

the phrase and a selectional restriction which makes no 
mention of a phrasal head but only of a subordinate 

constituent of the phrase is extremely improbable.
Secondly, up to this point we have analysed the grammat- 

ekistential sentence as a matter for theicality of an
base; either an existential sentence is generated by the

apd that is the only factor atbase rules or it is- not 
Here we seem

f
/

to be wanting to introduce anotherissue.

position is supported in a negative way by the
absence of the tyre of exis-tentlal struoturs exemplified

(49) and (50) in the discussion of existential sen-

in Quirk et al (1972:956-62);

7 Our

: in
tencee
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factor which will determine’ the grammatioality of an 
existential sentence, This is obviously a complication 
of the grammar which ought to he avoided if possible.s

i'-

f Clearly our aim must be to justify an underlying . 
structure in which there is no existential sentence.

But the only type of underlying structure containing an 
existential quantifier yet not containing an existential 

sentence which we have so far suggested as plausible is 

that underlying phrases with postdeterminer quantifiers, 

cf. §8.3.

S

5

r
i
si

In such cases, however, there can be no some, 

since the structure relies crucially on an, adjectival
modifier to fill the postdeterminer position. But some

Also, inappears freely in partitive cons^^ijj'^^ons. 
postdeterminer constructions the quantifier does not 
originate from a higher sentence, v/hich is not the case 
with the present type of quantifier which displays

h ■

r

exactly the same characteristics as does a quantifier in
Thus we are apparentlya nonpartitive construction, 

faced with two conflicting demands, that the highest
sentence must contain both an existential quantifier-

- which wouldnoun and. an NP - presumably, 'definite 
.account for the lack of existential sentence.

If the existential quantifier is in the highest
and yet is not the complement of an existential 

sentence it is no more than a: truism to say that it must
And if’a 'definite' NP is In

sentence

have some other function, 
the highest sentence, it must be related to the
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quantifler-noun in some way since tlie two NP's are tiy 
definition non-identical. There is absolutely no evi,- 
dence that any other NP is involved, and therefore the 
two NP's in question must he related hy some verb. At 
this point we may take up once more Lee's (1971) sugges

tion, suitably modified for our theory, that the quant

ifier-noun is the object of the verb HAVE- which has as
We need not accept lee'sits subject a 'definite' NP. 

use of HAVE and his remarks about possessives to agree
that he is correct in his viewpoint that the quantifier 

partitive construction reflects a relation of set in-
This being so, it seemselusion, cf. Lee (1971:9-11)«

■ most probable that the highest sentehae in the structure 
quantifier parti-tivK-oonstruction will beunderlying a

one that expresses the faot_that the set indicated by
is included in a given set. Tothe quantifier-noun

this notion we shall state that the given setexpres.s

contains another set; this will be the highest sentence
nominal sentences should 

Thus a first approximation of the
and the matrix ,and predicate 

follow naturally, 
structure underlying (51) will be (52):

Some of the boys came(10.51).
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(10

THE HUMHER HP

A NUMBER BE boysTHE NUMBER NP

»

THE NUMBER BE boys

However (52), which follows the same construction prin

ciples as does the structure for postdeterminer quant

ifiers in §8.3, example (8.42),, jm^^t^e wrong, for the 

very simple fact that it gets the semantic facts absurd- 
The only possible reading of (52) seems to be:

(10.53) 'The boys who came contain some boys 
In other words, the subject of came is analysed as the 

'definite' NP and not the quantified NP, whereas the
is the situation, as can be seen from an example

ly wrong.

reverse

like:

One of the boys likes cheese(10.54)
/

(52) wouldwhere the verb displays singular concord.
Precisely linked to this seman-predict plural concord, 

tic error is the inaccessibility of (52) to quantifier-
lowering, which must play a role in (51) equal to that 

played by existential-lowering in the parallel nonparti 

tive construction.

J

•V
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instead of (52), therefore, we mus ■ have a struc

ture in which the matrix sentence is helow the quant

ifier-noun rather than helow the 'definite' noun. That 
structure will look like:

(10.55)

VP contain? MPTHE NUMBER NP

THE NUMBER BE hoys A NUMBER NP VP

came

A NUMBER BE hoys

The most interesting feature of (55) is that the struc

ture helow NP^ is identical to the structure dominated
construction. Thehy the equivalent NP in a nonpartj^ve 

only difference between the two NP's is that the latter

is the underlying suhjeot of EXIST whereas NP3 is the
This has,the important. underlying object of contains.

that the development of the two -types of_ consequence

quantifier construction will he identical except in one 
the partitive quantifier will never become the 

existential sentence at the surface
respect

complement of an 
instead its surface realisation will reflect its under-

>

In everylying object position in relation to contains.
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Other respect the partitive quantifier will hehave 
exactly as does a nonpartitive quantifier, 
pound existentials will he possible; the relation of 
negatives and, indeed, other affective elements, will be 
exactly the same towards a partitive quantifier as 
^towards a nonpartitive quantifier; the universal quant

ifiers all and each will also be generated, since it is

Thus com-r

only the structure below which determines their
In connection with this last point wegraramaticallty. 

should note that the possibility of a generic inter

pretation for ^ in a partitive construction will be 

excluded by the presence of the 'definite' referring UP. 
This will explain why ip all dialects partitive all is 
grammatical in sentences, where nOr^liiasic interpretation 

is possible.

The prindlpai objection to (55) must be the raechan-
Before this transformationism of quantifier-lowering, 

takes place we shall find, schematically:

(1G.56)

THE boys

contain KP

some

camesome boys
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We cannot simply lower some for then we would obtain: 
(10.57)' S

VPNP

NPTHE hoys V

\ Scontain

VPNP

camesome boys

Rather, it-seems desirable that quantifier-lowering 
affect every node above the matrix sentence simultane

ously, which means that partitive formation will occur
. This make'B''^W_transformation unfort-at the same time 

unately complex but there seems to be no alternative.
justification for claiming that (56)And there is some 

is the structure immediately before quantifier-lowering
in §7.5 that the structure immediatelyin that we saw 

preceding existential-lowering of nonpartitive some 

permitted generation of:
There were some boys who came 

s in connection with (56) will give: 
The boys contained some (boys) who

(10.58)

/ The same moves
(10.59)

came

desirable since although (59) is scarcely accep- 
involving collectives which do -

.This is
table there are cases j

have that structure:
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(10.60) : The group contained some hoys who
camer

:S Presianahly (60) is derived hy deletion from; 
(•10.61) The group of boys contained some 

boys who came

«■ We have already observed in §7.3 the great similarity

I
I
?

j

between such nouns and quantifiers and thus this gives 
substantial support to our theory and the above objection

cannot be considered of sufficient weight to reject a 

solution which in every other respect is compatible with
Most importantly,

i
t
4
i
i. our .previously justified theories, 

this solution explains the syntax and semantics of
■ S'.

• .-f.

partitive quantifiers in a more revealing manner thanI
has been possible with-earlier propheals.

f-

■ 5
ir
i

Another look at 'both'> 10.4

in Chapter 4 we examined the structure of both in
I':

terms of the hakoff-Carden theory that quantifiers are
We came to thein underlying^structure higher verbs, 

conclusion, which we shall not re-justify here, that 
both was a highly complex quantifier containing a uni-

5

- versal quantifier (aU), a compound existential quant-
Not surpris-*ifier (t^) and a deictic element (the). 

ingly, there were a number of points on which the 
Lakoff-^Carden "theory was found to be not wholly adequate
and'it was irapossible in that theory's terras to provide

It is:full analyses for every occurrence of both.
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therefore desirable to attempt at this stage to see if 
the hypothesis which has been offered in the preceding -

pages is able to overcome the defects of the Lakoff-
In a very real sense this is a crucialGarden -theory.

test, for both is clearly one of the most complex quant-

" ifiers in English, and therefore if we are successful in 
the attempt we shall have some justification for claim

ing that our hypothesis is a useful one.

It will be recalled that there are two basic struc

tures for both, one a surface nonpartitive construction.

the other a surface partitive;
(10.62) ' Both boys came
(10.63) Both (of) the boys/&^^

These two sentences, it was claimed, were related by the 
Dual Copy transformation to (64) and (65) respectively:

(10.64) ' *A11 of the two boys came

(10.65) *A11 two of the boys came
Clearly the point at issue is whether or not (64) and 
(65) are generabie,‘and the question of how Dual Copy 
operates is unimportant (here), for it is quite indepen- 
den^t of the specific'‘theory^about the origin of quant- 

•-ifiers (although it does assume that underlying struc

tures are semantic representations). Therefore we need- 
only consider the problems involved in generating this 
latter pair of sentences. Given the complexity of "the

situation it is certainly preferable to approach it in
and so we shall consider (64)easy stages, as it were.
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and (65) quite separately and, furthermore, in each case 
we shall approach the sentence hy looking firstly at its 

constituents.

Since (64) appears to he the simpler of the pair.
There is no difficulty as farlet us first look at it.

as the par4 containing the postdeterminer quantifier is 

concerned, for it will have the structure outlined for 
postdeterminer quantifiers in §8.3. 

given in detail the structure for;
All of the hoys came 

However if partitive constructions are derived from the 
type of underlying structure proposed in §10.3 there 

will he no serious difficulty h^re^e^her, and the 
underlying structure of (66) will approximate to (67), 
in which, for convenience, the predic te nominal struc

tures have heen raised:

But we have not yet
*

(10.66)

(10.67)

'J

NPTHE NUI4BBR hoys V

/ S0 ont ai ns^^^if^

THE SET

THE SET
hoys came

'I..
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Imraediately before quantifier-lowering and partitive 
formation the following structure will he found: 

(10.68)

;;

all hoys came

Thence the structure of (66) is derived.

can combine (67) with th)S\u^erlying struc

ture for postdeterminer two, then we shall have the 

underlying structure for (64). 
to prevent us doing so, and the result is, in an abbre

viated form:
(10.69)

If we

There is in fact nothing

S

NP VPVP- -NP/

NP THE NUMBER BE two

ATHE NUMBEB boys V

contains

all boys came

..M
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After two is moved into postdeterminer position but 

■before partitive formation we shall find;
(10.70)

contain

all boys came

It is clear that we can then derive the surface struc

ture for (64) without departing from the standard gener-
Therefore

our hypothesis runs into no difficju^^t^s with respect to 
the first type of both occurrence, and we may immediate-

ation of quantifier partitive constructions.

to consider„the second type, as exemplifiedly move on

by (65).

Before we can attempt to provide an underlying 
structure for this latter sentence we must first deter

mine what its dxact meaning is. There is no doubt that

part'of its meaning is: 

(10.71) The total set of boys came
, of course, is predicted by the claim that ^ is a 

lexicalisation of the total set, and our first step
underlying structure follows quite straight- 

this;claim: the underlying structure of

But what is:the

\ This

towards the 
forwardly, from
(65) must partially resemble (67) 
significance of the appearance of tvro? Because it
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appeara either at or adjacent to the head of a partitive 
construction there is a strong temptation to suggest 
that there is a coordination reduction of;

(10i72) All of the hoys came and two of the 
hoys came

But this runs'yinto the objection that we shall then liave 
to impose an ad hoc constraint on coordination of quant

ifiers, in order to block sequences such as;

(10,73) a wwo all ,

h *A11 many 
c *Many two

The only combination we find is all + niuiieral and the 
underlying structure must attempt to explain this in a 

non-ad hoc fashion. -

8

A more appropriate paraphrase attempt seems to be; 
(10.74) The total set of the boys came and 

the total set was two (in number)

It is certain that if (74) is at least fairly close to
the underlying 3;ephesehtationthen we can explain why

In §8.3 we discussedthe first element can only be all. 

exam|iles such as; -

■ 8 Some in some two, etc. is hardly likely to be a 
quantifier, among other reasons because of the ungram- 

maticality of the examples in (73).

V.
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(10.75) a The numlDer of hoys is large 
The hoys that kiss girls are many 

(in number)

The result of this discussion was that we were ahle to

h

claim that such constructions were only possible if the 
eot was THE NUMBER; if the subject was Aunderlying suT^j 

NUMBER the resultant sentence was ungrammatical., let us

now suppose that this analysis can be extended to SET. 

Thenwe find that the structure of (74) is only possible 
if the partitive quantifier is for in every other

the underlying subject of was two will be A NUMBER, 

and that is known to be ungrammatical, cf.:
(10.76) *A large number of boys came-and a

large number was tiivn'nt^-^in number)

case

(76) would paraphrase:
(10.77) *Many twenty boys 

Although.this explains why only all may be the first 

element of the pair under consideration, it does not 
explain why only a.numeral may be the second element, 

as (75) shows, that part of (74) which contains

came

since,

the elements for the formation of may also contain
In thisthe elements for the formation of many,: etc.

.connection, therefore, consider the following:-

The boys numbered two 
The boys numbered twenty 

(10.79) a, *The boys numbered large 

’ b -i'-The boys numbered many

(10.78) a 
b

- ►
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These examples suggest an interesting hypothesis, namely 
that the compound existentials, with the exclusion of 
the numerals, must either retain the elements of under

lying structure, or, if they are lexicalised (to many.

etc.), then all the elements of underlying structure
Thus (79ti) is.in the lexicalisation.must take par^

ungraimmatical because part, but not all, of the relevant
The numerals, onstructure has undergone verbalisation.

the other hand, must be marked to show that neither of
If we can show thatthese requirements apply to them, 

the derivation from the underlying structure of (65)
cannot fulfil the above requirements for the development

of compound existentials other than numerals, then we
"Oils—second element

shall have been.able to explain why- 

must be a numeral.

If (74) is indeed a reasonably appropriate para

phrase of (65), then the underlying structure of that 
latter sentence will be a combination of (67) and the 

of (75.), ’given previously as (8.53). 

combination will result in (80), where again we ignore 

predicate nominalst- ' ' "

Thisstructure

. . .
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(10.80)

-THE NUMBER boys

THE SET boys came

Now observe tlie structure following quantifier lexical-

isation to ^1: 
(10.81)

THE NUMBER boys

‘ - contains

/

all "boys came
. :J

.—
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It can be ouserve,4_^at (81) does indeed fail to meet 
the requirements which many imposes, for lexicalisation 
to all has 'robbed' (80) of any NXIMBER/SET node which 
could combine with large. Therefore our proposed deriv

ation does explain why the second element must be a 
numeral. Eurtl^rmore, since (80) - and thus (81) too-- 
is a combination of an already existing stock of base 

rules and transformations, no problems arise in deriving 
the surface structure of (65) by means of nonrestrictive

9

adjective formation (to give all two boys) and quant- 

ifier-lo.wering and partitive formation.

As we have been able to demonstrate that our hypo-
(64) and (65)de ri vat i ons^^jof 

then we can also claim that it will be possible to
thesis is able to handle

generate (62) and (63), f,pr all they necessarily require 
is tha further application of Dual Copy. However it 
might be interesting to ask whether or not that rule 

should apply earlier, for this might help to generalise

the possible lowering of- all into different surface
(68) supplies the neces-positlons, cf. §9.4, to.both, 

sary structure to enable the variable position of part-
/

Itive aiA to be explained, and thus it would be dis

appointing if. it could not be- extended to both. Never

theless we shall not pursue the question, since thepe
number of minor difficulties to be cleared up, cf.are a

Chapter 4, and we must content ourselves with the fact 

that our theories provide a more adequate account of both

than hitherto possible.
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10.5 Summary

Without prejudice to .any suggestions which we might 

eventually have to make concerning the status of a and 
the in Part IV of this study, we can now claim that with'
the discussion of hoth concluded we have also concluded 

\he group of English words commonly called 

As was admitted in the Introduction and
our study of
quantifiers.

§10.1, not eyery quantifier has heen discussed and not 

quantifier construction has heen examined in full 
detail, hut as in every other matter a line must he
eyery

drawn; it can only he hoped that the line has heen drawn 

through the right points, 
completed an important stage and 
and perhaps- useful to review briefly the main arguments 

and conclusions about quantifiers before we

Therefore our.study has
be reasonable

move on

elsewhere.

After having first established by means of quite
simple surfaoe-biased.procedures an elementary class-

examined in §§7.2 and 7.3ification of quantifiers, we
basic requirements which^any analysis of quantifiers 

would have to fulfil. We were able to ascertain that
the

. base structures which ,closely corresponded to- the even

tual surface structures were quite inadequate, and thence 
determined that the underlying structure of some,' which 

was taken as the most basic quantifier, has to'be con- : 

With at least two important points; firstly.sistent
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_ some could not be in the same UP as its collocating KP 

until some point near surface structure; secondly, some ' 
ought to he analysed as an underlying noun. This posi

tion was essentially a corahination of two /earlier the

ories, one of which was the lakoff-Carden theory that
a higher sentence, the.“quantifiers ^re derived from 

other of which was Jackendoff's proposal that quantifiers
be at least partially analysed as nouns. On the way to 

this position we noted that there was np need to intro

duce nonlinguistic elements, such as logical operators 
and variables, in order to establish an adequate grammar 
of quantifiers. After considering and rejecting a 

number of possible analyses in §7.4, we'cdnoluded in 

§7.5 that some ought to be derived froBT'the subject noun 

ofa^higher existential sentence, that noun denoting

quantity. ''-V.

In §8.1 we were able to provide further semantic 
support for this analysis and so in §8.2 we moved on to
discuss quantifiers patterning like many. We showed 
that the claim by Garden (1970o) that many ought to be 
analysed as an underlying predicate was incorrect and 
•that instead it had a more complex structure, being 

derived from an adjectival modification of the quant

ifier-noun underlying some. This enabled us to provide 
an underlying structure for the simplest occurrences of 

in §8.5, and thence we proceeded to an analysis ofmany,

more complex examples involving many, including its

■ ■
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occurrence in postdeterrainer contexts. In the same 
section we were able to explain the occurrence of the
quite large number of quantifiers which behave quite 

Finally in §8.4 we examined the ■similarly to many, 
interaction of negation with this type of quantifier. 
Not only Vere we able to show why there was no similar

interaction with some, but we were also able to show

that the interaction which did occur could be explained 

by using meaning-preserving transfofmations alone, and 
thus that no further accretions to the grammatical

theory were necessary.

We then turned our attention to all and noted in 
§9.1 that it qould no^t be reiatCkM^o-some in as simple a

Nevertheless an attempt by Andersonmanner as was many.

(1973c) to show that all was Indeed a more complex 
variant of some was discussed in §9.2, but this attempt

A quite lengthy excur-was not found to be convincing.
generics in the next section was justified in 

§9.4 when we' returned more directly to the study of all.

sus on

Although we discovered that the grammar of all was to 
some extent confused by its structural resemblances to 
apparently quite different grammatical items, for exam

ple, negatives, the basic point remained that all was to 

be derived from an underlying quantifier-noun.' The

parallels with other items which are not quantifiers
seen to account for otherwise idiosyncratic and

In §9.5 we demon-

.J

were

inexplicable characteristics of all.
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, ^strated that only a slight modification of the basic 
structure for all was needed to generate each. Since 
these two quantifiers had an underlying structural 
pattern which was different from that associated with 
some (and hence many), they had, it was agreed, some 

considered members of a system other than 
the existential quantifier system. But this waS' not the 
case with every, which, it was shown, should be related

J'.

'•r

tight to be

to some in the manner which was discussed with reference 

to all in §9.2. Thus, paradoxically in view of its 
semantics, every was analysed syntactically as an exist

ential rather than a universal quantifier (but we need 
not accept here the usual implications of that latter 

term)., •

As was stated in §i0.1, this present chapter has 

been in the nature' of a tidying-up operation, for the 
items imder consideration have been those which did not

However, weobviously fit into established patterns.
able to deberrnlne' in' §1012 that was the result • 

of an obligatory transformation upon some in certain 
yntactlc environments', namely those where an affective

were

s

element commanded the quantifier, furthermore, we 

established that the rule converting some to was 
never meaning-changing nor did it require triggering by 

abstract element, contrary to earlier hypotheses.some

Klima'a'(1964) analysis of no as a conversion of-not + 
We then turned our attention inany was confirmed.

■*f: ' ^ e.
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. . §10.3 to partitive constructions and concluded that the
distinction between these constructions and nonpartitive 
constructions could not he handled merely by the inser

tion of the. Instead it was necessary to postulate a 
higher sentence which made explicit the relation of set 

“ Inclusion.'y Nevertheless the basic quantifier structure

was preserved and so the earlier generalisations about
Finally in §10.4 we tested ourquantifiers still held, 

hypothesis by attempting derivations ;Eor the complex 
quantifier both, a test which the hypothesis passed with

a modicum of success.

More generally, therefore, we may-conclude that
of behaviour.quantifiers display a striklngx hjSlqgeneity 

Once we accept a basic division between a some group and 
'existential' and 'universal' quant-an all group i.e., 

ifiers, we can relate every other quantifier to one or ■

And both groupsother of these groups quite simply, 
have in common the structure of a higher quantifier-noun 
which is, except in'the case of the most basic quant- '

ifier some, adjectiVally-modifled. This means that what 
to be rather'puzzling surface; differences betweenappear

: ■■ various quantifiers can be related to one another in a
And together with simplify-ooncrete and simple manner, 

ing the grammar of quantifiers it has been possible to

note that the analysis proposed suggests that some'
^ valuable constraints on the power of the grammatical

Two points are especiallytheory may be possible.

<»: '■ - s
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Pirstly, we have observed that only meaning-important.

preserving transformations upon a semantic base are
necessary to generate the correct surface stmicture, and 
that more powerful or complex mechanisms, such as global 

constraints or rules of semantic interpretation, are to
be rejected. SecV^ndly, the stock of nonlinguistic items* 

■ needed in the grammar is highly limited; we have used 

only tree-branching structures (which perhaps ought to
be replaced by a dependency system, of. And^son, 1971a) 

and the nodes S, NP, YP and Y, together with a very
It is to be hopedoccasional'use of binary features, 

that even these latter features may be eventually ex

cluded, and since we have paid very lit^e attention to
the verb phrase, it may be that Y will also eventually

Of course at surface struc-be shown to be unnecessary, 
ture a greater variety, of nodes may be needed, but that 
is neither surprising nor undesirable in view of the
^breakdown of general categories which occurs there, cf. 

Ross (1972, 1975). In-this Part we have been able to 
eliminate the need for a special Quantifier node, in 
Part lY we shall consider how valid is the notion of an 

'Article'* node, which has already been the object of 

some sceptical remarks.
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Part IV

English 'Article' Systems

/
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Chapter 11

The 'indefinite article

The status of the11.1 articles

„ In this ^final part of our study we shall he ex^in- '

ing, and to sbme extent suggesting analyses f,or, twO‘ 
members of the determiner and quantifier systems which _ 
have not been the objects of our attention in Parts II 
and III; these two items are those which have been 

commonly called the 'indefinite' and 'definite' 'artic

les', namely a ( or an) and the. This is notj(clalm that 
a and the are not determiners, in the broadest sense of

Intro'duS^bioii; rather

merely stating a point which has been made previously by 

many grammarians, that point being that a and the are 
not indisputably members of any of the quantificational 
systems discussed in Parts II and III. Indeed we were 
able to establish in Part I, especially §§1.2 - 1.4, 

that this very fact, the recognition that a and each 
had idiosyncratic characteristics unshared with any^ ' 

quantifier, was a major factor in the establishment in 

vernacular grammars of 'article' as a separate part of 

speech in English. The syntax of a and the was such 
that_it was almost impossible to claim either as a 
member of some preexisting grammatical category.

that word as defined in the we are

r'%.
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Nevertheless, the idioayncracies of a and the were 
not the only factors leading to the eventual creation of 
an 'article' class, and we were able to note in Part I 
that historical accident was of at least equal import

ance to supposed grammatical necessity,■for there were 

the special dogmatic demands of 'parts of speech' theory. 
Therefore it was not surprising to note that this segre

gation (and, what was worse, alliance) of a and the 

led to unsatisfactory analyses of these wgrds. Rather 
than repeat the arguments of Part I here, it seems 

reasonable to accept that their validity has been demon

strated, at least as far as some underlying level of 
structure is concerned. This leaves the wajT open for a

postulatingt6n''^wr'
claim that there is.some justlfioati 
an 'article' node at surface structure, and that, of
course, would not’contradict the arguments of those 
parts of speech' theorists who are basically 'surface- 

ist' in approach. However we shall not pursue at length 
the correctness of such an argument, since its status is 
quite marginal to'the aims of this present study, 
purpose of the following discussion will therefore be 

two-fold. Pirstly we shall attempt to discover how

I

The

closely related to the grajnmar of quantifiers ahe the
Secondly,grammatical systems exemplified by a and the. 

in so far as a and the demand analyses separate from

that for quantifiers, as it seeras, without prejudging
shall attempt to outlinethe issues, must be the case, we
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what these analyses might he. 

length the notion of an 'article' system operating at 
some semantically significant level.

We shall not reexamine at

Many.of the points which'have been made in the
preceding paragraphs are also made in a most important 
and enlightenAig study of the 

(1970).

articles' by Perlrautter 

Thus, if we consider part of Perlmutter's 
conclusion we find that he says (1970:246):

"... the relation between the definite article 
and the indefinite article in English is 
quite different from what has generally’been 

supposed.' Grammarians have worked on the 

assumption that NP's may bear^J@^,t^r a 
definite or an indefinite article, and that 

the two constitute some sort of opposition.

If the analysis given here is correct, how

ever, the indefinite article is simply a 
niuneral like all other ntimerals, and the

^or non-occurrence of the definite 
article is a completely independent pheno

menon." ■ ^

Since Perlmutter's conclusion is, at least in broad 
outline, so similar to the points which we have attemp

ted to establish already, it would be both foolish.and 

churlish if we did not examine the arguments for his 

particular analysis of a and the in some detail, 
fore the basic approach of Part IV, and especially

occurrence

/

There-
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' - Chapter 11, will he very much influenced hy Perlmutter's 
approach, and before we consider other possible analyses 
we shall examine the validity of his. The most immedi

ate consequence of this decision is that we should look- 
at a before the, since Perlmutter has claimed a numeral- 

like status ^or that word, and this implies that it's 
analysis is more likely to relate to the analysis of 
quantifiers than is any analysis of the.

11.2 Articulus numeralis

It may be recalled that in Part I we mentioned that 

as early a grammarian as John Wallis (1653) called a the
stating fu-r^^x_jthat it had 

always the same meaning as one except that it was less 

emphatic. Basically the same position is held by Perl- 
mutter, as can be confirmed by the following remarks 

(Perlmutter, 1970:239):
"There is a variety of evidence, then, that 
the so-cailed 'indefinite article' is simply 
the result of a phonological rule which 

/ obligatorily converts unstressed proclitic 

one to an."

Before discussing what may prove to be more controver

sial aspects of Perlmutter's hypothesis, it is necessary 
to note that it seems to be undoubtedly correct that a 
(.or which we take to be a phonological variant of a,

occurring under easily statable conditions) is, an

"articulus Numeralis",
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unstressed proclitic in the vast majority of its occur- 
fhe only conclusion which Perlmutter apparently 

.wishes to draw from this is that if the is also an
rences.

unstressed proclitic, then the English 'articles' will 
share this feature with their correlates iiMnany other 

languages, cf. Pe'^lrautter (1970:247). It may also he
possible to account for the ungrammaticality of strings

. such as;

(11.1) *The a man who came to see me \?ore a 
red hat

in terms of a constraint on proclitic sequences,,hut see 
Perlmutter (1970:240-45) and helow, §11.3. Since neither 
of these points is immediately crucial^jfe^^^o^ argument, 
we may tentatively accept for the moment Perlmutter's 

claim.

In order to support his thesis that a is obliga

torily derived from unstressed one. Perlmutter draws
One of these is that a hasupon two basic arguments, 

the same distributlOh as any numeral, for example, one,

- two, three, etc., except in a few cases where the devi

ation of /a is precisely paralleled by a deviation of one 

from that same paradigm, 
environments where only a stressless numeral is grara-

Obvi-

The other argument is that in

matical we do not find one but rather we find a. 
ously the two arguments are closely interrelated since

the second is somewhat meaningless without the first 
(although not vice versa); nevertheless it woul.d be
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pi-ofitatle to discuss them separately as they are of a 
somewhat’different order, the first relying purely on 
syntactic information, the second being primarily phono

logical. It might also he fair to add that perhaps the 

latter is slightly less certain, more impressionistic, 
than the formed, hut that should not weigh too heavily 

in our considerations.

. ....V*

It would appear most appropriate from the above 
facts that we first turn our attention to the syntactic 
arguments concerning the distribution of^a. On this 

point Perlmutter's initial argument (1970:234) is that 
just as the phrases in (2) are ungrammatical*-:

(11.2) a *one, blood - 
b *two bloods
c *three bloods 

so too is (3.) ungrammatical:

(11.3) *a blood
Now this fact can be ..explained in the following manner: 
let us accept, as'we have previously claimed, that

numerals are in underlying structure compound existen-
Now each quantifier has a- selectional 

claimed in §7.5, has an underlying
tial quantifiers, 
restriction or, as we 
structure of the form such that it may collocate only
with a countable noun or only with a mass noun, or, in a

The tinder-very few cases, such as some, with either, 
lying structure of numerals, which must include a pre- 
lexical NUMBER, determines that numerals may.only
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collocate with countable nouns, in other words, the
first group above, and hence the sentences in (2) are

Now if a is derived from one it too willungrammatical, 
only collocate with countable nouns, and thus (3) will 
correctly be predicted to be ungrammatical without there 
being any necessity to introduce a special (ad hoc) rule

So we may observeto cope with structures such as (3). 
that treating a as a quantifier-cum-numeral enables a

generalisation to be captured.

But then Perlmutter (1970:235) goes on to show that 
this argument, which is not precisely his, although it 
may be a step in the right direction, cannot' be com

pletely correct. Consider the

(11.4) a one seventh 
b three sevenths

(11.5) a *all sevenths 
b *few sevenths

Prom this we may deduce that in certain environments

follbwi'lig>^_^

true quantifiers and numeral quantifiers differ cruci

ally. And whatever the exact nature of the divide 
between/quantifiers and numerals. It is indisputable 
that'a is to be found on the numeral side of it; thus 

(6) is grammatical:
(11.6) a seventh

So far we have amassed considerable evidence to show 
that the distribution of a is numeral-like, and if we 
add two further bits of evidence then we shall, see that
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■Whfire one has a distribution different from that of 
other numerals, then a follows one. The first point is 
that a, like one, occurs only with singular countable 
nouns;

(11.7) a one man
b a man
c *one men

d *a men

The second point is that in certain (near-^ idiomatic 
expressions we find that a and one may be the only 

Thus Perlmutter cites (1970:235}:
It was one hell of a mess 
It was a hell of a me^s^^

Compare with these- a- substitution by some other numeral: 

(11.9) *They were two hells of a mess

possibilities. 

(11.8) a
b

The.above is a summary of the principal points in 

Perlmutter's first argument for deriving a from one. It 

1'" is undoubtedly a strong argument, although there seems 
to be good reason for not believing it to be as strong 
as Perlmutter would claim. But before elaborating on 
that point let us see what PerlnTutter's second argument 
is and what its foundations are, for, as we have already 

noted, the two arguments are not independent of one 
another. The simplest way to state this second argument

:
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- -is to quote directly from Perlmutter (1970:233-34):^ 

"E-nglish noun ..phrases with numerals-have 
different possibilities of occurrence, 
depending on whether the nxuneral or the noun 
is stressed:

(H.T^) a There are only two hoys in
the room, not five

h There are only two hoys in
the room, not any girls

But the numeral one does not occur unstressed 

before a noun; instead we find the indefinite 
article a;

(11.11) a There is only^op^^^b^ ’in the 
room,' not five

b *There is only one boy in the 
, room, not any giris 

c There is only a boy in the 
room, not any girls

This suggests-that English has a rule which 
obligatorily converts unstressed proclitic 
one to with the final n later dropping 

before a consonant."
■Other cases which Perlmutter cites in favour of his 
position are those such as (8a) and (8b) where stress

/

1 The numbering of the examples in the quotation 
below is amended to follow the sequence of this chapter.
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placement on the numeral is, he claims, optional, and 
thus both variations are possible. However let us leave 
aside for the moment such examples and concentrate 
attention-on the quotation above.

our

One major difficulty in assessing the validity of 
the argument i'^ 

ing the examples given by Perlmutter are variable. Thus 

many spealcers, including myself, would reject not .only 
(11b), but also (lie). And the explanation for this is 
of some consequence. Consider the following;

There is only one black cow in 
' the field, but there are five 
brown ones in it -

b *There is only a black cow in the 
field but there are five brown 

■ ones in it

that judgments of acceptability concern-

(11.12) a

f

There is only one black cow in 
the field, and there aren't any 
brown‘Ones in it

There is only a black cow in the 
field and'there aren't any brown 
ones in it

This quadruple poses a number of difficulties for Perl- 
mutter. Firstly we may note that in all four sentences 
one and a occupy relatively unstressed positions. How 

if unstressed one is obligatorily converted to a, then_ 

only (12b) and (12d) shoixld be grammatical, which is

c

d
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false. However one could argue that one receives enough 
stress to protect it from conversion to a; this is 
possible since Perlmutter does not clearly define what 
he means by "tmstressed". But in that case only (12a) 
and (12c) shoTild be grammatical. As both predictions 
are incorrect, the^ only solution would appear to be that. 

Perlmutter's rule be made optional rather than .obligar 
tory, at least if we still wish to keep such a rule at 

all. Now let us compare (12c) and (12d) with (11b) arid 
(11c). The major difference between the former and the 
latter is that in the latter the existential of the 

second coordinate sentence remains, whereas in the 
former it is deleted. Now note that the deletion is 
peculiar, for the deleted existentlals'('^e«e;_are) 

not identical to their left-hand partners (there is).

This would appear not, only to violate deletion conditions 
but the resultant sentences potentially break concord 

rules, cf.;

(11.13) *There is not any girls in the room 
. It seems plausible to'suggest that the explanation for 

the rejection of (lie) by some speakers is merely a 
matter of/concord. It is obscure why for Perlmutter 

(11b) is ungrammatical and (11c) grammatical, but we may 
observe that concord violations are more acceptable in 
Informal speech; thus (14) is better than (13):^

are

2 (14) is acceptable only in the most informal styles
of speech.
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(11.14) ??There isn't any girls in the 
It may he that (11c) is regarded as less formal than 
(11b).

room

Our position at this point-is approximately as 
follows: the evidence of (11h) and (11c) is insuffici

ently clear-cut \bo provide convincing proof of the 

validity of Perlmutter's derivation of a from unstressed 
one, but even if we were to accept it, the data in (12) 

shows that Perlmutter's rule cannot in any’case he 
obligatory, at best it is often optional. And here the 
so far unexplained ungrammaticality of (12b) is.crucial. 

■The semantics of (•12b) are reasonably clear;, it states 
that the only cow in the field is a .^bl^^k^^w but that 
there are■also five brown cows there; thus it is a 

contradiction and ungrammatical. On the other hand,

(i2a) is not a contradiction and not ungrammatical. The 
probable reason for this is that only contains some kind 

^^ fof operator and that in (12a) the scope of that operator 
extends over one but ri'ot'rver the existential as a

■ , •v ■

whole - this is quite possible given the structure 
proposed for numerals in §8.3 ... whereas in (12b) the 

scope of the operator extends over the higher exist

ential wholly, or perhaps only over that part of the 
coordinate existential which does not quantity-refer,_ 

again in terras of our previously proposed structures for 
numerals. It does not yet seem fully determinable which 

of these alternatives is correct, although we shall be
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able to discover below that there is a quite simple 
solution.

Yet the details above scarcely matter, for the 
important point stands out clearly: (12a) is grammatical 
and non-contradictory, (12b) is ungrammatical and contra

dictory. This b^ing the case, (12a) and (12b) must 
differ in meaning. But the only surface difference' 
between the two is that where the former has one the 
latter has a. If we are' to preserve the hy4)othesls that 
a is derived from unstressed one then we shall have to 

adopt one’of the following two solutions. Either we 
shall have to claim that the phonological conversion 
rule will have to be sensitive to some ^ind of global 
constraint pertaining to differences in underlying 
structure of the type described in the previous para

graph, or we shall have to accept that this conversion
rule, which we have already observed to be optional, is

We have already agreed with, andalso meaning-changing, 
shown reasons for doing so, the claim first made by Katz
and Postal (1964:32) that transformations never change 
meaning, and in §8.4 we cast.a certain amount of sus

picion on global rules; furthermore, the type of global 

rules which might be necessary here seems very implaus

ible indeed. We may therefore claim with some confid

ence that the evidence of (12a) and (12b), together with 
the other evidence presented above, is such that Perl- 

mutter's conversion rule is most unlikely to be correct.
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Before we leave the question of the role of stress 
there is one minor point which is worth considering, 
let us continue to accept that a is created by the type 
of phonological rule suggested by Perlmutter. If that 
is the case, then we must have the following rule 
sectuence;

(11.15) i) stress assignment rules
ii) one [wAn] > an [an] (> a [a])

where stress is less than some
>

value n.

This sequence poses no difficulties as such, but it will 

be recalled that not only are there unstressed but there 
are also stressed variants of the 'indefinite article', 
namely [ej] and [an], cf. Quirk eVaj/Hsia: 156) (and it 

should be noted that the derived forms in (15 ii) above
must also undergo vowel reduction at some stage). These

. '''
stressed forms occur under conditions of emphasis. Thus 
(15 i) and (15 ii), if more fully formulated, must be 
followed by two further rules:

(11.15) ill) ' emphatic stress assignment lules 
iv) [a] > [ej] (a) (where stress is

[an] > [an] ''(^) greater than some 
..value ra.

But it is clear from Perlmutter'is examples, cf. (10) and 
(11), that he believes emphatic stress to be assigned 
before reduction of one to a. Thus even if it were 

possible to have 'standard' stress assignment rules - 
for example, -the Main Stress Rule cited in Chpmsky and

, /
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Halle (1968:72) - ordered at one point in the grammar 
and 'emphatic' stress rules ordered at a later stage 
(which, in this case, would have to he after vowel 
reduction rules), which is far from being estahllshed, 
this would he of no consequence, since Perlmutter's

position demands that emphatic stress assignment occur 
both before and after reduction of one. At first-sight 
this might appear to be an example of an ordering para

dox, as described-by Newton (1971), but this is not so. 
Newton is describing cases where some rule must apply 

both before and after some other rule in order to gener

ate correct outputs, and this is to a large extent 

diachronically justified; Perlmutter is hypothesising a 
derivation in which in the first insta-nc^'^emphatic 

stress is deliberately incorrectly assigned in order to 
derive [an] from underlying /wAn/, after which the 

'atress is reassigned correctly, in order to generate 
[an]. This is a theoretically quite illegitimate prac- 
tice, which has to be rejected. The conclusion to be 
drawn is that, quite'apart from the serious syntactic 

- objections we have raised, there is a grave objection 

within phonological theory to Perlmutter's hypothesis. 
Consequently it can scarcely be considered to be at all 
viable. -
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11.3 The inflexional status of 'a'

Since we have now heen able to show that' we cannot 
derive a from a vowel reduction rule operating on one, 
and thus that a cannot he analysed as the unstressed 

variant of one, let us now once more turn our attention 

to the dlstrihutii^n of a in order, in the first InstanceJ 
■ to ascertain whether there are in fact any unexplained 

distrlhutlonal differences between one and a, and thence 

to see if there is some non-phohological explanation for 
the rather close distributional parallels which undoubt

edly do pertain. The great majority of facts concerning
Q

the distributions of one and a are not controversial, 

and therefore it would be best if we wei^e>^_to^re s t ate 
these briefly before turning our gaze upon the less
settled areas. As the evidence of examples (2) - (7) 
shows, a has many of the characteristics of a singular 

quantifier-numeral, being ungrammatical in collocation 
with, for example, a mass noun or a plural count noun.
This elementary point, It-ds important to note, is not 
in dispute, and thus any possible analysis must recog

nise it.
■ . /

The problems arise when we consider cases where 
only one of the items—one and a is grammatical; we have 
seen two examples of this so far. The first of these is 

in (1), where the sentence would be grammatical if one 
replaced a. Here, however, we were able to suggest that. .
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this might be due to some surface constraint, 
or not such a constraint is necessary we shall discuss 
below, , but it will serve as a working hypothesis which 
keeps the area- of dispute to a minimum, 

example concerns the ungrammaticality of (11b) and the
of (11c).

Whether

The second

alleged grammatical,!ty 

exists it does not appear to be explicable even in ■ 

Perlmutter's terms, and we have attempted to demonstrate 
that whatever differences there may be between the two’ 
sentences, they are probably due to factors largely 

——i-rrelevant to the question at issue. Henceforth we 
shall therefore largely ignore both these examples and 
concentrate on the problems posed by further data.

If this contrast
■*

One caution which it is absolutely necessary to 
utter before we proceed is that it must be recalled that 
we have already seen-that it is not possible to derive a 

from unstressed one, as Perlmutter would wish us to do.

-..Thus his claim (Perlmutter, 1970:238-39) that:
(11.16) He's a doctor; 

is derived from;

. (11.17.) *He's one doctor • -

and that (17) is only ungrammatical because in such 
contexts "the stress cannot fall on a numeral", fails 
because of the implausibility of the stress rule rather • 

than because of any failure' of plausibility in the 
supporting examples, given below as (18), which Perl

mutter cites:

- '<•
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(11.18) a They are six doctors 
h *They are. six doctors

Yet we cannot ingore the examples immediately above.
Note firstly that even if in such constructions the 
numeral must he unstressed, a may he stressed:

He's a doctor (hut there are many 
others, better qualified)

Therefore if, notwithstanding our previous arguments, a 
is analysed as a numeral, (19) will have to he treated 
as an ad hoc exception. Secondly, Perlmutter's argu

ments all tend to suggest that if in a given language 
the numeral one and the 'indefinite article' are in the 
phonological relation of stressed and unstre-ssed vari

ants of a single underlying form, t'he^nSio-<rules 

than phonological should he needed to account for the 

distribution of the equivalent of a in that language.

We might even go further, although this is speculative, 
and state that if a given language has an equivalent of 
a, then its form will he that of an unstressed variant 

of the numeral one in that language. This, it seems to 

me, is one of the strengths of Perlmutter's hypothesis. 
It is of some interest, therefore, that quite unexotic 
languages such as French, German and Butch hear-out this 

very prediction. But precisely in the case of (16), 
where English employs a, French does not employ im, nor 

German ein, nor Butch een:

(11.19)
\.•k

other
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(11.20) a He is a soldier
b II est soldat

Er ist Soldat 
Hij is soldaat

Unless there is some kind of unmotivated a-deletion rule

0

• d

in the latter thj^ee languages, which would operate only- 
in the restricted'context of structures like (20)', ■

Perlmutter's hypothesis will predict incorrect surface 
structures.

I','\

There may be other objections Jo the spec

ific analysis of (16) given by Perlmutter,^ but these 

points above would appear to have already ruled his
theory out of court.

We have above some evidence that^'%:u^t not to be 
analysed as. a numeral; perhaps more convincing evidence 
is to be seen in examples such as:

(11.21) a Many a fhesls lies unread, its 
pages uncut 

b I have seen many a production of 
Othello,' but none so misguided as 
that last night

3 'One possible objection is that (16) and (18a)-, 
whether or not doctors is strongly stressed, are not 

syntactically nor semantically equivalent. My Intuitions 
rather fumblingly tell me that this is the case, bht I 

have found no certain evidence to confirm or disconfirra 
this point.

: V •
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The sentences in (21) have been chosen 
constructions

to suggest that
are somewhat archaic (or simply 

„arch), but nonetheless they are still grammatical, 
ought to be 'analysable.

and

Yet if a is a numeral' this is
virtually impossible, for we have been able to show, in 
§10.“4, that the «^nly permissible quantifier + quantifier 

. sequences are of the structure ai^ + numeral.This is

confirmed by the slightly misleading statement of Quirk 
(1972:143) that "cardinal numbers 

are mutually exclusive".
and* quantifiers

If we are both to uphold an 
otherwise valid generalisation and to generate struc

tures like (21) without recourse to ad hoc exception 
statements, then we have no option but^jt^^^^ard a as 
something other than a numeral (or, ei^n, aljuantifler). 

It is of no relevance that the ungrammaticality of: 
(11.22) *Many one thesis

at first.sight, explicable in terms of stress rules, 
^ parallel to (17), for the simplest explanation of the 

contrast between (21) and, (22) is .that in the former 

there is not a quantifier + quantifier sequence, whereas 
in the latter there is.

is.

•Another apparently good counter-example to Perl- 
mutter might be thought to be:

4 We exclude from consideration possible numeral 
numeral sequences such as one/a hundred and twenty, 
which would appear to be better analysed as single items.
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. .(11.23) A few boys came to the party 
The grammatioality of (23) as opposed to the ungrammat-
loality of (24):

(11.24) '*One few boys came to the party

could be attributed to the lack of quantifier + quant- 
ifier“sequence in '^he former.

.a genuine counter-example.
But (23) is probably not 

If we also consider:
A little whisky will get Bill drunk 

can observe that the collocating noun must*be either

(11.25)

we

plural - as in (23) - or mass - as in (25), 
case should-a be grammatical.

In neither
The only reasonable, 

explanation seems to,be that a few, a little ought to be
regarded as single lexical items, in whicj^ is not to 
be Identified with the item a which occurs elsewhere.

In other words, we have a semi-idiomatic expression. I 

would wish further to suggest that the occurrences of a 
in examples (8a).and (8b) are wholly idiomatic. One

reason for this is that the phrases are unalterable, cf. 

Of course it is of ..some interest that both (8a)
.. and (8b) are acceptable, and it is certainly true that

(9).

Perlmutter'3 hypothesis, if it were^valid, would be able 
to acooiont''for the existence of the variants in a much 

simple.r and more general way ;than might be the case with 
some other theory; however it seems unreasonable to
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, place too much emphasis on an idiomatic construction.^

We are now, therefore, in a position to reiterate
a is derived hy somethat Perimutter's hypothesis that 

phonological rule from one is not only insufficiently
_^justified but also impossible. Ihus the sequence of 
rules in (15)\ demanded by his theory, is .theoretically

incorrect, and. grammatical sequences of quantifier + a 
would be predicted to be ungrammatical because quant

ifier + numeral sequences are in general ungrammatical. 
Thus we must search for some other analysis of a. 
help us in our search let

To

us once more review the con

texts in which a is acceptable.
Quant + X + Nplural is acceptableV^®t^e»-eo

Firstly, -if the sequence 

too is a + X
+ Nsingiilar (it is possible to phrase this 

ly, but the consequent statement is lengthy and not 
wholly necessary).

more precise-

Secondly, if the sequence Numeral + 
^ ^ is grammatical, thena + X + Nsingular is grammat-

■> •.4,-:

leal. We have seen that the observations made by Perl- 
mutter are basically the same as this, but that never

theless- he is not able to account for all cases of non- 
Idiompitic a within his framework, 

can be covered by the statement that if the sequence X_+ 

Nsingular is not Internally ungrammatical and if mass

The outstanding cases

5
Similarly we shall not discuss obviously idiomatic 

usages of a as in of a truth, twice a day, cf. Ch-r'ist- 
ophersen (19^:126, 135-36). V' '
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nouns are not regarded as [+singular], then any sequence 
a H- X + Nsingular is grammatical. Shis third statement,
of course, is powerful enough to cover all the cases

^already dealt with by the first two statements. And

since it is so powerful it should be easily dlsoonfirm- 
able if it. is incorrect.\' We shall see below that some 
minor modifications are necessary, but first it is ■

necessary to discuss potentially serious counter-exam

ples.

One such example which ought to be examined is 
mentioned by Perlmutter (1970:238):

(11.26) *A boy is tall

He suggests that (26) is unacceptable because)"X|the 
subject NP of a stative predicate (such as is tall) 

contains a numeral then the stress must go on the numer

al. If Perlmutter's arguments concerning stress had 
been correct, but we have already seen that they are 

not,, then the unacceptability of (26) would follow. But 
in any case there are examples rather similar to (26) 

which are acceptable, such as:

(11.27) A beaver is furry- ■ -

fhe distinction between (26) and (27) does not seem to 
be wholly ‘explicable in purely linguistic terms. All 
that we appear to be able to say is that (27) is inter

pretable in generic terms Since'we know (for some reason 
or another) that; beavers are habitually furry, whereas 

(26) is not so Interpretable since boys are not
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habitually tall. Prom this rather vague statement we

can deduce that, nongeneric unquantlfied NP 
freely appear in subject position if the 
stative

s cannot
predicate is 

Why might this be? If we consider two fiirther
sentences with nonstative predicates, we find that the 
situation is not quit^ as described above;

(11.28) *A boy flies to the
(11.29)

moon

A beaver builds dams 

On comparing (26) and (28) against (27) and (29). the

difference now appears to be simply that the former pair 
considered as generic sentences,^axe, empirically

false, whereas the latter are empirically true. Ihe

former pair are therefore reinterpreted as npngenerlc 
sentences. However, it would appear that because neither 
(26) nor (28) is grammatically incorrect, but merely
empirically false, such reinterpretation is not permis- 

■sible. It seems doubtful that the status of (26) and 
(28) ^should be predicted by grammatical rule, and there

fore we make no attempt to account formally for such 

examples. Furthermore, it has been pointed out to me by 
Geoff Pullum (personal communication) that Perlmutter's 
claims about -(he ungrammaticality of (26) and (28) Is 

' disputed.by many speakers. This only weakens Perlmut- ' 
terVs position.

6
We ignore the possibility of an interpretation of 

(28) - at least -as an historic present.
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Another possible type of counter-example is raised 
by the fact, already observed, that the a sequences are
unacceptable; similarly one a sequences are rejected. 

-r-In the former case Perlmutter relies on some constraint 
case he has to 

himself admits (1970:236, fn. 6) is 

But there is in fact an extreme

ly simple way to generate a only in those contexts where 
a singular countable noun

on proclitic sequences, and in the second 
have a rule which he 

quite possibly unique.

occurs and yet obviate •the

as are here needed by 
let us accept that at or near surface

necessity for such deletion rules 
Perlmutter.

structure no«5iSlJ^g^ain .a feature complex which contains 
the information necessary for morphological^ju^^such 

. We have argued previously, for example in 
that the use of features such as E+affective] is 

at best infelicitous, but i-t seems not only unreasonable

as concord
§10.2,

but indeed impossible to argue against the use of low- 
level iraorphological features. Given the presence of 
such a feature complex, it is clear, that, one feature it
must contain will be [+singularl, (in the case of count 
nouns). let us propose, therefore,, a.segmentalisation 
rule, of the type first proposed by Postal (1966:184-

■ 86), which segments the feature [+8ingular] bycopying 
that feature onto a left-sister of the relevant W in the 
following manner:
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(11.30) N N

:^3ing
[+sing] +slng

** * *

But (30) only gives the principle of the
“ r

and we need a mC^re precise formulation, 
show clearly that a.is segmentalised to a position to 

the left of any 'adjective' (including, vacuously, post

determiner quantifiers derived from an adjectival source) 
and to the right of elements derived from 

source, such as a higher sentence.

necessary

. .. rule, which will
!■?

some other

Now it is interesting 
to note that the only elements which will appear to the
left of a will he either quantifiers or 

these items will he marked for the feature [tsingular] 
It will he recalled that the purpose of the segmental-

dei^tsj^c^ further

isation rule is to create'a'segment specifically marked 
[+singular]. But if there is a node already present and 

explicitly marked as [+singular] , for example
the node which dominates one', then there is no need to 
have another rule to create an explicit marker of [+sing- 
ular]

the form: .

Thus our segmentalisation rulewought to he of
/

7 The proposed underlying structure for quantifiers 

implies a feature [islngular], and deictics need a 
similar feature,, if only .to account for concord rela

tions and moriphological change in the demonstratives • '
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+ Y + In(-11.31) + Z] >
+sing

CupX + [+sing] -t- Y + + Z]
+8ing

Conditions:

i) Y and Z may tie zero
ii) . If X is present it may not

dominate [ -HSingl

iii) If Y is present it dominates 
[-i-adoective]®

One obvious conseouence of rule (31) is that the a
and one a sequences will not be generated by virtue of 
the duplication of the feature [+8ingulai^./\hieh would

otherwise result. This seems intuitively satisfactory. 
But another more Interesting fact emerges 

. examples of the type shown in (21a) and (21b). 
discussion of these sentences

concerning 

In our
we noted that the type of 

'■‘exidanatlon given by Perlmutter could not possibly be 
applied to many a sequences, for reasons quite uncon

nected with his basic proposition regarding stress. The

■difficulty was that these sequences involved an apparent

quantifier + quantifier sequence which is not permitted. 
Wow, however, no such problem arises. Since many is 
derived from underlying A BARGE NUMBER it must be

: 8' ^ .
Alternatively, condition (ill) could be handled by 

a global rule, if that wpre desirable.
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[-singular] .

Therefore, as with other [+singular] nouns, we expect

many is not
is nothing to block the opera

tion of the rule, and thus such sequences are freely 
generated, and need n^t be handled as exceptions. 

Admittedly, we have not explained the collocation of ' 

with a singular noun, nor shall we do so. Clearly 

the collocation is connected with the distributiye force 
of many, a fact already recognised by Wallis (1653:72), 
but a formal explanation is at best problematical.

But the collocating noun is [+singular].

segmentalisation to take place, and since 
itself [+singular] there

Finally, there is theoretical point of some inter-
It is well known, see Fries (1940),a major 

characteristic of the Middle English period is the rise 
of 'analytic' forms to replace the 'synthetic 
tunes of Old English.

est.

struc-

Priraa2ry amongst these analytic 
forms are periphrastic expressions of surface 'case' in 
the nominal phrase and of tense and mood in the pred

icate. Although no statement of the cause of this

change can fail to be controversial, from one point of 

view we cart see the periphrastic forms-as fulfilling the 
same function as a no longer sufficiently unambiguous 
morphological system once did. One example of this 
change is the rise of a periphrastic genitive which 
replaces the older inflectional genitive. Fries (1940:206) 

gives figures which show that in 1200 only 6.3 7° of 
■genitives were periphrastically formed (i.e with of +
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noun), -by 1250 the proportion had risen to 31.4 %, and 
by 1300 to 84.5 %. It is notable that the rise of•

similar forms in other contexts occurred at similar
dates, cf. Pries (1940), Mustanoja (1960:74-76; 95-97; 
602-5). In the light of such evidence it is not implaus- 
Ible to suggest that theorise of a is a similar move

towards periphrasis, on this occasion to express number, 
^or this is the type of analysis which (31) implies. It 
is, therefore, of considerable interest to note th^ 

Christophersen (1939:103-7), in his historical survey of 
a, places its rise at exactly the same point chronolog- .

ically as Pries places the. rise of the periphrastic 
genitive. Such chronological coincidence ofcan^.^ve^

course, be a definitive proof, but it is no disadvantage
/

that our synchronic analysis of a could well be of some 
assistance in a diachronic, explanation of the roles of a.

11.4 Two residual problems and one conclusion

The first problem which I wish to discuss here has
already been mentioned in the previous sections;, where, 
however, no adequate solution was offered". The problem 
centres on the fact that (12a) is grammatical whereas 
,(12b) is not (the examples are repeated here for con

venience):

(11.12) a There is only one black cow in 
the field, but there are five 
brown ones in it
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_ b *!rhere is only a black cow in the
field, but there are five brown 
ones in it

- If we attempt to paraphrase (12a) we obtain something 
like:

(11'.32) The m^ber of cows in the field 
which are black is not more than 
one, but the number of cows in the 
field which are brown is five ,

Taking only the first part of (12a) and omitting only, 
we would find .the following underlying structure: 

(11.33)

A NUMBER NP v:
V. ..

in the' fieldNP

A NUMBER BE black cowsA NUMBER
/

The second part of (12a) will only differ from the first 
In the substitution of five for one and brown for black.- 

The only point that now remains is the status of only.

If we follow lakoff (i970d:393) in his analysis of only, 
then we may maintain that the paraphrase in (32) is 

correct in so far as it shows that only modifies the

_ i
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the quantifier-niimeral It is unclear what theone.

precise underlying structure of only is, hut it is e-rear 
whereabouts in a structure such as (33) it ought to be 

_ found, namely either immediately dominating or immedi

ately dominated by S2. 

contradiction betwee:t^ the conjoined sentences of (12a) 
in underlying structure, which is the desired position. ■

aiven that, there will be no

Now let us consider (12b). If we' attempt a para

phrase of that sentence something rather like the fol

lowing is obtained:

(11.34) *Ihere is no cow in the field which 
is not black and there are five

»■

cows in the field which are^^^^sqwn 
How can we account for this paraphrase and the fact that 
(12b) is contradictory? Prom our discussion in §11.3 we 

must deduce that in the' first coordinate sentence of 
(12b) there is no underlying quantifier, since a is a 

purely morphological creation. In 19.3 we saw that it 

was necessary to modify the' original structures proposed 
in §7.5 in order to account for nongeneric sentences 
without an overt quantifier^ such as;

(11.>35) Boys kissed the girls

The underlying structure of the nongeneric interpretation 
of (35), it was suggested, would still involve a higher 
existential, but that existent'ial woiild not|have a quant- 
ifier-hbun as its subject; rather the subject would 

simply be ones, as in (36) below. It should be observed
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that ones is nothing more than 

no association lyhatever with the niuneral 
(11.36)

a dmmy subject, having

one:

EXIST

ones BE hoysones

This contrasts with (37) and its underlying structure
(38):

(11.37)

(11.38)

Some hoys kissed the girls

A NUMBER

kissed the girlsI
A NtUTOER A NUMBER BE hoys

In (36) there is only a diunmy subject ones whose only 
specific task is as a place-holder for the underlying 

predicate nominal; in (38) there is a specific reference 
to a quantity of hoys, although the size of that
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quantlty Is neither specified nor restricted. This 

seems to coincide with our.intuitions about the senten

ces (35) and (37).
-* that the deep stinicture of:

(11.39)

From our analysis of a it follows

A hoy kissed the girls 
_ ^ ought to"he identical^to (36) except that one replaces 

ones, replaces hoys. On thelother hand, the under- ' 
lying structure of;

(11.40) One hoy kissed the girls •

would he much closer to (38), although a compound exist

ential structure would he found.

If we now return to (12h), we may infer from'the 
above that the underlying structure of the-.-fira±.,coord- 
inate sentence will he, again omitting only;

(11.41)

cows cows BE black
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Whe-bher or not only is analysed into several parts, for 
example.^ along the lines of:

(11.42) There are no cows which are n£t ... 
r* il: is indisputable that it will act as an operato'r over 

the higher existential. But in the second coordinate
sentence there is n^ only which would so perform, and
thus we obtain;the contradictory;

(11.45) *There are no cows ... and there are
cows

It is this contradiction which lies at the root of the 
ungrammatical-lty of (12b), and it is explicable only in 
terms of an analysis which denies a the status of a 

compound existential such as is accorded to 
one is a compound existential, only in (f2a) 

contain within its scope - does not command - the sen

tence containing EXIST,'-and hence no contradiction

one. Because

oes not

arises; rather, only commands the 'adjectival' element 

in one. But in (12b) only must command EXIST. We may
note that a similar explanation holds in the case of the 
-simple existential some", for in:

(11.44) *There are only some black cows in
the field, but there are five brown 
ones in it

we encounter the same contradiction as with a.

The second point which it seems useful to consider 
before concluding our study of a is the behaviour of 

called generic a. I j. lengthy footnote, Perlrautter

so
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(1970:259-42) presents evidence which, 

that generic a does not have the distribution which 
would be predicted if it were derived from the

he claims, shows

same

source as nongeneric a, i.e, for Perlmutter, from one, 
for us, from a morphological segmentation rule. 
mutter suggests that its^might be 
generic a from some any one sequence.

Perl-

more correct to derive
The validity of 

Perlmutter's suggestion depends crucially upon the
grammatical distribution of generic a, which we ex^ine 
below, and its necessity stems from the fact that where

as a sentence such as (46) may be generic, (47) has only 
a nongeneric interpretation:

(11.46)

(11.47)

A beaver builds dams 

One beaver builds dams 
Naturally this forces a different underlying structure 
for generic a only upon the-.grammarian who agrees with 

Perlmutter that nongeneric a is derived from one. We

shall see below that the analysis whichwe have presented 
. ' ' ■■ 

of a produces no such difficulties.

let us firstly consider, however, the distribution 
. of-generic a. Perlmutter^s claim' is that the (under

lying) subject of a generic sentence belongs to one of 

four typesi exemplified below:
' ' (11.48) a The horse has four legs

Horses have four legs 

a: horse has four legs 
Any horse has four legs

. b

0

:d
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He then claims that types (c) and (d) are restricted in 
their distribution in generic sentences, and that the 
restrictions are identical for the'two types. Therefore 
it is' most economical to derive generic a from a source 
containing any. As far as we are concerned we ought to 

note that^if types (a) and (h) have a distribution
different from that ofVtype (d), this is no problem, . 
since we have already proposed quite different under

lying structures for such examples, cf. §9.3 and §10.2
»

respectively. As a result we need only consider those 
examples where Perlmutter alleges that the (c) and (d)

types are both ungrammatical, although the (a) and (b5 
types are both grammatical. Unfortunately, of the' five 
environments which Perlmutter discusses, it,-Seejng, to me

(and to most informants whom I have questioned) that 
only one unambiguously supports Perlmutter in showing an 
.identical distribution for a and any.^

(The first of these five involves conjoined generic 
sentences, as in;

■ (11.49) a A beaver and an otter build dame

b *Any beaver and. any ptter build dams
/

In o'rder to avoid prejudging the issues, examples 
(49a), (54a) and (56a) have not been asterisked, but 
this does not necessarily imply that they are grammat

ical. The reader is referred to the subsequent comments 
for judgments of grammaticality.

.:y .
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Perlmutter claims that (49a) is, like (49h), unaacept- 
ahle, hut this is not the response of most informants, - 
and any hesitation in reply is ruled out if both is 
inserted; .

(11.50) Both a heaver and an otter build dams
Or if there, is no conjui^ction reduction and no other 
transformation (of relevance), then generic a is fully ■ 
acceptable:

(11.51) A beaver builds dams and a sparrow ^ 
builds nests

On the other hand, generic any is at best very dubious

in such cases:
(11.52) *Both any beaver and any otter build

dams

(11.53) ??Any beaver builds dams and any

sparrow builds nests

Thus it would appear that Perlmutter's facts are simply 
incorrect on this point. This also seems to be the.case 
witiThis second group of examples, where passivisation 

has. taken place ;
(11.54) a Bams are built by a beaver

V ' b /*Baraa are built by any beaver
• Again there’seems to be no justification for asterisking • 

(54a), as Perlmutter does; certainly there are many 
similar examples which are fully acceptable, e.g.:

(11.55) a Pigs are cared for by a swineherd
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b Shoes are repaired by a cobbler, 
hats by a milliner and dresses by 
a seamstress

The third case presented by Perlmutter is seen in ' 
the following examples;

.. (11.56) "a A beayerebuilt dams in prehistoric 
times .

b *Any beayer built dams in prehis

toric times
Here it does Indeed seem to be the case that, as Perl

mutter says,' (56a) "is ungrammatical,, but what is most 
interesting is that if we prepose the adyerbial, then 

,/ both sentences are grammatical, but only (57a)^Jii^s^^^ * 
generic.interpretation, the other sentence being purely 

: aescriptiye:'’°

(11.57) a In prehistoric times a beayer
built dams

b In prehistoric times any beaver 
: built dams

A fully 'explicit analysis of the contrasting grammat- 

icality of (56a) and (57^) does not appear possible, but
/

10 It is possible that not only is (57b) grammatical 
but that (56b) is grammatical also. If this is the
case, then our argument is strengthened, but the ques

tion is not pursued here, where we confine ourselyes to 
discussion of generic a.

i:
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an investigation using the notion of perceptual strategy, 
cf. Sever and langendoen (1972), might he useful. 

Perlmutter (1970:241) says, verbs in the past tense do 
npt ordinarily yield generic sentences. Now it is clpar 
that in a sentence such as:

A beaver ^uilt the dam

But if we revert to dams, this.

As

(11.5a)

that a is nongeneric, 

seems to be grammatical only in a generic interpretation, 
and even then it is distinctly unhappy; ^

(11,59) ??A beaver built dams 
I would suggest that this is because the generic variant 
is in some sense marked, and that some overt clue - a
perceptual device - is strongly preferred in order tb-

fhis clue is pro'vi^emsypoint put the generioness. 
adverbial such as in prehistoric times, but in (56a) it

an

comes too late in the sentence; only when it is preposed 
signal' sufficiently strong, and early enough, 

to eriable the generic interpretation to be picked up.
is the

Obviously this is a very tentative and informal sugges

tion, but it does appear plbiusible and it does provide 
xplanation for the singular grammaticallty of (57a),

But it is
an e
which PerlmutteU entirely fails to explain.

- in the fourth case that we may find most support for
He claims that generic a and• Perlmutter's position, 

generic any are ungrammatical in of-phrases, as instan

ced by;
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(11.60) a I said of a beaver thait it builds
dams

b *I said of any beaver that it 
builds dams

Perlmutter seems to be correct in claiming that.(60a) is 
unacceptable, but this does not always appear to be the 
case. Thus (61):

(11.61) ??I said of a beaver that it once 

built dams but that it no longer 
does so

seems to be slightly preferable, although substitution 
by any is impossible. However the situation here is too 

unclear to permit a satisfactory explanation. ' .

Despite the uncertainties surrounding the fourth 
type of environment we have been able to establish that 
the distributions of generic, a and generic any are not 

identical. Obviously this poses severe problems for 
Perlmutter's hypothesis, but rather than attempt to find 
out whether it can be satisfactorily modified, let us 
consider whether there is an alternative solution con

sonant with our proposals in §11,.3. Once we have done 

that we shall examine the fifth case given by Perlmutter. 
It may be-recalled that in §9.3 it was claimed that a 

common property of generic sentences was the absence of 
a higher existential sentence. - How the derivation of
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a nongenerio sentence such as;^^

A horse has a white mane 
is approximately as follows: the underlying representa

tion is;'

(11.62)

(11.631

*

has a white mane

one•BE horseone

Thenraising of the predicate nominal occurs, giCrng-^ 

. (11.64) S

NP VP

EXISTNP

NPone

horse has a white mane

/

11
It might he doubted that (62) is grammatical in a 

nongeneric interpretation, hut this is not so; however 
horse must normally he strongly stressed, 

discussion of examples (26) - (29), above.

Compare the
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At this stage the higher existential may he' preserved,- 
just as in the parallel derivation of quantifiers, in
which case (65) results: 

(11.65) There is a horse (which) has a 
white mane

To derive the ^surface structure of (62) the existential 
is lowered and the morpholepical production of a follows, 

as indeed it does in the case of (65).

Now if we wish to derive generic instances of a we 
need only assume that as in other cases of generic 
sentences there is no higher existential, which would 
imply that the underlying structure of a generic sentence 

parallel to (62), say:

(11.66) 

would he:

(11.67)

A horse has four- legs

. has four legsNP

NPone

/■

BE horseone

Such a structure has the advantages of paralleling the
lack of an existential in other generic sentences and

It is alsoyet retaining a: single type of source for a. 

distinctive in structure.from thetypes of generic

' ' VC.
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aentenoe exemplified by (48a) and (48b) and therefore 
different grammatical distributions are to be expected 
and will be analysable. Also, the structure of any, as 
we have observed In §10.2, is quite different again, and 

this too Is desirable In the light of the evidence, A

further advanjage Is that the underlying structure of 

(67)v as opposed to that o (63), explains why (68), 
like (65), cannot have a generic interpretation;

(11.68) There is a horse which has four legs

This analysis of generic a looks, at least at first 
.sight, to be preferable to Perlmutter's, since It makes 
use of quite Independent generalisations and retains the 
single morphological rule for the creation of 
before making that claim more definite we ought to 

consider the fifth case which Perlmutter claims supports

his evidence. The type of paradigm is as follows;

(11.69) a The beaver is increasing in numbers 
j b Beavers are increasing in numbers 

c *A beaver is increasing in .numbers
d *Any beaver is increasing in numbers 

12Perlmutter states (1970;.240);

"A fourth piece of evidence for deriving 
generic a from any comes from the inability

12 Although this is the fifth piece of evidence we 
have discussed, the original ordering was slightly, dif

ferent, which accounts for Perlmutter's use of "fourth".
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of 'both, to occur with predicates-which 
require non-conjoined plural subjects and 
which predicate something of the entire

.-group or class rather th^ of-any individual 
in it. Not only the plural generic NP .. 

..-but also the definite singular generic NP
i\;h predicates of this kind."

• t

•«• can occur w 

Now it so happens that the underlying structures we have 
proposed for sentences of the type exemplified by (69a), 

(69b) and (69c) correlate exactly with Perlmutter's
The underlying structure of (69c) involves 

only a [-i-singularl NP with no reference^to a class or ^ 
set (the fact that a hoise is interpreted generically, 
hence giving the implication of set refere.ncp\^^^ purely 
a matter of the absence of a higher existential), and 
therefore the sentence ought to be ungrammatical since

observation.

the predicate demands reference to more than one object
On the other hand, it will beor to a set of objects. 

remeralDered, the underlying representation of (69a) and 

(69b), as developed in §9.^.3; includes an underlying
prelexical SET, which was designed to make explicit the.

Therefore this-structure con-fact of set reference./
tains the.element demanded of the subjects of predicates

•such as increasing in numbers, and the analysis predicts 

the grammaticality of the sentences under discussion 
without any modification. Thi's fifth case of generic a, 

therefore, poses absolutely no problems for our analysis.

r ■
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We are therefore justified in claiming that the 
underlying source of a is identical to that for the 
plural Inflexion save that the structure from which 
a, derives contains the feature [+sihgular], as opposed 
to [-singular] for 

logical ru^e which will segment out of the collocating
In both cases we need a morpho--s.

\
noun that contrastive feature, in the case of a left-

Ihus, inwards, in the case of the plural rightwards, 
order to derive a, and this is a point of some import

ance, no rule is needed which is not independently 
paralleled elsewhere in the grammar, 
observe, this was not the case with the only other 
proposeil, that of Perlrautter (1970), which is able tc^ 

dispense with the notion of an underlying 'A^pix&leJ.

That Perlmutter's analysis, like ours, needs no

As'we were able to

node,

such node in deep structure is of course greatly.to its 
advantage, since it means that we are able further to 

constrain the types of structure generated by phrase 

structure rules or their equivalents, 
difference between Perlmutter's analysis and ours is

The crucial

that we have claimed that a is not a member of the

English quantifher-numeral system, despfte some apparent 
The difficulties, however, are such that to.. affinities

• posit similar underlying structures for a and, say, one 

would require so many ad hoc constraints that the 

generalisation which would have been achieved would have

to be' regarded as patently false.

. -r •

■
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In this regard it Is interesting to recall that it 
was rare within 'parts of speech' theory, cf. §1.4, to 
classify a alongside the quantifiers (which latter 
.group, of course, .was a source of considerable diffi

culty) .

ed, this decision seems to have been correct. On the 
other hand, we observed that it was common - indeed, 

almost exceptionless - to consider a and the as a com

plementary pair. In our earlier discussions we criti

cised this at some length. Now, by our implicit con

trast between a and the plural morpheme, we have virtu

ally excluded any possibility of a and the being in such 

direct contrast. It therefore behoves us, before we- 
conclude thfs study, to attempt at,least a'preliminary 

analysis of the which should be sufficient to establish 

its status in some tentative fashion, although it cannot 
be hoped that we shall provide a definitve solution to 
such a recalcitrant object of study.

In view of the evidence which we have consider-

/
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Ohapter 1 2

The 'definite artiple'

12*.~1 The status of ' the'

Notwithstanding the considerable puzzlement to 
which the behaviour of the^.gives rise, there can be 

little doubt as to its basic grammatical status. In 
other words, the difficulties in analysing the are not 

due to the fact that it stands alone, having no associ

ations with any other linguistic item, rather they are 
due to the fact that the larger class of which the is a 
member is as a whole difficult to analyse formally. Bui 
even if a primary classification of the is relafively, 

simple, it is necessary to discuss it at least briefly, 
because if we are fairly sure of such a classification 
then there will be rather more evidence that might help 
in solving the larger problems still to be faced. In 
the iight both of our earlier discussions and statements 
by previous grammarians about.,the, it seems reasonable

to suggest three possible classifications of the; it
' a . ■■ ■■ „

might either be a^quantifier, an 'article' or a deictic.

let us now examine the attractiveness of the competing 
claims.

Since the greatest part of this study has been 

concerned-with the grammar of quantifiers, it is perhaps 
most convenient to start by considering whether the .
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might he regarded as a q^uantifier. But this need not 
detain us for long, for the evidence against any such 
position is extremely strong. Indeed so strong that a 
discussion of three quite simple matters will show that 

the hehavlour of quantifiers and the behaviour of the 
contrast bO sharply tha'^ 
only.he fruitless, hut also misleading. The first of 

these points concerns the fact that in §10.4 we were 

ahle to show that the underlying structure of quant

ifiers was such that the only permisslhle quantifier + 
quantifier sequence was universal quantifier + numeral. 
In Chapter 11 we were further ahle to point out that 
some apparent counter-examples to this hypothesis wefe 
false. Now if the-were a quantifier the num'Bef^f^ 

grammatical quantifier + quantifier sequences would he 

greatly increased, for structures of the type in (1) are 

fully aoceptahle;

a common analysis would not

(12.1) The many hoys came to the party 
We have already suggested an .anqlysie for such struc- 

„ tures, in §8.3. hut there,'although the remained rela

tively unanalysed, it did not have a quantifier-like 
statue. OhTlou^ly it would he poseihle to amend that

analysis, hut then some other explanation for the gram-
It is surelymatioality of (1) would have to he found, 

simpler to preserve the already .suggested structure for 

postdeterminer quantifiers, together with the generalis

ations it encapsulated, than reanalyse the and then he
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forced to find another, possibly ad hoc. explanation for 

the + quantifier sequences in which the was taken to be 
a quantifier itself. The explanation for their grammat- 

^icallty would be quite different from that for, for.

example, all six, since the collocational range is quite 
different^

\

The second distinction between the and quantifiers 
which we shall discuss concerns the presence or absence 
of some trace of a higher existential. We have iready 

seen that all quantifiers except those which we have 
called "universals", e.g., all, may function as the 

complements of an existential predicate when they are 
interpreted nongenerically; but this is ne'y^^5Xth^ case 
with the;

(12.2) a There were many boys came to the 
party ■ ''

b *There were the boys came to the 
party

This could, of course, imply that the is a universal 
quantifier, but it has none of the freedom of surface 
position which is such a dominant characteristic of the 

universals;
/

(12.-3) a Boys all like cheese 

b *Boys the like cheese

And so it hardly seems possible that the is a universal 
quantifier. Since-the behaviour of the in these clrcum- 
stances is comparable neither with an existential nor
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with a universal (juantifier - the only two types we have
so far been able to discover - it is all the more im

probable that the is a quantifier. And the third point
for discussion confirms this, for it is that the seman

tic statue of the is quite different from that of any 
quantifier." All quanti:^iers in one way or another 
convey information about the number or quantity of 

objects .referred to by the collocating noun. Thus the 
question: ,

(12.4) What number of boys came to the party? 
however Inelegantly it may be phrased, can be answered

1by a quantifier collocating with boys:

(12.5) a Many boys
b Six boys

0 All the boys
In contrast, it would be utter nonsense to reply:

(12.6) The boys

This can only be because the semantic Information reques- 
ted in (4) is not provided in. (6,); and the reason for

1 But that is not to say that every■quantifier can be 
/ ■ 

used to answer the question. Thus some, deriving as it

does from A NUMBER, will be inappropriate, for it conveys 
no new information. And we can also observe, as in the 

case of (5c), that some quantifiers demand slight vari

ation from the norm. Neither of these points, hpweyer, 
can be considered as significant.
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thia must be that is guite different aemantic^ly 
from any guantifler. 

both semantically and syntactically completely distinct 
from any guantifier, we must reject any analysis which 
might in any way imply the opposite.

Since the is therefore seen to be

As cannot possVble be a guantifier, might it 

not be an 'article'? • Now the problems raised by this 
guestion are of an order guite different from that 
above. In traditional English grammar, cf, §1,4,*and 

indeed up to and including Chomsky (1957), if not beyond.
the class of 'articles' has generally been understood to 
include two items only, namely the and a. But in Chap-
11 we were able to demonstrate that a was a^jSk^h^bg-

ical item whose primary contrast was with the plural 
Inflexion. Whatever the contrast-between it and the, 
and it seems highly unlikely'that there could be one, it
must be only very subsidiary. That being the case, it 
call-only be misleading to claim that there exists the 

primary relation implied by the'labellirig of these two

Erom this it follows that if weitems as 'articles'.

remain true to the traditional olassifleatlon then the 
must be the-only member of the 'article' class. But 

this is only unenlightening, for we are in search of 

relations which exist between the and other words in the-
language, we are not attempting to establish the lack of 

Of opursesuch relations there may be no important 
connections, but we should not give up the search
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because of an unfortimate stipulation.

Yet it is still possible to maiptain fruitfully 
that the is an 'article'. The most important represen

tative of this approach today , is Paul Postal, wh,o^ writes 
(1966:179):

"... my basic claira\... is that the so-called

pronouns I, our.■they, etc. are really art

icles, in fact types of definite article."

To a certain extent, and we have already pointed tlfis 
out, cf. il.2, this is reminiscent of the. original 

Aristotelian approach, in which 'articles' and 'pro

nouns', in present-day terminology, were then classed 
.together as arthra. i.e., articles. We shall^jibi^^^s- 
cuss the merits of Postal's specific analysis here, for

it has been convincingly refuted by Delorme and Dougherty 
(1972) .and Soramerstein (1972')7 although from quite 
different theoretical bases.^

ned---Sommereteln'8 arguments are the more interesting, 
because h^ suggest^ that the correct ^relation between 

the and pronouns is a mirror image of the one presented 
by Postal; in other words, it is not the'case that

As far as we are concer-

2 See too Kjellmer (1971:44-45) for a defence of what 
Postal (1966:177) calls "our traditional lore about 
English grammar", e.g.j the work of Jespersen.

Postal it seems a little brash to relegate Jespersen to 
a purveyor of old wives? tales.

Even for
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pronouns are underlying 'articles', rather that the is 
an underlying pronoun. We shall examine Sommerstein's 
analysis more closely in i§12.2 - 12,3, but we may note 

...one immediate advantage; whereas Postal, by retaining 
the concept of 'article',^^is still committed to a con

trast between a and t^, cf. Postal (1966:179), Sommer- 
stein does not need to introduce such a contrast, and,- . 
indeed, never does so; from the evidence both of this 
section and Chapter 11 above, this would appear fortu

nate.

Whether or not the and the pronouns are to be 

assigned an ijldentical Underlying structure is, however, 

a rather technical point at present; what is/Tnor^rele-. 
vant is that they are certainly closely related, 
there is already at hand a grammatical notion which will 

relate the two (sub-) categories, namely delxis.

And

We may
define delxis as the linguistic feature which serves to
relate lexical items to the situation of utterance.

Thus I signifies tl^e s^^^^ utterance... n.o.w.... . .

signifies that an event described in the utterance is 
talcing place at the time of uttering, and there signi

fies that -some object or action mentioned in the utter

ance is at some place other than where the utterance is 
deemed to be being made, cf. Iiyons ( 1968;275-76).

Within this general class we can easily perceive a sub

class of three items Including the 'definite article'.
They are indisputablyneunely the, this and that.

. -.,1-
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delctics, not only by virtue of their semantice, but 
also because of their clear surface relation in many

languages to the pronoun system, see Lyons (1968:279). 
And,what'we may call their Internal semantics is no less
certain: this normally implies proximity, that implies

larked member of the trio.^distance, and, the is the

In this respect we may note the possible collocations of 
the contrasting deictlcs here and there. especially in

irnm

colloquial forme of English:

(12.7) a this here book 

b *thi8 there book
(12.8) a *that here book 

b that there book

(12.9) a *the here book 

b *the there book

We shall discuss some further examples of this below.
--S

The classification of the as a deictic may be 
objected to on the grounds that it is no more than a 
terminological variation on .the'Ltheme, • already briefly

are really pronouns (or vice 
Against that we may firstly note that since it 

is not certain, that all deictlcs are pronouns, although 
all pronouns are deictlcs, we can claim to have asserted

mentioned, that 'ai^'tlclee 
versa).

3.^ We should observe that "proximity” aiid "distance" 
are not necessarily used spatially 
also be temporal.

for the relation may

■
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a wider linguis-tic classification. And secondly, although 
it may he true that the two (suh-) classes of the and
the pronouns are closely related, it does not necessar

ily follow that they.ought to have virtually identical, 

underlying structures. Clearly it would he desirable if 
their underlying structui^es were not totally dissimilar.
but surely we ought not to go so far as to assume such 

identity, at least at present and in view of the number 

of distributional contrasts. For example, whereas the 
can freely collocate with a dependen,t restrictive rela

tive clause, prono.uns do so regularly only under a 

generic interpretation (this and that are rather more 

complex in their distribution);

(12.10) a She man who was wearing a hat'^"^'^'—- 

yesterday is actually bald 
b *He who was wearing a hat yesterday 

is actually bald

Secondly, and relatedly perhaps, in certain contexts the 
may appear with the first mention of a noun, whereas a 

pronoun cannot (at least, if it is a third person pro

noun) ,■compare;

(12.11) a ''She man came down the stairs; he
was wearing pyjamas 

b *He came down the stairs; the man 
was wearing pyjamas

Shlrdly. the must always collocate with some noun, this 
or that - may do so, but she and it can never do so.

■ ?■-
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pace Postal (1966:191). Alleged counter-examples are 
either letter analysed in some other way, as with we

men, or they are not true examples of pronouns, 
she-wolf. We ought neither to deny that the and the 
pronouns are related, nor to claim that they are iden-

The plassificatio^ of the as a deictic enables a

e.g.,

tical.

middle^ position to be established, and the grouping of.

the with this and that, under a general heading of 
'demonstratives', seems a more fruitful starting point. 
We must not take the unity of pronouns and demonstra-

■ V

tives as an a priori.

12.2 'The* and relative clauses

Apart from the other demonstratives, there is 
another group of deictics with which the has an especi

ally clpse relation, and thai'is the group of relative 
In particular, historically the can be para-

/—

pronouns.

digras^tj-cally and (probably) analogically connected with 
the demonstrative that, which is also the historical 
source of the relative pronoun that, and we may also

note, that in, for example, German,■there is a formal
/

identity between the 'definite article' and the relative 
pronoun, cf.‘ §1.2. It has further been observed by a 

niunber of scholars that this connection is reinforced by
some distributional features of the, more specifically 

that in certain cases the niay only occur with a noun 

dependent restrictive relative clause orwhich has a

i
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phrase, and that in other cases what Rohhins (1968:256) 
calls a Right Adjunct to a ribun demands the presence of 

a collocating the. An example of the’ first type invol- 
ve.s proper noxhis: the cannot normally collocate with a 
proper noun, hut this condition does not apply if there 
is a dependgnt restrictive. Compare the exannles in 

(12) with those in (13):
(12.12) a *The Edinburgh is fast falling 

into ruin
»

h *The Edinburgh was an intellectual 
centre of the world

(12.13) a The Edinburgh that I know is fast 
falling into ruin

b The Edinburgh of David Humb^dsv—- 

ah intellectual centre of the 

world

An example of the second type is found in the occurrence 
of sentence complements, which can only cooccur with the 

+ noun:
(12.14) a *A fact thai: John"likes cheese is 

irrelevant

b /*That fact that John likes cheese 
is irrelevant

The fact that John likes cheeseo

is irrelevant

A third factor which links the with relative clauses is 
that an NP with anaphoric reference (signalled by the.
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cf. §-12.3) oannd-t have a dependent restrictive relative. 

Ihus in (15a) the referents of the two instances of 
flowers cannot he identical, although the second set of 
referents may he a subset of the first set. On the
other hand, anaphoric reference-is perfectly possible in 
(15h), where the relative clause is' nonrestrictive:^

L

\
(12.15) a There were many flowers in the 

garden and I picked the flowers 
which were pretty 

There were many flowers in the 

garden and.I picked the flowers, 
which were pretty 

Given the obviously close connection between the and 

restrictive relatives, it is therefore not surprising ' 
that most recent discussion of the has attempted to 
Justify a derivation for the which involves relativis- 

ation. There have been three principal attempts to do 

this: one by Vendler (1967) and Robbins (1968); another 
by Thorne (1972, 1974); and a third by Sommerstein 
(1972). let us examine each of these '’in tum.^

b

/4 Neither sentence in (15) is particularly elegant, 
and this appears to be for two reasons. Firstly ,; a

dequence of two lexically identical and (partially)
referentially Identical nouns is normally avoided by a 

deletion rule; secondly, second mention of a noun usu

ally demands this, that or a pronoun, rather than the.
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Slnde the proposals of Vendler and Rohhlns have■ 
already been discussed In §3.4, we need only he quite 
brief, but they are worth discussing once more, both 
because of the further evidence we have been able to...

obtain and also because their suggestions are very simi

lar to the others which^we shall discuss and to that of 
Perlmutter (1970), whose approach, indeed, is perhaps 

insufficiently dlstinguishahle to merit separate close 

analysis. We may remind ourselves of the position 
adopted by Vendler and Robbins by requoting their own 
remarks. 'Vendler (1967:46) says:

"The definite article in front of a noun is 
always and Infallibly the sign of a restric

tive adjunct, present or recoverbale, 

attached to the noun."
Robbins' hypothesis is in principle the same, but more 

detailed in its formulation (1968:54):
"Determinative the is always indicative of 
sentence cbmbination: either a noun-sharing

■combination of one sentence with a trans-. . .

formed other sentence, or the Inclusion in a 
Pred of a sentence nominallzed into a 
definite noun-phrase ... In this essay 

' anaphoric the is treated as a special kind 

of occurrence of determinative the."
If we convert these remarks into formalised generative 

grammar, it would appear that the is to be introduced by

I

•
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the relativlsation rule which raises the relative clause
into the matrix sentence; this is also the suggestion of 
Perlmutter (1970:241-4-3). There are two problems with 
such a hypothesis, one concerning anaphoric the. the
other concerning what we shall call, following Smith 
(1963:15), cataphoric thethat is, oc 

which appear to be induced by a restrictive clause or 
adjunct, let us consider the cataphoric instances 
firstly.

of the^urrenoes

The problem here, already noted in §3.4, is that 
the is not obligatory when there is a restrictive clause.

Therefore both (16a) and (16b) are grammktical: 

(12.16) a 1 know the girl who is wearing a 
red hat

I know a girl who is wearing a 
red Jiat

If the is introduced by a relativisation rule it will 

therefore, apparently,* have to be optional, 

two, sentences_in (16), different,in: meanings " Thus it
would seem to be the case that the-formation is an

Vendler (1967) notes >

b

But the

optional meaning-changing rule 

both this problem and the problem that in certain cases
the-formation is obligatory; witness the unacceptability 

of (17b):
I know the man who killed Kennedy

b know a nian who killed Kennedy
f--'' ■'

Vendler's explanation is as follows (1967:50-51):

(12.17) a

* .
S*-
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"Since the verh kill suggests a unique agent, 
the definite article replaces the indefinite 
one, and we get (16) [= (17a):RMH]. If the 
relevant verb has no connotation of unique

ness, no such replacement need take place; 
for instance,

■ ■* \

I know a man who fought in Korea.
Of course we can say, in the plural,

(17) I know the men who fought in Korea.

In this case I imply that, in some sense or
other, 1 know all those, men. If I Just say

I know men who fought in Korea

no completeness is Implied; it is enough if
I know some such men."

What Vendler would appear to be suggesting is that we 
attach a feature [iunique] to the relev^t NP; if this 
future had the value [+unique] , then tfie-formatlon 

would follow. Assignment of plus values for this feat

ure would be due either to selectlonal restriction rules 
or to some arbitrary situational relation!

■i'

The unsatis-
factoriness of this as a solution is that [+unique] is 

no more than an ad hoc inteimedlary in the process of 
deriving the Although the-formation itself will no 

longer be meaning-changing, there will still be a mean

ing-changing device present, namely that which would 

assign [+unique] in, say, (16a) as opposed to [-unique] 
in (16b).
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Nevertheless, Vendler'sobBervation that indi

cates a unique referent for.the collocating NP and that 
such uniqueness may be determined by the internal seman

tics of the-relevant structure is sufficiently acute to 

demand that it not be Ignored, 
to attempt to do is to find an underlying 
which explicitly demonstrates that in a sentence such as 

(16a) the referent of girl is uniquely defined, whereas 

that is not the case with the referent of girl in (I6b). 
If we are able to do this we shall not need any meaning- 

changing transformation, although it still remains an 
open question whether or not it will be possible to 
formulate a plausible derivation to the given surface 

structure. Now at first sight a reasonable paraphrase

What we ought therefore 
representation

of (16a) appears to be; 
(12.18) I know a girl who is wearing a red 

hat and only one . girl is wearing a 
red hat

But (18) can hardly be regarded as a putatjlye source for 
the iinderlying structure of (i6a). The principal reason 

for this is that the second conjoined sentence is most 
probably a nonrestrictlve^clause and that therefore (18) 

is a better paraphrase of:
(12.19) I know the only girl who is wearing 

a red hat ,

If we attempt to remove the nonrestrictive element in 

(18) we are no further forward, for in;

A-

wW' -
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(12.20) I know a girl; only one girl is
wearing a red hat .  .

the identity conditions which hold -for relatiVisation, 
namely lexical and referential identity between the 

antecedent and dependent HP's, do not both hold, for at 
least lexical identity fails. Prom the failure of these 
attempted paraphrases which expAcitly state, by only, 

the element of uniqueness discussed by Vendler to pro

vide any possible underlying^structure for cataphoric 

the, we may reasonably conclude that a plausible solu

tion to the problem will have to come from some quite 
different Source, let us therefore turn our attention

away from cataphoric the for the present, in order to 
consider briefly Vendler's and Robbins' approach to 
anaphoric the. ^ •

Our earlier discussion of those 'works and the
quotations from them given above make it clear that both 
Vendler and^.Robblns assign to anaphoric the a status 

identical to cataphoric Since the latter ia derl-

ved by relatlvisatibn so ‘too must the former. But no 
anaphoric the coocccurs with a restrictive relative, cf. 

examples (15). Their solution is to assume a deleted 
restrictive relative, identical to the sentence in which 
the collocating NP is.first mentioned ('indefinitely'). 
Apart from several other disadvantages which we noted in 

§3.4, this suggestion has the fatal flaw that it cannot- 

account for anaphoric the in a sentence such as:
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(12.21) When John arrived at the hall, the 

lecturer had already been speaking 
for 15 minutes

where the anaphora is due to hyponymy rather than repe- 
And so, even if we do eventually find some 

solution to cataphoric the involving restrictive rela-

tition.

\
tives, it will not he possible to extend it to anaphoric 
the. Since it appears that the work of Tendler and 

Robbins, despite their interesting observations, does
not offer any immediate hope of resolving the Issues at 

hand, we shall now move on to examine the proposals in 

Thorne (1972, 1974).
i

In one aspect Thorne's analysis of the is very like 
that of Vendler and Robbins, in another it'contrasts.

The similarity is that Thome also associates occurrences 
of the with restrictive relatives; the contrast is that 

he apparently deals only with anaphoric the. Thorne's 

position is as follows (1972:565);
"Essentially my proposal concerning noun '- 

phrases like the man is that they should be" , 
derived;from underlying structures contain- - 

ing a deictic sentence as a relative clause 
attached to the noun, deictic sentences ; 
being sentences like There is a Lotus Elan, 
which I assume has an underlying form ' 

equivalent to A lotus Elan is there.~ Thus 
the unde'^rlylng structure of the man would be
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Thorne {1974-:111, fn, 1) suggests that some modification 
of this will hf necessary, but that basically unim

portant for our purposes. The transformations which 
produce the surface string the man are, Thome claims, 
similar to those required elsewhere in the grammar. The

major problems of Thome's analysis appear to centre 

upon there. Firstly, no distinction is made between _ 
existential and locative there, yet this decision seems 
vital, cf. §7.4 and Allan (1971, 1972). The main result 

here is confusion, but it appears most profitable'(if 
not necessary) to accept that there is a distinction to 
be made and thence assume that Thome is employing 

locative there only. This agrees with his remark (1972; 
563) that there is the locative form of the item which 

has the nominative form of the. But this leads to the, 
second problem: i~f there is none other than the locative 
of the, then Thome' s underlying representation is . 
alternatively expressed prepositionally, l.e., as:

« —



(12.22)

HP

man

This reveals the basic circularity of Thome's proposal; 
surface the is derived from an underlying in the 
locative case.

However Thorne has an interesting argtunent in favour 
of his position; it is that by establishing a relation-, 
ship between the and there we can account for the seman

tics of the in as far as it relates to the presence 

(physical or mental) of the referent of the collocating 
HP. Indeed the position is more interesting than that, 
for that can be.related to there, this to here, and the 

to either there or here, cf. examples (7) (9-) and the
discussion in §12.1; also note that there are .further 
possible collocations; , . ■

/
(12.23) a This table here

' b That table there

c The table: here
d The table there '

The advantage here is that we are able to relate the
directly to this and that, and all three to other 
bers of the deictic system.

mem'

Yet this is scarcely an
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adequate juetificatlon. If thla is derived from here, 
i.e., at this, and that derived from there, i.e... at

— claim that the is derived from there is to
claim that is some variant of that. This Thorne does
(1972:565). But the evidence of (23c) suggests that it 
is an unmarked variant“of either th^s or that, and
despite his footnote referred to above, Thome does not 
suggest an analysis which will explain this. further

more, consider the difference between an analysis which 
generates this, that and the directly and Thorne 
analysis.

hoc feature assignment which will state the

» .

8

In the former case there will have to be some

semantic

differences between the three; in the latter the same 
procedure will have to apply to this and that. The only
advantage this latter has is that there will not have to

be a repetition of the assignment to the adverbials.
But that would not be the case if here and there were 

derived from this and that, and the problems caused by 

the grammaticality of both (23c) and (23d), tather than 
just one of them, would be solved by considering the 
the unmarked member of the triple, 

generalisations noted by Thorne, without at the 
time having the problems which his analysis has.

as

We thus retain the

same

. We would appear, however, to lose one important 
advantage, namely that Thorne's analysis preserves the 

connection with restrictive relative olauses. Yet this
may not be the disadvantage it appears to be. As we have
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already stated, Thorne does not discuss the status of 
cataphoric the. But it seeais probable that he would 
derive all instances of the in the manner described 
above. Now-dt looks as if this would help to solve a
difficulty we have discussed already, namely how to 

distinguish between sS'ntences of the types (24a) and 
(24b): .

I;

i'.

(12.24) a A girl I know kissed Bill 
b The girl I know kissed Bill 

(24b) . would have an additional restrictive relative in
*

underlying structure, along the lines of: 
(12.25)

r
Girl who is there who,I know kissed 
Bill

But (25) raises an important problem, which is whether 
the relative clauses are 'stacked' or conjoined.^ 

the relatives are stacked, then the underlying structure 
of (25) is schematically:

(12.26)

If

If the relatives are conjoined, then the structure
below: . ■ ■ ■" .

is as

l

5
Por a good discussion of stacking see Stookwell^ 

al (1972:442-47).
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(12.27)

\

Now if (25) is analysed as an example of stacking there 

no major problems with Thorne's probable analysis asare

such . However there are some strong arguments against 
the stacking proposeil* Thus we have observed that NP's 
with anaphoric reference cannot have a dependent restric- ‘ 
tive relative, of. the examples in (15)'. let us now
assume that cataphoric is introduced by a so far

unformalised rule of relativisation of relative clauses. 
If we can accept the conjunction analysis then 

generalise our ponstraint on the collocation of the with 
such relatives as follows:

we can

(12.28) N6i string of the structure; 

- + W + N

+ rmi
1

is grammatical/unlesB relativisation 
. and the-foi-ination has applied, where 

N/ and Ng are identical. If Z is 
zero then S

1

is also zero.
(28) states nothing other than that the + N sequences 

may not have a dependent restrictive relative clause 
unless that the has been introduced by the relativisation

“^1
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transformatlon on -that restrictive clause, 
conjunction analysis if there is 

tive clause they will be conjoined and only 
isation will take place, thus meeting the constraint. 
However under the stacking analysis 
tivlsation transformation takes pl^ce,

Under the 
more than one restflc-

v:
n-

one relatiy-
e

more than one rela- 
since it is

cyclical^ and -(28) cannot reasonably apply, without 
being stated in an over-complex

V

manner.

let us accept, therefore, if only for the sake of 
argument, that,the conjunction analysis is to be prefer

red. Thus the two relative clauses in (25) are conjoin

ed. Now Ross (1967:§4.84) has postulated a Coordinate
Structure Constraint which is as follows:

"In a coordinate structure, no conjunct may 
be moved, nor may any element contained in a 
conjunct bemoved out of that conjunct."

In other words, if two sentences are conjoined in under

lying structur?,''lt is not permissible to cause one of
these sentences to be moved out of that coordinate
atrocture. But if (24b) is to be derived from (25) when 
that sentence has the Initial structure,to which (2?) 

approximates, then ROss''' constfalnt is violated, 
fore Thome's proposal demands that the relative

There- 
clauses

be stacked. And then, of course, constraint (28) cannot
be retained.
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But inp.support of the stacking hypothesis it is 
possible to quote; ' •

(12.29) The pretty girl who kissed Bill 
came to the party

where both pretty and the full relative clause 
apparently restrictive. If they at 
lying structure; then the Coordinate 
is again violated.

(29) the phrase girl who kissed

are

e conjoined in under- 

Structure Constraint
But intuitively it seems as if in

Bill is an anaphoric 
subset: of the set previously referred to by:

(12.30) girls who kissed Bill

Such an intuition cannot be captured'either by the 
conjunction or by the stacking proposal, both of which 
treat the restrictive adjective and the'restrictive
clause on the same level, i.e., as 'new' Information. 

Indeed there does not seem to be any current proposal 
which adequately differentiates the two. Perhaps one
way to do thls^would be/fcq consider the relative clause
in (29) as immediately dominated by the same'NP node as 
dominates the N dominating girl, 
the structure of (31)

Thus (29) would,/have 
in which for ease of presentation 

NP^ has been omitted; it is identical to NPg:
f '■



girl wh-girl was wearing 
a red hat

BE pretty

If something rather like (31) can he accepted as 
the underlying structure of (29), then that sentence

will not contain a violation of the Coordinate Structure 
Constraint. But that point. Important and uncertain 
it is, will not he further discussed here, since it 
of more relevance to note that (24h) - derived from 
(25) - is quite different from (29) in its implioations. - 

(29) implies that more than one girl kissed Bill (al

though only one of them was pretty); in (24h) there is 

no implication^ indeed there is a denial, that 1 know 
more than one girl who Msmd Bill. , .0^^ dif

ference ought, we may suggest, to be expressed hy a 
difference in underlying structure.

as

Hence ’non-violation 
of Ross' constraint by (29) has no implications for

St-..
Thorne's Emalysls of'(24h). In its tum^ therefore, 

(25) can only be assigned an underlying structure of 
stacking, i.e. (26), if it is not to violate the con

straint in question. 'But“this renders the cons-tralnt 
(28) unstatable. Therefore the Coordinate Structure
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Constraint carries insufficient weight to support stack

ing. And in addition to the evidence already discussed 
which supports conjunction, there is the further point 
that appar^tly many speakers’re ject all cases of - stack

ed relative clauses, see Stockwell et al (1972:443).

Por such.speakers, Ihorne's analysis seems to predict 
that (24h) will he ungrammatical, which is indisputably 
incorrect.

Since the problems surroimding Ehome's proposal 
so -great that it is improbable that it can be accep

tably modified, let us now turn to a consideration of 

the third attempt to link to relative clauses, that
Basically his proposal- is that^^'^'—'

are

of Sommerstein (1972). 

an NP such as the man has the underlying structure of a
complex NP whose head is a pronoun with a dependent 

restrictive relative which is a predicate nominal (1972: 
198). In other words, it is of the form;

(12.32) NP

NP S

[+pro] /NP

+wh“ BE man
+pro

Sommerstein's proposal has two clear advantages 
those which we have discussed above; The first of these 

-is that by introducing an underlying pronoun as part of

over
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the source for the.- the relation between the and the 
other deiotics Is more explieitly stated- than”iij the
analyses of Vendlex and Robbins and yet it avoids the 
circularity'found in Ihorne's work. Secondly it permits
us to generalise the claim of Bach (1968) that all nouns

derived from predicate nominal^, which so far we 
have been forced to restrict to

are

indefinite' NP's, to
NP's containing the. Apart from its other advantages, 
this enables us to contrast and a in an interesting
way. The underlying structures of the two sentences:

(12.33)

(12.34)

will be (35) and (36) respectively, ignoring the struc-. 
ture of the VP, cf. §11.4:

(12.35)

A lamb ran across the field 

The lamb ran across the field

S

■ NP VP

KP S EXIST

'i ..

one VP'

NP ran across the fieM

one one BE lamb
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(12.36) S

NP VP

■ MP S ran across the field-

[+pro] NP VP

^wh" BE.lamb

+prq

There are only two differences between (35)
(36), and these are not only related to 
they can be shown to reflect the 

differences between (33) and (34). 
higher existential sentence in (35) which is absent in 

But this explains the difference in grammatical- 
ity between (37a) and (37b):

(12.37) a . There was a lamb ran across the 
field :

b *There was the lamb ran across the 
field

and

one another,; but 
semantic and syntactic

Pirstly, there is a

(36).

It also clarifies a.semantic distinction, namely that 

the referent of a lamb is 'new', whereas the referent of 
the lamb is '.given' that'is to say, in the former 
the speaker assumes no knowledge on the part of the

case

hearer regarding the referent of lamb, whereas in the 

latter case he assumes that the hearer has (been given) 

sufficient information already to pick out the exact
In the situation where the referent is 'hew'referent.

#
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and the hearer is assumed to he Ignorant of it, one of
the purposes of the higher existential-is to assert that
there actually is a referent, 
in the case of a

Clearly this is redundant 
'given' referent, and therefore in such

a case no existential is present, 
contrast between (35") and (36) i8\ syntactically 

semantically justified, 

where (35) has the dummy place-holder

Therefore this first

and

The second difference is that

one, (36) has a
Now one, being a dummy, is devoid of any 

semaiitlc meaning, which relates olosely to our theory 
that a is a purely morphological, and hence semantically

pronoun.

empty, creation. On the other hand, the underlying 

pronoun in (36) has the semantic implication of preyio^A-,^^ 
reference, which of course is inherent in the descrip

tion of the occurrence of this the as anaphoric, and the 
description of the referent of the l^h as 'given'.

Syntactloally, as Sommersteln(r972) shows, the similar 
behaviour of^the + N phrases and pronouns is thereby
explained, and the predicate nominal jstruc'ture’ of the 
noun is accounted for. Further, Sommerstein (1972:205)
auggests that this and that may be derived frok a further

f

clause containing here:and there respectively, in a very 
similar way to Thome' (1972 , 1974). But the rather
different underlying structures and transformations 
employed mean that this does not appear to'violate the 
Coordinate St rue jiure Constraint, and 
derived from there' it avoids 
in Thorne's proposal.

since the is not 
some of the other problems

i'
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In the following- section we shall,see that there 

a number of other advantages held by Sommerstein's 
hypothesis, but we-have already been able to give 
ficient evidence not only to demonstrate that

are

suf-

hls is the
most successful of the three attempts to provide 
underlying, source for the which

an

we have examined here, 
but also to suggest that it may indeed be the nearest
approximation to a solution that we can find, 

this is-not to deny that it has its own problems, 
shall look at some of these below, when we examine how 

satisfactory it may be as an explanation of occurrences 
of the other than the purely anaphoric.

However,

and we

12.3 Anaphoric, ecphoric. cataphoric and generic

, The various discussions of the which we have con- 

and perhaps even our o\m. discussion, tend tosidered

suggest that there are four different linguistic 
for the;

sources

these are anaphora, ecphora, cataphora and 

generibness. The first three have in common the feature 
that they are processes by which an HP is 'defined'.

enough Information Is believed by the speaker 
to have been given to the hearer to permit the speaker 
to assume that the hearer can determine

i.e thatf P

uniquely the
referent(s) of the. HP which the speaker has fn mind.

The normal, but not exclusive, linguistic sign of this 
process is the. Anaphoric reference is reference to 

some already mentioned object; the previous reference
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may 156 either in the-same sentence or .earlier in the
discourse, and it is interesting to note that if the 
previous reference is in the same sentence or one sen— 
tence immediately before there is normally

inalisation process - which may account for the unusual 
restriotion.by Dougherty (1969:*488^,, cf. §4.4, of 
phora to within"one sentence.

some pronom-

ana-

The -use of with the 
NP in question is typically restricted to previous

reference over one or (preferably) more sentence bound

aries. Thus compare the sentences below;® 
(12.38) a A lamb decided it would run away 

b *A lamb decided the lamb would 
away

A man shot himself 
b *A man shot the mano

run

(12.39) a

Since the (b) sentences are grammatical,'although very 
strange in interpretations where there is no referential
identity between the noun phrases, this discrimination 

is a useful disambiguation of two anaphoric'processes. 
Ecphora, of. §3.2 and Smith (1963;17), is previous 

reference due to the context of situation. This is"best
/

seen by example; in (40.);
(12.40) The sun-was shining yesterday 

aim can only be regarded as being 'defined' by the

6
The referents of a lamb and the lamb in (38b) are ,

taken as Identical here; similarly for a man and the man 
in (39b).
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situational fact that -for most purposea.it is assumed 
that there is only one sun (the physical existence of 
other suns being irrelevant). 
ecphora does iiot

It is worthy of note that 
As a result,cause pronominalisation.

(40) is not equivalent to: 

(12.41 ) •. It was shining yesterday 

although this doe's not exclude;
(12.42) The sun has not been seen today.

but it-was shining yesterday 
Cataphora is 'defining' reference due to some immediate

ly following element or elements, which,

- already observed, is very often a,restrictive relative 
clause.

as we have

Included here is a restrictive adjective, 
though in surface structure it normally precedes.

even'

If these three sources reflect different processes

by which an HP-is 'defined', it must surely follow that
Sommerstein's analysis can only apply to one of them, 
and that another ^wo underlying 
have tobe^found,. even if we exclude, 
ent doing, generic the

sources for the will

as'we are at pres-
Since the examples given by 

Soramerstein (1972) are clearly anaphoric, 

that that analysis will be preferable for anaphoric the.

we can assume

Now we have-observed above that anaphora induces either 
the or a pronoun Therefore by postulating an under

lying pronominal source for anaphoric the, not only has
Sommersteln captured the relationship between and 

the other deictics in general, he has also made explicit
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the most obvious characteristic of anaphora. a?here is, 
however, a possible objection to Somme-rstein's thesis.
on the following grounds, 
can be se^ that it comes

If we look closely at (37) it 
very near to generating the 

directly in the base, and it certainly.directly gener

ates an.un4erlying pronoun. But\in most transformation

al work on pronouns it has been claimed that

?:

pronouns

are regularly Introduced transformationally, 

vant transformations are always based upon repeated ITP's 
within a single sentence.

The rele-

Now we have noted above that 
this is the characteristic', although it is not absolute.
of pronoun anaphora, which distinguishes it from ana

phoric Wie^^. Therefore the only method for int r oduc i ng^f\^^^
anaphoric the transformationally would have to be a

transformation whose structural description .^contained 
two. disjoint sentences. But this is impossible since 
the theory has only one initial symbol, namely S, and

that precludes transformations over more than one dis

joint sentence.

The inadequacy, therefore, lies in the theory 
rather than in Sommersteih's analysis., 

sis captures the essential generalisation that
Bor that analy-

pronouns

- and anaphoric the are both derived from previous refer-
That it does so at the cost of generating 

nouns non-transformatlonally is an unfortunate necessity 
Note also that-there are other cases where proribuns have 
to be generated in this way, as in:

, ence. pro-
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(12.43) The sun-is a bright yellow .object,

I saw it yesterday •

^ is due to the previous reference to the sun, hut that 
reference is in a different sentence. Thus there is no 
identical NT in the sentence which contains ^ which 
might cause'the •.pronominalisation tranWormation to

Therefore *lt must he generated in the base. 
This suggests that the inadequacy may simply he in the 

theory of pronominalisation, for to incorporate (43)

operate.

into the most generally accepted theories of pronominal

isation woiQd he to claim that surface pronouns may he 
either generated in the base or derived transformation

ally. Such duality is grossly inefficient. Sommerstein

(1972:206) avoids this by apparently generating all

pronoims in the base, hut whether or not this is the 

correct solution cannot be argued out here.’

Another reason for agreeing that it would he incor

rect to allow transformations to operate over more than 

one disjoint sentence is to he derived from ecphoric 
reference. Now Christophersen (1939:72) is surely 

correct in defining the princijfal function of t^ as 
follows, of. too Jespersen (1949:479):

"The article the brings it about that to the
■ potential meaning (the idea) of the word , 
[i.e the collocating noun:RMH] is attached

a certain association with pT'viously

• f

acquired knowledge, by which j.t can be
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inferred that only one definite individual 

This is what is understood hyis meant.

feimiliarity."

This suggests -that ecphoric reference should he 
ted as closely as possihle with anaphoric reference, for 
we only say the sun by virtue of what^^ Ghristophersen 
calls its "familiarity".

connec-

The difference between ana

phora and ecphora is that the former is linguistically 
explicit, the latter is not. Therefore in the latter 

.no possible transformational operation is avail

able, and the advantage of Sommerstein's proposal is 
that this is no defect, 

ecphoric the in precisely the same way. 

useful in connection with another problem which we have 
touched upon previously, namely hyponymic anaphora, as 
in (44). see too §12.2; , ^

case

We can generate anaphoric and 

This is also

(12.44) That book is most interesting, for 

ihe a.uthor displays a wide knowledge 
of his subject ■ < -

Such reference occupies a midway position between 
phora and ecphora, and although it is not fully explic,- 

able (possibly because the explanation cannot be wholly 
linguistic) this is not too problematic in a theory,

: such as Sommerstein's, in which anaphora and ecphora are 
not systematically distinguished, for the very good 

reason that within one sentence they "are not distlh-

s ome ve ry' inters sting remarks

ana-

guishable. Jtirthermore.
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by-leech (1974:167-68) support this fheo:^ that hyponymy 
is inextricably connected with -anaphoric reference, 

although there may still be many problems to solve.

'V

We are now left with the problem of cataphora.

This too is soluble in tgrms of Sommerstein's theory, in 
contrast to, for example,

\
that of Thome, for there are 

no unusual problems of stacking or conjunction. If we
take example (24b), repeated below; 

(12.24) b The girl I know kissed Bill 
its,underlying structure will be of the form: 

(12.45) S

NP v:

NP kissed Bill

[+pro] NP VP

+wh" V NP

+pro
BE NP S •

girl I know wh-girl

/
The standard processes of.relativisatibn will produce 
the surface structure of•(24b). 
are

However although there 
no formal problems, this solution is not appealing. 

Firstly, it contradicts the notion that cataphoric

reference is due to some following, restrictive clause 

not present with,anaphoric reference, since the in (24b)

» •
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Will be derived from the same UP as in anaphoric cases, 
and is not due to the relativisation of the lowest S.

Secondly, the constraint outlined in (28) is violated, 
since its purpose is expressly to exclude 
such as (45).

structures -

As^it appears to be a useful constraint 
which accords vith our intuitions, would be most
unfortunate if it had to be rejected.

But the only alternative appears to be to introduce 

t^ by means of a relativisation transformation, 
we were able to ascertain in §|2.2, this meets with 
problems.

and as

many

Yet there may be a solution in such terms. 
. a?hompson (1971) suggests that all relative clauses.

./Krestrictive and nonrestrictlve, ought to be derived from 
an underlying conjunction. This, of course, is already 
the accepted source for nonrestrictlve clauses, 

first sight this hardly eases our difficulties, but
At

there might be a solution if it could be shown that all 
relative clauses except restrictive dependent upon 
a: 'definite'"NP ought to be derived froi'a conjunction

ones

Phis would make the embedded source for re 
strictive relatives unique to/'definite'

source

HP's, and thus
the rule combining relativisation and the-formation
would be obliga/tory and meaning-preserving. Now Palr- 
olough (1973) has given some useful evidence that this 
may Indeed be the case,for he shows that the 

'style disjuncts' occur more happily in restrictive 
clauses with an 'indefinite' antecedent than in those

so-called
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with a 'definite' anteqedent; thus compare (46a) and 
(46h) from Pairclough (1973:528):

(12.46) a a?hat waiter served me a steak 
that honestly made me sick 

h That waiter served me the steak
that hSnestly made l^e sick 

Clearly (46a) is preferable to (46h). As Pairclough
(1973:529) points out, there is a feeling that in (46a) 
two separate statements are being made, whereas only one

statement is made in (46b). The connection of style 
disjuncts with performatives supports this intuition.
And the most appropriate structural method for showing 

the distinction would be to assume underlying conjunc

tion in (46a) but not in (46b).

Therefore there is some support for claiming that 
' relativisation.of an embedded restrictive clause obliga

torily and unambiguously introduces a cataphoric the 
collocating witli^the antecedent NP. This enables (28) 
to be retained as a deep constraint, and anaphoric the

and cataphoric ;^,to be clearly distinguished, the 
first (virtually) being generated in the base, the 
second being transformationally derived, An interesting 
fact in favour of this distinction cropped up in our 

discussion of both, cf. §10.4 and, especially. Chapter 
We proposed that there was a Dual Copy rule, part of4

whose functldn was to delete tlie in order to generate 

But we were able to observe that onlyboth children.
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anaphorically-derlved could he deleted by the trans

formation in question. At the time the only,solution
was to mark non-anaphorio ^ so that it was not deleted. 
But now an alternative solution presents itself, namely 
that if the Dual Copy rule is ordered before the trans

formation introducing cataphoric t;^, t^en no special 
marking of cataphoric the will be It is not
certain that such an ordering will be possible, but it

necessary.

can scarcely be denied that postulation of different 

sources for anaphoric and cataphoric provides a 
useful starting point.

It must be surprising that so far no attempt has been 
made to give the transformation which introduces

The reason for this is not that it is
cata

phoric the.

difficiilt to state: it is simply necessairy to extend the 

mile creating the.relarfcive pronoun (e.g., who) so that 
at the same time it Introduces the. Rather, the reason 
is that, whilst this'may provide an excellent solution
to the-problem of cataphoric it does bo only at the

cost of creating a new problem elsewhere, for we now
have no way of distinguishing between' (47a) and (47b) in” 
underlying structure:

^12.47) a ; The boy kicked a girl who was 
smaller than he was 

The boy kicked a girl, who 

smaller, than he was 
Whilst this may be tolerable if Huddleston (1971:212-15)

b was
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Is correct In claiming that the difference between the 

two sentences is minimal, of. §3.3, there is the further 
difficulty that in (4-8) only the restrictive interpre

tation is grammatical (as above,’this is marked by the 
absence of commas);

(12.48) a The boy kicked a ho^se that was 

standing in the field 

b *The boy kicked a horse, that was 
standing in the field

We have•now no way to account for this contrast, and 
until we do we can hardly claim to have provided 

satisfactory answer to the problem of cataphoric the. 

Perhaps the oiily answer will be one which allows a third 
source for restrictive clauses, in which case the under-

a

lying structures of sentences such as (24b), (47a) and 
(47b) will each be tmique. i But until that, third source, 
or some equally appealing solution, is found, we can

only-regard our hypothesis regarding cataphoric as 
. the most temporaiy and tentative of solutions,..

So far oTir discussion of the has been largely 

independent of quantifiers, but a glance back,' especi

ally to §8.3, would suggest that if we wish for conform

ity anaphoric the would simply be derived from THE 

NTJMMR, and the structure suggested there for postdeter

miner quantifiers differs from any considered here in 

the Important fact that whereas for;
The boys ran away(12.49)
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the predicate nominal would be lower than the matrix

sentence, the reverse would be true of: 
(12.50) Ihe many boys ran away 

But to leave it at that would be to miss the point; which
is that in (50) there are two pieces of information: 
i) the number.of.boys was large; ii) t^ose boys

And in Part III the suggested underlying struc

ture for sentences such as (50) sandwiched, as it were, 

the predicate nominal from which boys is to be derived 
between these two pieces of information.

ran

away.

The immediate ,

contradiction which seems apparent is therefore not 
present. It may well be the case. Indeed it must neces

sarily be so, that a more elegant analysis of postdeter

miners can be found, but that which we proposed is in 
large measure satisfactory. Clearly the ’’THE" which was 
left unanalysed previously can be now given a deeper
structure, but this presents no difficulty, 

radical difficulty's created by the fact that we have 

continually used restrictive relative clauses lit-our 
proposals for deriving ctuantlfiers, but those are re

strictive clauses which do not Introduce cataphoric 'they. 

This implies that new structures must be found, but, as 
was stated in the previous-paragraph, these are not to 
hand. Therefore this reanalysis must wait until they 
are, and we can only Console, ourselves with the'fact 

that the reanalysls will in all probability be trivial. 

However it is a salutary reminder of the final inadequacy

A much more
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of our hypothesis, -to. which we 
gation that the other theories 

have even greater deficiencies.

can only plead in miti- 

which we have examined

We have left the case of generic to the end, 
for it appears to present special difficulties of its 

that generic the is 
and hence of

\
In facl I hope to show helowown.

only a special Instance of ecphoric the, 
anaphoric the. But this does not contradict 
statement, in §9.3, to the effect

our earlier
that generic the does

not indicate reference to some object known to the
speaker and presumed by him to be known to the hearer. 
It may well appear to do

;

so, but only, I would maintain, 
because the earlier statement is correct in a rather
misleading fashion. It is true that in;

The lion is a dangerous.animal 
a referent of lion is not 'given', and that'was the

(12.51)

intended meaning of the earlier statement. But it will 

be remembered that it was also claimed that the lion in
(51) was to be derived from a structure which included 
the notion SET and that it 

ly determinable, cf. (9.55)/in §9.3.
was so stated as to be unique- 

This process is
surely a linguistic equivalent to extrallnguistic ec

phoric mention of the_^un. The difference between 
generic the and anaphoric the (in its widest sense) is 
that the former collocates with SET, whereas the latter 

collocates with the attendant noun. It is the presence 

of SET which determines a generic Interpretation.

V,
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It therefore seems reasonable to suppose that 
generic Is derived from a pronominal so.urce which
has a dependent restrictive relative which 
Pa.edicate nominal referring to SET;

contains a
this parallels the

analysis of anaphoric and ecphoric the. But there 
appears to-be some difficulty with 

(12.52)

regard to:
The elephant which lives in Africa
has long ears

Should not this be treated 
the which is for

as an instance of cataphoric 
some reason generic? One argument 

against this is the existence of generic sentences such
as:

(12.53) He who pays the piper calls the tune 

In nongeneric sentences, as we have seen in §12.1,'it is 
at best extremely dubious to have a restrictive relative
with an antecedent pronoun: - ,

(12.54) a ?*He who came to see me yesterday 

has won a prize for pedantry 
b *A prize for pedantry was given-to 

him who came to see me yesterday 
To analyse the in (52) as cataphoric; will be to .fail ta 
explain the difference between (53) and (54) 

ence which is fairly simple to explain. All occurrences 
of pronouns are anaphoric, whether within one sentence 

or over several sentences. No NP which refers -anaphor

ically can hat-e a dependent restrictive clause. There-^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ 

fore a satisfactory analysis of (52) or (53) will have

a differ-f
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to deny the possibility of cataphoric status to the head 
NP in question. One possibility is to provide a, struc

ture-such as in (31), which will assign to the elenhant 
which lives in Africa the status of an NP containing no 

other NP (other than that directly dominating Africa). 
But whatever Drawbacks “this proposal, might 

stands out as compelling; it is quite unable to
have, one

explain

the difference between (53) and (54) except in an ad hoc
fashion.

Now if we look again at our analysis of generic the 
in 39.3, and add to it our proposals concerning senten

ces such as (51) above, we can suggest that the under

lying structure of (52) must be something like:
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(12.55) S

NP VF
'S:

NP S EE dangerous animalsiv

[+pro] NPi'-

+wh- 
+prq ''

f:

f

elephants

live in Africa

Although, for reasons stated above, only one of them is
fully demonstrated, there are two definite advantages 
contained in (55) The first of these is thatvthere is 
an anaphoric source for the, thus relating to (51), hut

this anaphoric source is not contained in the NP whieh. 
is the antecedent of the surface restrictive relative

and therefore constraint (28) is not violated, 
second advantage is blurred hecauee of our inability to

The

show clearly that the lowest S does not induce-cataphora, 
but it seems certain'that t^ must be the case. If the
correct notation can be found we will be able to explain
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the non-cataphorlc status of tte In (52), more expllcit- 

Thus at worst (55) appears to bely. a s'feep in the
correct direction if we wish to reach a unitary analysis 
of generic ■the'.

i.
Of course we have not yet explained the 

grammaticality of (53), but this has the appearance of
idiosyncracy, .and in this connection\it 

remember that the'derivation of the lion
is useful to

s
in a generic

interpretation, as proposed in §9.3, is,rather unusual.
i'

The fact that the lion has a unique derivation makes it 
easier to handle the use of in (53). 

always require the use of an exception rule, 

similar device, for notice that (56) is quite 
able;

However it will
or some

unaccept-

(12.56) *lt that lives in Africa is a dangerous 
animal

12.4 Conclusion

The premise underlying Chapter 11 in which we
considered the grammar of a, the so-called 'indefinite 
article'. was that there was no justification for hypo

thesising an ' article ' node in deep structure which
would dominate only either the or a. It was assumed 
that the arguments in Part I, where the status of 'art

icle' as a part of speech had been diecusaed, were 

sufficient to discredit such an approach. Therefore in
§11.2 we examined the proposals of Perlmutter (1970) 

which, correct would imply that a was simply a
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reduced variant of ,th.e numeral 

of the compound existential
> and hence a member 

system of quantifiers, most
closely analysed In Chapter 8. 
ever, that although Perlmutter's hypothesle was Initi-

It was concluded, how-

ally appealing it was both internally contradictory and 
inaufficient3.y adequate as a desori\ption of the varied

A mop^adequate proposal.occurrences of a-. it was
suggested in §11.3, was to consider a simply 
surface realisation of the

as the .

morphological feature [+8ing- 
any semantic significance of itsularj, without 

Finally, in §11.4
own..

we discussed two serious difficulties
facing any analysis of a, and concluded that the morpho

logical analysis was more satisfactory than most.

we were able to confirm not only that it would be in

correct to consider a as an 'article', but also that it 
would be equally unfortunate to treat a as a quantifier.
It is neither to be contrasted with the 

with one; rathqp^ its closest connections 
plural suffix -

nor compared
are with the

s.

Such a cla.im, of course 
assertion that the

, contains the implicit 
proper analysis of t^ must be quite 

different, but we were able to observe in §12.1 that a

and the had at least two factors in 
little sense to consider the

common, for it makes 
as an 'article' and it

°^“°l:P?8sibly be analysed as a quantifier, given the 
evidence presented there. Rather, it was suggested, the 
ought to be analysed as a deictic, closely related to
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the demonstratiyes tMs and that 
its grammar to the

and at least similar in 
Since most i;ecent 

relation 
clauses we then 

point, and the theories 
We were n't)!e to conclude that

■

pronoiin system.
grammarians have been concerned with the 
between the and restrictive relative
turned our attention to this 
based upon lij, in §12.2.

the most appealing theory was that of Sommerstein (1972), 

although the type of analysis first 
(1967), in which the is

proposed by Vendler 
always derived from a restric

tive relative, 

handle. In §12.3 it was claimed
also interesting, if problematic towas

that there were two
principal types of anaphoric and'cataphoric. In
the case of the former were able to accept, and 
indeed give further support to, Sommerstein's hypothesis, 
which had the merit of making explicit the relation 
between /to and the English

were

pronouns. However the
hypothesis was not easily extended to cataphoric the, 
where it was felt^ that 
was most plausible.

a variant of Vendler's suggestion
This was despite the fact that it 

was not fully fo'rmalisable and also that it created
problems elsewhere in the grammar.. We could not, there

fore, pretend to a lasting solution for cataphoric 

Then we turned our attention to generic to, where we
to.

: attempted to show that it was best analysed as a variant 
of anaphoric the. signalled by differences in underlying
structure first proposed in §9.3
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Most of the important points have 
the preceding two paragraphs, huj it is worth emphasis

ing one or two of them before we stop, 
to he recognised that the 

has led to the estahllshment of

been mentioned in
■I

Firstly,,it has
1' grammatical tradition which

an 'article' category in 
which a and .the, and only a and the. Contrast is funda

mentally mistaken.- Virtually the only factor 
between the two is that they 

disguises the fact that the is

in common 
are not 'articles', and it 
more like a pronoun than

anything else, whereas a is a semantically empty morpho

logical creation. It may yet be possible that for 
teaching purposes the two ought to be brought together, 
but even here the centuries of tradition may have led us -/K
away from a more useful approach which might contain 
some of the points raised above. Secondly, and in 
contrast to the above. It will be recalled’that the
original 'parts of speech' theory, as proposed by Aris

totle and, after *im,, the Stoics, did recognise that the 
Was

);

a type of pronoun, just as we have claimed It to be. 
It may well be a matter for regret that Ancient Greek 
had no equivalent of a, for if there had been one, a' 
satisfactory analysis of a,could possibly have been
obtained long before how.' 
one has now been obtained.

But that is not to claim that
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